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Preface

The Advisory Committee on X-ray and Radium Protec-
tion was formed in 1929 upon the recommendation of the
International Commission on Radiological Protection, under
the sponsorship of the National Bureau of Standards and
with the cooperation of the leading radiological organiza-
tions. The small committee functioned effectively until
the advent of atomic energy, which introduced a large
number of new and serious problems in the field of radiation
protection.

At a meeting of this committee in December 1946, the
representatives of the various participating organizations
agreed that. the problems in radiation protection had become
so manifold that the committee should enlarge its scope
and membership and should appropriately change its title
to be more inclusive. Accordingly, at that time the name
of the committee was changed to the National Committee
on Radiation Protection. At the same time, the number of
participating organizations was increased and the total
membership considerably enlarged. In order to distribute
the work load, nine working subcommittees have been
established, as listed below. Each of these subcommittees
is charged with the responsibility of preparing protection
recommendations in its particular field. The reports of the
subcommittees are approved by the main committee before
publication.

The following parent organizations and individuals com-
prise the main committee:
American Medical Association: H. B. Williams.
American Radium Society: E. H. Quimby and J. E. Wirth.
American Roentgen Ray Society: R. R. Newell and J. L. Weatherwax.
National Bureau of Standards: L. S. Taylor, Chairman.
National Electrical Manufacturers Association: E. Dale Trout.
Radiological Society of North America: G. Failla and R. S. Stone.
U. S. Air Force: G. L. Hekhuis, Maj.
U. S. Army: T. F. Cook, Lt. Col.
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission: K. Z. Morgan and Shields Warren.
U. S. Navy: C. F. Behrens, Rear Adm.
U. S. Public Health Service: H. L. Andrews and E. G. Williams.
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The following are the subcommittees and their chairmen:

Subcommittee 1. Permissible Dose from External Sources, G. Failla.
Subcommittee 2. Permissible Internal Dose, K. Z. Morgan.
Subcommittee 3. X-rays up to Two Million Volts, H. 0. Wyckoff.
Subcommittee 4. Heavy Particles (Neutrons, Protons, and Heavier),

1D. Cowie.
Subcommittee 5. Electrons, Gamma Rays, and X-rays above Two

Million Volts, H. W. Koch.
Subcommittee 6. Handling of Radioactive Isotopes and Fission

Products, H. M. Parker.
Subcommittee 7. Monitoring Methods and lnstruments, H. L.

Andrews.
Subcommittee 8. Waste Disposea and Decontamination, J. H. Jensen.
Subcommittee 9. Protection Against Radiations from Radium,

Cobalt-60, and Cesium-137 Encapsulated Sources.

With the increasing use of radioactive isotopes by industry,
the medical profession, and research laboratories, it is essen-
tial that certain minimal precautions be taken to protect
the users and the public. The recommendations contained
in this Handbook represent, what is believed to be the best
available opinions on the subject, as of this date. As our
experience with radioisotopes broadens, we will undoubt~edly
be able to improve and strengthen the recommendations
given in this report. In the meant-ime comments and

,e suggestions will be welcomed by the, committee.
One of the greatest difficulties encountered in the prepira-

tion of this. Handbook lay in the interpretation of existing
biological- data dealing with the uptake and retimtion of
radioactive materials by the body. Many variables are
present in each experiment, and major disexepandies occur
frequently between even the most reliable researches. A
tremendous effort. is presently being exerted to obtain a
better understanding of the biological effects of radiation.
In the 3 years, during which this report has been in prepara-
tion, so much progress has been made in the. field that at
times it has seemed almost hopeless to keep abreast of thechanges. It. is believed that. the, nume~rical values given, in

this report are such that errors, if any, will be in the direction
of providing additional safety.

The present Handbook was prepared by the Subcommittee
on Permissible Internal Dose. Its membership is as follows:
KARL Z. MORGAN, Chairman. H. M. PARKER.
A. M. BRUES. CHARLES H. PERRY.
G. FAmLA. J. E. Ross.
J. G. HAMFrzror, SmHILDS WARREN.'
L. D. MARtmArrA. HERMAN Lisco, Consultant.

A. V. AsTN, Director.
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Maximum Permissible Amounts of Radioiso-
topes in the Human Body and Maximum
Permissible Concentrations in Air and Water

A. Introduction
This is the. first. official published report, of the Subcom-

mittee on Permissible Internal Dose of the National Com-
mittee on Radiation Protection. It is the opinion of this
Subcommittee that all unnecessary exposure to radioisotopes
should be avoided. However, it is often impracticable, if not
impossible, to prevent some radioisotopes from entering the
body. Therefore, it is desirable to establish levels of maxi-
mum permissible exposure to serve as guides to safe operation
and upper levels of exposure. In some cases there is con-
siderable uncertainty about the maximum permissible values
given in this report. However, because many persons are a(,
present being exposed to certain of the radioisotopes, it is
considered desirable to agree upon what are considered as
safe working levels for these. radioisotopes now rather than
wait until more complete information is available. In this
connection, it is well to bear in mind that persons may be
exposed to radioisotopes for an indefinite period of time,
perhaps a lifetime. Because, in general, it is impossible to
predict at the start how long a person will be exposed, per-
missible limits must be set on the assumption that the occu-
pational exposure will continue throughout the working life
of the individual and environmental exposures will continue
for a lifetime. The values given in this report have been
derived on the basis of continuous exposures for a lifetime
or for the equilibrium condition in which the rate of elimina-
tion has become' equal to the rate of deposition in the body
in all cases except for Rasre, Sm's', and Pull. Therefore,
their use as interim values for a. period of several'years is
fully justified. If future information indicates that these

The effective belt-fives of the radioisotopes oonsidered In this report, with tbe exception
of Sa'm41, Pu'pu, and BrS 5 am 0o short that the time of exposure is not critiml in the
.callailons and the Fame maximum permissible concentrations in air and In water are ob-
tained regardless of whether the exposure Is for 30 years or occmpatlonalipo•ure, 70-years
lifetime, or an infinite period.
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values should be. more or less conservative, they can be
adjusted before anyone has been unduly inconvenienced or
before. damage can be expected to result. In any case,
because of the uncertainties involved in the present values
and in determining the actual accumulation and potential
hazard of radioisotopes in the human body, it is strongly
recommended that exposure be kept at a minimum insofar
as it is practicable. Bearing in mind that in the future it
may become necessary to lower some permissible limits, it is
suggested that a factor of safety that may be as large as
ten be used in the design and operation of permanent installa-
tions where large quantities of radioactive, material are
involved. This is particularly important in cases in which
provision of additional protection later would be very difficult
and expensive.

The values of m&ximum permissible amounts of the
various radioisotopes in the human body and of the maxi-
mum permissible concentrations of these radioisotopes in
air and water as given 'in this report are chosen by this
Subcommittee as the most acceptable values after con-
sidering a preliminary report to the Committee (giving values
recommended by various radiation protection committees,
as listed under section F of this report) and after making
comparisons with values calculated by use of the data sum-
marized in table 4. This report considers only a few
radioisotopes, and particularly those that are of present-day
interest. Other radioisotopes will be considered in sub-
sequient reports when such information about them is needed
and as data become available to serve as a basis of acceptance
of safe recommended values. Likewise, values given in
this report must. be'revised from time to tihiie, as more
biological information is obtained.

Efforts should be made to prevent the accumulation of
dangerous quantities of radioisotopes in the body. Radio-
isotopes may enter the body by way of food and water, in
the air we breathe, through wounds and abrasions, and
through pores of the sldn. The physical state (liquid, solid,
or gas) and the chemical form of the radioisotope help
determine the. type. of radiation hazard and to some extent
the deg-ree of retention in the body and magnitude of hazard.
Other important factors that determine the radiation hazard
are the quantities of radioactive material involved, thefacilities and equipment available. for handling radioisotopes,
the training and experience of those working with the
radioactive material, and the respect they have for appropriate
radiation protection standardsand procedures.

2
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B. Radioisotopes More Hazardous Inside the Body
Than Outside

Radioisotopes when contained inside the body present
greater hazards than when they are limited to external
sources, for the following reasons:

1. They irradiate the body continuously until they are
eliminated.

2. The biological half-life is very long for some radio-
isotopes, and in most, cases it is difficult, if not impossible, to
increase appreciably the. elimination rate from the body.

3. Sources inside the body are in intimate contact with
the body. tissue. This enables alpha and low-energy beta
radiation (which, because of limited range, do not present an
external hazard) to reach radiosensitive tissue inside the
body and to dissipate all their energy in a small volume of
tissue inside a criti&il body organ.4. It is very difficult to measure the amount and dis-
tribution of a radioisotope in the body, and even if such
information is obtained, it is impossible to assess the hazard
accurately. Methods of urine and fecal analysis have been
developed for some radioisotopes, but most of these analyses
are very tedious, time consuming, and expensive.

C. Methods of Estimating Maximum Permissible
Amounts and Concentrations

There are various methods of estimating maximum per-
missible levels of radiation exposure, maximum permissible
amounts of radioisotopes inside the body, and maximum
permissible concentrations in air and water. Some of these
methods are given in the following paragraphs.

1. Comparison with X-ray or -y-ray damage

We have had considerable experience for more than 50
years with these radiations, and the Subcommittee on Per-
missible, Dose from External Sources of the. National. Com-
mittee on Radiation Protection has set the relative bio-
logical effectiveness (RBE) and the maximum permissible
exposure to various types of radiation, as listed in table 1.
The values in table I were. accepted by the Chalk River,
Canada, Conference (Sept. 29 and 30, 1949) and the Inter-
national Commission on Radiological Protection meeting
in London (July 1950).

3
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TABLE 1.

Relative bio- Maximum permts-
Iogical effect- sible weekly dose

Type tv in the bloodform-
(RBE) ing organs.

X, Y ......... 1 0.3 r/week.
---- -. 1 .3 replweek.

a . 20 .018 rep/week.

The values in this column as agreed on at the Chalk River and London Conferencas appov
specifically to the bloodlormintg organs. For the purpose of tbhi report these values are ea.
tended to apply to all body organs but not the epidermal skin isyer.

2. Comparison with radium damage

There have been many years of experience in which man
could observe and study the damaging effects of X-rays
and radium. The effects of external exposure to radium
were observed shortly after the discovery of radium, as
was also the case with X-rays;2 and man's experience with
radium fixed in the body dates back more than 25 years.
The radium content of the body can be obtained by measure-
ment of the gamma radiation from the body, by measure-
ment of the radon exhaled from the body, and by autopsy
measurements. The National Committee on Radiation
Protection has set the maximum permissible amount of
radium-226 in the body as 0.1 pc. The NCRP Subcom-
mittee on Permissible Internal Dose has made the estimate
that the chronic damage of Pull relative to Ram for equal
energy absorbed is 2.5, and for acute exposure the damage of
Po0It relative to Rae0 for equal energy absorbed is 20.
Preliminary indications are that the biological effectiveness
of Po210 relative to RaO is considerably less than 20 on the
basis of chronic damage. I Care must be taken that com-
parisons with radium are made with only those elements
that behave similarly in the body.

3. Comparison with background concentrations of naturally oc-
curring radioisotopes in our bodies, In the air we breathe, and
in the water and food we consume

For example, if a large group of people in one part of the
* world has 10 times the average content of radium in the body

I For examipe, Mr. OrubbA at Chicago, ID., sought naediesi aid for an X-ray dermatitis an
the back of his hand in January 18r, the same month Roentgen announced the discovery of
X-rays. Becquerel received o radium burn a few .•esa after ie announced the dilcovez ol
radioactive radiations emitted by wuanlum, when be made the mistake of carrying a glass
tube of radium-bearing barium chloride in his vest pocket for a few day.

I The RBE of Pol0l with respect to Ralmis taken as 'te3 A, which isbased on hio
exposure.

4 A
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as the rest of the people in the world, and if this group of
people. has. shown no detectable disadvantages, the conclu-
sions could be that these higher concentrations would be
safe as maximum permissible values.

4. Experinents with animals
Experiments on mice, rats, dogs, pigs, etc., are being

conducted by many laboratories in order to determine the
initial retention, the concentration in the various body
organs, and the biological half-life of specific isotopes.
Careful observations are made on both the living and
sacrificed animals in order to detect damage to the various
body organs. Studies are made of blood changes, tumor
production, sperm counts, reduction in life span, etc. These
results are extrapolated to man by giving more weight to
the data from species that are closest to man.

5. Experience with Man

Experience. with man will give the only completely reliable
data, and even here the statistical variation is so great that
data should be obtained for a large number of cases in order

-to obtain reliable results. For ethical reasons there is a
limit to the data one can obtain by direct observations on
man. However, very useful data have been obtained from
observations on man following the accidental ingestion and
inhalation of radioisotopes. For example, urinalyses of
persons who have inhaled Pit"" and Sr90 owing to carelessness
or accidents have furnished some of the best estimates of
the biological half-life of these. radioisotopes in man. Small
tracer doses of some of the radioisotopes with short effective
half-lives can be administered to man to obtain -valuable
information about the initial retention and biological half-
life. In some cases short-lived radioisotopes can be sub-
stituted to obtain essential data concerning the behavior of
more dangerous long-lived radioisotopes. For example,
5.8-day Ca47 can be used in place of the 152-day Cal, or
the 9-day Pom can be used in place of the 138-day Po°.

D. Factors that Determine the Hazards of
Radioisotopes

The factors that determine the hazards of the various
radioisotopes are as follows:

1. Quantities Available

None of the radioisotopes except those occurring naturally
presented problems until the age of high-voltage accelera-
tors, nuclear reactors, and atomnic bombs. From the stand-

232719"-5----8----5
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point of common use and quantity available, 1181, p32,
Co", Sr", C14, Sn, Ca'6 , Au'9 8 , Ra 2 , Pull, and uranium
present the major problems of irradiation inside the body.

2. Initial Body Retention

Large fractions of some elements such as iodine, strontium,
and sodium are absorbed when they are taken into the body
by any of the several routes and when available in their
common chemical forms. In the case of elements like plu-
tonium and uranium, only a small fraction is absorbed in
the gastrointestinal tract. Therefore, the greater retention
would increase the hazards from the first group as against
those of the second. In dealing with the inhalation of
radioisotopes, unless information specific to the radioisotope
is available, it is assumed in the case of soluble compounds
that 25 percent is retained in the lower respiratory tract.
From this tract it goes'to the blood stream, and a part of
this goes to the critical organ within a few days. Fifty
percent is held up in the upper respiratory tract and swal-
lowed, so a fraction of that swallowed also reaches the critical
organ. In the case of insoluble compounds, it is assumed
that 12 percent is retained in the lower respiratory tract,
which is usually taken as the critical organ when considering
the inhalation of insoluble compounds. The rest is elimi-
nated by exhalation and swallowing.

3. Fraction Going from Blood to Critical Body Tissue

Some elements in the blood stream are eliminated rapidly
from the body, whereas large fractions of others are deposited
in certain body organs.

4. Radiosensitivity of Tissue

Some body tissues are more radiosensitive than others.
For example, the lymphatic -tissue and bone marrow are
much more radiosensitive than muscle or nerve tissue.
Therefore, in equal concentrations an element like plutonium
is more hazardous than uranium because the plutonium
concentrates in the most sensitive part of the bone, whereas
the uranium goes to other portions of the bone, the kidney,
and various other relatively insensitive organs.

5. Size of Critical Organ

For a given number of microcuries of a radioisotope im a
critical organ, it follows that the smaller the organ the
greater the concentration and the greater the dose delivered

6
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to the critical tissue. Iodine presents a much greater prob-
lem than sodium, since iodine is very selectively absorbed
in a small body organ, the thyroid gland, whereas sodium
is rather uniformly distributed throughout the body. In
many cases the radioisotope is deposited in a large organ
but localized in a small portion of that organ, so that, in
effect, the mass of critical tissue may become very small.

6. Essentiality of the Critical Organ to the Proper Function of the
Body

Some body organs are either not. essential to the body
function, or, when they are damaged or removed, special

steps can be taken to supplement or compensate for their
reduced function. It is for this reason that damage to the
bone marrow, kidneys, eyes, etc., would represent perhaps
a greater hazard than equal tissue damage to. the thyroid
gland.

7. Biological Half-life

Some elements like radium, plutonium, and strontium are
deposited in critical body tissue where the rate of turnover
is very slow or the biological half-life is mhany years. These
radioisotopes are much more hazardous than radioisotopes
like carbon, sodium, and sulfur (C", NaO, and S5), which
have biological half-lives of a few days or weeks. Thv

rincipal methods of elimination of radioisotopes from the
ody are by way of the urine, feces, exhalation, and perspi-

ration. Usually elimination is much more rapid before the
radioisotope is translocated from the blood to a more per-
manent area, such as the bone, than afterward. This time
is usually of the order of a .few days to a few weeks. After
this initial period the elimination rate becomes more nearly
exponential, and the application of the term "biological
half-life" has real meaning.

8. Radioactive Half-lives of Intermediate Length

The mixture of U1-8+U 2 34 +U'1 5 that occurs in nature
does not present much of a radiation hazard (if the radio-
active daughter elements are removed); because with the
very long, controlling half-life of U2 1 of 4.5X10 9 years, it

-- requires 1.5X106 g of this uranium isotopic mixture to make
up a curie of alpha activity. The maximum permissible
amount of this mixture in the body (given in table 3,A) is
0.02 juc. This corresponds to about 0.03 g, and it is un-
likely that a person would gat this much uranium in his body.

* 7
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If he, did, it probably would result in a chemical hazard be-
fore the detrimental effects of radiation would show up.
The U2'1, with a half-life of 1.62XI05 years (100 g/curie4),
and Sr®, with a half-life of 25 years (6.3X10-1 g/curie), are
much greater hazards. In the case of SrO in equilibrium
with YOO the maiimum permissible amount of Sr® in the
body is I pic, or only 6.3X10-9 g, which is about 10-1 of the
mass of the human body. This concentration is so small
and the rate of elimination so low once a maximum permis-
sible amount of Sr' in equilibrium with Y' becomes fixed
in the bone, that it is then very difficult, if not impossible,
to make accurate estimates of the amount present. There-
fore, if there is exposure to such radioisotopes, every pre-
caution should be taken to minimize the body uptake, and
urinalyses should be made frequently so that the amount
going into the bone can be estimated from concentrations
in the urine during the early portion of the period of exposure,
when the elimination rate is much higher.

At the other extreme of specific activity, radioisotopes
with very short half-lives do not present much of a hazard
unless the exposure is maintained by continuous uptake,
since the activity of such radioisotopes when deposited in
the body soon decays to an insignificant level. As a rule-of-
thumb one can remember that the activity is reduced to
less than I percent after seven half-lives (2-1-0.008=0.8%).
Examples of these short-lived radioisotopes are p", with a
half-life of 14.3 days (3.5XI0s- g/curie), and N'", with a
half-life of 7.35 sec (0-" g/curie). In general, radioisotopes
with intermediate radioactive half-lives of about 5 to 50
years present the greatest hazards, other factors being
equal, and the danger diminishes for radioisotopes with
greater or smallef radioactive half-lives. The most import-
ant period of exposure to laboratory personnel is from the
age of 20 to 45, because very few younger persons are
employed by laboratories that handle radioisotopes, so they
are not frequently subject to large internal doses of radio-
isotopes; and many of the chronic effects of radiation do not
manifest themselves until 15 to 25 years after the radiation
insult (and 45+25=7i0 years, which is the average life span).
The younger.the person who accumulates the radioisotopes
in his body the greater the hazard and the more serious the
accumulation of intermediate-lived radioisotopes like Pum,
Ra, Srl, and Po2bo in the body. It is for this reason that
added precautions should be observed not to take into the
body radioisotopes like Sr" that might be translocated to

gurle=7.6XiO-rAT',, io which A-atomic weight. and T,-redloacttve halt-life of the
r.=.1";t.i in "7y6.

8
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......... ..

the fetus; contaminated clotlhing should not be worn home,
where it may present a radiation hazard to young members
of the family; and dangerous quantities of radioisotopes
should not be discharged into the air or into the public water
supplies, where the population as a whole may be exposed.
It is generally true also that fast-growing cells of the body
are more subject to radiation damage than fully developed
cells, and this is a good reason to be more cautious in per-
mitting the accumulation of radioisotopes in young people
or in women in the child-bearing age.

9. Energy of the radiation produced by the radioisotope

The radiation hazard associated with a radioisotope
deposited in the body is proportional to the average energy
of disintegration weighted for the biological effectiveness of
the radiation. The total effective energy per disintegration
of the Ra-22 plus half - the energy of Rn 22

1 and its alpha-
emitting daughter products is. 14.5 .Mev. The energy per
disintegration of Pu2

1
9 is 5.16 Mev, and so '(on an energy

basis alone) when equal curie amounts of Ra2a6 and Pull9 are
deposited in the body, one would expect Ra 2

1 to be about
three times as hazardous as Pu 229 . [Actually, it.is thought
that the fact that Pu239 is more densely concentrated in the
radiosensitive portion of the bone than Ra 22

1 more than
compensates for this energy difference, so that the reverse
may very well be true. The maximum permissible amount
of Ra2 l (in microcuries) in the body is taken to be about
2.5 -times that of P11239 .] Another interesting comparison
is obtained by examining some of the beta- and gamma-
emitting radioisotopes. In a comparison of H2 with Na2 4 it
is noted in table 4 that the effective energy per disintegration
of H I is 0.006 Mev, and the effective energy per disintegration
of Na 24 is 2.7 Mev. On an energy basis alone the maximum
permissible amount of HI in thel body would be 450 times
that of Na2 4 . In this case both Nall and H3 are assumed to
be rather uniformly distributed in a similar manner through-
out the body, so that the effective energy per disintegration
is the principal factor determininig the relative biological
damage from these two radioisotopes when deposited in the
body. The ratio of the maximum permissible amounts of
the two radioisotopes in the body (using values from table
3, B) is approximately inversely proportional to the ratio
of the effective energies.

I Experiments of R. D. Evans have indicated that about half of the radon escape from
the body.

9
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10. Specific Ionization and attenuation of energy In tissue

As indicat~ed in table I, alpha particles are considered to
be 20 times as damaging on an energy-absorption basis as
beta or gamma radiation because of their high specific ioniza-
tion. The specific ionization in air of a I-Mev alpha is about
6X 104 ion pairs per centimeter path, whereas that of a 1-Mev
beta is only 45 ion pairs per centimeter path. It is considered
that for most of the. gross damaging effects of radiation the
concentrated energy loss in tissue produced by an alpha
particle. represents a greater hazard by a factor of 20 than the
ess dense energy loss in tissue represented by the greater

penetration of beta and gamma radiation.
Beta radiation is absorbed mostly in the immediate vicinity

of the atoms from which it is emitted, while, the attenuation
of gamma radiation of the same energy is much slower
(e. g, if a beta emitter has a maximum energy of 2 Mev, a

enegfigible fraction of the beta rays has the maximum range
in tissue of about 1 cm. In the case of a 2-Mev gamma
emitter, only about 3 percent of the gamma-ray energy is
absorbed in the 1 cm of tissue). Hence in a small organ
most of the beta radiation emitted in the organ will be
absorbed in the organ, whereas gamma energy emitted in
the same organ will be absorbed in a much larger volume of
tissue or escape from the body altogether. Alpha radiation
is even more. localized than beta. For example, almost, all
the energy of the 5.9-Mev alpha from At2"' is absorbed in
the thyroid gland, where it. localizes. An alpha ray must
have an enery of about 7.5 Mev to penetrate the epidermal
protective layer of skin about the body, which has a minimum
thickness of about 0.07 mm. The range of a 70-key beta
ray is about 0.07 mm of tissue, so only a small fraction of
70-key beta rays will penetrate this protective layer. There-
fore, hazards from alpha and low-energy beta radiation can
be controlled by keeping alpha and low-energy beta sources
outside the body.

E. Maximum Permissible Concentrations of
Radioisotopes

Table 2 lists provisional levels of permissible concentra-
tions of unknown mixtures of radioisotopes in the air and
water beyond the areas that are under the control of the
installation responsible for the contamination. These values
are believed to be safe I for exposure to any of the radio-
isotopes for periods of a few months.. Table 2 is intended

I Sale valuem of nuniimun. permissihle concentrtioun of radiohsotopem are considered not to
produce any readily detectable biological dmage.
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For use as a provisional gui de when only the gross activity
is known. After essentially all of the activity has been ac-
counted for, maximum permissible concentrations should be
based on values given in table 3, using the method of ap-
pendix 1 if needed. However, if the gross activities are
always sufficiently lower than the values in table 2,7 it may
not be necessary in practice for one. to determine which
radioisotopes are involved.

The values given in table 2 do not refer to natural back-
grounds but to additions to the natural background, caused
by man.
TASBLE 2. Provisional levels of permiss.ible concentration of radioartive

contaminants for "ime beyond the control area (Oc. 1951)

Medium in which B or emitter a emittercontained Uscml) U.se/ml

1 iT--I---- --- (a I) hXIO-'2 (biwater -------...... 0-7 -- "

Table 3 lists recommended values of maximum permissible
amounts of radioisotopes fixed in the total body and maxi-
mum permissible concentrations of these radioisotopes in the
air and water one may take regularly into the body. These
values were selected by the Subcommittee on Permissible
Internal Dose after examining recommendations of radiation
protection committees, as listed in section F of this report,
and comparing them with calculations from data given in
table 4. In some cases there was considerable spread in
these values. The spread in values from the various sources
of reference was greater than a factor of 10 in a few cases,
but usually not over a factor of 2 or 3. The first reference
number after each maximum permissible value given in table
3 indicates the reference leading to the choice. Other refer-
ences are given if the values do not differ by more than 4-50
percent. These uncertainties arise from the inconsistencies
and voids in the biological data now available. Because of
the many uncertainties involved, this Committee recom-
mends that every effort be made to keep the concentrations
of radioisotope's in air and water and in the body to a mini-
mum. The goal should be no radioactive contamination of
air and water and of the body if it can be accomplished with
reasonable effort and expense. If such a goal cannot be
attained, the average operating levels shouldc be kept as far

I Only three radielootopes, Ra m, Pu W, and Sr "' areknown to hve vaeines of maximum,permIsibbi oonoentration less than thoe it table 2. The values In table 2 are considered
afe lot any of the radioisotopes if (a) Is reduced to 0.2X10-4 for Br 9, If (b) Is reduoed to
2X1--12 (or Pu m, and (c) is reduedt to .ot.Ixi- for Re 2. Sae appendix S..
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below these recommended values as possible, and not above
them for any extended periods of time. In many cases the
values given in table 3 (and indicated by references Gi
through G7 corresponding to the equation used) are calcu-
lated from the data in table 4. These calculated values
assume uniform distribution within the critical body organ.
However, uniform distribution never actually exists, and
this is one of the reasons why a safety factor in applying
the maximum permissible concentrations may be desirable
and is suggested in the introduction to this discussion for
applications that might lead to extensive contamination.
The principle of the calculations has been to determine the
uniform concentration of the radioisotope in the critical
tissue that will irradiate it at a dose rate of (0.3/RBE)
rep/week. The calculated values in table 3 are based on a
continuous exposure, and in all cases except for Pu2ll, Sm"51 ,
and Ra"2 , the effective half-lives are so short that the values
have been calculated for an equilibrium period of exposure
(see appendix 3).

In a few cases values are calculated for both soluble and
insoluble compounds of the radioisotopes. Unless otherwise
indicated, the values given in table 3 apply to soluble com-
pounds. As more information becomes available, these cal-
culations should be extended not only to other radioisotopes
but to various compounds of each. Table 3 is divided for
convenience into three parts. Part A applies to radioisotopes
that are alpha emitters. Work with alpha emitters, requires
special ventilating equipment, special precautions to prevent
the spread of contamination, and the use of monitoring
instruments that are suitable to determine surface con-
tamination and concentration of the contaminants in air
and in water. When possible, separate laboratories should
be set up for work with alpha-emitting radioisotopes and a
separate section of the counting room should be devoted to
alpha counting. Special waste processing and disposal
facilities should be provided for work with the more danger-
ous alpha emitters.

Part B of table 3 lists beta- and gamma-emitting radioiso-
topes that are common elements in the body. They are
listed as a group for two reasons: (1) they are of common
interest to biologists and to medical people in many studies
of living organisms, and (2) the maximum permissible'con-
centrations of these radioisotopes can be estimated from a
knowledge of the distribution and behavior of stable isotopes
of the same elements in the body. Because the body is not
an isotope separator, we can expect the radioisotopes to
behave in the body in the same manner as the stable isotopes

-12
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of the same element, provided the average chemical forms
are the same. The initial uptake, distribution, and biological
elimination should be the same for the radioisotope as for
the stable form of the same element. For example, equation

,HI indicates that the biological half-life can be expressed as
a function of the mass of the stable element in the critical
organ, the daily intake of the stable element, and the fraction
of the stable element taken into the body that reaches the
critical organ. The critical organ is usually the organ of the
body that has the greatest concentration of the radioisotope
despoited in it. However, this is not always -rue becaus,
the biological half-life may be considerably different in var-
ious organs, and it is usually the total dose of radiation
received by an organ that determines the principal damage
from internal irraciation of radioisotopes. The critical organ
should always be that organ that receives radiation damage
that results in the greatest insudt to the total body. Some-
times the critical organ may not be the one with the greatest
concentration of the radioisotope or even the greatest local
damage because of variations in radiosensitivity of the var-
ious body tissues and because some body organs are more
vital to the existence of the whole organism. However, such
cases are probably exceptional when dealing with chronic
exposure.

Part C of table 3 lists other radibisotopes of interest
because (1) they are commonly used in research, *(2) they
are commonly produced by nuclear reactors and accelerators,
(3) they are among the more hazardous radioisotopes pro-
duced by nuclear reactors, (4) they are noble gases that
escape from the reactors and associated operations, or (5)
they are radioisotopes that art, likely to be induced in water
used for cooling a nuclear reactor.

Often a person is subject to radiation exposure from several
different sources simultaneously. In any case, the maximum
permissible concentration of radioisotopes in air and water
and the external radiation should not exceed values that
will permit an exposure of 0.3 rem/week to any part of the
body except the epidermal skin layer. The maximum
permissible dose to the basal layer of the epidermis (con-
sidered to be at a depth of 7 mg/cm2 ) is 0.5 rem/week except
in the ease of the hands and forearms, where the maximum
permissible. value is 1.5 rem/week. A detailed discussiou
of bow to treat the, summation of exposures from various
different radioactive sources is given in appendix 1.

The references in table 3, given in parentheses, refer both
ro radiation protection committees listed in section F and
to general equations listed in section G. Nomenclature and

2S2719'-45-- 4- 13
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additional equations are given in section H. The uc and
Ac./cm 3 values for natural uranium given in table 3 refer to
the natural mixture of U2M, U29, and U2 34 separated from
the other daughter products. In the case of Ra, Rn, Sr",
Balw, Rules, Cd'10 , CssT and Ce'" the pc and pc/cm 3 values
are based on the disintegration rate of the parent isotope
only, but the effective energy of the daughter products is
added to that of the parent after proper weighting for bio-
logical effectiveness. Table 4 gives some of the constants
usod in equations listed in sections G and H. In column 2
of table 4 the energy values followed by a are the effective
energies in terms o? alpha radiation and are given by the
equation

Z[E +i /20(b E)s+ 1120(bE1),

p

I

in which E., (bE)a, and (bE)7 are the effective energies of
alpha, beta, and gamma radiation, respectively. In the
case of Ram it was assumed that only half of Ri222 and its
daughter products down to RaD"10 were retained in the body.
In the case of Rn' in the body the effective energy in
terms of alpha radiation of all the daughter products
down to RaD210 is included. Much of the biological data
given in table 4 is uncertain, and in many cases there are
inconsistencies in the data available in the literature. The
bibliography is a list of the references given in table 4.
M. J. Cook and M. R. Ford, of Oak Ridge National Lab-
oratory, assisted the Committee in collecting data used in
these tables.

TABLE 3. Maximum permissible amount of radioisotope in total body
and maximum permissible concentration in air and water for continuous
exposure (Oct. 1951)

A. Common radioisotopes that are alpha emitters

Element Organ (g) Microcuries in Mierocurie" per

total body * water mlliliter of air'

po1lO (aol.)..
PoG0 (insol.).
IRn"'+dr _. -
Ra"'•+,drk.
U-natura)

(Sol.).
U-natural

(insol.).
U"' MIol.)._
U' (ansol.).

Pu' (Onsol.)

Spleen, 150..
Lungs. 10' . -
Body, 7XI04Lungs, 103...-
Bone, 7XI0'.
Kidneys, 300

Lungs, 10'...

Bone, 7X103.
Lungs, 10'...
Bone, 7X]0G.
Lungs, 10' .-

0.02 (04) --------
O7)"10- (G4) .....

-0.1 (1,2,4,0,7).-.-.
0.2 (0G) b .......

0.009(04) .......

0.04(6).* o000 (6,G4)...
0.0084(64) ...

3xo1" (0) )----

20-' (1)X...

7)00- (106-)...

2X 10-1" (00).
7XIO-1 (05).......... "..........
10-'(1.7).
8XI00-' (0,7).
1.7XIO-1 (5,41 b.

1.7X10-11
(1,0 .4).1XlO"• (S)

.X0' (02).
1,6X10-- (6,05),
2X10-_ (6).
2X 10-13 (6.4).

I --------------

1.XI0"' (6) .....----- ----- --- --

See footnotee at ead of table.
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TABLs 3. Maxilmum pergrniesible amount of radioieotope in total body and
maximum permisside concentration in air and water for continuolus
exposire (Oct. 1951)-Continued

B. Beta- and gamns-ernittIDg radloisotopes that are of interest bWcm:ae they are
oucmmon body elements

Element and MIrocureo in P M uries lr
percentage In Organ (g) oa2 b miIJflit~r or millilitcr of air*

body o b water.

EP(HTOnr Total body, 104 (1,04) ...... 0.2 (GO .------- 2X10-1 (G0.
HUO),i0%.J 7,X10'.

GIl (CO0), Fat, 10 ...... 20() ........ 3X0 ). 10 (6,07).
18%. GDone, 7X103- 1,500 (04) ...... 4X O ,) ..... 5X3<0-7 (05)

Noa, 0.15%. Total body, 15 (6,4+04) ...... 8X -'rl AI,6,4).- 23X10 (05,4).

P,1.0e0...I Bone, 7XID. - 10(2,6,4,04). 2X:0-4 (,4)-.---- <X0-' (051.
&, Q.2-37... Skin, 2XIO'. 100 ( _04) -.. 5X 0- (G6)-.-. 10-0 (4.OA).
C], 0•. Totn body, 200 (04) ....... 21- (0)-. 4X10- 05).

7XID1. -
K"., 0.3O%.. Muisele, 20 (G4) ---------. I 'X10"-l(0) ..... 2X<10-1 (05).

3X Mi.
OCa, I.5%_._ Bone-, 0I'C.. 650(04) .......... - X0i .... ' (O 1.•Nfri IN-iK oy,30z, 2•• •(00 ........... 0.15(06) -------- I Xlr0-" (05).

3nio-1%, Kliver, 7.5 (04) ---------. 0.30) ........ 4XI6 3 (05).

Fe-ul ... OD 1{ I.TXIf).P0-••• -l Blood ver, I. X M (04) - 0... ( 4X-10 6)... 3Xl<-' (05).
Cu". IBlood. 5X103. 11(04)0 (0_) ..... I.5,<10 (05).

)leiIn. mood, txl' ),X10'(041_- 43<2X0-' (06),-RIXI1011,~O)
- .Livr I. XID' (04).. SX10-' (01).. XIO-' (05).

5.003%. Bone, 7Xt)0. 4.31 (04) ........ 61(0)- 2X)- (05).

4XIO-'%. Thyroid. 2n- 3X0410-(OO).._ 3X10-' (6,05).

C. Otlier reclioisleoO)e Q( current Intereill

Mi rcrocurfbo In Mlcrnourlw e icaois per[Elemient Organ Wg total body walift,'r o ilfro awatI-
B4.. Bone, 7 X10'. 671 (04) ..... I (05) ........ 4X 10- (0 5).
F. ---------- bone, 7XIC0 24(04) N .-- - 0,9- ......... I0-(05).
All ......... Total Body, 30(04) ....... 0)... XI ). SXIe0- (03).

7X 104.
scea .-------- SpICe", 150 .. 6(G0 ......... 0.4 (06) ........ 7X0- (05).
V..__......Bone. 7X N'O-0 (04) ......... 0.5(06) ------- 10-" (05).
Crt ------.-.. Kidneys, n:o 39D (04) --... .5..- .i(06)... . 8X 10- (05).
Cow .-.-..--- Liver. 3 (04) ......... 2X 1'" (0G)-. 10- (G5M.

-~0.....Liver, 36 (0O4)...... 0,25(05)..... 2310-4(05)"
1.7X108.-a -------- Liver, 3X V 8(0M .......... 0.2 9 (0 ) . ........ I0 (O .

O.._...... dBone, 7X,0' 8(04) .---------- 9 06 ........... X0- (05')0
clft.'.....ýKidney!, 300. 0.7(04) .6----- 06- _-------- 4 X 1""(05KAs" ......... Kldneys, 3N10 10 (4L-... 0.2(06) ......... X 5).
Rb --------- Muscle. 00 (04)..... 3X (01)1-4X)0-' ().

3X324.
Sr',.........-. Bone, 7.X1M'.. 2 (2,D) ---------- d 7X10-' ........ d 3XI0-.
84-+YY0 ... Bone, 7X|¢A.. 1(2,36) ---------. x- (6)..... 2Xl0-10 (8, 05, 4).
Y-D---------- one, 7X103.. 15(04) ---------- 0.2 (0) ......... 4XI0. 4 (05).
Nb"' ........ Bone, 7 X).. 90 (04) ... 4XI- (00)- 4X10' (05).

O ........ .Bone. 7X IO0_.. 50(0 4) -... ..... 14 (00) .. ....... 2X10-'(O 5).
ToO .------ dneys, . 5(04) ..------ 3IX10-11 (06) ..... 3XI"4 (05).
Ru4m-+ Kilneys, 300. 4 (04) .....----- 0,- .1.(06) .. 3X-- 0- (05,M .

3Rh "'....... Kid ney , 50. (G4)1..-------- 1.5X0-' ( ) __ 00" (05).
Pd'-+ Kidneys, 00. (04) ....... 1 X0- ()- 7X1W-1 (M).

12bI0..[
Ag'05_.... Liver, 1 (04) ---------- 2 (06) .......... 10-4 (05).

1 .TX)0'.

See footnotes nt end of table.
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TABLIt 3. Maximum permissible amount of radioisotope in total body and
maximum permisible concentration in air and water for continuous
ezposure (Oct. 1951)-Continued

0. Other radiobotopes of current interest-Oonutnued

MMieoc uries Ir" per Microcurles per
Element O U (') errtotal body wan milrterrr

Agl,..... Liver, 36(04) -- -4(0) .. .... .)XIO- (08).1,7XI03,
ICdi+ Liver, 40 (04) --------- 7X10"- (an) - 7X1-I (0).1.7l . ,X 102.

one, 7XIO' . 80(0) .---------- 0.2 (01) ...... 6X0 (O ).
Tell? ........ Kidneys, 300. 4 (04) ........... 3XI0- (06) 10.. -7' (05).TOP -.---... Khidneys, 300. 1.3 (04) ......... 10-,- 4X~ ..... I 10-1 (0).
.Xcl ------- Total body,_. 300(04) ........ X10-(02) .. 4X 1 (03)."X lot.
Xella --.-.-.. Total body, 100 (04) ..... IXIO- (02) - . 2X 0I (G3, 4).7X10".XSlIT+ Musole, 90 (04) ---------- 1,5XI0- (06) 2X 10-7 (05).

BnlQ0•U. l Bone1, 7X 10l 5 (04) .......... 2X10-3 (06 .... 6X10-4 (05).
AI ......... Bone, 7X 103 24(G4) --------. - (0I) --------- if) 105).

Ce"f+ Bone, 7X10 (04) --......--- X1-- 4I ).-2 7X - (08).PrII4 i.
PrM ....... Bone, 7Xl01. 29 (04) ......... 0.4 (00) ---- .... .XIC-1 (05).
Pin' . Bone, 7X10' 120(04) ......... (06) ........... 2XI0 (O5.
Sal' ------- Bone, 7XIO _ 420 (04) ..-- 0.2 (Oil).. 10- (0).
Hu .. ...... Boae. 7X10'_. 22 (G4) ------ - 3XI- (06) ..... OX10- (05).

-olm -------- Bone, 7Xt0 17(04) .......... 23(OM-) -------- OX 10" (05).
Tino'

5 
....... Bona, 7X103 19 (G4) ---------- 0,23XI0-I (00).. SXI0"' (05,

Lui. ....... Done., 7X10
3
.. 78(04) ...... - -- 24(061 .------- 5 ýi(09).

Rein J'Thyroid, 20. 3, (04) ---------- 8XI0-3 (06)_...8x0-' (05)........ (Skin, 2XI01 - 600 (04) - 0---....2 (06) ------- 2X310- (06).
Ir-9 --------- Kidneys, 300. 23.t M -........ 10-' (0). . 7X10- ) (0.
Irift ........ Kidneys, 300. 3.4 (04) -- - 0- (0 f)__ W5X10-' (05).
Au"' -........ Kidneys. 300 100(04 ........... 3 130-1 (0ia).. IX10-"I ().
AiN.__ Kidneys. 300. 28 (04) ---------- 7XI0-3(05) -.. 2.5X10-' (05).
Pb'• .-- o---- 7X103. 57 (04) ------- 0.1 (06).--------- 6.5X10- (06).
Atu ........ Thyroid, 20-. 6X<0-' (04)- 2XI- (G6)..... 3X10-10 (05).
Tb"'I -------- Bone, 7X310' 120((34) ...-.... 1(00)------... 6X0-7 (05).
A u"'4 ....... Bone, 7XI03 0.05 0(04) ...... - (06).... 3X310-" (05).
oIln ... Bone, 7XI03 0.06 (04) ........ XI0- (06) ... 2X0- (05).

I

I

- Rtfereones were nonsidered to apply if the values agreed within =00 percent. Caloulated
values wora roundet off to one silgnilfei t figure. The principal refeirence responasble for the
choice of a srticular value wes listed first. The notations G 3, 02, etc., refer to equations in
section 0 end the salnde numbers to references in seetion F,

Based on chemical toxicity. The microcuric and microcurip-par-roillillter values are
given for the natural mixtture of U' PI, UM, and U w with all the other radioisotopes re-
moved.

6 31ercentagm of stable eliment by weight comprlsing total body. The other principal body
elements, oxygen (6 ), nitrogeo (3%), and magnesium (4X1-Iv), are omitted banusa ei
their radioactive Isotopes have very short half-lives.

d Obtained by a comparison of recommended values for Br'5 with the Calculated values in
the two cases.

, Values of microcuries and microcuries-per-liilliliter are given for the parent element In
equilibrirum with its daughter elemant(s).

I This value actually applies to ingestion; although the suhmersion equation was uod for
the calculation, since It is consldtred that tissue in the gassointestihal tract Is submerged In a
fluid. The equation for submersion was applied specifically to an element of tissue in the
gastrointestinal tract that was surrounded hy water contaminated with radon and Its products
and by other layers of tissue can trainated with such prodscits.

In this ase the total energy leaving the unit volume Is approximately equal to the total
energy absorbed In a unit volinie, and one is justified in using this method of calculation,
which gives 2XI0-4 potrl of water. Approximately the smine answer is obtained using the
togetlo" equation arnd the ontir• gastrointestinal tract as the critical organ.

If on P is concrned with the case of submersion exposure due to a person or ninalswiininhi
contnuiuasly hia the conut= Inated water, the value would he increased to about 2X 10-' aI/mi
because In such a case the alpha radirtion would not be effective and the value given here
could be Increased by a relative biological effectiveness of 20 arid En energy ratio of 5.6.
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A
F. Recommendations of Various Radiation Protection

Committees

Reference numbers wsed in table 3:
1. Values agreed on by the Advisory Committee on X-ray

and Radium Protection (1941)..
2. Values agreed on by the Subcommittee on Permissible

Internal Dose of the National Committee on Radia-
tion Protection (Feb. 9 and 10, 1950).

3. Values agreed on at a meeting of some of the scientists
in the United States who were interested in establish-
ing interim values for the maximum permissible
concentrations in air and water of some of the com-
monly used radioisotopes.

4. Values suggested by the Chalk River, Canada, Con-
ference (Sept. 29 and 30, 1949). This was a meeting
of representatives of the radiation protection com-
mittees of the United States, Great Britain, and
Canada.

5. Values agreed upon at a meeting in Rochester, N. Y.
(Sept. 27, 1949). This meeting was called by the
University of Rochester Atomic Energy Project and
members of the Atomic Energy Commission to dis-
cuss the toxicity data of uranium and to attempt to
establish interim values for the maximum permis-
sible concentration in air of soluble and insoluble
compounds of uranium.

6. The International Commission on Radiological Pro-
tection at the Sixth International Congress of Radio-
logy, meeting in London during July 1950, indicated
as follows:

While the Commission does not, at the moment, con-
sider that there is sufficient information to make firm
recommendations concerning maximum permissible ex-
posures to internal radiation, from radioactive iostopes,
it brings to the notice of users of radioactive isotopes
values which are commonly used, at the present time, in
the United States of America, Canada, and Great
Britain.8

7. Values agreed upon by the American Standards As-
sociation, Subcommittee on Radium Dust, Radon

a Gas and Gamma Ray Exposure (Z-37, 1950).

Recommendations o0 the International Commission on Radiological Protection and of the
international Commission on Radiological Units, 1950, NBS Handbook 47, p. 3 (June 29,
1951).
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EI 1. 0021.

V3 I.%X10-' 4
Il, j Mal.
01w. Evl,

8111.

O,0og 14
Mal. Met.

------- O.O09 1.8
Bhl. Evi.I .8I- -
a •wl. Mal.
Mal ... y.

• 30 .......... ...... ....

30 0.(3 2.8-3O-O.O03 •-f

mall, .l-l
Out, xv?.
EeV1.

0.078

0.02

•4.3

87,1

0.074

0.52

140Oil.

29
TrH.

-19
H.l

1,200HI,

222Tul.

.120
HI.

29
HR.

33I

•3
El,

0.078
Hc.

0.61
H4.

14
114.

18
114.

20
114.

0.51
114.

1.00

0.95

0.7
Hal.

0.56
Kal.

US.

0.9
Eel.

0.85

1.0

0D.92

-0.69
H19.

0.19
Shl.

E19.

11.0

0.78
Hit
Evy.

-Om3

0.1
H2,

1.0

0.8

0.14
Ddl.

1.0
HS.

1.SM.

.0.95
142.

0.2
Het.

Atl.

0.08
H2.

0.90
R32.

0.7 H&,

0.73
H58.

0.2
HRi.

D.074
HS.

0.73
H18.

0.5.3
Us.
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TABLE 4. Constanta for calculating maximum permiasible internal concentration of radioiaotopes--Continued

2 3 4 a a 7 8 9 1o5-- 12-- is

Er- Critical organ Conceit- Half-life Fraction Frcto Fracion Fraction reaching
Effec _ Di Iong ... from critical organ-
tive rofele- intake fe - blood

Element en-ment of o- G to ot-lee t per men Pbysi- Blotogi- Efee- tract to . lea or- By in- By in-
ZQ)Organ Maug ie grm by In tots) ie d 1 ~ anlgaln aalnMo ir.gsin cal Lie blod boy,,W gestion, halation,

Me1 1-ga- ofrgatnim T, 2'. t jl d f,' , -A f.

C ..... 0. Bone
Not,
Bel,
Pel,

NOd.

Spleen
go6.

Bone
Hale,
8o1.

Kidneys
Sol.

g cIffl/ay Dag Dag.
7XlIa- -0.13' 0. 132aV 18000

Cbl. Mat. I Mat. 1 1 o2.

Dave
I1s 0.9 0.99

4,. Bel. Hwt,
Bel, Cr2,
Cr2. K t.

*1.0
259.

183 0.00035 0.04
H4. 8o6. 5o8.

12 1 0.005 0.5
2 l4. I , H ,

22 0.5 0.06--H4. . o. Sol.

0.58
Pei.

0.03
Soo.

0.1
0"ole.

So9.

0.014
So1t_

0.25 0.41
Or2, IB6.
Bel,
Pet,
Bel.

-0.52
H2.

l.5XIO-' 7.5X1O-4
H2. 5H5.

5XIO-4 0.023
H2. HS.

0.0007 0.004
H2. 5H5.

Vie ....... 10.54

13D
Chi.

7XIS'

Chi.

7

--- ---._. -. 85,

-- --- - 16

15
goo.

50
.ate9

Crsl ...... 0.01 2.7XIt- Trac
Uol. Mal.

28.8 1 1Sol.



ý- Z Kidneys 30 7 6XlOr-' 4X[0- 0.108 2.5 0.106 0.05 0.09 0.08 0.084 2.2X1()•'
nC) Sol, Cli. Evl. Mal. Soo. U-4. Bel, Sol. Sol, R2. HS.CD [8o. "78 Col. 806_ .90.
CD '-U to al. -o ,oDR -. 25

0 Evi. Col,
CD E; -~M N . 0.016 GO.-- 0 0 all. H.

_. Liver l.7XIO. 10 k.7XIO' 4X10-' 0.108 5 0.106 0.1 0.16 0.3 0.01 0.09
0 0rg, Cli., Ev, Mai. 806. a4. 0r3. EBI. Ort, Ors, R5.

C- aol. Hwl. .50 *0.015 Cr3, Col.B- el. Shi. al. H9. Col.0 _>
Fl----0.00a4 Blood fiXIG' .---- 6Xl0-6 0.012 1.DOX101 85 61 0.8. 0.4 Ca.0 . 0.85

R' EVl, Chi. EvI. Mal. tLsl. 114. hel, Bel, D. H2. H5.
- Sa. •.180 Lat. Evi.

- LO• HI. 0.8

0 0 ' Felt- 1.54 Blood 5)00' 16 6Xl0-
4  

0.012 46-3 81 27 0.8 0.64 1.0 0.8 0.65
-- 0 CD Evl, Ch, Eavl. Mal. LWl. H4. Hai, Bel. D. H2. H5.
CL CD Bel. • 180 Lai. Evl.C _HI. -0.8

0 ,-L 11 9.

0 - CD"O [L.72 Liver l1.7X10' 10 2XI0-' Trace l.90X103 8.4 8.4 0.2 0.68 0.02 0.004 0.007
7 C0l. Chli. Evi. Mal. Co5. H4. Col, Evl. Col. U2. Ila.

C02 Cos. CO2,

" Cod.

•" t~~~co ...... Coll, Cie ~ .I • • 9,×o .. • OS.o

. 0.0 L l -g 1aO Tram i9.100 8 B 0.2 0.88 0.02 0.004 0.007
CL• X1 Chi. ZVI., Mal. I 05.G H4. Col, Ev. Col, 112 H5.H

Hh) C6. H02.

1e18aiuea~ . Chl. Mal. Mai. G 114. 118S. .1318. "U8. 11H02, HO 7,
See rotuute, at end of table.
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N TAuix 4. Constants for calculating maximum permissible internal concentration of radioisotopeas--Continued

Element

2

Effee-
tive
on.

Mev

Cu0•---1 0.11

3

Critical oryn

Effeo-

Organ Mas Livediem-
etar

.Liver L.7Xl03 10
lid1, Chii.
Her-i
Sol,
Bel,
C CA.

Eyes 30 ----
Tut. Chil.

Bone 7X10' 5
Sn2, Clii.
Bel,

Bono 7XI03
Dal, Cbi.
va2,
flUS.
D)U4,
Pklr,
Raw12.

Kidneys 3D) 7
Ha2I. Clii.

4

tration
of ele-
ment
per

gram
of

argon

EVI.

2.4X110'
Tut.

IX104l

<1 XI"-
Diii.

Daily
intake
of ele-
ment
by In-

gestlon

uiday
0.002

Mal.

U.002

0.017E 'I,
hi.

a 7 8

Phyl- Blolo•t. Effec-
ml, al , Live,
T, Ti T

Dayse Days Days
0.54 30 0.5M

Hi. F14.

9

Fraction
going
from
01

treat to
blood,

h,

FrRetion Fraction
In edt- from
leaf or. blood
Is IoI to COLt-

total gn
body, ga'

A 

A

I- - . m __

0.28
Co3,Co6.

Zn" ......-

(1 73.. ..

0.0895

0.8

0.54

250

0.50

21
HI.

23
Srn2.

2.4X10
8
3

Dm2.

0.53
U4.

21
114.

0.5%
H4.

12 I i3

Fraction reaching
critical onsrn-

By In- By i,-

1g Y t.

0.28
Co3,
Coe.

0.1
ski,
0.

0.001
DU4,
PkI.

0.08
EvI,

5XI04
Tul,
119.

0.16

Sn2.

0.82
Mu2.

0.38

Co6.
-0.13

Tle22.

0.0042
C03.
Cod.

0.16
Sn2.

0.4.
5~ki,
Du2,
Ham-.

Bel.

Cod,.
H32.

112.

l.5)<10-3
532.

0.10904
H12,

0.1)0
H35.

4.5lU.'
-us..

0.1
U3.S

8X ID
BA5.

0.13
95.

Gel' .-... 0-0.01 -------- 111.4 a 3.0
HM21.1 114.

0.01 0..5 0.02 i2XIQ-
H121. Ha21. 1 Ha2l. 5U2.
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A2;7......- 1.1 Kidneys BOO
EIO, C11.
Hal7.

ROO . 0.73 O Muscle aX10
Ha21. Chi.

Strfg-I. 0.5 Bone iXIOe
Eel, Chi.

Sel,

Rel.

Vul.

1.0 'Roue 7x10
Hlal, Chii.M/•,

Hel,
Bel,
Nol.

YN ------- '0.57 Bone 7XU$
Hal, Chi.
Hag.
Halo,
SuO,

SOe.Hdl.
Hall.

Nb ...... '0.154 Bone 7X10'Eel, CI.

Ha.7
Hate

See foottnotes at 0111 of table.

7

so

---------- -11.12*37 1.09
Hall1. H4.

-124
Rum7

0.03
Mbi.

Mal,

- el,
UITO

tiiyS.-

H67,
ERB.

3ax W~-4
Ha?,
H8.

19.1 18 7.8 1.00
a21. E H4. Ha2l

53 B.AXIO' 52 0.6
Hl. H4. Hal.

oIS,(Ell
He

9.lXID, 3.9XIt" 2.5>aOl a0l.ItI, H4. Hui.
,18.000118.

.",o2.

Halo, Su2l,

35 50 21 0.45

Hal

Hasg.

0.02 0.01 0.0001 j 2.TX 10-3
ElI, PcI. H2. Wl.
Hal.7. alI.

Hal7.

0.54 0.44 0.42 0.330"S21. 112. H% 5

03.7 0.4 0.23. 0.22
Hal, 1 2 E. H H.
Ha. 0,.50 '0.42

84. oSO. Ha.

07 0.4 0.'2• 0.zel
ial. 112. 11. 'Hs

H M, .0.50 .0.42 I
1l:44. Su2 H3.

.-- - - -I .ý- - -- - 0.iW5 0.35 2,8X10'- 0.14
Hui, SLI3. H2. H5.

0u4, Huls.
5 .13.HS,.

Hal8.

0.4 0.2T I 0.13 0.12
lll. .Hag, 1 Su3. El.

Hal* 

R2

5 --- 
- - -I - - - - -I
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1 2 34 b 0 7 9 10 11 12 1 13

xCrittonien Half-life Frct tio n relo Fraction reaching

tire- Critiral orga l going Incaorit from rritliml organ-
tivre_ of ele- intake fol or-

Element en- ment of ele- [r l nof bltoord-
Eiwn e~~(•bEffec- per meat P th'at in to crit

he- P - B Effec. tract to t It ical or- By in- By Ino
Mer~v e-pr mn Baloy- tive boo total

eter organ ____ T fs i f.

MO ...... 022 Bone
Co3,
Cot,
Ne].

Te -. 0.49 .rKdnev
H.2P

R'•'-+ 1.4 Kidneys
Ehl*" Fiat,'Hag,HaIO.

Wo8.

Rhi ..... 0,.X Widneys

0d(+ (.074 Kidneys

Od~"- 0M04 Liver
-Agfa. 11Ha2

.....- 0.74 Liver
So.7

30
7XIi.

300
Chi].

Soo3
Clii.

l.7XO1tl
Chii.

1.7X 103
Clii.

CmIf
5 B ti.

p/raiiTrave
F\'Ij. 2.•8•,

----------.. .---.... ... . 4.1

--------------I------ ------

130

08.

IO

907.l

2.8
H4.

2.1
T4.

19
14.

1.4
.H4.

4.4
.134.

114.

2-8
114.

0.7
Co3,
Co4.

0.5
Ha21.

<0.01105

Hal,

0.2

0.2
Hs.

0.0025
Ha2l.

0.02
9o7.

0.5
C03,Cod.

0.1f-E21.

0.04
nag,Hal.HR'b.

0.08

0.5
s08.

0.8
Ha21.

0."
1107.

OX1-i"
112.

0.00.5
1Ita21.

0.04
n3ag,
finS.

0.0002
Nei.

2.3X10"-2
112.

2XIO-'
M.2

1.8)110-
HAt.

2.5X1 1-3
Mi.

01.01
115.

I_7X10'
115.

3.2)1 I0-
Hs.

0.19
113.

1.6)1 10
Fla.

......... I..... 1.,62

...... I............17

0.05 0.01
SoS. M12.

0.1 0.02
SOa. 112.

0.71 1.9)01
Ifa2. 1M2.

0.0105 1.2X0-8o7. H2.

10

10

----- I ........ I 0

---------- I ---------- 1 45
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<CD

(1 CD

CD,
z)

Ag"' .... 0.37 8677. Ch.Xtl

Sn'.p_ n . flqf8 none 7'x10'
.HalM (7i.
HaIg.

T1etr ..... o.28 tKidne"31 300hl

Hal.
im2

Teup.... 0.89 Kidneys~ 3100
Hall Chii.
flag.
Halo.
3a2.

1133 .--- 0.22 Th mitd Z)i

Belt

Xe"'.._ 0.182 Bodly 7XI0
4

Chi.

Xem ... 0.662 Bodly 7XI04
Chi.

C3111+ 0.57 MUSCl4 3X10'
fiallo Hall Chi.

BoWP+ 1.00 Bone 72(10'
tamDot, Chi.

naIg,
Eralo,
Hai.

S~ee footuotpe at end of table.

to

7

3

30

30

30

--- --- ---- .5

------ ---. 0.4i

h%.2XI0A

HVI.

Mall

Evi.

32

8

5.27

0.38

1.20X0t

12.8

3
SoT..

72 8.

Hal.

Hal,Hag.

Ja2..

HI.

Hal.

17
Hal,

-20D

HIa.
->60

Hal.

Halo.

2.1
114.

44
1H4.

13H4

114.

ItI
U4.

7.7
HB.

0.02
507.

n.0087
H2.

0.25
Hal
Rag,
Halo,
Jrg.

0.25 -
Hal,
H a.
HBOO.
ia2.

LO.U
Hai.

I). 1
ttn7.

0.8

0.2

0.2

0.2
Hat,
Eyl.

11g.
.0.80

0D.

0.45
Hag.

0.06
DOI,
Rag.

0.03

0.06

Hall.

J812.

0.06
Hal,
Hag,
Hat!.
Ja2.

0.2
Hal.
H A3,
Hfa4,

1'32• ¢' . 115X°- ,'

0.002A •).076
RatA. Ah.

O.00U7 0.02
Ha,. E1.

.Ta2.00 0.02~

S0.92 0.18
016

171:4

114.

12
H4.

1.00
Hat,
Halo,
Hag.

0.1Dol,

Hal.

0.48
Hal,
Hag,
Halb.

0.7
Doi.

0.48
H2.

0.07
112.

3.30
HIL

0.2
H&

t12
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I 3 .1~ ±...i..2___
Critlial organ

erlec-
un-

Mev

0.76

Ce'14+ 1 1.29
Pr'"

Orgalii

Bone
Hal.

Bu~ne
Hral,

11810.
lid .
ldaO,

Cal.
flag.

Halo,

HalO,

M124.

B one

Masa live

oter

1XI1 Sm

.010i 3

70<10' .5

Cbil.

7XRP0 5
0131.

CO1.:-a_-
tration
of ele-
mnent
per

gram
of

organ

a

Doil'-
intiel
or oe-
we nt

by In-
gestion

... / . ...

Balr-life

Phyo- Biologi- Efiec.
cal ca, tive,~ P.1 T

[ 9

Frarctou
golog
from

tractl to
blood,

L-O

Fraction
In crt--
ical or-
gao ofthat in

total
body,

A'

' It

Ftwtiou
from
blood
to crt-t
eal or-

,an

12 1 1

Fractloit reaebing
critical organ-

gestion, IhtlatIon.
.f. f.

•E I ...........

.- '_-1 ..........

Dapa

275

I .400<10'

3.60<10

V fyloI aut
3, 1.6 0.003

[ml. U14. Hal..
Hag. C%2.

5W* 1801 20 U(jh
Hag, 114. Hal.,
HUl. HalO
Hlalo. Hnu.

.10 It <0.)00s
Hal 5. 134. Hal.

listl Halo.
Hal. MIlS.

> IO 14-J >.0.1J6I 11616, 14. Hal,

10181 A14. IN1

0.3

Hal,.

0.8
0Ha14.

0.4
Hlla.

1.2,<I0-" 0.1
R 2. 1 S1 .

0.4 12X<10-
AO R12.
H at 4.

0.10HO.

prill

P.n... 0.067

0.6 0.25 1.3XI0O-
HalM5. HlM , H2.
Hal, HatO-flag,
Halo.

0.7H.4 0.3t5 I.TXi.0`

a24. Hal, D,
Halo,
Ha24.

0. 1.5 0.2 2.8X O-iIfl l-l~S 113l8. I'm !

0,063

0.09
015.

0.02smiu..... 0.05
WI3.
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'<CD

CD

(0

5:
CD

EuIH ..... 6

Hom..... 0.,5

Trigg ....

In"ft..

Aiim-

AnIN---

0.32

0.14

119

0.07

'0.46

0.40

0.14

0.12

BOne
Hs137,
Halm

Bone
sck3.

Bone

Bone

Tbyrold
So2.

Skin
802,
SoBs.

mikieys
SoS.

Kidneys
SoB.

Rldneye
E~ll
Hol,
Bil.

7 I3 15 1 ------

7X IO) .1 .5 1-- ----
01:11.

7XIDS

chi.

Chi.

23000

300

300
clil

5.1

0. I

1.14

121)

0.7

24f0

241)

10.7

70

2.60

...I 1.97XI0
3 1400 8.2XI210H818,;HHalOHE

1 .tl,

Kli.1ays 300
Eli, I Oii.

7

7

7 Trace
EVI.

Truce
EvL

110
Mo.

6

12hr

So%.

23

Us.

50

<73D
K Il.

59I
n14.

3.2
H4.

0.5
114,

5
114,

7.3

H4.
2"H4.

*2.6

f'4.

2,1to
134..

O.0005 0.7
Rs. B1o7.

0.0004
a?.

0.0005 0.92

<(0.09 0.5
38. 8603.

0.6 0.005
H48. 5o02

0.5 0.8
HIT. SO2,

SOB.

0.2 0.15
If8. 808.

0.2 0.15
1s8. Sos.

0.1 0.0M
Eli. Bti.

0.1 I 0.00
Ell. Mti.

0.15 0.8
Kh2, o.
Kh3.

0.35HalT.
HalO.

0.22803.

0.7

0.38o3.

0. (0)1-1
8o2.

0.23
So2.

0.06

0.06
SOB.

0.24
Hel,
Btli.

0.24
Eel,
'Btl.

0.8SoS.

1.7XIl-"
H2.

>•-0.0001
803.0].027
H2.

III.

1.3X 10-'
f2.

0.12

0.01
H2.

0.01
H32,

0.024
H2.

0.024
H2.

RB3.

0.09
[s.

0.07
136.

0.18
E5.

0.075

l.SX 10,--HI.

0.12

115.
ES.

l .7BX10-•

0.072
H15.

0.072
no.

9.8XIO'2
no.

Trnce ITreco 1 3.3
Evil. Evi.

~E1i.

Zone I 7X10'.", Obi.
2XI0O 3XI0-

4

511, all.
Xvi Xv,

13hZ
EvI,
AuI•,
Kill,
F3hZ.
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TAftE 4. Constants for calculating maximum permissible internal concentration of radioisotopes-Continued
tO0
003

1 _ 2

Effec-
Uve
on-

Critical organ

Element

or2; (VA
Mev

4

Concen-
tration
of ele-
ment
per
gram

of
organ

5

Organ Mass

Pol ...... 5.3.

polat .......(Insol.)

At' ..__ 6.8.

RnUM+ ilg.5,
daugh-
tar side
prod-' 3.0,W
nets. out-

side.

Rna-F 14.5.
4darug-

ter
prod-

.ctS.

Tb,.-0.035

Spleen
P12,
F13,
Hu2.

Lungs
Fi4.

6 7 1 8

livediam-
eter

7

Daily
Intake
of ele-
ment
by In-

geet.on

a/day

CIA,

Physl-
Cal

Daum
13832

Half-life

Blologi-
Cal,
Tb

Days
57

HM12.

40
VFI4

HR.

live,

Daps
40

M.-

3t
1:44

0.31
M~.

9 10

Fraction Fraction
going in cr1t-
rrm Ical or-01 Tan-of

tract to Lhat In
blood, total

I, body,

0.02 0.05

D.

Han. f.
RR.

......... I-------138.3

I1 12 13

Fractio n Fraction reschIng
from critical orga,-
blood
to crit-
ial or- By in- By In-

, gtlon, halatlon.

0,013 (.L0O3 0.004
TSr. FI2. Hi6.

.......... . ...... 0.12
H7.

0.07 0.07 0 05
FIRM5. Ha25. ' EM

0.07.5 0.01 . 0.025
Sit. HO, HS.Sit,

a",No].

0.78 ".OXio-' 0:2
Url, H2, V&

-0.7

i

Tbrold2 20,.,

Chol.

7)MdY 7X 10
4

none 7X10'
No'. Chi.
Gl.,
Mil.

Bone 7X10'
M~t. Chil.
Rasi,
Hal.

3 ---....... . .-. 1 0.,•

------. -3.98
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HalO.
Hal2,
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Hal0,
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!101
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7XI0'
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10I
Chl.

7X10'
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10'
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7XI03
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7X 103
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a

6

a

I3n1 2XI0-l - 2XI0"-
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5.9xio7 300 300
HoZ. .14.
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Hi.

5.9Xl107 120 120
30o3. 304.

8.8X10S 4.31<10' 4.31<10'
Lou1. IT04.
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Hsl.
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0.00014
H2.
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-0.00007
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0,006
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0.33 0.0M01
Vol. 12.

0.2 10-4
Hal. H2.
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0.7
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4
l --.

8.8x1<0
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360 3W0 .......
AbI. 134.
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Ha13. 304. Hal,

Halo,
Hal2,
Ba13,
Se2.

600 120 <0.0005
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0.0001
Ktl.

1.3XIO-1
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0.18
H3S.

0.12
H7.

0.063
85.

1.0 ..........
D.

0.90 0.25
Hal3. Ha13,Hall,

Hal,
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0.9 0.25
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805. Hal9,
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- ----------- 150 1.25XIO-' 0.063
302. H6.

-Values caloulated but not used in final determination.
bThe energy values followed by a are the effective energies In terms of alpha radiation.
.The contribution from the short-lived member of the isoneric pair has not been used In the calculation.
dThe first value differs from the second because once the element enters the bloodstream It is eliminated from the bloodstream very rapidly.



G. General Equations

Some of the values given in table 3 were c(alculated from
the equations given berow. (See appendix 2 for a discussion
of some of the assumptions made in deriving and using
the equations.) The. equation numbers to the right. are
used for references in table '3 to indiecaite which equations
were used for a calculation.

1. For submersion in a radioactive fluid

2.6 X 10-3 W1p7.(Pr/P,) (G 1)(MPC)• = Y, (bE)

microcuries per milliliter of medium, m, to give TV of
continuous exposure during period of submersion in eon-
taminated fluid.

0 I- '8'X 10-( .SI)O= (G2)

microcuries per milliliter of water to give 0.3 rep/week of
continuous exposure to beta or gamma during periods of

*submersion in contaminated water.
In this case we have set p.=] and PJPt-1.02. For

exposure to alpha radiation P.IP, would be set equal to
about 1, and W in equation G1 would be taken as (0.3/20)
rep/week.

•M •. 8 X 10- 6  (G3)
(MPC'),= (bE)

* microcuries per milliliter of air to give 0,3 rep/week of
continuous exposure to beta or gamma during period. of
submersion in contaminated air.

In this case we have set p.=O.O012 g/ml and Prn/P,-
1/1.13. For exposure to alpha radiation P/.P, would be set
equal to about 1/1.22, and Win equation G1 would be taken
as (0.3/20) rep/week. Equation G3 is used in determining
the maximum permissible'exposure of a person to radioactive
noble gases. If a noble gas that is a hard beta or gamma
emitter is suspended in the atmosphere, the radiation dose
a man receives from the gas in his lungs is negligible compared
to the dose from a I e cloud of gas surrounding him. The
above equations axe developed for 41r geometry and should
be applicable to exposures to small organisms (such as fish
eggs in water) or small organs (such as a man's ear when the
man is surrounded by a radioactive gas). For general
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exposure to a large body submerged in a radioactive fluid,
t(le marximum permissible values given in the above equa-
tions may be doubled.

2. For radioisorope, inside the body or in the air and water
taken into the body

2.'6 X 1 0-3MW
q (G4)

microcuries in total body to) give W exposure to the critio6.l
organ of mass, mn.

microcuries per milliliter of air to give W exposure to the
critical organ after the exclusive use of contaminated air
for time, t.

In equation G5 the breathing rate was taken as 2X107
mi/day for a 24-hour day. For exposares of 8 hours' duration

day, the breathing rate would be taken as 107 ml/day.

MP), 3X 10-qf (G6)

mierocuries per milliliter of water to give W exposure to the
critical organ after the exclusive use of contaminated water
for time, t.

In equation G6 the rate of water consumption is taken
as 2;200 ml/day.

In the case of CO,

(MPC).. =Q/. X (ml of CO) . (g of 0)
(ml of alv•olar air) (ml of CO)' (07)

in which Q=--cfg of tissue to give W rep/week, and 0=
concentration of carbon in cntical organ. The London
Conference made this substitution:

(MP-rT'= (0.014/0.5)X0.055X0.0005 =0.77 X0-5- 10-.
(G7a)

Using the values in table 4 and equation GI:

0 015
(MPO)-=-0X0.055XO.0005=0.55X1O-6. (07b)
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H. Nomenclature and Other Equations

The H numbers in parentheses are the reference num-
bers used in table 4.

b: b-=-1, for alpha radiation.
b=l--e- ~, for gamma. radiation, where

(A--r,) is the total coefficient of absorp-
tion minus the Compt•on scattering coe -
cient of absorption in tissue (cm-), and
x is the effective diameter of the organ in
centimeters.

b=0.33 [1I-(ZI12/43)] [I +(E'1 2 /4)] forbetaradia-
tion, where Z is the atomic number of
the radioisotope, and E is the maximum
evergy in Mev.

bE: effective energy of radintion per disintegration
in Mev.

c: concentration of element in critical organ
(element in grams/critical tissue in grams).

D: "definition", in table 4.
.f,: fraction going from gastrointestinal tract to

blood.
f2: fraction in critical organ of that in total body.

.f2 ': fraction going from blood to critical organ.
f.: fraction retained by inhalation.

f.-=(0.25+0.5fj)f,' for soluble compounds.
(H5)

When f2' is not known, the approxima-
tion is made. for soluble compounds,
f.- (0.25+ 0.5, If,. (H6)

f.= 0. 12 for insoluble compounds when the lung
is the critical organ. (M7)

f.: fraction of soluble material reaching. critical
organ by ingestion fj=.ff2'. (H2)
WhenJ 2' is not. known, the approximation is
made for soluble compounds, J.-ffg. (H3)

9: grams of any element in body=mc/J 2. (HO)
Values of g are given in the official Chalk

. River Report, September 29 and 30, 1049.
These values must. be considered as very
tentative, since in some cases they do not
agree with other published data.

G: "guess", in table 4.
I: daily intake of element, in g/day.
m: mass of critical organ, in grams.

MPC: maximum permissible concentration.
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MPE: maximum permissible exposure.
P,/fP,: relative stopping power in the medium com-

pared to tissue.
RBE: relative biological effectiveness,

RBE--i, for beta and gamma radiatiou.
RBE=20, for alpha radiation, as indicated in

table 1.
p.: density of the medium in g/ml.

, (bE): effective energy of radiation of both the radio-
active isotope in question and its daughters,
in Mev.

i: period of exposure (see appendix 3).
T- Effective half-life, in daysII

T= TOITI
T6+TI

(H4)

T,: biological half-life in days. When T6 is not
known as a result of direct measurements,
one may be able to calculate it by the
equation

O=.G9inC
if. (H )

T,: radioactive half-life, in days.
W: (0.3/RBE) rep/week.

When data are not available, direct comparisons are made
of Sr with Ca, Th with Pu, Au with Cu, and Ni with Co,
etc. ýSince data available for C0 are limited, it is considered
to follow Na in the body, (H8)

6
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Appendix 1. Calculation of Values of Maximum Per-
missible Concentration of a Mixture of Radio-

isotopes

When a person is subject to several different sources of radiation
simultaneously, the maximum permissible exposure. (MPE) may be
given approximately by the equation

MPE=a,(MPC)A+a2(MPC)s-I . . . + W1(MPC)+ -W 2 (MPC)q-+

+e,(MPE.+'... +e-(MPB). ... (KI)

in which

a,-a ... +W,-W+ ..- .... =1. (K2)

o4 =fraction of maximum permissible concentration of radioisotope A
in air

a 2,=fraction of maximum permissible concentration of radioisotope B
in air, etc.

W, =fraction of maximum permL.esible. concentration uf radioisotope A
in water

W2 =fraction of maximum permissible concentration of radioisotope B
in water, etc.

e,=fraction of maximum permissible exposure per week to X-rays
e2=fraction of maximum permissible exposure per week to neutrons,

etc.
For example, a person might bc subject to fractions, al, as, etc., and

IV,, W2 , etc., of the maximum permissible concentiations of radioiso-
topes as indicated in table 5 and at the same t€imp receive the fraction,
el, of the inaximurm permissible exposure to external gamma radiation.

2AvaIhhh, from the Office of Technical Services, Department or Commerce, Washington
25, D.C

**Available to authorized persons from Technical Information SFervioe, U. 5. Atomic
Energy f'omnmisaslon, P. 0. Box 62. Oak Ridge, Tenn.
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TA4BLe 5. Ekam ple of epos ures for calculaiiov in appendiz I1

Mailmu p isib~e rWUt~n of maxi-
eccosnatlont m-um pwmisdblaconcentrate InL-

I Ou MY ........

Pul ... .... ..

LVVW . .....

_-- o . .. ...
Bone ....

..-.do . ......

TotaJ body....

Wamr I r WalRi Akr

SXVO-1  BXI" W, w1

2Xlfr 1fr W, 44

LOXIO-4  
2)(O-M IV, 04

SXlO- 2X104
LW. as

€i

i ExteralY .. .... .. do__..... 0A rtwe
In the example shown In table 5

(MPE) ,.., 1aj(6X 10-)o.+as(lO')mc0 as(2X 0"4 )sq

+ Wi(8X IO1-)o.-+ W2(2X lO-')oc

+ W1(8X -) N.+ e(.3e , (K3)

in which the fractious (ai, a;, a5 , IVi, etc.) can have any values leas than
1. provided

a, +O+1a,+ Wi+ W2-l+ Wa+e = I (K4)

(MPE)bh...as(2X 10-1*)&,-Ti-+a4 (2X l0-)1r)p-+a(2X1O-)N.

+ W,(8X 10-')s,+Y+ W#(1.5X1O--)P.

+ IVS(8× 0x . ,03, (ES)

in which the fractions can have any values less than 1, provided

o0+a4+as+ W,+ W4+ W6+e=- (K6)

(MPE)h,,d,=ua(2X l0-)-.+ W&(8X 1O"- N.+ez (0.3)7. (KT)

in which the fractions can have any values less than 1. provided

as+ WA+e=L. (KS)

All the above equations must be satisfied before the radiation expo-
sure to these sources is considered to be satisfactory. This is some-
what of an oversinplification of the problem, because some strontium
and plutonium go to 6he liver and some chromium and cobalt go to
the bone, and a gamma-omitting radioisotope in an organ of the body
irradiates the whole body to some extent. However, this Illustrates
the principle upon which the values given in table 3 might be applied,
and these errors In application are probably no greater than those In
calculating the values given in table 3. Recent experiments have
Indicated that some of the organs of the body are interdependent in
such a way that If half the m idietbal dose Ls delivered to two organs,
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it may produce greater damage than if the total midlethal dose is
given singly to either of the organs. For example,9 if albino rats are
injected intraperitoneally with half-midlethal doses of Pi2 and Au'•,
the mortality in 20 days is over 90 percent instead of the expected
50 percent. Most of the AuWN goes to the liver and spleen, whereas
the P2 concentrates primaril in the bone. The supposition is that
these organs are interrelated in such a way that simultaneous damage
to the reticuloendothelial and hematopoietic systems results in gross
body damage that is much greater than that which would result from
twice the radiation insult administered separately to either system.
There is no evidence that this synergistic effect is of importance when
considering chronic damage resulting from extended exposures to
concentrations of radioisotopes in the maximum permissible concen-
tration range. However, the evidence of synergistic effects for acute
exposure should lead to added caution when applying the MPC valueR
to a mixture of radioisotopes extending over many years of exposure.

Appendix 2. A Discussion of Some of the Units Used
and of the Assumptions Made in the Derivation of
Equations in this Text

I. The rep as used here corresponds to an energy absorption in
tissue of 93 ergs/g. This Subconimittee recognizes that the rep is not
a generally accepted unit, and does not subscribe to the fundamental
authenticity of any particular conversion value, in ergs per gram of
tissue.

2. The rem as used in this text corresponds to that amount of energy
absorbed in tissue as a result of any type of ionizing radiation in the
tissue that leads to the same biological damage as is produced by
I roentgen. Again, the Subcommittee recognizes that the rem is not
a generally accepted unit and uses it because of Its convenience in
appraising the hazard associated with exposure to various types of
radiation in which the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) may
differ from unity. By definition I rem=-1 rep/RBE. It is recognized
that values of RBE are not well known and depend on many condi-
tions involved in each individual case. However, because of the
necessity of making an appraisal of the hazards associated with expo-
sure to various types of Ionizing radiation, the values of RBE as given
in table I have been adopted.

3. The microcurie (PC) was assumed to correspond to 3.70XI0o
disintegrations per second. This value is used because of its general
acceptance and because It has been recommended for use by an inter-
national committee on units.1 In making comparison with radium
It should be kept in mind that the best value for the number of dis-
integrations per second from I jg of radium is 3.608± 0.028X 104.11

4. The ratio of stopping power in tissue to the value in air used in
the calculations is 1.13 for-beta and gamma radiation and 1.22 for
alpha radiation. These are average values in the energy ranges
ordinarily involved here.

5. It is assumed that the radioisotopeiS. unifornly distributed in the
body organ. In many cases the distribution is far from uniform, and
correction will be made in future calculations when experimental data
become available.

I H. L. Friedeln and J. H. Christie, The synergitic eaffctof Pa" and colloidal AI'" oxxsurvi-
val Wn male albino rats, NYO-1609.

is National Bureau of Standards Handbook 47. See footnote 8.
" F. Kohman, D. P. Ames, and J. Sedlet, The specific activity of radium, MDDfC4

(March 1947).
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If he did, it probably would result in a chemical hazard be-
fore the detrimental effects of radiation would show up.
The U•, with a half-life of 1.62X101 years (100 g/curie'),
and Sr", with a half-life of 25 years (6.3X10-8 g/curie), are
much greater hazards. In the case of Sr' in equilibrium
with Yio the maximum permissible amount of SrN in the
body is 1 pc, or only 6.3X10- g, which is about 10-"1 of the
mass of the human body. This concentration is so small
and the rate of elimination so low once a maximum permis-
sible amount of SrO° in equilibrium with Y" becomes fixed
in the bone, that it is then very difficult, if not impossible,
to make accurate estimates of the amount present. There-
fore, if there is exposure to such radioisotopes, every pre-
caution should be taken to minimize the body uptake, and
urinalyses should be made frequently so that the amount
going into the bone can be estimated from concentrations
in the urine during the early portion of the period of exposure,
when the elimination rate is much higher.

At the other extreme of specific activity, radioisotopes
with very short half-lives do not present much of a hazard
unless the exposure is maintained by continuous uptake,
since the activity of such radioisotopes when deposited in
the body soon decays to an insignificant level. As a rule-of-
thumb one can remember that the activity is reduced to
less than 1 percent after seven half lives (2--=0.008=0.8%).
Examples of these short-lived radioisotopes are P", with a
half-life of 14.3 days (3.5X10-' g1ie), and N"8 , with a
half-life of 7.35 sec (10-11 g/curie). In general, radioisotopes
with intermediate radioactive half-lives of about .5 to 50
years present the greatest hazards, other factors being
equal, and the danger diminishes for radioisotopes with
greater or smaller radioactive half-lives. The most import-
ant period of exposure to laboratory personnel -is from the
age of 20 to 45, because very few younger persons are
employed by laboratories that handie radioisotopes, so they
are not frequently subject to large internal doses of radio-isotopes; and many of the chronic effects of radiation do not

manifest themselves until 15 to 25 years after the-radiation
insult (and 45 +25=70 years, which is the average life span).The younger the person who accumulates the radioisotopes

in his body the greater the hazard and the more serious theaccumulation of intermediate-liwed radjoisotopes like Pur',

Ram, Srw°, and Po210 in the body. It is for this reason that
added precautions should be observed not to take into the
body radioisotopes like Sr• that might be translocated to

' jCer fr-e7.66X1O-A T, in whinh A-atomic weight, and T,--radl actve halt-life of thD

rWiistp in us ys.
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Preface

In 1949 the newly reorganized National Committee on Radiation
Protection* introduced the first significant changes in the philosophy
and concept of permissible radiation exposure for radiation workers
since the adoption of the tolerance dose concept by the International

Commission on Radiological Protection in 1934. The new proposals were
widely circulated in the summer of 1949 and constituted part of the
background material for the Tel-Partite Conference held in Chalk
River, Canada that September, at which time the essential concepts
were accepted. Continued examination of the recommendations did not
result in any essential changes and they were published as NCRP
Report No. 17 [1]** in September, 1954. However, since the recom-
mendations contained in that report had been widely adopted as early
as 1949, it is usually referred to as the "1949 Report".

One of the significant features of the 1949 report was its recognition
of the fact that radiation protection criteria depend not only upon
purely biomedical and physical considerations, but also upon value
judgementa and are based on the concept that there may be some de-
gree of risk at any level of exposure. It is especially this latter consider-
ation that has drawn attention both by research groups and the various
bodies developing radiation protection guidance.

The development of a better understanding of the genetic effects of
radiation, as described in the reports of committees of the British
Medical Research Council (MRC) and the National Academy of
Sciences (NAS) in 1956, prompted the NCRP to introduce a lower
Maximum Permissible Dose equivalent in February, 1957 [2, 3]. This
change wan simplified by the recognition that compliance with the new
lower levels was technically feasible. In the meantime, however, there
had been an increasing trend at various government levels to adopt the

"1929-1945 Advisory Comittee on X-Ray and Radium Protection.
1946-1956 National Committee on Radiation Protection (NCRP).
1956-1964 National CommiLtee on Radiation Protection and Measuremenla

(NCRP).
19_4- National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements

(NCRP).
Ag F•ures in brackets indicate literature references lited on page 108.

iii
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NCRP recommendations as permissible dose standards and incorporate
them into codes and regulations. While this practice was supported by
the NCRP, beginning actively in 1953, there was a growing concern
over the rigidity with which our numerical standards were enforced
under the usual principles of regulation. This trend led the NCRP to
introduce the age-proration principle in practical applications of the
Maximum Permissible Dose equivalent (MPD) [2] (see paragraph
186). This modification had the desired effect of allowing some latitude
in the application of permissible dose standards, without diluting their
basic intent.

The NCRP last reduced the basic MPD in 1957, at which time it
undertook a continuing review of the whole state of our knowledge of
the effects of ionizing radiation on man, especially with respect to its
influence on radiation exposure for the population and standards for
occupational conditions. During this same time period intensive reviews
of the progress of research on the biomedical effects of radiation have
been carried out by the International Commission on Radiological
Protection, the United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation, and the National Council on Radiation Protection

4 • and Measurements. Continuous review of all these efforts has led the
NCRP to the conclusion that in spite of the enormous amount of such
research, very few new facts had been discovered that would strongly
influence the concepts of MPD as developed in the 1949 and 1957
reports. Instead, the facts and concepts used in earlier reports were
essentially confirmed, although not in every detail. The descriptions of
biological factors and specific radiation effects given in this report, not
all of which are interpreted alike in the scientific fraternity, represent
a balanced fusion of the views of Committee members and of many
knowledgeable reviewers of early drafts of this report. For this reason,
they are not presented as a scientific treatise with full references to the
original scientific data.

On the other hand, it became increasingly evident that, in the absence
of positive knowledge, it was desirable to continue to make certain
conservative assumptions in such areas as dose-effect relationships at
low doses, and the existence or not of thresholds and genetic effects in
the general population. Positions on these had been adopted by the
NCRP in 1959 [4]. Because these interpretations lead to policy rather
than purely scientific positions, and because their misinterpretation and
rigid application could lead, in the extreme, to the elimination of many
radiation uses, it is essential to better judge each situation and prescribe
for it those usages that are justifiable. At the same time it has clearly
become necessary to simplify, wherever possible, the standards of
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practice which, in some instances, have become detailed and complex
far out of proportion to our knowledge of the subject; with the excep-
tion of fetal exposure (see paragraph 240), any numerical changes in
the dose-limiting recommendations of this report reflect the urge for
simplification rather than biomedical necessity.

It was the conclusions drawn in the NAB and MRC reports in 1956
that provided the first quantitative basis for setting some kind of
rational dose limits for the population. In 1957 the NCRP recommended
a dose limit of 0.5 rem per year for the individual for irradiation outside
of, and attributable to operations inside of, controlled radiation areas
[2]. In addition, the dose to the gonads of the whole population up to
age 30 was suggested as 14 million man-reins per million of people from
all sources including medical applications and one-third of that amount
per decade thereafter. It was soon evident that this suggested limit was
higher than it needed to be for useful applications of radiation, but that
evidence was lacking for a good lower value. Therefore, the NCRP
proposal for a population limit of 14 million man-reins was not empha-
sized.

Reevaluation of the overall basic radiation protection criteria, and
updating the 1949 report and 1957 amendments has been underway for
a number of years, and the general recommendations of this report have
been subjected to considerable scrutiny outside the committee for the
past three years. In the meantime other scientific committees of the
NCRP have needed specific guidance, in this area, on new problems of
a scientific policy nature. These have been considered, as necessary, by
the Board of Directors of the NCRP and by the Scientific Committee
responsible for the initial drafting of this report and incorporated in
appropriate reports; most have been confirmed and incorporated in the
present report.

The present report was prepared by the Council's Scientific Com-
mittee 1, on Basic Radiation Protection Criteria. Serving on the Com-
mittee during the preparation of this report were:

H. M. PAaxm, Chairman
L. S. TA'wn, Co-chairman

Working Group Coflauntr
V. P. BosN H. A. Buim
P. H. CAm .m C. B. Bazswarp
H. Cwrnes A. M. Bnsr
H. L. Fawm= F. P. CowAN
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Introduction and Scope of the
Report

(1) When the activities of the NCRP proliferated in 1946 in response
ti the advent of atomic energy, the most basic of the reports issued by
the eight subcommittees came from Subcommittee 1.. This was the
report Permi8ssible Dose from Ezternal Sources of Ionizing Radiation,
NCRP Report No. 17 [I]2, prepared under the chairmanship of the late
Dr. G. Failla.

(2) Together with two modifications [2, 3], the most recent of which
is dated April 15, 1958, this report became one of the cornerstones of
radiation. protection criteria and policy at both national and inter-
national levels. The present Scientific Committee 1 has. the assigned
task of reporting.on "Basic Radiation Protection Criteria." This assign-
ment recognizes the continuing need for review of the basic principles
common to all NCRP recommendations, and removes the previous
anoinaly of apparently restricting that consideration to external sources
of ionizing radiation.

(3) All NCRP reports tend to contain pragmatic recommendations
based on reasonable interpretation of available but usually incomplete
scientific data. The NCRP has not hesitated to modify its recommenda-
tions from time to time as either new data or improved interpretations
become available.

(4) One original objective of the present work was a seafch for a
construct of basic radiation protection criteria logically and unequivo-
cally derived from current. information in the relevant fields of radio-
logical science. It has to be concluded that no such general construct
is possible in the light of existing knowledge.8

(5) Worling guidance for radiation protection calls for. the provrision
of pragmatic protection recommendations by combining scientific in-

'For a full listing of NCRP reports and special imuances see page i1g.
Figures in bracketa indicate literature references listed on page 108,

"This report cannot be regarded as a treatise and hence the refereh6is, to
source material will be limited.. It will be obvous that much of the material
represents a considered evaluation of many scattered researches. for wbich full
doc•mentation is impractical or highly repetitious of eqdsing "eviews.
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NCGP committees, Significant examples of topics in which much
important "philosophy" is left to other Committees are:

(a) Internal Sources
The complexities of this topic require continuous attention by

other •TCRP Scientific Committees. Only the conceptual frame-
work referable to internal sources and combinations of internal
and external irradiation is included here.

(b) Dosimetry
Clinical doaimetry involves complex, highly specialized proce-

dures. It is normally required in the deliberate exposure of man
to radiation for therapeutic or diagnostic purposes. It may be
required in post facto evaluation of the dose to people involved
in large accidental exposures. In either case, a maximum degree
of accuracy may be sought.

Protection dosimetry can also be very complex, but in ways
different from clinical dosimetry. Accuracy requirements are
usually much less stringent. The term may be used generally to
cover all normal radiation monitoring and exposure evaluations
required for the assurance of proper worling conditions and
compliance with regulations (see paragraphs 203-210 and 219-
221).

(o) Practical Moniioring Methods
Since precision dosimetry can be performed adequately only

in. a well equipped laboratory, practical monitoring and protee-
tion dosimetry estimations must resort, to approximations. This
report defines only the conceptual approach to this matter. (See
NCRP Report No. 10).

(9) In conformity with established NCRP policy, radiation in the
context of this report refers to ionizing radiation. Thus, in thds report
considerations of the effects of ultraviolet, microwave, laser, or infrared.
radiations are excluded, although in exceptional cases an ionizing
process may be involved.,

(10) The elements of risk in active military operations are so spe-
c.ialized that no attempt is made. to derive criteria appropriate to that

is case.
(11) Special cases affecting very few individualsmay also have been

omitted. As an example, possible special conditions around ultra-high
energy particle accelerators have not been specially considered.

B

I



PART I-BACKGROUND AND SUPPORTING
MATERIAL

Chapter 1. Radiation and Man

Attitudes Toward Natural Radiation

(12) Radiation of various forms is a normal part of man's natural
environment, as it has been throughout his development. But only in the
last seventy-five years has he been aware of the presence of penetrating
ionizing radiation. In that time, he has learned that the amount of ex-
posure to radiation in nature depends on where he -lives, his choice of
dwelling, and his selection of food. Nowhere does he seem to have seen
fit to regulate his behavior to take advantage of the lowest possible level
of natural radiation. Thus, a particular low level of natural radiation
has not been and is not currently a significant criterion to man when
it is a matter of voluntary selection. It must be obvious that the average
man is not aware of this choice open to him, but of the considerable.
number of knowledgeable people who are, this is not regarded as a
significant criterion.

(13) When background radiation is modified by someone else, the
human response is more active. The intense reaction against radioactive
fallout from nuclear weapons testing in the atmosphere is the classical
case even though the radiation levels have in most cases been less than
the daily variations experienced by many persons in their normal
pursuits. The pressures brought to bear to assure minimal releases from
atomic energy plants and nuclear power stations may also be cited.

(14) Man's natural radiation environment is gradually changing,
but has not changed significantly in historical times. The natural radio-
activity of the earth is slowly diminishing. The incidence of high energy
ionizing particles on the earth from extraterrestrial sources may be
decreasing (in addition to current cyclic or sporadic changes), and, in
any case, the shielding provided by the atmosphere may slowly change
-probably increase. These factors should have no significance for
current radiation protection practices. Other changes due to man's
penetration into new environments may be quite significant. In upper

4
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atmosphere and space flight, special consideration of the new "natural
radiation" will be most important. Even in projected high altitude com-
mercial flight, the incremental irradiation may need limitation although
it is as natural as that encountered in any previous penetration by the
human race [5].

(15) In many locations, natural radiation is supplemented by in-
crements from man-made releases that are essentially indistinguishable
from natural radiation. This circumstance suggests that the concept of
a definable natural background may become less and less fruitful. If
so, it may, at some time, become reasonable or necessary to stipulate all
permissible dose limits in terms of tAtal dose, rather than to continue
the past practice of permitting some dose "in addition to natural back-
ground,' This might imply the possible need for some efforts to control

rat background exposure.
the

g
eof Radiation as a Resource for Man

e (10) It may be taken as axiomatic that nuclear energy for power,
el

On and radiation and radioactive sources for medical, agricultural, mci-
entific and industrial applications are essential Tesources for human
advancement and that their uses will expand. As with virtually everyge agent applied by man for the benefit of society (e.g., fire or electricity),
some applications will be deleterious. to some members of society,
Society has shown the ability, within limits, to maximize benefits and
minimize damage and ultimately to accept some reasonable residual
potential for damage for the sake of the ayailable benefits. (See para-
graphs 177-179). The troublesome problem of maintaining equity to all
segments of society or individuals within the overall benefit-damage
framework will always remain.

Basic Approaches to Radiation Protection

(17) Radiation protection recommendations must set a pattern as
e scientific as possible, but in practice partially empirical; ideally, the

rational use of radiation should conform to levels of safety to users and
S the public which are at least as stringent as those achieved for other

powerful agents. It is important to avoid unnecesary rigidity in any
Ps protection recommendations so that the advantages of new knowledge

can be exploited. quickly and easily. This basic posture must be supple-
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mented by somewhat detailed guidelines for control in numerous specific
applications; these guidelines may change frequently in the light of
practical experience, availability of improved measuring methods and
the complexity of competing applications involving radiation. Bodies
promulgating recommendations must maintain cognizance of advances
in the understanding of radiation effects so that the basic criteria may
become better founded on scientific principles and less dependent on
value judgement, whenever possible.

(18) Appropriate protection criteria will differ for individuals
engag6d in various classes of radiation work, for individuals in the
general population and for special population groups. Some of the rea-
sons for this compartmentalization become clearer after a brief view
of the principal biological effects of radiation.

(19) Progress toward a balanced position depends on a continual
process of public education and understanding which encompasses in-
formation on the great benefits to be derived from the. use of radiation,
as well as the extraordinary safety precautions taken in its use.. Man's
response to other potentially noxious. agents including environmental
pollutants needs to be in better balance with radiation protection
philosophy, Chemical mutagens and carcinogens have not received
attention comparable with that accorded to ionizing radiations.

Outline of Radiation Effects

(20) The irradiation of living organisms in sufficient, -and usually

rather large doses will, produce, within a relatively short period, iden-
tifiable effects. For example, a dose of several hundred rads delivered
rapidly to the whole body of a mammal produces the "acute radiation
syndrome" with severe illness or possibly death. The nature, severity,
and duration of the effects depend, among other factors, on the amount
and nature of the radiation, portion of the body exposed, zate of ex-
posure, and individual and species sensitivity. Thus, for example, ex-
.posure of less than that required to produce the acute radiation syn-
drome may still result in genetic effects or in effects on growth and
development, on the incidence of neoplasms, and on the life span. $
Appropriate exposures have been demonstrated to produce each of these
effects in either man or other mammals. This pattern is true for all
forms of ionizing radiation, whether it. reaches the body from the out-
side, or from internally deposited radioactive materials, or both.

(21) These effects, however, have been almost exclusively observed
at doses and rates of dose accumulation greatly-in excess of those con-
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41c templated within the dose-limiting recommendations of this report. The:
t of nature of the dose-effect relationship becomes critical in extrapolating.
aind from direct observational data at high doses and high dose rates to

presumed effects of exposures 'within the recommended limits. Full
OPce understanding of the mechanisms of radiation effects would permnit such
Sy extrapolation with confidenc. The necessary understanding has neither
on been reached nor can it be expected to be reached in the next decade or

two. Considerable uncertainty remains as to the nature and degree of
ala presumed radiation effects at and below the recommended exposure

.the levels, but it is well established that, in many cases, dose protrac~ion

I"- lessens the biological effect over that for the same total dose given at a
ew greater rate. However, it should be noted that the difficulties of obtain-

ing information at lpw doses are due mainly to the extremely low ire-
quency with which effects might occur. The task of obtaining satis-

in- factory quantitative information is handicapped by the formidable
=031 statistical problems presented and the impracticability of designing ex-

periments in which the probability of a demonstrable effect may be in
ttal the range of one in 100,000 to one in a million;
ion (22) The presence of a "threshold" below which one or more of the
ed several possible radiation effects are absent would be of.great practical

importance for radiation protection. Unfortunately, present knowledge
does not allow a definitive judgement as to' whether or not a real
threshold exists for certain important kinds of radiation effects. These
effects, in the main, are indistinguishable qualitatively from impair-
ments and diseases normally present in a population. Moreover, they

ly are often characterized by an extended latent period between the radia-
0- tion exposure and their first appearance. Ricognition of those effects
!ed as radiation sequelae, if possible at all, therefore, rests on measurement
o of small differences in incidence, perhaps many years after the radiation

exposure. There is the frither difficulty of their separation from those
effects produced by other agents in the environment. Such an evaluation

*- is often uncertain although there exists now a considerable body of
=- reliable information on radiation effects--indeed, few, if any, other

environmental hazards have been studied to a comparable extent.
d (23) The increased incidence of leukemia in radiologists [6], in

certain classes of patients- receiving radiation therapy [7], and in the
a Japanese populations of Hiroshima and Nagasald [8] has been suffi-

ciently well-studied to allow some estimate of the quantitative ela-
tionships between dose and effect at doses of approximately 100 rads
or higher. Although accumulated doses. in some. of these cases are of the
same order as those that could conceivably be accumulated in conven-
tional occupational circumstances (especially in earlier uses of radia-
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tion), the possible moderating effects of distributing such doses over
prolonged periods of time leave much doubt as to the actual degree
of effect. Because diagnostic exposure to x rays, although at high dose
rates, is more often distributed over prolonged periods, as well as being
at relatively low dose levels, there are similar moderating effects as
compared with the same total dose delivered in a short time. Doses of
radiation above about 100 rads have been related to an increase in the
incidence of neoplasms in animals and man [9, 10, 11]. Dose-effect
relationships have been studied extensively in some cases, such as bone
tumors following radium deposition [12]. Neoplasms having an in-
creased incidence following irradiation are indistinguishable in char-
acter from those occurring naturally.

(24) The onset of neoplasms in man or other mammals obviously
will tend to contribute to a statistical shortening of life span in exposed
groups. In addition, dose-related shortening of the life span, non-specific
in that it is not attributable to any single cause Or small group of caus!es,has been demonstrated for high doses in several mammalian species.

The practical significance of this effect of shortening the span of life
in man at lower doses and dose rates has not been established. In fact,
exposures at dose rates of about 0.1 to 0.5 rad per day have regularly
resulted in an increase of the average life span in rodents, for reasons
incompletely understood.

(25) Cellular growth and development may be adversely affected by
exposure to radiation, especially while in utero, and to a lesser extent
in young animals. Efowever, it appears that some particular defects
may be produced in utero only if exposure occurs within a. specific
period of time as short as a few hours, or, at most, a Iew days, cor-
responding with some key step in embryonic development. The period
of susceptibility for other less gross changes, such as measurable
changes in mental or physical maturity, may well: not be as sharply
time-limited.

(26) Radiation-induced genetic effects have long been considered to
have no threshold and to have an essentially linear dose-effect relation-
ship. However, data developed primarily from mouse studies, but also in
the silkworm, demonstrate a dependence on the rate of dose accumula-
tion for certain genetic effects. Such dependence implies the existence of
some kind of repair process; From the standpoint of practical problems
of radiation protection, however, the present application of this possi-
bility is limited to noting that the effet-i•n animal eiperimentation
-is less at low dose-accumulation rates, which in turn are higher than
those at which people are exposed, especially in the non-occupational
situation. Thus, real damage almost certainly will be less than that
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over inferred from experimentation performed at high dose and. dose rate.
degree It siould be noted that the dose to the gonads is generally less than" to

igh dose the body in general and that this dose is significant genetically only if
as being accumulated during the active reproductive period of the individual and
ecta as not throughout the whole of life, as in most somatic effects.
0ses of (27) Of critical importance in a consideration of genetic effects is
in the the distinction between effects on individual offspring and effects on the

e-effect population at large. Although data are by no means complete, direct
•as bone and inferential information allows some estimate of the dose required
an in- to yield a given probability that offspring of a given exposed individual
char- will be adversely affected. A quite diferent aspect, and one which gains

importance as the number of persons in the exposed population in-
viously creases, is the cumulative effect on the ability of the whole human
exposed population to survive and progress, The. only direct evidence on this

cifio problem, and it is in the contrary direction, is the demonstrated ability
,causes, of the human. race to develop in the presence of natural radiation.

ecies. Nonetheless, it is reasonable and prudent to be concerned over any large
of life increase, compared to natural radiation, in radiation exposure to a
I fact, major portion of any .population group.
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Chapter 2. Radiation Exposure
Conditions That May Require i
Consideration

Kinds of Radiation Exposure

(28) A wide variety of conditions and circumstances may result in
radiation exposure and, to the extent that these can be subject to direct
control, appropriate recommendations for exposure limitation will be
given. Some exceptional conditions are either actually or essentially
uncontrollable, at least insofar as individual exposures are concerned.
Problems of exposure under uncontrollable conditions are essentially
not amenable to rule, and each situation will have to be dealt with at
such time and place as circumstances indicate.

,29) lonisimg radiation and zadiation exposure -to which mankind is
subjected may, for the convenience of this report, be categorized into
five groups: natural radiation (see paragraphs 30-33); radiation ap-
plied in medical procedures (paragraphs 34-37); radiation applied to
human subject& in research (paragraph 38); radiation causing occupa-
tional exposure (paragraphs 39-44); and man-made environmental
radiation that may expose large segment. of the public (paragraphs
45-49). For brevity these will be referred to as natural, medical, human
subjects research, occupational and man-made. As distinct from other
categories, man-made radiation may become so widespread as to be-
come a part of background. It may also include radiation from radio-
active waste disposal or from the civilian applications of nuclear ex-
plosives. Natural radiation is that from extra-terrestrial sources plus
natural sources in the terrestrial environment. The contribution to the
radiation exposure of an individual from each of the categories can
be expected to vary by an order of magnitude or more. The degree to
which control of these radiation sources can or should be exercised also
varies. In the following sections, the categories of radiation sources are
discussed and their significance in relation to individual exposure
limitations is considered. Specific problems of waste disposal, nuclear

1o
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explosives and radiation from consumer products are not dealt with iii
thif report.

Natural Radiation

(30) The dose attributable to natural radiation arisea from external
sources of ionizing radiation and from naturally occurring radionucides
deposited within the body. The two external sources which contribute
significantly are cosmic radiation and gamma radiation from materials
naturally present in the ground and in building materials. In the lower
atmosphere, the dose rate from cosmic radiation is primarily a function
of elevation, and secondarily of latitude. At sea level the dose rate from

t in cosmic radiation is about 30 mrem/year in Florida and about 35 mrem/
dreCt year i4 Alaska.4 In mid-latitudes, it is about 33 mrem/year at sea level,
Il be rising at an elevation of one mile to about 70 mrem/year. On the aver-

daily age, the annual cosmic ray dose equivalent in the U.. is probably about
ed. 40 mrem (13].

tally (31) The contribution from the ground, outside of buildings, varies
*t at from place to place. The terrestrial radiation (total gamma-ray dose

rate lets the cosmic-ray contribution) has been measured in more than
*nd is 200 locations over a major portion of the area of the United States.
into The terrestrial dose rates observed ranged from about 30 mrem/year at
ap- Dillas, Texas to about 130 mrem/year at a location in Denver, Col-

led to rado. The structural materials of buildings contain widely varying
Oupa- amounts of natural radionuclides that contribute to the dose rate inside
ental of buildings but these materials attenuate the cosmic radiation and
aphs- also the terrestrial gamma radiation. Measurements within buildings

uman indicate that the shielding effect of the structural materials outweighs
other the source effect, and that, on the Average, the levels inside are about

to be- 90 percent of those outside of buildings. In Great Britain, external
radio- gamma irradiation inside buildings is reported to vary between 73

ex- and 107 mrad/year; in Sweden from 49 to 202 mrad/year [14). It is
plus not unreasonable to estimate that the average terrestrial radiation dose

to the. 'The quantity, dose equivalent, must be expressed in rins. The quantity,
es can. absobed dose, in expressed in rads. Where these e.presion. are used repeatedly,
ree to as in Pargraphs K1 sad 82, they are commonly both abbheviated to mdoe", so

also long as the distinction is clear from tue context.

es are The values for the dose equivalent in Paragraphs " apply- o the gonads or

sure bone marrow. Some figures published as millirad per year have been written -here.
ascler M lm per year without critical analysis as to whether prede equivalenme isnucle iar .a m ye t able..
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rate in the United States (bearing in mind the distribution of the popu-
lation) is about 60 mrem/year outside and about 55 mrem/year inside
of buildings. The whole body dose is abopt 100 mrem/year, from cosmic
and terrestrial radiation combined. With quite arbitrary assumptions
on allocation of time and allowance for absorption in tissue, thq average
annual dose from these sources to either gonads or bone marrow may
be taken as about 60 mrem.T

(32) The presence of radionuclides in foods, drinking water and the
air Also contributes to the radiation dose of the individual. Dietary
habits and the metabolism of the individual affect the intake and re-
tention of radioactive materials from foods. Estimates of dose equiva-
lent contributed by radionuclides internally deposited have principally
statistical significance and are of limited usefulness in an individual
case. 25 mrem/year is a number offered in the literature as representa-
tive of the contribution of uranium and its decay products, thorium
and its decay products, radiopotassium, and radiocarbon.

(33) In total,. natural radiation in the United States results in an
estimated average annual dose equivalent of about 125 mrem [15]. It
is unlikely to be less than 100 mrem for any individual and unlikely to
be more than 400 mrem for any significant number of people. It is un-
warranted to urge people to remove themselves from areas where expo-
sure to natural sources of radiation are of this magnitude. This degree
of' exposure is not regarded currently as of suffcient magnitude to re-
quire separate consideration in the determination and control of an
individual's medical or occupational exposure. There is no validated
deleterious effect from natural background radiation in the portion of
the population receiving the higher ranges of natural radiation but it
must be recognized that satisfactory epidemiological studies to deter-
mine such effects are probably impractical. This is because of the enor-
mous sample size needed and the great expense of obtaining information
concerning other factors capable of being associated with the same ef-
fects [16].

Radiation from Medical PNocedures

(34) Medical radiation in the present context refers to the planned
exposure of patients to ionizing radiation, as distinct from occupational -

exposures received incidentally by physicians and supporting staff. The
amount of ionizing radiation given to a patient as a portion of a medical
procedure is pertinent to the individual but is not limitable in the sense

' See page 58 of reference 14.
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of this report. It depends on the needs of the individual's health prob-
lem; therefore it is not dealt with comprehensively, although various
recommendations may help to reduce that part of the exposure which
does not contribute -to the efficiency of treatment or diagnosis. In the
judgement of the NCRP, there can be no rational means to regulate
uniformly or to limit radiation exposure prescribed for patients for
necessary and proper diagnostic or therapeutic purposes. On the other
hand steps can be taken to minimize unnecessary or medically unpro-
ductive radiation exposure. The impact of all medical exposures on
the genetic dose is, however, germane to this report and has been con-
sidered as carefully as statistical data will permit. The average annual
genetically significant dose (GSD)t from diagnostic procedures in the
United States has recently been the subject of intensive and continuing
studies. The number and kind of diagnostic examinations have been
well established by the U.S. Public Health Service [17]. From initial
results it would appear that the U.S. average annual GSD in 1964 was
about 55 mrem per year from diagnostic procedures. About 0.15 usrem
can be added for dental examinations, and a rather uncertain 10 mrem
for therapy contributions. None of these figures includes doses arising
in nuclear medicine but the GSD from this is considered to be relatively
small at this time. In total, medical irradiation (as genetically signifi-
cant dose) is probably between about 50 and 70 mrem per person per
year. Advantage should be taken of any new technology or procedure
that will significantly reduce unnecessary diagnostic or medical expo-
sure, both in individual examinations and treatments, and in the adop-
tion of group screening practices.

(35) Under ordinary circumstances, medical exposures need not be
factored into occupational exposure controls for the individual case.
Should it be practical to ascertain that specific workers have sustained
large therapeutic exposures (in the order of hundreds of reins to limited
portions of the body within a year), it may be desirable to restrict fu-
ture occupational exposure of this worker where the risk of a large
accidental exposure may be unusually high. In such cases, the con-
sideration should be based upon probable somatic effects rather than-
upon genetic considerations.

(36) On an individual basis, a male radiation worker may con-
ceivably receive whole body doses up to 5 rem in a year, year after
year, but the great majority receive less than a fifth of that amount.
Most diagnostic x-ray procedures will involve doses of less than this

IThe genetdclly significant dose is the dose which, if received by every memn-
ber of the population, would be expected to pfoduce the sane total genetic in-
iury to the population as do the ac•ual doses reeeived by the various individuals.
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amount to a relatively small portion of the body; only a few of the more
comprehensive types of procedure will involve doses of more than a few
reins. In comparatively few instances will the sum total of diagnostic
(partial body) and occupational exposure (usually whole body) result
in doses approaching the maximum of the acceptable range. Medical
applications of radiation prescribed for patients for diagnostic or thera-
peutic purposes should not be subject to limits set for Administrative
or regulatory purposes.

(37) There is no medical reason for routine or automatic restriction
of occupational exposure as a result of prior or planned medical expo-
sure. Similarly, there is no reason to restrict necessary medical exposure
because of occupational exposure. The disruption of a person's way of
life by denying him his job may be more damaging than the addition
of a few reins per year to a necessary major medical exposure. Blanket
determinations to restrict occupational exposure as a result of either
medical or occupational exposure or any combination are not advocated.
Special" cases may need and deserve individual attention by an in-
dividual and his medical advisors.

Radiations Applied in Research on Human Subjects

(38) It is important to differentiate between irradiation from rf-
search procedures on human subjects, and medical irradiation, where
-benefit to a patient is expected. Certain aspects of the physiology of the
human body can be studied only by methods involving radiation expo-
sure, or may. be studied more safely by radiation than by alternative
methods. In both cases, it may be proper to expose normal individuals
deliberately to controlled amounts of radiation -for investigative pur-
poses. At the present time, the precautions built into these investiga-
-tions seem to make the overall contribution to the population dose
relatively insignificant, It should be noted that each proposed human
research application must be judged on its merit after review by compe-
tent peers, and that dose-limiting recommendations for radiation work-
ers or the public do not apply to the individuals to be irradiated. De-
pending on circumstances, larger or smaller limits would be indicated.
In any case, there must be a constant endeavor to take advantage of
Any new technology or improved procedures that will further signifi-
cantly reduce unnecessary exposure when research is conducted on hu-
man subjects, and the effort should be relevant to the magnitude of the
doses, the number of persons affected, their ages, and the extent of the
need for the procedures. (See paragraphs 270-273.)
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Occupational Irradiation

(39) Sources causing occupational irradiation include natural and
artificial radionuclides, radiation generators such as x-ray machines
and particle accelerators, and nuclear reactors and their associated fa-
cilities. Medical and para-medical workers are a major group of occupa-
tionally exposed personnel; their 'principal mode of exposure to date
has been through the use of diagnostic and therapeutic x rays and ra-
dium. The assessment of the significance of these exposures is compli-
cated by the incomplete knowledge of the portions of the body exposed.
Comprehensive estimates for exposure of medical workers as a class are
not available. The limited data available suggest an exposure pattern.
for whole body or gonad irradiation not significantly different from that
for atomic energy work (see paragraph 42). In that case, individual
somatic exposure considerations are expected to be controlling. The
incremental population genetic risk is a fraction of one percent of the
GSD. Considerable increase in radiological services should not be trou-
blesome on this account; the increased radiation usage should be com-
pensated by steadily improving protection practices.

(40) Comprehensive data on extremity exposures resulting from oc-
oupational medical activities are also unavailable. Somatic limitations
are the sole consideration in establishing extremity exposure limits.
With the exception of special cases (for example, where palpation olose
to implanted sources is deemed necessary) modern protection devices
and procedures permit exposures considerably less than those necessary
in past practice.

(41) The other major group of occupationally exposed persons con-
sibs of individuals who work in various aspects of the expanding nu-
clear energy programs. The radiation sources and types and degree of
exposure involved within the so-called atomic energy industry cover a
full spectrum. Types of radiation include alpha, beta, gamma, and neu-
tron radiation from both external and internal sources. Some of the more
unusual radiation-generating machines can also emit neutrons, protons
and heavier particles of which some of the radiologically significant
properties are less well known.

(42) On the basis of occupational radiation exposure records of the
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission and its contractors (1967), the aver-
age annual occupational exposure is estimated at about 500 mrem per
person to 100,000 adults (95% of'them received less than 1 rem each)
[18]. This contributes only a small fraction to the national genetically
significant dose from all sources.

(43) The GSD contribution of private industry and the wide variety
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of other industrial applications of radiation-emitting sources, together
with use in academic or industrial research is not easily assessed. The
total increment to genetic dose is probably of the same order of magni-
tude as that generated. within the atomic energy industry. It is pre-
sumably rising, but even a ten-fold increase would result in a national
genetic dose increment still very small compared with that due to medi-
cal radiation and about one percent of natural radiation.

(44) The data published on occupational exposure so far have been
primarily stated in terms of presumed GSD or absorbed dose to bone
marrow. Data on occupational exposures from internally deposited
radionuclides or resulting from limited exposure to extremities or sep-
arate critical organs are not readily available, but such exposures are
presumed to be small relative to known external exposure. There are
certain group exceptions which require special attention such as mine
workers, where radon plus radioactive decay products and radioactive
dust in the air also may be significant contributors to a miner's total
exposure.

Man-Made Environmental Radiation

(45) Man-made sources include effluents from atomic facilities,
forthcoming civilian applications of nuclear explosives and the direct
-radiation which may: result from nuclear weapons tests or war. The ra-
diation protection principles presented in this report are directed toward
peaceful uses of ionizing radiation under continuing and chioni expo-
sure conditions, and do not address themselves to aspects of exposure
limits involved in national survival. These are dealt with in NCRP
Report No, 29 [19].

(46) Fallout from weapons testing results principally in an internal
exposure problem. With the exception of 1811 it is further restricted in
importance to the long-lived radionuclides. Radioiodine is of special
importance because of its high yield in fission, volatility with accom-
panying ease of environmental transport, and strong localization within
the human body in a small volume, the thyroid gland. Radioiodine may
present a special problem in children due to their smaller thyroid mass
and greater radiosensitivity. The nuclides of primary concern, other
than radioiodine, are radiostrontium, 8S9r and 08r, radiocesium, U•Tesi

and radiocerium, 2"4Ce. In some peaceful applications, tritium, the ra-
dioactive noble gases, or others such. as "Zn in the aquatic environ-
ment, may be the limiting nuclides.

(47) Data on doses from fallout have been thoroughly discussed
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from time to time in hearings before the Joint Committee dn Atomic
Energy, and have been analyzed in reports of the Federal Radiation
Council, notably in their Reports 4 and 6 [20, 21]. These sources indi-
cate mean bone marrow dose equivalents of 20-40 mrem per capita per
year from atmospheric nuclear tests conducted prior to 1962 and 44
mrem per capita per year from tests conducted in 1962; the dose rate
in subsequent years has dropped rapidly. The projected mean dose to
the bone marrow from all tests conducted through 1962, integrated over
a 70-year life span, is 215 mrem per capita (20]. The figures are for
those "wet areas" where fallout is high. Corresponding values (70 year
integration) for dose to the reproductive cells and bone are 130 mrem
and 465 mrem respectively. The national average is probably one-half
or so of this. The.average national increment of dose is thus only on the
order of 4% of natural radiation. Therefore, at present, fallout does
not need to be considered separately in limiting and controlling other
man-made radiation sources which are principally radioactive effluents.
However, continuing attention to the thyroid dose of small children
may be required. Should the fallout increase substantially, through the
demands of a national emergency, reconsideration of the problem in-
eluding possible countermeasures would be in order. Existing national
surveillance networks provide appropriate data on which to base such
decisions.

(48) At the present time releases of radioactive effluents from atomic
energy plants are so low that the average incremental dose from this
source is only a small fraction of that due to fallout [15, 22, 23].

(49) Included among contributors to man-made radiation are con-
sumer products such as some television receivers, luminous dial clocks
and watches, self-luminous signs and markers, and some kinds of indus-
trial equipment. In some cases, it is only by the continuous application
of controls that such sources will continue to yield an insignificant por-
tion of background radiation. Otherwise, the public may be exposed to
unnecessary radiation of undesirably high levels. This was the case in
such instances as the use of shoe-fitting fluoroscopes, now generally for-
bidden.
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Kinds of Exposure

(50)- For most of the radiation exposure conditions described above,
radiation is received at low dose rate either continuously, as for natu-
ral radiation or fallout, or in random small increments, as for occupa-

y discussed
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tional exposures; hence it is difficult or impossible to relate any specific
effects to any specific exposure.

(51) For high level exposures (tens to hundreds of rads) occurring
over short periods of time, there is an applicable body of information
on radiation effects derived mainly from experience with the thera-
peutio use of radiation on patients. There are also some industrial and
military accidents from which certain dose-effect relationships can be
established, although dosimetry under such conditions is often difficult
and subject to error.

(52) In general, permissible dose recommendations in this report re-
late to exposure at low dose rates or from sporadic small exposures,
which may occur in a random pattern with some semblance of daily,
weekly or monthly repetition.

(53) Other radiation exposure conditions such as industrial accidents
at atomic energy plants or other plants using radioactive materials,
military accidents or accidents resulting from the testing of nuclear
weapons, or nuclear warfare, may all result in high level acute exposure.
All these conditions can be regarded as essentially uncontrollable in the
sense of these discussions; they can, of course, be brought under some
degree of control by subsequent actions. These special conditions may

-occur as rare exceptions in a general area of good control or as conse-
quences of conditions which for such overriding reasons as. national
security arc unavoidable.
, (54) To some extent, there may be combination exposures consisting

of normal low-level exposure under controlled conditions on which is
superimposed a high level single exposure under temporarily uncon-
trolled conditions. By and large, it is probably only the latter which is
dominant in any observable dose-effect consequences.

(65) Certain special exposure situations may acquire significance in
the near future. They are essentially controllable by choice of time
spent in the activity. As an example, individuals 'in very high flying
aircraft, e.g., at 60,000 feet, will be subjected to higher dose rates than
in presently conventional aircraft, at 35,000 feet, or on the ground [5],
While the increased dose rate would normally be more than compen-
sated for by shorter time (because of higher speed) occasional solar
flares could result in larger ekposures. An informed passenger, in con-
cept, could make a judgement comparing the slight risk of extra expo-
sure against the gain or convenience of more rapid transit. Crew mem-
bers inherently accept the possible risk of repeated exposures against
the benefits of the occupation. The civilian use of nuclear explosives
must involve a judgement comparing the probability and degree of risk

MIT
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specific from local radioactive contamination with an engineering accomplish-
ment not reasonably obtainable by other means.

courring (56) Movement into outer space involves definite radiation expo-
ormation sure risks that must be subjected to individual or group choice [24].
e thera-
'al and
can be Radiation Control'

difficult

ort re- Degrea of Control

sures, (57) From the preceding discussion it is clear that there is a variety
.of daily, of circumstances which may dictate the extent to which radiation pro-

tection controls can be applied meaningfully. Some situations with no
.accidents clear lines of demarcation will be illustrated rather than defined.

aterials, (58) A controllable condition is one wherein, by positive and planned
f nuclear action in advance, the source of irradiation can be eliminated, reduced
exposure. to acceptable levels, avoided, shielded, "fenced off", etc. This group in-
le in the eludes such activities as industrial operations, transport of radioactive

.der some materials, medical uses of x rays and radioactive materials (from the
0ons may point of view of controlling exposure of medical workers and supporting

,as conse- staff), discharge of radioactive effluents, disposal of radioactive wastes,
national et. Medical procedures (from the point of view of controlling patient

exposure) involve other considerations and are less amenable to con-
consisting trol. A controllable condition should normally be a controlled condition.
,which is (59) An uncontrolled condition is one that may develop from an ac-

uncon- cident resulting in unplanned exposures to an uncertain number of peo-
rwhi&h is ple and exceeding the levels considered normally acceptable. The con-

notation of "uncontrolled" is that of "off-standard". In most instances
cance in uncontrolled conditions are at least partially correctable through good

ice of time emergency radiation practices, such as, monitoring, establishing exclU-
igli flying sion areas, or diverting contaminated milk.

pates than (60) Radiation from radioactive fallout resulting from weapons test-
pound [5]. ing may be widespread and to a substantial degire unpredictable. It
i compen- is uncontrolled and in the sense of radiation protection practices could
ional solar become essentially uncontrollable. For the purposes of this report ra-
er,.in con- diation exposure resulting from nuclear warfare is regarded as uncon-
xtra expo- trollable. It is of course possible to reduce the radiation levels or miti-
4rew mer- gate the radiation effects by appropriate countermeasures.
es against 'Much of the material in paragraphs 57 to 74 is intended to form a common
explosives framework for detailed recommendations eet out in other NCRP reports. It in little
ree of risk rmed in the rest of this report.
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Controlled Area

(61) A controlled area is a defined area in which the occupational
exposure of personnel to radiation or to radioactive material is under
the supervision of an individual in charge of radiation protection. This
implies that a controlled area is one that requires control of access, oc-
cupancy, and working conditions for radiation protection purposes.8 It
also implies control of the escape of radiation beams or radioactive ma-
terial from controlled areas. In local practice, such terms as "radiation
zone"i "restricted area", or "radiation area" may be substituted. Areas
should not be designated as a "controlled area" for purposes of permit-
ting relaxation in -the degree of protection of occupants. Every reason-
able effort should be made to establish a clear and understood separa-
tion between controlled areas. and -areas, including those under the same
management control, in which radiation work is not to be conducted.
This applies, for example, to lunchrooms in industrial plants and hos-
pitals, and to.gift shops. or waiting rooms in hospitals.

Access Controls for Controlled Areas

(62) In the development of administrative practices, it is customary
to recognize, explicitly or implicitly, that the degree of access control
may vary from strict limitations (such as entry interlocks or alarms,
respirators., and complete clothing change at the boundary, as neces-
sary) to a more passive management-type control where the attendant
exposure would be slight. Controlled egress is just as important as ac-
cess, 'when radioactive .contamination of the person or clothing is pas-
sible. An essential key -o good radiation protection practice is to keep
radiation and radioactive materials (either as contamination or efflu-
ents) confined as much as possible to the prescribed controlled areas.

Areas- Immediately Adjacent to a Controlled Area

(63) There may be areas adjacent to controlled. areas to which access
is not controlled for radiation protection purposes, Thus -radiation lev-

'The above form is the definition long used by the NCRP [1] which has also
used a abort form identifying the individual in charge as "the Radiation Protection
Supervisor" [25). The American National Standards Institute uses a. differently
worded definition of the same intent, but specifically calling. for latowledge of
pertinent regulations, which is an appropriate addition for many applications,
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el or activity concentrations permitted in such areas will be.based on
the appropriate occupancy conditions. Good radiation protection prac-

ional tice requires that such areas have radiation conditions that will permit
cider normal occupancy by the public with due regard to the length of time

Ths recommended for occupancy. The amount of time individuals would

J oe- be permitted to occupy such an area will depend also upon whether the
•.8 It area is subject to control by the radiation protection supervisor. As an
111a- example, an occupied area adjacent to, but outside of a medical radio-

'ation logical department, would not properly be classed as a controlled area,
'Areas but better as an adjacent area which persons would be permitted to oc-
ermit. cupy without restriction as to time.

son-
para-
'same Categories of Individuals Controlled
cted.
hos- (64) Although a large number of classifications of individuals into

groups could be postulated, an adequate structure for sensible radia-
tion exposure control may be developed from four categories, with sub-
division, as follows:

mary Individuals Occupationally Exposed
ntrol (65) An occupationally exposed individual is one whose work is
e'es- normally performed in a controlled area, or whose duties involve ex-

ndant posure to radiation and who is subject to appropriate radiation protec-

ac- tion controls. A person should not be considered as a radiation worker

pea- unless his work necessarily involves the likelihood of radiation expo-
Skeep sure.

Mtu- (66) An individual chooses to work in radiation with the tacit under-

eas. standing that under normal working conditions his health is not likely
to be impaired, although there may be certain associated risks. At the
same time, an occupationally exposed person presumably derives a tan-
gible benefit from radiation, namely, his normal livelihood. The balance
is considered to be fair or positively advantageous to the individual

'access when the basic radiation control criteria are deemed appropriate by
n levs qualified opinion (eg., these NORP recommendations) s, when they are

conscientiously maintained by the employing organization, and when

the occupationally exposed individual is made cognizant of the nature
0tection

erently 'For perspective, it should be repeated here that the NCRI believes that ite
e of recommendations provide a system that offers far lower occupational risk than is

=ns. found in many occupadions normally considered not to be extra-hazardous.
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of the risks. Any further decrease in permissible radiation dose limits
must derive from the demonstration of effects on human beings at low
doses.

(67) The term "radiation worker" is an acceptable synonym for
"occupationally exposed individual" provided that it is not given the
connotation of a worker accepting risks above and beyond the range
normally acceptable in many other occupations.

lnditvidual8 Who May Be Ezposed Occasionally

(68)4 Individuals in this category, while not normally working in a
controlled area, may have reason occasionally to enter such areas. They
may be described as "occasionally exposed individuals" and include
such categories as messengers, delivermen, maintenance Wotkers,
nurses, hospital visitors, etc. Depending ulpon the frequency, duration,
and specific place of visit, they may or may not need to be classified as
radiation workers. For example, not all maintenance men or all nurses
will need to be classed as occupationally exposed individuals. Where
the involvement is more than sporadic, such individuals are better
treated as occupationally exposed.

(89) The key difference intended is that the exposure should be an
order of magnitude less for the occasionally exposed than for the oc-
cupationally exposed individuals. The obligations of the controlling
organization are to assure an even tighter than normal control, in ex-
change for a reduced (or even eliminated) need to ascertain that the oc-
casionally exposed individual is knowledgeable concerning radiation
protection practices.

(70) Occupationally exposed individuals in the United States. are
limited (by law) to a minimum age of 18 years, with some exceptions
(see paragraph 256). This limitation need not apply to the occasionally
exposed individual, but any exposure of younger persons should be given
special attention.

The General Public

(71) A member of the general public who normally has no need to
enter a controlled area may be subjected to exposure to man-made ra-
diation from fallout, widely used electronic devices such as some color
television receivers, a ridiation accident, radiation or radioactive ma-
terials escaping from a controlled area, self-luminous dials and, signs,
and radiation arising from medical or dental examinations;
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(72) A principal control criterion in this category rests on the ge-

netically significant dose (GSD) to population groups. However, there
must also be limits for controlling somatic exposure of individuals.

(73) There are subcategories in which additional criteria apply to
exposure levels. These are (1) pregnant women, because of the higher
sensitivity of the embryo (or fetus) at certain critical stages of devel-
opment; (2) young children, because of their greater sensitivity com-
pared with the adult, and also their enhanced uptake of internal emitters

such as radioiodine. and radiostrontium, due to dietary habit., more ac-
tive metabolism, and the smaller body dimensions; (3) students, a
specific example, treated by NCRP Report No. 32, Radiation Protection
in Educational Institutions [26]. Exposure of students under the age of
18 years to an incremental whole body or gonadal dose of not more than
0.1 rem (100 mrem) per year due to their educational activity is con-
sidered acceptable (see paragraph 256). In spite of the properly con-
tinuing conservatism in regard to somatic dose as stated above, recent
observations indicate that the sensitivity of some individual organs to
some forms of tumor induction in the fetus and child following irradia-
tion is not necessarily greater than in the adult [9, 10, 11].

Military Personnel

(74) Acceptable risk for military personnel exposed in performance

of their duties is escalated in proportion to other inherent risks in that
profession. Consequently, this report will not include direct recom-
mendations in that area. The area of civil defense is somewhat similar
in character. However, this report will in6lide-if6megenelra data and
statements that will have some relevance for those who must commit
themselves to the development of recommendations or decisions in those
special areas (cf. Chapter 5).

-Me



Chapter 3. Basic Biological
Factors"

Framework of Biological Studies

(75) A vast literature on tho effects of radiation on living organisms
has been accumulated for high doses and high dose rates. The concern
over radiation exposure of man arises from the observation that these
effects are almost universally detrimental, and the necessary assump-
tion that they arise to some degree at lower doses and dose rates. From
the probably extreme viewpoint of the conservationist-biologist, the
most desirable objective would be to eliminate all radiation exposure
except natural radiation. This attitude is incompatible with the utiliza-
tion of radiation for beneficial purposes. Thus, guidelines deemed ade-
quate to protect the individual and society from the harmful effects of
radiation, must be sought through an evaluation both of the biological
risk and the countervailing reasons for accepting it.

(76) Attention in this chapter is directed to those biological factors
which are of relevance to man's well-being in the context of radiation
protection. The discussion will necessarily represent oversimplification
of the complexities in radiation effects which exist at the molecular,
cellular, and intact mammalian levels of organization. Those effects
which are most important in radiation protection, such as production
of leukemia and various tumors, cataract induction, and genetic dam-
age are the most difficult to quantify owing in large part to the long
latent periods required for their expression. Yet, our understanding of
the effects of radiation has improved markedly in recent years, and it
is possible, on the basis of data on experimental animals and from lim-
ited observations in man, to arrive at exposure criteria which will en-
tail minimal risks to the individual and his descendants.

(77) There is little evidence that radiation resistance has been a se-
lective force in the evolution of most living organisms; radiation sensi-
tivity therefore appears to have been determined by many factors,

-* Excellent reviews are to be found in reports of the United Nations Scientific
Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation C14, 15, 31, 35].
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including cellular structure, metabolic systems, complexity of organiza-
tion, and random fixation of genes.

(78) The acute radiation response of mammals, as measured by the
ability to survive, varies by no more than a factor of 4 to 6. Both ge-
netic and non-genetic factors between and within species, affect radia-
tion sensitivity. In man, one can expect to find a relatively broad
within-species range of radiation response to both the environmental
and genetic factors which influence that response.

Age'

ler (79) The radiation response differs with age. The high sensitivity of
certain embryonic stages is well known, and has led to special precau-
tion in the exposure of pregnant women [27]. Also, there may be critical

rein periods of organ development between birth and maturity, where the
effect of radiation exposure may be relatively more significant. Finally,
some age-effect relationships are so obvious they hardly need to be
mentioned, such as the fact that genetic effects can be significant only
if exposure occurred before the end of the reproductive period, or for

Of somatic effects where the expected remaining life expectancy is less than

as] the latent period, as, for example, in tumor formation.

on Protracted Exposure; Fractionation

(80) The fact that total doses much higher than those required to
kill an organism in a single exposure can be tolerated if administered

ion in small increments distributed over a longer time interval has long
-been known in radiobiology and is still used in radiation therapy [14].

9 The study of isolated mammalian cell populations in tissue culture has
of revealed that radiation will permanently inactivate some of the cells,
Sit the fraction inactivated being a function of the dose. With low-LET

radiation exposureI2 the remaining dells can be shown to have incurred
sub-lethal damage from which they may recover in a matter of minutes
to hours. The response of these "survivors" to a second exposure in

- I See also Section 5.1 in NCRP Report No. 17 1I].
1 The formal definition of Linear Enery Transfer (LET) is given in ICRU Re-

port 11, Radiation Qua ,ities and Unts (28.] For our prpose here, the following
explanation in adequate: For descriptive purposes linear energy transfer (LET) is
the conventional expremion for the rate of energy depostion measured along the
track of an ionising particle. Gamma rays and a rays generate low-LET electron
tracks Natural alpha particles and neutrons give high-LET tracks.
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Sterms of cell lethalit i ten the same as if the first exposure had never

occurred. This degree of recovery is not true of all cells, however, and
genetic damage in spermatids and sperm is the best known case where
fractionation has no effect (see discussion in the section on genetic
effects, paragraph 100).

(81) The effectiveness of fractionation in reducing radiation damage
is dependent upon the cell type and the tissue being studied, and onthe

effect examined. In generative tissues such as skin, intestinal epithe-
lium, bone marrow, and seminiferous epithelium, the response is strongly
dependent on normal cell dynamics. In most metabolically active, non-
dividing cells, the normal physiological function is minimally affected
if at all. Such cells, and especially liver parenchyma, provide evidence
that not all radiation damage by sub-lethal doses is repaired; chromo-
some breakage is revealed if the cells of the irradiated liver are forced
to divide by partial hepatectomy. Finally, dose fractionation in some
biological systems if properly timed, can enhance the effect of a given
total dose. It is obvious that an infinite number of experimental permu-
tations of dose and time intervals are possible, and that only a few of
these have been examined. For purposes of radiation protection, one can
assume that, in most cases, the degree of effect will be reduced by dose
fractionation.

Protracted Exposure; Dose Rate

(82) A second method of dose protraction is by reduction of dose
rate. Survival of animals living in a field of continuous radiation of
sufficiently high dose rite is determined by the most sensitive vital
structure, usually the hematopoietic system or the intestinal epithelium.
Generative tissues attempt to compensate 'for radiation-induced cell
loss, and equilibria are established between destructive action of the
radiation and regenerative capacity of the tissue. For a given tissue,
these equilibria are functions of the dose rate and total dose. They range.
from barely detectable depression to severe depletion of cell popula-
tions [29].

Repair

(83) In view of the ameliorating effect of dose protraction, it is clear
that if the absorbed radiation energy is sufficiently spread in space and
time; much of the damage can be repaired. This observation implies
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that some of the initial damage to biological systems is labile, and that
under proper conditions, the normal structure or function can be re-
stored. At the cellular level some events proceed rapidly, others require
hours. As a result of repair and/or replacement at the cellular level,
effects of radiation on tissue, organ, and organisms are reduced when
the dose is protracted.

Organnim Sensttivity

(84) Within the organism, cells vary greatly in their response to ra-
diation (see paragraph 87). Whereas initial radiation events probably
are much the same in all cells, the chain between energy deposition and
subsequent biological effect may differ, and final effects also may dif-
fer both quantitatively and qualitatively. For example, while a dose of
three rads may temporarily significantly depress the number of both
spermatogonia in the seminiferous epithelium and immature mouse
oocytes L30, 31], it takes of the order of 600 rads to sterilize. Some
cells survive doses of some thousands of rads.

(85) In cell renewal systems such as the bone marrow and gastro-
intestinal epithelium, mature cells are minimally affected and damage
occurs primarily in the dividing precursor cells. As a result, mature
cells are lost through natural processes, and cannot be replaced rapidly
owing to reduced viability of the dividing precursor ce.ll populations.
In most systems the stem cell population is severely depleted in num-
ber at sufficiently high acute dose levels; however, repopulation from
surviving stem cells begins very soon after a single exposure, and if the
dose has not been too high, cellular repopulation occurs before physio-
logical function has been critically impaired. With very large, single
whole body exposures in human beings, the degree of damage to the
hematopoietic system is the chief determinant of survival. If the dose
is high enough to cause damage to the gastro-enterin tract, the subject
may die before the characteristic changes attributable to the hemato-
poietic system are observed. At even higher doses, a central nervous
system effect predominates, with death possible in the first day.

(86) If large exposures are limited only to certain regions of the
body, survival will depend upon the organs irradiated. Failure of the
hematopoietic system usually will not occur, since a reservoir of un-
exposed bone marrow will be available for replacement of cells in areas
in which the bone marrow is depleted. Irradiation from most radionu-
clides deposited internally results in partial body or non-uniform ex-
posure owing to specific localization.
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Cell Scxltivity

(87) The radiation response of the cell is governed by a variety of
factors including stage of differentiation, metabolic activity, and divi-
sion rate. The concept of higher sensitivity of tissues containing rap-
idly dividing cell populations may be an important factor in response
of tumors, germinative tissues, the embryo, and rapidly growing tissues
of immature animals. The changes in sensitivity within the cell cycle
have been extensively studied in reference to survival, chromosome
breakage, and other criteria [15]. While chromosome breakage and re-
sultant aneuploidy following division may be a significant factor in cell
death, many cells die before division, and in some tissues this is the
prmary mechanism of cell loss. in some cells,.high radiation sensitivity
may be associated with lack of division or slow division rate, as is the
case with small lymphocytes [31], gonocytes differentiating into sper-
matogonia [32], and mouse oocytes [31)..

(88) Modification of cell response by hypoxia and by chemical means
can lead to reduction of effectiveness of radiation by a factor of two or
three. These techniques, however, are not yet generally practical for
human protection.

Effects of Low. and HighMLET Radiations

(89) Most of the discussion above applies mainly to low-LET radia-
tions such as x or gamma radiation. Qualitatively, essentially any bio-
logical effect produced by low-LET radiation can be produced by high-
LET radiations such as alpha rays. and fast neutrons. Quantitative
differences exist, however. The responses to low-LET radiations are
characterized in general as follows: (a) the experimental dose-survival
curve for cells has a "shoulder" before becoming exponential, implying
accumulation of sublethal damage, (b) a second series of doses given
several hours following an initial exposure on the. exponential part of
the dose-survival curve .results in the reappearance of a "shoulder,"
demonstrating partial repair of sub-lethal cellular damage, (c) because
of recovery or repair of sub-lethal cellular damage, a marked dose-rate
dependence of effect is seen, iLe., at low dose rates or with fractionation,.
a higher dose is required to yield the same degree of the same biological
effect, (d) the degree of effect is highly dependent on ambient condi-
tions such as oxygen tension.

(90) The responses to high-LET radiations are characterized in gen-
eral as follows: (a) a smaller absorbed dose is. usually irequired for a
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given degree of effect (see paragraph 91), (b) the dose-survival curve
for cells is exponential or close to it, implying little or no recovery from
sub-lethal damage, (c) fractionation alters the shape of the dose-effect
curve very little, demonstrating a lack of repair of sub-lethal damage,
(d) little or no dose-rate dependence of degree of effect is seen, (e) the
degree of effect is minimally dependent on ambient conditions such as
oxygen tension.

Relative Biological Effectiveness

(91) Whereas all radiationsproduce the same types of biological ef-
fects, the magnitude of response per unit of absorbed dose is not the
same. The inverse ratio of the absorbed dose from one radiation type
to that of a reference radiation required to produce the same degree of
a stipulated effect is referred to as Relative Biological Effectiveness
(RBE). Gamma rays of 8"Co and 200-250 kV x rays have been used
as the reference radiation. There is no one RBE for a given type of ra-
diation; the value depends upon the tissue, the cell, the biological effect
being studied, the total dose, and the dose rate. The concept of RBE
continues to be a productive one in the study of basic biological effects.
Its use is now restricted by convention to experimental radiobiology.

(92) In radiation protection where it is convenient to add up the dose
contributions from different radiation types, a modifier known as qual-
ity factor (QF) is used [28] (see paragraphs 212M13). QF is of the na-
ture of a somewhat arbitrarily chosen conservative round-off of the
range of RBE's depending on the LET, The explanatory statement of
the ICRU on. quality factor is as follows: "In radiation protection it is
necessary to provide a factor that denotes the modification of the ef-
fectiveness of a given absorbed dose by LET (Linear Energy Transfer).
Unlike RBE, which is always experimentally determined, this factor
must be aasgned on the basis of a number of considerations and it is
recommended that it be termed the qualTy factor (QF). .Provisions -for
other factors are also made. Thus a diatribution factor, (DF), may be
used to express the modification of biological effect due to nonuniform
distribution of internally deposited radionuclides. The product of ab-
sorbed. dose and modifying factors is termed the dose equivalent,. CDE)
[28].

(98) It is well established that LET (Linear Energy Transfer) is a
significant factor in determining the RB[E of a given radiation. As LET
increases, so usually does the RBE, but not always in a regular fashion.
In some cases the RBE is a monotonically increasing function of LET
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and in others it decreases monotonically; in still others a convex curve
for the RBE-LET relationship is obtained, with an increase in RBE
with LET followed by a decrease at -very high LET [33].

(94) The detailed. processes responsible for the usually greater ef-
fectiveness of high-LET radiation are not known, but it is generally
believed that the more dense microscopic distribution of energy deposi-
tion is the fundamental physical factor [34]. Whereas ionizing events
produced by x and, gamma rays are relatively widely distributed, those
due to part icles with high LET are concentrated in limited regions. If
a sensitive target is in a high-LET region, irreparable damage is far
more likely than sub-lethal injury. Inactivation of cell function by high-
and low-LET radiation tends to occur in single and multiple events
respectively. This difference explains the higher 1BE's obtained with
high-LET radiation for both low doses and low dose rates. It also ac-
counts for the changing effectiveness of x and gamma rays with dose,
as expressed in dose-survival curves for cellular effects that usually
have a shoulder in the low dose range, whereas the corresponding high-
LET dose-survival curves are often linear's [35].

(95) In considering the nfluence of LET on RBE, and hence on the
appropriateQF as applied to man, it should not be overlooked that the
radiation incident on, the body is scattered and degraded in energy as
it penetrates to the deeper organs. Thus, the effective LET, as well as
dose and dose rate, all change with depth; all three are factors that in-
fluence RBE, but not necessarily in the same direction. The point may
be of practical significance if the anticipated effect in man has to be in-
ferred only from experimental radiobiology in the mouse or even some-
times only from cellular data.

External Irradiation of the Whole Body

(96) It is obvious that the results. of exposure of animals of greatly
different sizes to the same radiation beam will in general not be identi-
cal. When the entire body of man is exposed to moderately penetrating
radiation, all organs and tissues are exposed, but some receive larger
doses than others. The difference in dose from organ to organ depends
on the radiation involved and on geometrical factors, such as distance
of the body from the source of radiltion, dimension of 66 source, and

'The relationship is exponential as described in paragraph 90. "Lineax" as used

here means linear on a conventdonal semi4ogarithmic plot. It is such a plot on
which, one examines the "shoulder" for the noniexponential portions.
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organ depth. The effects on a specific organ or tissue depend upon the
radiation quality (see also paragraph 95), absorbed dose, and dose-rate.
The overall effect will be a summation of the specific effects, with the
most significant contribution coming from vital systems, such as the
hematopoietic tissues. Uniform irradiation of the whole-body in man
is only an idealized concept. In practice, the macroscopic distribution of
absorbed dose will vary greatly from case to case.1'

Dose from Incorporated Radioactive Nuclides

(97) In nature, man is exposed both to external radiation and to in-
ternal radiation from incorporated radionuclides. From the standpoint
of basic radiobiology, it is the combined absorbed dose from external
and internal sources that is important, since affected cells are unaware
of.the source of radiation. Internal sources, however, assume special im-
portance when they emit high-LET radiations, such as alpha particles.
Difficulties of estimation of dose from internal sources are formidable.
To develop realistic protection criteria, it is necessary to accept broad
generalizations of the various factors of radionuclide localization, type
of radiation, and derived modifiers such as QF in computing the contri-
bution of internal sources to the total exposure.

Application to Man

(98) Manifestations of radiation effects in man are similar to thoac
seen in laboratory animals. Observation of accident cases, and the ef-
fects of local irradiation, as in radiotherapy, support this conclusion.
While the general response is the same, estimation of relative sensitivity
of man and experimental animals is complicated by differences in ceil
dynamics which make exact comparison for specific effects difficult.
Moreover, comparison between man and animals is most secure for
acute radiation effects, which have little direct relevance in radiation
protection. The more significant long-term effects described in Chapter
4 are seldom, and in some cases never, seen in causal relationship to ra-

"Matroikopic distribtion refers to the type of dose distribution that in meas-
ured and considered clinically or in surveys, in contradistinction to the microscopic
dosimetry which might apply to evaluation of LET, U.e, at a micrometer rather
than at a centimeter level,
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diation exposure in man. The evidence of general radiobiology is more
acceptable for protection applications when the corresponding effect in
animals: (a) is more or less the same for all mamm lian species; (b)
shows predictable trends with animal size, life span, or other factors;
(c) is studied in a specific organ in a specific species which is considered
to be the best available model for man; (d) is compatible with the lim-
ited human epiderniological data available in a few cases.

I
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(99) Chapter 3 gives a highly condensed survey of the biological
effects of radiation. This chapter expands upon the effects in those cate-
gories especially pertinent to radiation protection. The coverage of
these items is still necessarily brief, and the reader may wish to refer
to more extensive discussions elsewhere [9, 14, 15, 31, 36, 371,

Genetic Effects [36]

(100) Mutations, which are heritable changes in the germ plasm, oc-
our in all living organisms. They can be induced, or they may occur
spontaneously, apart from any known alteration in the physical or
chemical environment. Whatever their origin, most mutations are detri-
mental, and every individual carries a 'qoad" of defective genes which
collectively tends to reduce his fitness to some degree. During the evolu-
tionary past, an equilibrium between mutation rates and 'natural se-
lection against detrimental. genes has been established for each species.
In man, it has been estimated that about one person in ten either fails
to reproduce or dies before maturity because of genetic defects [38],
but further studies may modify this figure. Concern over radiation ex-
posure arises from the fact that radiation is a mutagenic agent, Each
new mutant added may result in harm to some descendant, and any
additional number of defective individuals, of course, constitutes a
greater burden to society.

(101) Data on radiation-induced mutation rates are available only
for experimental organisms [39], and it is not known for certain if these
data can be extrapolated quantitatively to man. The extensive genetic
data on the mouse seem to provide the more relevant available informa-
tion in estimating possible: genetic effects in man. Data on the mouse
also come primarily from spermatogonia and oocytes, which. are the
most important cell states for consideration of genetic effects of radia-
tion in mammals.

33
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(102) Radiation induces chromov.ome loss, non-disjunction and chro-
mosome breaks, and as a result, chromosome anomalies can occur.
Most of these result in early embryonic mortality and constitute no
special burden, but a few cause neonatal death, Of more importance,
however, are those descendants born with any of several diseases known
to be related to chromosome anomalies. Most of these will be elimi-
nated in the first generation. Gametes bearing reciprocal translocationa
can result in reduced fertility of individuals who receive them and in
increased embryonic and neonatal mortality of their off-spring. Chro-
mosome breakages are relatively unimportant because they are induced
at low frequencies in spermatogonia and oocytes.

(103) Dominant visible mutations which produce an effect in prog-
eny receiving only one defective gene of a given pair are induced at a
very low frequency. They are more easily recognized in the population
than are recessive mutations which require two defective genes of a
pair to be present before the full effect is expressed in the individual.
Dominant mutations are also less likely to be transmitted to another
generation owing to their high probability of having deleterious effects
significant enough to terminate the line. The highest frequency of domi-
nant mutations is usually produced, in the late gametogenic stages and
since these stages exist only for a short time prior to fertilization, the
risk of mutation transmission is diminished. For these reasons, the pos-
sibility of -producing dominant mutation is of small importance in es-
timating total effects integrated over successive generations.

(104) Most radiation-induced changes in the genetic material can be
classified as gene mutations, and the majority have effects so small in
the heterozygous condition that they remain undetected. Even though
recessive, most mutations reduce fitness slightly in heterozygotes be-
cause the properties of dominance and recessiveness are not the absolutes
that they were originally supposed to be. It would not be possible to
identify the, effect of stich genes in the progeny of an irradiated person,
but it would add to the normal "load" of detrimentalmutations. Since
deleterious genes are eliminated from the population at a rate propor-
tional to the severity of their effect, the sum total of damage resulting
from recessive genes with small effects is assumed to be greater than
that from genes which cause more severe impairment of the individual.

(105) Cell stages vary greatly in sensitivity to mutation induction.
In the male mouse, spermatids and spermatozoa give gene mutation
frequencies at least twice that observed for spermatogonia. Further-
more, translocations and other chromosome abnormalities are recovered
athigh frequency from irradiated spermatids and spermatozoa, but at
a low frequency from spermatogonia. This is a fortunate circumstance, C
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since all stages later than spermatogonia complete their development
and are available for fertilikation for a period of only two or three
months. If a single exposure -to radiation is incurred, aVoidance of con-
ception for two or three months eliminates the possible Wfatibution of
these more sensitive stages.

(106) In mouse spermatogonia, there is evidence that the frequency
of mutations may increase linearly with dose, but is a fenction of dose
rate- At x-ray or gamma-ray exposure rates of 90 R per minutela or
higher, the slbpe of the dose-effect lines is about three times as great
as with exposure rates of 0.8 R per minute or less. An observation im-
portant for estimation of effects is that reduction of the exposure -rate
from 0.8 A to 0.009 R and 0.001 R per minute resulted in no further
reduction in genetic effect.

(107) With fractinsated exposure, mouse spermatogonia show en-
hanced mutation rates with suitably chosen dose, dose rate, and time
interval between exposures. In the case of man, it can be assumed that
expomsres will be .randomly spaced in time, and where high dose rates
are involved, that the' dose fractions will be small so that the chance of.
accidentally hitting an enhancement schedule is negligible,. The capacity
for repair of genetic damage to a cell is limited by the demand placed
on it by the number of radiation events occurring within a given time
interval. Repair after small exposures, even at high dose fate, may
achieve the higher repair frequency normally associated w.ith low dose-
rate. irradiation. This is evident from data on female mice in which
eight exposures of. 50 R each, permit higher repair efficiency than for
a single exposure of 400 A [40], Usual occupational exposure levels are,
of course, orders of magnitude below, 50 R.

(108) Neutrons are more efficient for equal absorbed doses, than x
or gamma rays in producing mutations, and a comparison o9fx rays de-
livered at an exposurerrate of 90 R per minute with fission neutrons gave
an RBE of 5.8 for specific locus mutation in mouse spermatogonia
(41]. No effect of dose rate has been observed for neutron doses of 100
rads or less. In the dose range appropriate for normal hasard estima-
tion, neutron irradiation effectiveness is independent of dose rate. The
effects of x: and gamma rays, however, decrease with decrease of dose
rate. Owing. to this lowet, effectiveness of x and gamma rays, the appar-
ent R13E for neutrons as compared to x rays should be higher at low
dose rates, RBE's of approximdately 20 for neutrons versus gamma rays
have, indeed, been reported for such a comparison of mutation rates in
mouse spenmatogonia [41, 42].

"Expoumwj rate. in meatgenw (R) per minutei .a used here in place of dose
-rate becmme the observations were reported in that form.
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(109) It has been demonstrated that the interval. between irradia-
tion and conception has a marked effect on the frequency of mutations
in offspring of irradiated female mice [43]. High mutation frequency
was observed in litters conceived in the first seven, weeks after irradia-
tion. No mutations were obtained in litters conceived more than seven
weeks after exposure. The time intervals necessary to insure that preg-
nancies in the human being are from oocytes with low frequency of
observable mutation are not known, but it is possible that postponement
of conception for a period of months may reduce the probability of
transmission of genetic damage by women who have received a single
exposure to radiation. Reducing the dose rate has a greater effect in
the female mouse than in the male.

(110) It is necessary, at the present time, to accept a large degree of
uncertainty in the estimation of the genetic consequences of radiation
exposure in man. In view of this uncertainty, conservative exposure
guides are indicated for individuals capable of reproduction. Condi-
tions under which individuals, whether workers or general population,
receive x and gamma radiation. are usually those which result in low
mutation rates; the risk may be reduced if dose rates are kept low, and,
where high dose rates are involved, if the dose at a single exposure is
kept small Should large single exposures be sustained as in radiation
accidents, it is considered likely that a significant proportion of the
genetic effect can be avoided if conception is deferred. The required
period is about two months in the male. It is not known in the female,
where it is both possibly longer and perhaps more dramatic in its po-
tential benefit.

Neoplastic Diseases

(111) Neoplasia may be a long-delayed consequence of a single large
exposure, or may follow chronic irradiation. It is by no means an. in-
evitable result of any form of human exposure, even of those that. ae-
sult ii serious tissue damage. In groups. of individuals who have. re-
ceived relatively low doses, the resulting incidence of neoplastic disease,
if any, may drop below the point where it can be measured against the
background of the natural incidence. Much speculation has been de-
voted to the question. of whether there is a. true thresbold dose below
which radiation has no influence on the incidence of neoplastic disease;
or whether neoplastic response increases as a linear function of dose,
or as a more complex monotonic function of dose. It is indeed likely
that the dose-effect relation may differ in the case of different tumor
types or with radiation of different LET. In the particular case of leu-
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kemia* where the consequences of induction are severe and the uncer-
tsinty of the data high, the assumption of a conservative dose-response
relationship seems the only proper course. It seems possible, however,
that leukemia induction at low dose and low dose rate will eventually
be proved to be lower than estimates derived on the basis of the present
linear, no-threshold assumption. In numerical terms, this implies that,
the leukemia incidence at the levels of our dose-limiting recommenda-
tions cannot be more closely characterized than to say that it ranges
from zero to a possible yearly upper limit of about one to two cases
per million persons per rad [37].

(112) Of various neoplasms that may result from irradiation over
the whole body or a large portion of it, the risk of leukemia is domi-
nat. The incidence of all other possible neoplasms, which was earlier
generally supposed to be about equal to the leukemia incidence, is now
seriously quoted to be from two to ten times higher. The factor of five
is becoming fairly widely accepted. Some radiation induced neoplasms
are not malignant. Data on the rate of leukemia development in per-
sons exposed to atomic weapons and -therapeutic irradiation, and in
practicing radiologists, afford some quantitative information as to the
risks involved in single or occasional exposures in the range above 100
rads and in protracted exposures to unknown, probably larger amounts.

(118) In the highly exposed groups of individuals among those in the
Japanese cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the leukemia incidence
peaked at about 10 years after exposure, with a decline in later years
(8j. Radiologists who practiced during a period when precautions
against exposure were very much less stringent than at present, have
shown a definite increase in leukemia incidence. Therapeutic exposure
of individuals with ankylosing spondylitis showed an increased inci-
dence of leukemia comparable to that seen in Japanese groups 18). It is
this group which is now showing an incidence of many other tumors
higher thae previously expected, due primarily to the longer latent
period of most types other than leukemia.

(114) Low doses have been implicated in the case of childhood leu-
kemia and other neoplasmn resulting from diagnostic irradiation of the
embryo during later stages of development [10, 11]. The limited and
ineonclusive evidence available so far indicates that exposure "to a
probable total-body dose of two to four rads at one time may increase
the incidence of these already rare conditions by between zero and 50%
t91.

(115) Experimental evidence in animals indicates that other neo-
plasma may be induced by whole or partial body irradiation, but very
little such evidence has been seen in studies of exposed human beings.
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Only in the case of thyroid tumors is the evidence more than suggestive,
Recent studies of the Marshallese have shown the thyroid to be prob-
ably more sensitive than previouly considered [44]. A significant in-
crement in the incidence of these tumors has been reported where x
irradiation of thymus and surrounding areas of the body of infants has
been administered in exposures of the order of 200 R and higher [9].

(116) When portions of the body are irradiated with higher doses
than can be administered to the whole body without lethality, a variety
of tumors may be produced, depending on the region irradiated. This
effect has been seen as a sequel of heavy therapeutic irradiation and as
a result of exposure to various types of radioactive material. Ocoupa-
tional exposure of the hands in earlier decades produced many instances
of skin lesions, pre-canceroue changes, and malignancies. Neoplasms of
the skeleton and immediately surrounding tissues resulting from the
long-term retention of radium have received particular attention, and
the study of several hundred individuals so exposed has yielded useful
information as to the risk of neoplasia from long-term skeletal irradia-
tion. In this case, it is well established that tumor incidence rises sharply
with increasing dose at some point above the dose corresponding to a
long-term residual deposition of the formal limit of 0.1 pig of radium,
probably beginning close to I pg (see paragraph 202)

(117) Another case that has received special attention is the in-
creased incidence of lung cancer, in work ers in uranium mines and in

other mines, presumably as a result of radiation exposure. Inhalation
of radioactive decay products of radon causes deposition of alpha-
emitting products in the lining -of the bronchial tree, creating a highly
localized radiation field whose dosimetry is complex. The establishment j
of a reliable dose-effect relationship is further complicated by.the long j
latency period (characteristically 15 years or more) and a high corre-
lation with smoking,.

Cataracts

(118) The term "cataract" usually implies a vision-imparing opacity
of the normally transparent lens of the eye, varying from small lesions
to extensive opacification resulting in total blindness. It is well known
that sufficient exposure of the lens to ionizing radiations such as x rays,
gamma rays, beta particles and neutrons may cause cataract. Lens.
opacification has been observed in patients, exposed therapeutically to
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x and gamma radiation, in the survivors at Hiroshima who were within
1000 meters of the center of the explosion, and in physicists exposed to
neutrons during the operation of cyclotrons.

(119) Radiation-induced cataracts differ from radiation-induced
leukemias and other effects because they can be differentiated in many
cases from the corresponding defect due to the other causes. The type
due to ionizing radiations is characterized initially by a small opacity
in the posterior pole of the lens [24]_

(120) A long latent period exists between the time of exposure and
the onset of the development of cataracts. The interval varies inversely
with dose, and five or more -years may elapse between an exposure and
the appearance of opacification. For very high doses, the interval may
be reduced to months,

(121) Cataract formation in the human being has been considered
to be a "threshold phenomenon", since exposures of the order of 600 R
incurred in the course of therapeutic irradiation were required to pro-
duce opacification over the period of observation. Observation of sur-
vivors of the bombings at Hiroshima and Nagasaki have to date been
consistent with the thesis that large doses of radiation are required to
produce vision-impairing lens opacification. Data on the human being
are inadequate to construct dose-response curves for either low- or
high-LET radiation.

(122) In some animal species, especially the mouse, lens opaciisca-
tions are easily detectable following. low doses of either x rays (10 rads
or lower in the mouse) or fast neutrons U rad 6r lower). The latent
period varies inversely with dose. Further, the RBE of fast neutrons
is a strong function of dose, with values of 10 or less pertaining at high
dose levels (hundreds of rads of x rays) and values in excess of 50 at
low doses (tens of rads of x rays). The increase in RBE with low doses
appears to be due largely to a sharply declining effectiveness of x rays
with decreasing dose rather than an increase in effect per unit dose of
neutrons at low dose rates. In addition, there is also marked recovery
as the x-ray dose rate is reduced.

(123) The applicability to man of such data on animals is of course
questionable. It has-been argued that the mouse is much more sensitive
to cataract induction than is man. Conversely, it might be argued that
the difference may be only apparent, and that a very long latent period
in man, particularly -with low-dose irradiation, may account in part
for his apparent resistance. At present there are, however, no data on
man to support the latter argument.

(124) While presently available information appears to indicate the
existence of a "practical threshold" for the induction of vision impair-
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ing lens opacification in man by low-LET radiation, data on human
beings do not permit the assumption of a practical threshold dose for
neutron 'irradiations. The weight of radiobiological data in general, and
those on neutron-induced lens opaoification in animals in particular,
argue much less strongly for a threshold dose for neutron exposure than
for x-ray exposure. Thus a threshold dose of neutrons for lens opacifi-
cation in man cannot be assumed to exist.

Growth and Development

(125) At exposure levels substantially higher than those contem-
plated for occupational exposure, serious effects on growth and develop-
ment are demonstrable in animals and man. For example, growth inhi-
bition is recognizable in rats given continuing whole body radiation at
the rate of 24 rads per week. Japanese children exposed to atomic bomb I
radiations showed slight retardation both of growth and maturation,
as did the Marshallese exposed to fallout radiation [8, 45). Massive
irradiation of growth centers in bone inhibits growth and shortens
bones. This is especially so in young animals and children.

(126) It is generally conceded that effects on growth and develop-
ment have no special significance for adults occupationally exposed to
radiation. The situation is markedly different in the pre-natal child.
DIefiniive work on the mouse and rat embryo has identified specific
major defects referable to irradiation at particular stages of the em-
bryonic and fetal development processes, but exposures must occur
within a specific time as short as a few hours, or, at most, a :few days
during some key step of embryonic development in the period of major
organogenesis in the earlier stages of gestation. While the, experimental
doses of x or gamma rays are normally in the range of 100 to 200 rads
in order to obtain statistically significant results, positive morphological
changes have been reported at doses as low as 25 rads.

(127) A similar pattern seems to occur following irradiation of the
human embryo. As many as 24 types of major abnormalities have been
reported among children irradiated in utero at relatively large doses,
with injuries to the central nervous system, the eye, and skeletal de-
velopment being most frequent .in that order [14], Mental retardation
and reduced head size have been seen in Japanese children who were
exposed during the first few months of embryonic life to doses in excess
of 50-100 rads. It is probable that the effect results from a significant
reduction in the total number of cells in the pertinent cell population.
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A dose-effect curve would most likely then be of a strongly curvilinear
or threshold nature.

Life Span

(128) Although a prominent feature of radiation effects is the ability
of cells, tissue, and organs to recover, at least partially, from sub-
lethal changes, some changes are induced at the cellular or higher
level that -may lead to late effects. Irreversible injury, which does not
produce a recognizable, specific disease, may be expected to decrease
the vitality or reserve capacity of those cells and organs in which it
occurs. Such loss of viability is presumably somewhat similar to that
associated with the normal aging process or may accelerate the de-
generative changes of aging in determining length of life. Thus, follow-
ing sufcient exposure to radiation, recognizable shortening of life span
may be expected to occur either in association with increased or earlier
incidence of specific disease or from more general causes, at least super-
ficially similar to premature aging.

(129) Extensive data on rodents and limited data on other species
show that the average life span is diminished either following brief
whole body exposure, completed long before death, or during long-
protracted exposure at constant rate at levels which never produce
signs of acute injury. Some data in rodents on exposure throughout
life at low daily dose rates show prolongation rather than shortening
of mean life span. This increase is not due to a positive increment of
normal life span, but in some way appears to be related to favorable
survival in middle life in the presence of endemic pathogenic micro-
organisms.

(130) In animals, a single relatively large exposure early in life may
cause greater shortening of life span per unit dose than does long
protracted exposure, or a single exposure later in life. Such an effect
would be expected on the basis of the well-established sparing effect
associated with low dose rate or protracted exposure, or if some of the
premature deaths were due to diseases with a long latent period.

(131) In rodents, it is a close approximation that life is shortened
in proportion to dose with single doses of more than 100 reds of low-
LET radiation. This relationship is assumed to apply in the region of
much smaller doses in which decisive experimental measurement is not
feasible. On the other hand, the effectiveness per rad of a given irradia-
tion at low dose rate may be one-third to one-quarter of the effective-
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ne at high dose rate. For high-LET radiation, there is apparently a
relationship between shortening of Wife span and dose. which is. inde-
pendent of dose rate.

(132) For low-LET radiation, fractionated exposure -to repeated
small doses in experimental regimens is much less effedtive, for equal
integrated absorbed dose, than for a single large dose. There Is. no rea-
son to believe that this kind of safety-gain factor continues to inckease
beyond about four as the fractionation and protraction schedule is in-
definitely extended. No similar safety-gain occurs for high-LET radia-
tion.

(133) It is of course more difficult to obtain quantitative dose-gefect
data on man than in animals. However, it is accepted, for example,
that Japanese bomb survivors who received large single doses and
earlier American radiologists who received. large protracted occupa-
tional exposures. showed increased incidence of leukemia. Those con-
tracting the disease suffered a shortening. of life span, but they were
too few to influence the average survival time of the whole popuilation,
An extensive study of mortality data of American physicians, divided
into specialty groups on the basis of probable exposure to radiation in
their practices, showed that the mortality rate at a given age from all
oauses was greOtest in the group presumably most heavily exposed., and
Lhe rate diminished with decreasing exposure [46]. These observations
support the conclusion drawn from earlier studies, that radiologists
suffered life shortening due to radiation On the other hand, it has been
contended that most previous studies had been inconolusivewbecause of
their omission of age-specific death rate comparisons which permitted
the possibility" that early radiologists were subject to selective factors
other than exposure to radiation [47, 48]. Subsequently,. a younger co-
hort of radiologists has been surveyed and life shortening has not been
found: This group had been exposed to radiation levels, far lower than
those of the studies cited earlier [49].

(134) TheMe is no firm basis at present for establishing a quantitative
relationship between life shortening and doie in man. Whole body -ex-
posures, of human beings are largely confined to low-LET radiatibn
(excluding some major accident cases) which allows one to assume
that the lower effectiveness of protracted exposure. will be operable.
in a general way, existing knowlefge from past and present experience
with radiologists and with those employed in atomic energy programs
indicates that life shortening of persons whose exposure is maintained
within presently recommended occupational limits would be too small
to detect in the presence of so many other variables. In fact, were it not
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(135) As indicated in paragraphs 121-124, and especially in para-
graph 122, the comparative effects of low-LET and high-LET radiation
for induction of cataracts vary in such a way that unusually high
values of RBE arise at very low dose and dose rate. This is due to the,
sharply declining effectiveness of X rays (used. as the reference, radia-
tion). Obviously if the x-ray effect should vanish as the dose is dimin-
ished while the high-LET effect persists, the "(E would become in-
finite, The derivation of QF under these circumstances would become
meaningless and a new method of developing dose equivalents would
be required. There is evidence to suggest. that a similar situation may
well portain to life shortening, and minimal data available on the in-
duction of some forms of tumors are compatible with this thesis. The
ques•.on is obviously an important one, but much more data on the
effects of high-LET radiation with respect to late effects in general are
required before the question can be answered.



Chapter 5. Manifestations of
Overexposure in Adults

(136) Successful radiation protection limits exposures to levels such
that no immediate identifiable injury can be observed, although the
chance of late effects is not completely eliminated. Even with good
practice, there will be occasions in which "technical overexposure" "
occurs. The material of this chapter provides a broad background for
the recognition and understanding of the rare instances of exposure
substantially in excess of permissible levels, In evaluating overexpo-
sures, it is important to differentiate between whole body exposure
and partial body exposure; a dose lethal in the first case might be
readily tolerable in the second; The effects also depend on whether a
single exposure or repeated exposure occurs. The first case normally
applies in. a radiation accident.

(137) This report does not attempt to develop guidelines relative to
the treatment of accident situations. It dos, lowever, give some gen-

eral information of a kind utilized by other NCRh committees in this
and other regards so that their common base may be understood by
everyone. Hopefully, it may answer some of the kinds of questions that
seem to arise repeatedly in public hearings, popular writings, discus- h
ssions with specialinterest groups, etc. Also it may provide some answers
to questions raised, and responses -to Asipt may provide, about the ef-
fects of radiation on sterility, fertility, libido and physical capability.

Whole Body Overexposure

(138) The biological manifestations of overexposure (considerably j
above normal occupational levels) -may be conveniently grouped, intoI
three categories'.

1. Early effects: Relatively prompt biological changes arising from
large doses. These can range from. barely detectable to grossly
deleterious changes. White blood cell changes may be barely de-

An exposure exceeding the eutablished limits but below that in which there in
clinical (or overt) evidence of radiation inJury.

44
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tectable in groups at about 25 rads for whole body irradiation,
but effects in individuals or in groups are not found easily even
by conventional laboratory means until larger doses (-50 rads)
are administered. In the last few years, techniques have been de-
veloped for detecting changes in the frequency of chromosome ab-
normalities in leukocytes at doses as low as 6 rads, The biological
significance, if any, of these changes is unknown at present.

2. Secondary effects: More-or-less immediate sequelae of single-dose
overexposure.

3. Late effects: Results remotely related in time to the incident in-
jury. The interval is often dose-dependent and may be measured
in many years. The incidence o! these manifestations is also dose-
dependent and generally small enough to make identification of
a specific causal relationship with the overexposure tenuous.

Early Effects

(139) The early effects of radiation are relatively unique to radia-
tion as the causative agent; when the whole body is irradiated, the
effects constitute what can be described as the radiotiun syndrome.
The early or acute effects in mammals of high doses of radiation de-
livered over a short time interval (minutes or hours) have been de-
scribed extensively (acute radiation syndrome). A broad picture of the
expected effects in man is given in Table 1, adopted with slight modi-
fication from the NCRP Report No. 29, Exposure to Radiation in an
Emergency [19]. An excellent more recent review is contained in -Lhe
recent NAS-NRC Publication, Radiobiological Factors in Manned
Space Flight [241. The latter document notes the previous inconsisten-
cies in reporting "whole body" dose or exposure, it uses a ielation
which amounts to relating an average Absorbed dose of 1 rad of x or

" gamma rays near the mid-line of the body to an exposure in free air
of 1.65 R assuming radiation of the quality of i3Cs gamma rays. Thus,
the median lethal exposure of about 450 R used in earlier versions of
Table I would be equivalent to about 300 rads at the mid.-line and is so
recorded in Table 1. Newer values tend to be 5-10% lower than this;
uncertainties of dose assessment make it pointless to adjust Table 1
values for the present purposes.

(140) At free-in-air exposures above approximately 100 R (or mid-
line absorbed doses above 65 rads) characteristic symptoms are seen
which become increasingly severe at increasing dose levels. At expo-
sures in the mid-lethal range, bone marrow depression, reflected as
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pancytopenia, is of chief imporI.ance Antclthe "bone. marrow syndiromem
is seen. At free-air exposures above 450 R (or mid-line albsorbed- doses
above 300 rads) bowel damage becomes prominent. and a "G.I. tract
syndrome" can be identified. At extremely high eiposures (10,000 R
or greater), the "central nervbus system syndrome" is identifiable,
with death occurring within 24 hours.

(141) If a free-air exposure sufficient to cause death to 50% of the
cases within 30 days (written as ID3° and numerically in the order of
.400-500 R or 260-326 rads mid-Jine absorbed dose in man) were de-
livered to the whole body, the nature of the radiation syndrome would
present itself as follows: -At first, within a few hours, there is nausea
and vomiting. Within 24 hours lymphopenia may be observed. Usually
after about 48 hours symptoms abate and the subject is essentially free
of findings for two to. four weeks depending on the dose •pd volume Qf
the body irradiated. The length of this latent period thus is an indicator
of the severity of the exposure. This is followea later by depression of
neutrophils and platelets in the blood. In two to four or more weeks,
depending on the dose, the radiation syndrome is sharply outlined.
There is marked depression of all elements of the hematopoietic sys-
tezm. Lymph node atrophy is present. Petechiae appear in the subeu-

TA•BL I-Reproeaenat.ve dose-effect rdaionmhips inrnanfor whPle body ivradiation"

, l iiic bad
Nature of Efec~t of mbole body

bfinimal dose detectable by chromosome analysis or other 5-26
specialized analyses, but not by hemogram

Minimal aMute dose readily detectable in a specific individual 50-75
(e.g. one who presents himself as a possible exposure -case)

Minimia Meute dose likely to produce vomiting in about 10% 75-128
of people so exposed

Acute dose likely to produce transient disability and clear 150--200
hematological changes in a majority of people so exposed.

Median lethal dose for single short exposure 800

* The dose entries in this table should be taken as represeehttive.compronIa
only of a surprisingly variable range of values that would be offered by well-quail-
fled obeerver asked to complete the right band column This comes about in pgrý
because whole body irradiatiou is not a uniquely definable. entity. Mid-.ine ab-
sorbed doses are used. (see paragraph 139); the data are a mixed derivative oU Et-
.perience from radiation therapy (often associated with "free-air" exposure dosim-
etry), and afew nuclear industry accident cases (often with more up to date doeln-
etry). Also, the interpretation of such qualitative terms as "readily detectable"
is a function of the conservatism of the reporter.
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taneous and submucosal layers, due primarily to thrombocytopenisa
There may be severe diarrhea with loss of fluids from the gastroin-
testinal tract. Intercurrent infection begins to appear because of the
severe neutropenia. Injury to the basal layers of the Skin results in
epilation often occurring in the middle of or late in the syndrome. When
the syndrome is at its height, one observes all these findings concur-
rently. There will be lymphopenia, agranulocytosis, and thrombocyto-
penia. Anemia is not present in the absence of severe bleeding. De-
pending upon the dose, epilation is often present. The most serious
manifestations of the syndrome can be explained almost completely by
marked failure of the hematopoietic system in the LD50 range, and by
damage to the gastrointestinal systems at higher doses. Many of the
subsequent symptoms stem from the malfunction of these systems.
Other severe changes are present, such as loss of -weight. Marked dimi-
nution in the germinal cells of the gonads may occur, but is not critical
to the vegetative economy of the organism and is of little or no conse-
quence from the point of view of immediate effects.

Secondary Effects

(142) Secondary or delayed effects are easily identifiable at high
doses, in the order of many hundreds or even thousands of rads. For
whole body irradiations they will be seen only at the lower range of
these doses because of limited survival at higher exposures. The illus-
trations of secondary effects are thus drawn in practice from experience
with partial body exposure. A chronic change is often identifiable in
skin following therapeutic irradiation, e.g. changes such as telangiec-
tasia, atrophy and ulceration. Other examples of secondary effects in
tissues and organs are dysfunctions resulting from depression of specific
cell populations. Lymphopenia, agranulocytosis, and anemia are the re-
sult of severe injury to the hematopoietic system; suppression of thy-
roid hormone secretion is a result of destruction of the normal bronchial
and vascular tissue and subsequent attempts at repair. These effects
are rarely seen except after radiation therapy administered at dose
levels of thousands of rads for serious disorders to localized portions of
the body. (See Tables 2 and 3.)

(143) The possibilities of injury to the reproductive organs are of
natural concern to radiation workers, and are widel" misunderstood.
Therefore, a somewhat fuller account of secondary effects of partial
body exposures including these organs is given here. Permanent histo-
logical sterility, the complete absence of gametes, requires doses to the
gonads of the order of 600 rads, or more, of x or gamma rays. Temporaky
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sterility occurs at lower doses, and results in the male if the rate of
sperm production is reduced so markedly that the available number is
insufficient to be effective. Higher gonadal doses are probably required
to affect fertility in females. In man, a single dose of 25 rads reduces
sperm count by about 30%, starting 6 weeks after exposure and recover-
ing in 40 weeks; a single dose of about 50 rads to the gonads may induce
brief, temporary sterility in many men and some women; a single dose

TA:Lz 2--Eamples of biological response in human orkans afIer e•ternal partial
body irradiation

dos orOrga 'Dose ladiedule CUMra
poated Effect In reievant organs

rasa
Ovary - 200 Temporary amenorrhea, sterility

'1500 wads/10 days 800 Permanent menopause, sterility
Testis - 50 Temporary sterility

1500 rada/10 days 800M Permanent sterility
Bone mar- 25-75 rads in each of 200a Hematopoiesis inhibited -in it-

row 5-10 days (Portion radiated volume. Usually corn-
of bone marrow pensated by marrow activity In
segments requires uneiposed sites.
higher doses).

Kidney 2000 rads/30 days 800- Nephritis, hypertension )
3000 rads/40 days

Stomach. 100 rads/20 days 1000, Atrophic mucosa, anacidity
.2500 raa/,30 days

Liver 3000 Tads/30 days 1500, Hepatitis
4000 rads/42 days

Brain and 5000 rads/30 days 2200, Necrosis atrophy
spinal 6000 rads/42 days
cord

Lung 4000 rads/30 days 2200, Pneumonitia, fibrosis
6000 rad&/42 days

Rectum 8000 rada/56 days 2700' Atrophy. Limit of tolerance, most
cases.

Bladder 10,000 rati/56 days 3400' Atrophy. Limit of tolerance, most
cases.

Ureter 12,000 wads/S6 days 4000, Atrophy. Limit of tolerance, most.
cases.

a Extrapolated equivalent calculated from the empirical relation D, = Dr-v,
where D, is the extrapolated equivalent single dose, when an actual dose of D.
is spread over the time I days. This relationship essentially assumes an equal daily
dose schedule. Other formulations (e.g. the Ellis. formula 152]) give successful
empirical results for some erratic fractionatiou schedules. Such refinements are"
not needed here. as in Table I these entries are meant to be descriptive , rather
than definitive.
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TABLE --Skin affects, single exposure,

Eosumr Early Effect Chronic E.ect

50 R Chromosomal changes only. -None, (Possible slight risk of
neoplastic alterations.)

600R Transitory erythema. Transi- Usually none. Risk of altered
tory epilation. function increased.

2500 R Temporary ulceration. Per- Atrophy, telangiectssis. Al-
manent epilation. tered pigmentation.

5000 R Permanent ulceration (unless Chronic ulcer, substantial
area very small), risk of carcinogenesis.

50,000 R Ordinarily necrotizing, but Permanent destruction to a
recovery possible when ra- depth dependent upon ra-
diation has extremely low diation energy.
penetration.

'The skin is tissue that has been studied extensively, and the observed chronic
and late effects exemplify what may happen in other tissues. Again, the exposure
numbers are representative, rather than precise.

of approximately 250 rads may induce temporary sterility for one or
two years, and 500 to 600 rads permanent sterility in many, especially
in people with borderline original fertility, with temporary sterility in
others for several years. Men may be sterilized permanently by local-
ized irradiation without prominent changes in interstitial sex cells, hor-
mone balance, libido, or physical capability. Women sterilized by
radiation undergo more profound physiological changes since ovarian
production of sex hormones is intimately related to development and
discharge of ova. Radiation termination of production of ovarian
follicles induces an artificial menopause in women similar to natural
menopause, but in young women, ovulation and normal hormonal bal-
ance is restored in about one year after whole body doses low enough
to permit survival.

Late Effeets

(144) Substantial overexposures that permit a person to recover
from the early or acute effects and to accommodate to secondary or
delayed effects may still be significant -with respect to late effects. These
effects will qualitatively be the same as those already described in'
Chapter 4. In quantitative terms, they will often be tangible and
realistically predictable. Evaluation of the effects of a single dose of
whole body radiation of perhaps 200 rads at high dose rate involves no
tenuous discussions of non-threshold relationships such as might apply
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to an accumulated dose of 200 rads distributed over an occupational
lifetime. It puts the accidentally exposed person clearly at incremental
risk for leukemia induction directly calculable from experience. Other
late effects would also be expected to be demonstrable.

Impact of Radiation Accidents

(145) Contemplation of the disastrous consequences of nuclear war-
fare has led to a so-called "nuclear mystique" in which the fear of ra-
diation accidents and of the risks of radiation effects at lower levels
generates a reaction which is out of proportion to that caused by many
other commonly accepted hazards. Brief comments on the impact of
radiation accidents on society may therefore not be out of place. Fatal
radiation accidents have been so few that they constitute an insignihi-
cant fraction of fatal industrial accidents. The almost equally small ?
number of people who have survived the acute state of injury usually i
have subsequently led essentially normal lives.. The secondary effects
shown have been mostly temporary sterility and temporary loss of hair.
The detriment to society from these has also been a totally insignifi-
cant addition, statistically, to that from the total of seriously dis-
abling occupational injuries. A person who satisfactorily recovers from
early and secondary effects of a radiation accident has no reason to 7
fear that he is doomed to some lingering late radiation death; the
chances of that occurring are probably less than one in several thou- .
sand. All of this, of course, is no reason not to. continue and improve
the present excellent radiation protection practices.

4
Partial. Body Overexposure

(146) The preceding section related primarily to whole body expo-
sures, but includes some account of early and secondary effects for par-
tial body overexposures.

(147) little need be said about the acute effects for these cases. One
could describe the prompt effects oflocalized skin irradiation so that an
early radiation erythema could be recognized. On the whole, it is un-
likely that exposures serious enough. to result in erythema would arise
in radiation work. without the warning coming first or at least concur- i
rently from instrumentation. Risks of this kind tend to be greater with
apparatus such as klystrons and other power tubes, whose primarj V
function is not the generation of ionizing radiation.

-A
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(148) Under late effects of partial body overexposures, two points
need to be made:

(1) if a complete organ or organ system is irradiated, the effect on
that organ or system in general will be about the same as that
described for the corresponding whole body irradiation.

(2) if part of an organ system is irradiated, the quantitative dose-
effect relationships involved are less secure than for total body
exposures. Shielding of a portion of one organ may virtually
eliminate one kind of deleterious effect, change another more or
less in proportion to the fraction irradiated, or leave it unmiti-
gated.

Internal Sources

.(149) When radioactive materials enter the body they are absorbed,
metabolized, and distributed to the tissues according to the chemical
properties of the elements and compounds in which they are contained.
This is of course the basis for the widespread use of radionuclides as
tracers in biological, biochemical, and medical research. Since most
radionuclides of importance in radiation protection evaluations localize
to a greater or lesser degree in certain tissues or organs, the internal
emitters produce typically the phenomenon of partial body irradiation.
There are important contrasts, however, with irradiation of portions of
the body by external sources.

(150) The biological effects of ionizing radiation are essentially the
same whether the source is external to or within the body, provided the
absorbed dose and its distribution in the site of interest are the same.
Nevertheless, there are material differences in concept and emphasis.
For example, alpha particles, easily shielded as an external source, as-
sume considerable importance within the body because of the high LET.
Likewise, low energy beta emitters are relatively innocuous externally
and potentially damaging internally. The size of an organ also plays
an important role, since penetrating radiation may or may not be es-
sentially totally absorbed in the organ of interest. In rare instances
(e.g., natural uranium) chemical toxicity may compound the radiation
problem, or even predominate over radiation effects.

(151) Internal sources delivering absorbed doses rather uniformly
distributed throughout the body, and exceeding a few hundred rads in
a short time, produce effects closely resembling those of a single moder-
ately large dose of external radiation. Many aspects of the early or
acute radiation syndrome may appear. This is particularly true of ra-
dioactive nuclides of hydrogen, sodium, and potassium which are dis-
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tiibuted throughout, the body fluids. With nuclides which localize
markedly, the course of events is understandably quite diffeiftet. and
does iot resemble in any detail the acute- whole body radiation syn-
drome.

(152) Acute or early effects from internal sources occur only fol-
lowing relatively large doses. They tend to develop more slowly than
with a comparable dote of whole or even partial body external irradia-
tion. This is due in. part to the time required for absorption, distribu-
tion and localization, as well as to the nonuniform distribution of the
radiation dose within tissues and organs, and the protrat•ed dose. The
time required for normal metabolic processes and radioactive decay i
frequently results in a protracted radiation dose, even if the intake
per se is a single short event. All of these .factors result in a different,
usually more delayed and more prolonged, time course of events..

(153) It is apparent from the above observations that the. effects of
internal sources are not likely to correspond to 'th effects of comparable
doses of partial body external irradiation. Even if there were no com-
plexities, such as subsequent transfer of the material, the localization
is by tissue or organ system rather than by area of the body. Thus, an
element which localizes in lymphoid tissue may be present wherever
such. tissue occurs unless it is sequestered by other processes. Further,
the localization may sometimes be by individual cell type or process
such as incorporation of radio-strontium in or on the c..salline struc-
ture of bone, especially growing bone. On the other haud, internal
sources may require -special attention, as when radionuclides are in-
gorporated into the molecular structure of DNA.

(154) A special consideration pertains to those radionuclided that
emit radiations of high LET; Most studies have been carried out with
the alpha-emi tting bone seekers, such aq, plutonium and rAdium, and.
soft-tissue seepkersý such as radon and polonium. The high relative bio-
logical effectiveness of these. nuclides in producing various lypes of
damage has been clearly demonstrated and has resulted in the, ad.po"
tiUp of a quality factor (QF) of 10 for alpha particles. On deeper analy-

sis, it is clear that the RBE for alpba emitters, in tissues .such as bone,
from, which estimates of QF are derived, is most difficult to determine.
In. practice, the spatial distribution of some of the alph.a-emitting
nuclides such as radium and its progeny is different from that for repre-
sentative beta-emitteWr. (low LWT). In addition, the microdosimetry for
alpha tracks necessarily differs from that for beta tracks. Als6,the gross
pattern of enegy deposition is quite different for deposited nuclides
from that of external radiations, which are the usual reference radio-
tion. Thus it. is very difficult if not impossible to isolate differences in
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effect attributable to LET from those attributable to differences in
deposition of absorbed energy in space and in time. Apparent EBE val-
ues (and the derived QF values) vary from as low as one up to ten or
more depending on the conditions of the measurement and the process
under study. From studies in simpler systems it is known that the pas-
sage of a single alpha particle is more likely to kill a cell through which
it passes than is radiation of lower LET. Put another way, the process
can be described as having "single-event" kinetics. There is little or no
effect of dose rate with alpha particles. As also indicated in Chapter 3,
there is little ability of cells (as studied in cell culture) to repair dam-
age from high-LET radiation.

(155) With a nonspecific endpoint such as life-span shortening as
the criterion of damage, differences in effectiveness as measured in ani-
mals may appear even among nuclides with roughly comparable radia-
tion characteristics. This may be related to the kinetics of distribution
of the nuclide. For example, radium, which deposits directly and pri-
marily in bone mineral volume, appears to be less damaging per unit of
absorbed dose, for both early and late effects, than plutonium; the
latter deposits primarily on bone surfaces rather than throughout the
bone volume and also irradiates soft tissue transiently during the initial
phases of its absorption and translocation to bone surfaces. The dif-
ference is of the order of five fold. The same extra-effeetiveness, com-
pared with radium, is seen with the soft tissue-seeker polonium, which
does not deposit at all in the mineral phase of bone. The effectiveness
of a given nuclide is frequently dependent on the effect studied and
the duration of the exposure. For example, radon can be given in a
dosage pattern that more or less resembles the radiation treatments
with external sources. When doses from radon large enough to produce
acute lethality are given to animals, the relative effectiveness of the
radiations is only slightly greater than one when compared to x or
gamma irradiation. Yet, when longer term effects, such as life-span
shortening in animals, are measured at less acutely toxic doses, there
is no doubt that radon is considerably more effective per unit absorbed
dose than emitters of lower LET radiation, although it does not quite
reach the effectiveness of plutonium or polonium.

(156) A possible phenomenon, mainly peculiar to internal emitters,
is the "transmutation effect." Since many radionuclides such as sulphur,
carbon and hydrogen may be incorporated in essential biological mole-
cules, there is the possibility of the following effects when they decay
radioactively:

1, energy deposition from the ionizing process in the conventional
way.
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2. molecular disruption due to possible recoil effects.
3. molecular disorientation as a result of nuclear transmutation.

As an example of the third case, a complex molecule may be equally
.satisfied with a 12C atom or 11C atom at a regular carbon position. If
the radioactive carbon 14C then decays to nitrogen, the molecular struc-
ture is affected. If the molecule were DNA, the result might be equiva-
lent to gene mutation. Several calculations and a few experiments with
lower organisms have indicated this potentiality. While it cannot be I
dismissed as a possible problem with the internal emitters (or as one
sequel of neutron irradiation), the effect does not seem to be large
enough to be of concern.

(157) In summary of this relatively brief consideration of irradiation
by internal emitters, compared with external irradiation, it may be
concluded that the complications are primarily associated with quan-
titative aspects. There are many residual difficulties in constructing, at
the detail level, a common frame of :eference for internal and external
irradiation. Radiation protection practice succeeds because it is always
possible to include conservative round-offs in attempting to set a com-
mon scale in terms of dose equivalents. The principal features to be
kept in mind for the internal sources case are:

1. difficulties in estimating absorbed dose (paragraphs 97, 117, 153,
154, 202)

2. possible chemical toxicity (paragraph 150)
3. possible transmutation and recoil effects (paragraph 156)

With these reservations, the attempt to develop permissible limits for
internal emitters based on the broader background experience with ex-
ternal radiation is appropriate. Partial exceptions include considera-
tion of the bone-seekers, where the long experience with radium in man
is relevant, and the few instances where chemical toxicity rather than
radiation controls the permissible intake.
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PART I1-RADIATION PROTECTION STANDARDS

Chapter 6. Bases for Radiation
Protection Standards

Sources of Infornmation

(158) The background and supporting material of Part I describes
radiation exposure conditions to be considered and gives an introduc-
tion to the biological and biomedical effects of various radiation ex-
posures. The nature of dose-effect relationships in animals and in man
becomes critical when extrapolating from observational data, obtained
mostly in animals, to presumed effects of exposure in man within the
recommended limits. Full understanding of the mechanisms of radiation
effects and differences in response among species would permit such
extrapolation with confidence. Such a level of understanding has mnot
been reached; it cannot be expected to be reached in the foreseeable
future. Consequently, some indication of the degree of effect at the low
doses and dose rates of most relevance in radiation protection has to be
inferred from data obtained at higher doses and dose rates. In the in-
terest of estimating effects in humans conservatively, it is not unreason-
able to follow the assumption of a linear relationship between dose and
effect in the low dose regions- for which direct observational data are
not available. It is generally agreed that such an assumption is con-
servative and would tend to give upper limits for any particular effect.
However, additional observational data should be accumulated to in-
sure that the degree of conservatism involved in this approach is not
excessive (see Chapter 3), as it would be in those special cases where a
distinctly curvilinear relationship exists between dose and effect.

(159) Although a comprehensive theory of radiation protection is not
possible at this time, the present body of information can be used to
support a reasonable generalized system of protection standards.
Enough time has now elapsed to permit direct observation of the effects
of radiation on large numbers of people engaged in occupations involv-

55
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ing radiation exposure, including a considerable number who have com-
pleted full working careers in these fields. (It should be noted that the
vast majority of these persons have never exceeded their MPD levels.)
It seems clear that ordinarily demonstrable injuries are less common in
radiation work than in many other occupational activities not con-
sidered unusually hazardous. Substantial injuries to the early pioneers
of radiology and in a small number of accident cases with exposures
grossly exceeding currently recommended permissible limits serve
dramatically to stress the need for continuing adequate protection prac-
tices. Experience with occupational exposure in the general neighbor-
hood of presently acceptable limits over the last two or three decades
has shown no identifiable injury ascribable to radiation, Evidence. that
present limits are satisfactory (or conceivably unduly conservative at
times) is incomplete to the degree that many postulated deleterious
effects have not been measured in man. The most significant reserva-
tion applies to consequences of recessive genetic mutations in the gen-
eral population which may be expressed only in future generations.
Next in order are the quantitative expressions of late somatic effects
as covered in Chapter 4. Among these, the degree of neoplasia induction
and of non-specific life shortening are quite uncertain, but present indi-
cations are that they would be considerably exaggerated by simple ap-
plication of the hypothesis based on the linear extrapolation from
effects at high doses and dose rates (for exposures involving low-LET
radiation). Any permitted dose levels based on these considerations
must involve many value judgements.

(160) The genetically significant dose has been established as an in-
dex of radiation received by that genetic pool that determines the
progeny of a given population [53]. The magnitude of the genetic ef-
fects induced by radiation is dependent upon (1) the stage of the germ
cell development at the time of ir'adiation, (2) dose rate, (3) dose
fractionation, (4) radiation quality and (5) the interval between
exposure and conception. Therefore, a simple addition of doses to pre-
diet an overall effeet is scientifically unacceptable. The n.ature of occcu-
pational and most medical exposures is such that the lower mutation
frequency characteristic of low dose accumulation rates is to be ex-
pected [54]. The proposal in the NAS-NRC (1956) report, The Bio-
logical Effects of Atomic Radiation--mummary Beports, suggested a
maximum permissible total exposure of 50 R per individual from all
sources, for occupational exposure by age 30, and a maximum of 10 1
from all sources of man-made radiation for any member of the g9neral
population by age 30 [55]. These numbers were derived. at a time when
recovery from genetic injury was not recognized, and are probably
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much more conservative than has generally been recognized. This was
noted in part in the NAB follow-up report in 1960 [56].

(161) In principle, whatever permissible dose levels are chosen, they
represent value judgements based on an estimate of the number of mu-
tations induced per rad. They may be better generalized to a nationally
integrated permissible genetically significant dose equivalent in reins.
For the population at large, the exposure comes so overwhelmingly from
radiations of low LET that the choice of quality factor (QF) for the
small component due to high-LET radiation is relatively unimportant.

(162) A national genetically significant dose equivalent implies that
the long-term genetic effects of radiation can properly be averaged
over the whole population. Correspondingly, it can be argued that there
should be some acceptable national population dose limit or an equiva-
lent. per capita dose limit. The setting of any such limits would be
highly judgemental and there are some aspects which could need closer
attention under special circumstances. For example, it is important in
considering the genetic effects of radiation within the United States
population to recognize the fact that there are several genetic pools,
and that currently there is relatively little mixing across certain racial
or ethnic lines. The averaging should be over the appropriate sub-
populations where these can be clearly defined. Another example would
be the case of specialized communities with unusually heavy engage-
ment in radiation industry; intermarriage of irradiated members could
lead theoretically to a higher than normal expression of the effects of
recessive mutations, If such an expression were demonstrable in that
community, it would undoubtedly be deemed objectionable. Similarly,
at the individual level, there has to be some inferential limit to genetic
effects. No one should expect his normal work to lead to a tangible
increase in risk of birth defects of his progeny, that is, an increase
clearly above the "noise" of statistical fluctuations applicable to such
cases.

(163) Information on such late effects as life shortening and induc-
tion of neoplasia provides source material for derivation of a somatic
radiation dose limit for the general population. This topic was con-
sidered in detail by an ad boc committee of the NCRP in 1959 [4]. The
general conclusions of that time remain valid. For puirpo08 of conser-
vative planning it continues to be prudent to assume a non-threshold

inear relationship for dose versus effect in the region of low dose, but
this does not justify the use of extrapolations to predict effects, ex-
cept for gross estimates of mazimum. possible effect. Changes in basic
information have perhaps made it more probable that such factors as
leukemia induction are exaggerated through use of these assumptions
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[9]. To partially 0ffset t is, some recent evaluations kuBgst a higher
total for the aggregapt of all other tumors (se.e paragraph 112). The
somatic case is more complex because one has to consider the irradia-
tion of several tissues, organs, or organ systems arising from internal
depositions of various radionuclides or from partial body irradiation.

(164) Other basic criteria for protection against somatic effects must
be based on consideration of acceptable exposure of the individual. Per-
sons occupationally exposed and those requirng radiological appli-
cations of the healing arts will be the classes susceptible to the highest
controlled exposure. The former derive the benefits of earning a liveli-
hood from their work. The latter derive the benefits of potential pro-
tection from serious illness or death. Acceptable exposures in the two
categories may differ markedly from each other and both be larger than
those appropriate for the general population.

(165) Basic limits for occupatumal exposurej for example, implicitly
Contain three featura:

1. A value judgement which reflects, as it were, a measure of the
psychological acceptability to an inividual, of bearing slightly
more than a normal share of radiation-induced defective genes.

2. A value judgement representing society's acceptance of inere-
mental damage to the population gene pool, wheA weighted by the
tota! of occupationally exposed persons, or rather those of re-
prodiiative capacity as involved in GSBD calculation.

3. A value judgement derived from past experience of the somatic
effects of occupational exposur supplementea by such biomedi-
cal and biological experýmentation and theory as has relevance.

ReAlisticaly, these criteria are not conducive to the derivation of
clearly supportable numbers from first principles. Recommended limits
tend to follow pust practice, unless specific reasons become apparent to
support modifications. In time, it can even become obscure that the
published limit has three features, or which one i asumed to be cou-
trolling p' a given qase. The relative weight of these 0an deW ine, for
example, under what circumstances. it might 'be sensible to have dif-
ferent limits at different adult ages.

Azeeptable risk

(166) The material in Part I indicates that prudence demands that,
even though unproven, the no-threshold concept should be used for es-
timating the maximum deleterious effects of ionizing radiation. The
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concept involves the thesis that there is no exposure limit free from
some degree of risk. Iii retrospect, it may be difcult to determine when
this concept was first introduced into protection criteria. Its first ex-
plicit statement, developed in 1949, appears to be that in NCRP Report
iNo. 17 [1], which reads, in part.:

"The only statement that can be made at the present time about
the lifetime exposure of persons to penetrating radiation at a per-
missible level considerably higher than the background radiation
level, but within the range of radiological experience, is that ap-
preciable injury manifestable in the lifetime of the individual is
extremely unlikely. It is, therefore, necessary to assume that any
practical limit of exposure that may be set up today, will involve
some risk of possible harm. The problem then is to make this risk
so small that it is readily acceptable to the average individual;
that is, to make the risk essentially the same as is present in ordi-
nary occupations not involving exposure to radiation."

These -views referred only to occupational exposure, and reflected a
judgement based on then-existing results of radiobiological experi-
mentation--primarily on genetic effects and life shortening. In the in-
tervening period, radiation risks have been extensively studied -with
considerable improvement in their understanding, as reported in Part
1. It is sometimes overlooked that the objective proposed two decades
ago was to make the radiation risk essentially no greater than that
present -in other occupations. More accurate comparison requires better
data on both sides. For better balance of judgement the prime need to-
day may well be for improved evaluation of the risks of many other oc-
cupations, some of which involve mutagenic agents, carcinogenic agents,
and probably various other potential life-shorteing agents or stress
factors.

(167) Meanwhile, the concept of acceptable risk has been somewhat
modified to imply that a risk is acceptable when it is at least compen-
sated by a demonstrable benefit. In the present state of knowledge, there
is no scientifically valid scale on which such a balance can be effected."
Moreover, it is erroneous to assume that fuller knowledge of the radia-
tion effects would by itself provide such a scale. It therefore may be
useful to review some of the practical applicatioiis of acceptable risk
considerations.

(168) If an informed scientist engages in radiation work, he may
perhaps be able to assay the benefits in, say, personal satisfaction and in
income against the presumed slightly increased risk of leukemia or

-There may be some special cases in which the expected benefits so overwhelm

the risks that therm is a valid self-evident solution, This is most clearly ween in some
applications of radiation therapy.
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of uonspeQifo life shortening. An informed technician may well be able
to Imake an equally valid appraisal for his own case. In other. cases,
supporting personnel in radiation occupations cannot fairly be expected
to]perform the analysis which is one of the needed inputs in -the accept-
able rs evaluation. The substitute input in these cases may be con-
fidencei n the knowledge and integfity of the responsible parson guiding
the work. In the case of medical radiological procedures the physician's
opinion may be the dominant factor in the patient's decisions involving
acceptable radiation risks.

(169) These considerations form a logical basis for A variety of checks
and balances in the risk- comparison and sesment Examples are:

1. The broad framework of recommendations. promulgated by the
NO.P and other professionally qualified bodies.

2. Establishment of regulatory procedures by Federal, state, or local
gOvernment agencies for industrial occupational uses of radiation.

3. Activities of professional societies to promote reduction of .un-
productive exposure in the healing arts and in various- engineering.
or industrial applications.

4. Establishment of a relevant legal framework as needed, for ex-
ample, in workman's compensation or injury indemonifcation.

(170) The cases exemplified so far involve acceptable rsk in which
the task is at least. conceptually a balancing of benefite versus losses or
costs -to an individual.u There is a more complex set of cases in which
the obvious benefits accrue to one- individual or group, and the obvious
risks to another individual, or group. An example is the release of radio-
active effluents to the piublic domain, It is most difficult in such cases
to prepare- a logical benefit-loss balance sheet. Inheram..ty, such a
balancing can be claimed as a natural element in 'the strucure of so-
ciety wherein residuIa risk. has to be examined for acceptability irres-
pective of assignable benefits. If nuclear power cannot be achieved with-
out some degree of radiation exposure, a teohnolgy-aoriented society
will probably support its development because of-the preponderance of
overall gain to itself in terms of increased standard of living not wholly
achievable by other means. The acceptable risk may well be less than
that in m•ny other technological activities where the legitimacy of im-
posing a risk on the public has been ignored or intuitively accepted
without tbh critical scrutiny given to the radiation c ase.. It is not un-
thinkable that in a final analysis, the risk arising from energy sources
may be less from nuclear- than from fbasil-fueled plants. Recent na-
tional efforts to rpstore -the quality of the environment or to evaluate

"Tbe individual's implied .reponsbility to eociety to. p .qrvs. sound gene
pool is not includdd in this balame.
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sonic boom effects perhaps reflect a new awareness of the universality
of an approach already elaborated for radiation uses.

(171) To establish usable criteria, the general concept of acceptable
risk has to be broken down to fit classes of individuals or population
groups exposed for various purposes to different quantities and qualities
of radiation. Recommendations in numerical terms of maximum permis-
sible doses (for occupational cases) and dose limits (for other appli-
cations) will necessarily be arbitrary because of their mixed technical
and value judgement foundation.

Terminology

Tolerance, Tolerance, Dose (Now Obsolete)

(172) Radiation protection bad its foundations 'within. the medical
profession. Visible effects on ýhe skin, and especially on the hands of
physicians, led to early classical studies of relationships between ex-
posure and repair. Attempts to gauge the injurious effects of radiation
on man undoubtedly developed further by analogy with the action of
drugs and poisons in toxicology. A tolerance dose was simply a dose that
could be tolerated. In the words of the classical report of Wintz and
Rump [571]; "The above observations show that the tolerance dose is
never a harmless one, and that tolerance doses can. in no case be read-
ministered indefinitely to any particular piece of tissue after the visible
effects have disappeared on each occasion." Prompted 'by clinical ob-
servations of threshold effects, the concept of tolerance dose later came
to be associated with the existence of a threshold value below which no
injury was expected to result. Acceptance of the possible absence of
threshold for any one deleterious effect (e.g. gene mutation) negated this
position. To remove this ambiguity, the NCRP introduced the expres-
sion "permissible dose" in December, 1946, when it organized eight sub-
committees, the first of which was the subcommittee on "Permissible
Dose from External Sources" under the chairmanship of -Dr. G. Failla.
It was this group 'that later prepared the first formal definition of per-
missible dose fi].

Permisible Dose, Maximum Permissible Dose

(173) The original definition of permissible dose given in NQRP Re-
port No; 17 [11 is:
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"Permissible dose may then be defined as the dose of ionizing radi-
ation that, in The light of present knowledge, is not expected to
c-ause appreciable bodily injury to a person at 4ny time during his

yltim d 6m. hi

(174) The original definition of maximum permissible dose was:
"In principle.there is a maximum dose that just fufills the require-
monts set iorth in the definition of permissible dose. Any smaller
dose, obviously, would also meet the requiremenitd. Therefore, in
protection rules or recommendations in which numerical values of
permissible doses are given, the values are the highest ones permis-
sible, under the stipulated conditions of exposure. To bring this
out: explicitly they are called maximum permissible doses.
(175) The ICRP amplified these definitions in ICRP Publication 6

(1964) [58] as follows:
"1The permissible dose for an. indivtdual is that dose, aceumu-

1ated over a long period ot time dr resulting from a single exposure,
which, in the light of present knowledge, carries a negligible prob-

ability of severe somatic or genetic injuries, furthermore, it is such
a dose that Any effects that ensue more frequently are limited to
those of a minor nature that would not be considered unacceptable
by the exposed individual and by ompetent medical authoritits,

"Any severe somatic injuries (e.g. leukemia) that might result
from exposure of indivduals to the permissible dose would be
limited to an exceedingly small fraction of the exposed group;
effects such. as shortening of life span, which might be expected to
occur more frequently, would be very slight. and would likely be.
Bidden by normal biological variations. The. permii. ble doses
can therefore be, expected to produce effects that could be- detect-
-able only by statistical methods applied to large groups,"

"On the basis of the crhteria indicated [above], the Commission
has..given recommendations with regard to the maximtam dose
which, still fulfilling the above requirements, could be permitted
under various circumstances. The Commission has 'balanced' as far
as possible the risk of the exposure against the benefit of the prac-
tice, and has also considered the possible danger involved in re-
medial actions once the exposure has occurred. The dose has been
called the maximum permissible dose." 19
(176) While the term "permissible" eliminated one ambiguity that

had grown up around the word "tolerable" (or thlerance) it may .have

4 Given here are paragraphs 30, 31, 3Ma of ICRP Publication 6 [58] which was
published in 1964. This statement does not appear in ICRP Publication 9 [59] t
whicb wa published in 1966.
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inadvertently introduced another. The term "permissible" prompts the
question "permitted by whom?" The practice of restricting permissible
doses generally to- occupational situations and of using the term dose
Ummts for other cases (see paragraph 177) further invokes the image
of a "permitting authority figure." This interpretation is not intended
in NCRP usage since recommendations, not regulations, are presented.
Of four more or less synonymous terms, "tolerable" and "acceptable"
probably come closer to the intended meaning. "Permissible" and
"allowable" may both conjure up the image of an authority figure.
Many groups in other fields of health protection have wrestled with
these terms. It appears that there are no real or intended differences be-
tween the terms. An issue has been made of the point here, hopefully for
the last time, to be sure there is no ambiguity in the NCRP position on
asmmption of non-threshold dose-effect relations and on the continued
use of "permissible dose" as a numerical expression of acceptable risk
under that concept.

Dose Limits

(177) Present international usage restricts the term "maximum per-
missible dose" to occupational situations. For other cases, such as pop-
ulation exposures, such expressions -as "dose limits" are used. For uni-
formity, the same practice will be followed in this report, although the
distinction is arbitrary to a degree. What is deemed controllable may

not be the same to all observers. Fallout may or may not be said to be
controllable, but in any case, its effects on man could be controlled.
Even natural radiation, customarily accepted as a fact of life, could be
controlled and reduced-to a minor fraction of its present level if man had
the incentive to do so. Most radiation exposure situations have the es-

sential characteristic of being partially controllable, in the sense of be-
ing progressively reducible with progressively increasing difficulty,
technologically, economically, or both.

Lowest Practicable Level

(178) The NCRP (and ICRP) recommendations call for radiation
exposure to be kept at a level "as low as practicable" (or at the lowest
practicable level), a requirement emphasized more strongly with the
assumption of a non-threshold position. This hackneyed phrase is open
to criticism and the accusation of hypocrisy. It clearly poses difficulties
for rule makers when the interests of the producers and the receivers of
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the natiation are nt wholy in common. Neverthdase, it t a cornce
anman of the intention to encorage protection practices that are beat
ter than anV prescribed Minimal Uevel, and this is the basic criteriqn for
aU caes in which a non-threshold dose-effect relationship. either exists.
or has to be aswmed. A similar admonition should be given lot many
potentially harmful agents and radiation is in no way unique in this
respect.

(179) The particular levels compatible with the term "lowest practica-
ble" have to be determined in situ within the concept of acceptable risk
for a wide diversity of situations. For example, it might be clegrly un-
reasonable to eliminate '0K from the human diet as a means of feducifg
natural background. It would be unreasonable to deny the benefits
derived. from the use of radiation to a patient becaued it would of
necessity involve some, deleterious component. In each case, the lowest
practicable level must be established in -he beat balanced intereste of,
appropriate combinations of employers, employees, practitioneTs of -the
healing arts, their patients and thei aides, and the general public.
TVltimatelli, realistic- interpretation in va;ious applications derives
from public understandinpa of, and eventual approbation of) practice's
developed from recommendations. of responsible technical bddies. In
particular, it is believed that while exposures of workers and the gen-
eral population should be kept to the. lowest practicable level!At all
times, the presently permitted exposures. represent a level of risk so
sm*all ompared with other hazards of life, and so well offset by pe-
ceptible benefits, that such approbation will be achieved when the in-
formed public review process is completed.

lgitimacy of Varying Standards for Diferent Situations

(180) A number of different radiation exposure conditions have been.
mentioned in Chapter 2, which could result in different mechanisms of
radiation exposure. The permeation of the present protection criteria by
some form of acceptable risk philosophy makes it appropriate to pro-
pose specific standards that depend upon the nature of the mission, spe-
cial task, or general field of endeavor in question. It is clearly compati-
ble with the concept of acceptable risk that factors considered should in.
eiUde;

1. The importance of the mission or field of application to the individ-
ual or groups of individuals.

2. The importance to medicine, agriculture, industrial development
and the like.
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& The importance to the national welfare as in space exploration,
OCean depth exploration, and of course in national defense aspects.

4. The composition of any potentialy exposed class in terms of
number of personnel exposed, their ages and sex.

5. The norms of expected dose and dose rate in a class of exposures.
6. The degeee of -risk of incurring abnormal exposurep substantially

above planned limits, and their consequences.
These influencing factors are in effect components in the practical de-
trmination of the "lowest practicable level' for various applications.
It would admi.tedly be simpler to gain widespread acceptance of
standards if they had universal application. The nature of the case, in
all non-threshold applications, denies that simplification.

Covmpar4son of Faetors. [or Population _xposure mad
Occupational Exposure

(181) Three major factors, among a number of others 14], differentiate
the case of an individual who is occupationally exposed from an individ-
ual regarded as a group member of thepopulation at large. These are:

1. The radiation worker accepts some small degree of risk, which
is balanced against benefits to him, based on competent technical
appraisal, By contrast, the member of the population has radiation
eXposu~re imposed on him above the background level, Theo-

retically, he can exert influence as a member of the population to
control Ue additions. The benefits, if any, accrue to society, n4t
specifically to the individual, A natural consequence is that the
exposure risk to persons in the general population should be
markedly lowe" than to occupationally exposed persons.

2. There is a conscious selection of the occupationally exposed in-
dividuala. Minors are excluded. Exposure is limited to adults be-
tween the age of 18 and normal retirement age. Phe-employment
medical examination to exclude those with abnormal blood cell
patterns or other charaoteristics that might be confused with ra-
diation effeia is feasible and proper. Periodic examinations may
detect beginning reversible anomalies due to irradiation. It is
possible to exclude fertile, women from radiation tasks to avoid
irradiation of embryos or- fetuses. It- is possible to assign specific
-tasks preferentially to people beyond reproductive age to reduce
total genetic risk. By contrast, exposure of the population at large
influences persons of all ages, including the sensitive embryonic
stages, children whose uptake of radioactive material may be highI
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at s time of fairly high radiosfenaitIt, and people in all states of
health. A cdmervative -approach dictates that exposure for' the:
public be less than for radiation wo'kens becausethe range of ages

and possible individual deleterious response is so much *wder.
3. The number of persons exposed is a prime factor in genetic con-

sidetations, and where all individual exposues are low the prmci-
pal reeidual aisk is the integrated effect on the population's gene
pool (see paragraph 162). Under these circumstances, the relevant
exposure index of genetic effects is some measure such as the
genetically significa•tý dose (GSD) of -the p.puI4t0on. It i un-.
.necessary to measure individual. exposures, provided that group
averages can be reliably ascertined. Yor example, *While It is
deemed appropriate for male radiation workers .to accept an
average.of 5 reins per year, such. a dose equivalent for the, entire
population would be judged improper by geneticists. TThusthe con-
ventional occupational limit implicitly involves a limit on the per-
centage of radiation workers. in the total population. Achievable
limits for population exposure do not introduce limitations to oc-
cupational exposure in the foreseeable expansion of radiation use.

(182) As applied to whole body irradiation, these factors will tend
to lead to some ratio of annual maximum permissible UtaipatIhnal
dose to the annual dose limit for a member of the general public. When
the same rationale is applied to partial body irradiations suich as to
hands and feet or separate internal organs there is no a priori reason to
expect the same ratio .(ee paragrphs 243-244).

Dose AIloCAIon for the Populadon

(183) The principal contrlibutors to the genetic dose -to the popu-
lation arematural radiation, averaged at about 12 inrem per year, dia-
nostic medical proced~ves at about 55 mrem per year .and therapy
procedures at not more than 10 mrem per year [15]. The contribution of
such categories as occupational radiation and mam-made devices (TV,
luminous dials, etc.) each add not more than 5- mrem per Year to tho
integrated dose. The per capita. dose in the population, including bachk-
ground, is usually quoted as about 2D00 mrem per -year. This is well
within limits considered acceptable by geneticists.

(184) An obvious next step, after reviewing the several modes of ra-
diation exposure, is to set up a plan for insuring, that each kind b kept
within its own bounds and the sum does not excieed some preset level
This has been commonly referred to as "dose allocatifnt'hUnfortunately,
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the problem is so complex and involves so many factors of a social,
political, economic and ethical nature that its equitable solution on a
broad national basis must be regarded as highly improbable. Yet it is
not inherently impossible; at considerable cost in both dollars and some

"freedoms" it could, no doubt, be accomplished. For the foreseeable
future, and with present trends continued both in technology and the de-
gree of concern over radiation effects on man, there seems little likeli-
hood of a critical need for vigorous dose allocation, or enough benefit

to justify the effort. Continued attention to the degree to which the
public is receiving dose from the various sources is, of course, valuable.
Should present patterns of concern change, the possible need for popu-
lation dose allocation may be reevaluated.

S4-nificance of Standards as Administrative Guides
or Controls for Occupational Exposure

(185) Recommendations for control of occupational exposure have

long been presented in the form of sets of maximum permissible dose (or
dose equivalent) statements appropriate to so-called whole body ir-
radiation or various other definable circumstances. It is amply clear

from the baokground material that the numerical point at the top of the
range of permissible dose is not intended to have a connotation of
singularity, i.e., to represent a point that clearly marks a difference be-
tween two kinds of conditions. Unfortunately, administrative appli-
cation almost inevitably tends to emphasize singularity. In the worst
case, any dose below the MPD is considered by some as being "safe"
and any dose above it is an overexposure, or "unsafe." There is nothing
in the NCRP recommendations that justifies such an interpretation.
Ideally, each organization responsible for radiation control would have
access to specialist opinion to reach responsible interpretation of ac-

ceptable risks for the applicable conditions. In fact, various degrees of
administrative, quasi-legal, and formal legal control must inevitably
arise. In extreme oases, the rigidity of codes and regulations and their
enforcement could (and sometimes does) get entirely out of proportion

'to their underlying biomedical significance. Various devices such as
reference to limits or guides have not been notably successful in avoid-
ing this quandary, nor can this report offer a new solution. The issue is
sufficiently fundamental that it may be helpful to summarize the de-
velopment of an existing limit and to emphasize the difficulty in modify-
ing it in the direction indicated by current interpretations of radio-
biology.
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(186) The.NCRP developed an age-proration formula for maimrUm
accumulated dose2° which was introduced in 1957 .[M, namely,

maximum accumulated dose = (N - 18) X 5 reins

where N is the number of years of age. This was derived, as follows:
),ong experience with a US3. permissible dose of 0,1 rem per day (or

O&3 rems per year well distributed), or a higher international limit,
showed no demonstrable bodily injury to those exposed within these
levels. NCRP Report No, 17 (1954) [1] indicated reinm that had been
widely accepted since 1949 for changing to a permissible weekly dose of
0.3 rem., with a penalty provision for exceptional cases, when the weekly
limit had t be exceeded, to go to 3 remi in any 13 cbnsecutive wee~kse 1

In the next few years there was appreciable development of the under-
standing -and- consideration of genetic effects. The NAS-NRC Reports
on the biological effe;ts of atomid radiation [56, 56] reflected the views
of qualified geneticists that a total dose of 50 reins up to the mean re-
productive age of 30 years was acceptable for the occupational case,
This opinion contained the assumption that genetic damage is ac-
cumulated in d&rect proportion to. accumulated dose, independent of
dose delivery pattern, a situation which is no longer accepted. The age-
proration formula was, responsive to this position in the sense that 5
reins per year, intermittently delivered, would seem to impose no
somatic problem (as then visualized) and would be respo.nsive to the
genetic. limit, in the sense that (30 - 18) x 5 reins, or 60 reins, was
sufficiently conmpatible with the suggested So re-ms2;

(187) Use of age-proration instead of. a firm annual limit of 5 reins
had the advantage of de-emphasizing the "sanctity" of a specific aninial
limit, Continuation of the previously used limit of 3 reins in a quarter
had the effect of setting a maximum annual allowance of '12 reins for.
some individuals. In 1958 the NCRP stated that the allowance of 12.
eims in any one year should not be encouraged as a. part of routine

operations but rather as an allowable but unusual condition. The practi-
cal application of the age-proration formula has therefore been, in
effect.,

(a) a "prospective" dose equiivalent limit of 5 reins per year aver-
aged over several years with (b) a proviso that if in retrospect the
actual dose equivalent in a given year proves to be about double that

Technically these shoild now be written as dose equiValents.
"The original statement also apecdisd a limit of 0. rem 'or rany 7 consecutive

days, but this part received very little attention.
CorrectLy, 50 R, not 50 rems, in the ouignal.
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amount, no deviation from sound protection is implied. However, such
deviations should be considered unusual

(188) If the effect of the age-proration formula has been correctly

analyzed, it appears appropriate to recommend for whole body irradi-

ation a maximum prospective annual permissible dose equivalent of 5

reins. The age-proration formula is then retained as a guide to limit

accumulated dose equivalent, with no penalty if the retrospective dose

equivalent in any one year exceeds the prospective dose equivalent limit
by a factor of about two. The current review has established clearly
that the cumulative effect of low-LET radiation on man, either in ge-
netic or somatic manifestations, is not strictly proportional to accumu-
lated dose in all cases. For low-LEET radiation, the potential effect is
believed to be minimized if each exposure occurs at both low dose and

low dose rate. At low dose rates, evidence indicates that the effect may
be proportional to accumulated dose, however, the rate of increase is
much less than for high doses and dose rates. A basic criterion is conse-
quently that all dose increments should be held to lowest practicable
levels of dose and dose rate. Various administrative strategies may be
used to approximate this requirement.

Administrative Variationg

(189) Administrative control of exposure may vary considerably, the

needs in a laboratory handling high levels of activity or in a reactor
installation, for example, being possibly quite different from those in

a medical clinic. Freedom to arrive at sensible control, responsive to
basic criteria, is encouraged. Planned restriction of annual dose equiv-
alent to less than the prescribed maximum prospective limit is ap-
propriate as a means of reducing the number of cases retrospectively
exceeding that limit. Under no circumstances should such administrative
limits be interpreted as valid absolute limits, nor should regulatory
bodies so interpret them. It m4y also be appropriate to use control pe-

riodd of less than one year. Monthly limits may be appropriate if this

coincides with a monitoring period. A quarterly control period has
been widely used and found convenient to prevent undue clumping of

dose increments. Some earlier limits msed by the NCRP and others will
no longer be recommended. These include such expressions as "dose in
any seven consecutive days," -when a weekly limit was recommended or

"dose in any consecutive 13 weeks" for a quarterly limit. These de-
vices arose from a desire to dikcourage artificial clumping of dose on
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the lost day- of one defined period and the first day of the next, for
instance. They afforded an inference of willful manipulation- of control
that rarely arises, and forced an undesirable short-term measurement
system (e.g., daily, instead of weekly, for the first example).

Future Developments

(W0) There are certain trends in the. developing knowledge of radia-
tion effects that seem to point to the possibility of substantial changes
in basic criteria within perhaps the next decade. The NCRP baa given
careful attention to some of these and has determined that it is proba-
bly unwise to introduce these concepts into practical recommendations
at this time. 'Some of the points judged closest to acceptance are briefly
reviewed here:

I. As. indicated in the discussion of cataract induction, the present
evidence for the mouse lens shows RBE values for very low doses
of neutrons that currently reach 100. Theoretical curves can be
generated in which RBE would presgunably approach infinity as
the applied doses approach zero. Whereas one might tend normally
to discount there being a significant damage effect of very loW
dose, it seems from the- same mouse experiments that the radia,
tion really shortens the time at which disability (in this case,
cataract) appears. The extension of these views to cataract in
man or more broadly to other defects in man is not yet justified,
but they do encourage an especially conservative approach to
neutron irradiation.

2. I)rawn from the above example, a reasonable alternative interpre-
tation may be that the quantitative effect of neutron irradiation
per rad is minimally dependent on the dose and dose rate pattern
of delivery. if by a recovery process, the effect of low-LET radia-
tion diminished steadily at lower dose and dose rate, the saige
RBE pattern as described above would arise. However, in this
case., the real issue might be that maximum permissible doses for
low-LET radiation given in a conservative dose. and dose rate
regimen are far more conservative than heretofore believed. In
effect, if good data existed for high-LET irradiations, they would
provide a more stable base for RBE observations and derived QF
calculations,

3. The recognition of recovery processes for low-LET irradiations
indicates that it is as logical to have a modifying factor responsive
to dose increment.for x or gamma radiation as it now is to have a
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-modifying factor (QF) responsive to LET. it is premature to
quantify such a modifying factor, although there are some cases
iW which the effects at low dose rate are about % to 1/6 tho-e at
high dose rate, other things being equal.

4. Possibly within a decade, a plausible system of non-linear addi-
tion of dose components to form a dose equivalent may be pre-
sented. Such a scheme might well have one factor proportional to
the square of the low-LET dose component added to a linear term
for the high-LET component.
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Chapter 7. Specifie Protection
Concepts or Standards

Signficance of 1Recognizability of Biological Change

(191) Dose limiting recommendations contain a criterion equivalent
to requiring. "avoidance of appreciable bodily injury." Necessary as-
sumption of a non-threshold concept implies that some effect may
occur at any dose. Genetic effcctsa presumed to be predominantly del-
eterious, may be experimentally undetectable except by long-range
sophisticatedi statistical studies. Conversely, in some somatic tissues,
refined detection methods may show changes which need not be classed
as injury because of redundancy in cells and tissues and their fuhctions.
Avoidance of observable biological change may be! neither a necessary
nor suficient criterion. A more subtle and indiect line of reasoning to
derive acceptable standards may be needed. For population genetic ef-
fects, the reasoning may be based on the acceptance of some nominal
but slight deviation from normal mutation rates. For somatic effects in
individuals, the criteria probably depend in much more complex fash-
ion on the nature of the tissues and organs irrmliated and the level and
rate of irradiation. The significance of these structures with regard to
the economy of the organism is very important, and the geneal inter,-
play between various timues is involved as well. The age and general

condition of the exposed. individual and a host of other biological, con- i
ditions can be important elements. It is necessary to seek simplifica-
tions by focusing attention on various tissues whose imadiation sets the
exposure limits for particular sets of circumstances.

Critical Organs and Tissues

(192) in the original context,' the material on "critioal organs and
effects' was summarized as follows.

"Experience has shown that certain organs are partkularly vul-;

"Bee page 70 of NCRP Report .o. 17 [1].

72
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nerable. The following organs and potential late effects are con-
sidered critical from the point of view of protection: (a) Skin with
respect to cancer, (b) blood-forming organs largely with respect to
leukemia, (o) gonads with respect to impairment of fertility, and
(d) eyes with respect to cataracts."

* more extensive ICRP discussion reads, in part [59]:
'UI the case of approximately uniform irradiation of the wholk
body, the greatest hazard to health (of the individual or of his
descendants) will be due to irradiation of particular tissues or
organs; these tissues are referred to as 'critical' for the case of uni-
form exposure of the whole body. Also, with exposure of the whole
body the maximum number of cells is irradiated and for a given
dose there is a maximum probability that damage may occur to a
single cell, or group of cells, resulting in malignancy or other ef-
fects. Dose limitation for an individual is determined mainly by the
dose that can be regarded as acceptable for the most critical tis-
sues which, in these recommendations are taken to be the red bone-
marrow, the gonads and, with xegard to radiation of high lET
the lenses of the eyes. For pregnant women, dose limitation is de-
termined by possible effeets on the foetus.

"When the various body tissues or organs are unequally exposed,
the irradiation of one organ or tissue will be of greatest importance
on account of the dose that it receives, its sensitivity to radiation,
or the importance to health of any damage that results. This tis-
sue or organ is referred to as the critical one under the particular
circumstances. Dose limitation for the individual is determined by
the dose regarded as acceptable for this tissue or organ. For inter-
nal dose calculations the critical organ is the organ in which dam-
age from a given internally deposited radionuclide results in the
greatest body injury. This is usually, but not always, assumed to
be the body organ in which there is the greatest concentration of
the radionuclide."

These usages involve a fairly broad range of interpretations of "criti-
cal," At the one end a critical organ is one of unusually high radio-
sensitivity. At the other end it may be an organ such as the thyroid
whose uptake of radioiodine causes it to reach by far the highest con-
centration and absorbed dose. An attempt was made. to differentiate
these oases by calling the first class "critical" and the second class "lim-
iting" or "dose-limiting." It was decided that such changes in terminol-
ogy would be confusing and unproductive. For the development of pro-
tection guides, the concept of identifying the minimum number of or-
gans and. tissues that are limiting for dose consideration is the. essential
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simplifyig step. For general irradiation of the whole body, such critical
organs and *issues are:

1. gonads (fertility, genetic effects)
2. blood-forming organs, or specifically red bone marrow (leukemia)
3. lets of the eye (catircts)

For ztemnal irraiation of restricted parts of the: body, an addit onal
critical organ may be:

4. skin ("k cancer)
For irradiation from internally deposited sources alone or combined
with irradiations from external sources, additional limiting organs are
determined more by the metabolic pathways of invading nuelid'e, their
6oncentration in organs, and their effective residence times, than by
some inherent sensitivity factors. They include:

I..igstrointeCtnal tract
2. lung
a. bone
4.thyroid
&. kidney, spleen, pancreas, or prostate
6. muscle t6pue or fatty tissue.
(193) The validity of a limiting organ Oelection is not. always as

a Prmp evident as is often assumed. For example, in the simplest case
of whole body external "mdiation, the three choices given in paragraph
1M2 assume that consideration of nonspecific life shorteming, whidh by
definition is not referable to a specific oigan, is not the overriding fac-
tor. For thosebeyond the age of reproduction, the gonads oease to be
limiting organs. If there chould eventually prove to be a practical
threshold for leukemia induotion in occupational iruinstances of low
dose and dose rate acquisitions only, some nonspecifio life-shortening
factor might indbd become controlling. It is also conceivable that -at
some stage of understanding, the potential Ior a totality of laWe tusnors
far ezceeding that for leukemia alone could be signisnt, For radio-
nuclides as internal sources, the region of maximum deposition, and
therefore of dose at one particular time, is -not necessarily the limiting
org9W. For plutonium as an invader of the lung it is not necessarily
predictable whether the limiting organ will be thelung itself, the lymph
nodes, or some other organ. Alsom, the total dose from external and in;.
ternal s0urces should be considered in all cases. The sense of a definable
critical or limiting organ may be obscured if one individual were simul-
taneously loaded with deposits affecting many of the lited orgaUn.
Fortunately, praotical irradiation patterns tend to be confined in many
cases either to external sources or to intake of one specific radionuclide.
Criteria appropriate for controlled situations may be dubious or totally
invalid for major overexponres as in radiation accidents.
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For persons of reproductive capability and for cdnerations
radiation effecta on future generations, the gonads are anti-

orgns. The relevant absorbed dose is the sum of that due to ex-
radiation and internal radiation from nuclides within the gonads
iradiation range of the gonads.

S95) Apart from population genetics, the pnads are the critioal
for the individual with respect,to possible impairment of fertil-

S.sd production of defective children from selective deposition of
onuclides in or near ovary or -estes. For whole body iradiation,
aedjal information indicates a sensitivity of the gonads compars-

with, but not exceeding, that 6f the blood forming organs

d FPonmni Organs

96) Tissue of the hematopoietic system is especially significant as
.4al system under conventional occupational exposure conditions.
a customary exposure ranges, it has to be assumed that the 3noi-

oe of leukemia may be increased as described in Chapter 4 (see par-
pb, 111-114). Irradiations to be considered include whole body or

1ody external irradiation and emissions from fixed radionu-
and those circulating in the blood. For the purposes of absorbed

.calulation, and especially for alpha particle emittgs in bone, the
Sobiological target is taken to be the red bone marrow.aý

97) The skin may be considered a subordinate limiting tissue
exposure to penetrating radiation is usually highest at or near the
loy. and external radiation of low to moderate penetration irri-

akin far more than gonads or bone marrow. A practical factor is
p on to use the hands for manipulating radioactive sources.

..kin is subject to cancer formation after rlatively severe skin dam-
It may be assumed, however, that late neoplasms of the akin are
ble even when there is no observable early injury. For comparable

tial) absorbed doses, the incidence of neoplasia of the skin is
es than that of neoplasia (Ieukemia) of the hematopoietic strauc-

o most alphs particle emittem deposited in bone, the bone itself myv be the
ndhg critical organ, with repect to bone canoer.
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Lem of the Eye

(198) Experimentation with animals, particularly mice, has indi-
cated an exceptionally large RBE of high-LET radiation for lenticular
opacification at low doses. This high RBE may be due in part to unique
characteristics of the lens, perhaps to its relatively hypoxic condition;
However, because of the nature of dose-effect curves for low- and high-
LET radiations in most biological systems, -he RBE for high-LET ra-
diation increases with decreasing dose. In the animal experiments it has
been possible to observe unambiguous effects on the lens at doses lower
than those for any other mammalian system, and the fact that observa-
tions were made at low doses is believed to account mainly for the high
RBE values seen. It is quite possible that other late effects might be
seen at low doses, should sufficiently detailed observations be made in
large enough animal populations. In this case the high RBE for the lens
would not be a unique characteristic of this organ.

(199) The application to man of observations on the small animal
lens is questionable since there are no data that firmly establish either
similar radiosensitivity or comparable RBE at low doses. But until
there is further resolution, this possibility should not be dismissed. Of
the well-documented late effects of radiation on man, leukemia and
cataracts have been observed at doses lower than those producing skin 4
scarring and cancer or bone tumors. It must be assumed that some in-
crease in the incidence of these and other late effects in man does occur
at low doses. Consequently, one cannot exclude either effects at low
doses, or high RBE values at these low doses in the human being. In
view of these possibilities it is considered advisable to assume that the ¶
lens is a critical organ not only for high-LET radiation but also for low-
LET radiation.

(200) Cataract of the eye is a well known effect in therapeutic ir-
radiations in the general region of the eyeý requiring special shielding
precautions whenever possible. It is a potential effect to be studied
carefully after major accidental exposures, especially to neutron beams
from cyclotrons, reactors, etc.

Thyroid

(201) The thyroid gland is most distinctly the limiting organ in oases
of uptake of the various radionuclides of iodine. Because of the large
use of radioiodine for various studies, and because iodine may be an ia-
portant radionuclide in nuclear energy activities, both civilian and mill-

I
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tary, it is possible that the thyroid may receive relatively large doses.
Irradiation of children also calls for special consideration of this gland.

indi-
,ular
iique Other Organs

tion. (202) As listed in paragraph 192, internal deposition of various ra-
iigh- dionuclides calls into play many other limiting organs. Detailed dis-
ra- cussion is left to other NCRP reports. Bone has a unique position as a
has limiting organ because of the experience with radium depositions, and

the fact that many radionuclides give a much higher dose to the skele-
irva- ton than to other parts. Detailed dosimetric understanding of the ra-
high dium cases L12] continues to be quite difficult, despite extensive carefulIt bebe in work. Permissible limits for deposition of radium and other bone-
lens seekers continue to be derived in terms of deposited, amounts rather
lthan dose per se. Such limits fall outside a framework in which external

and internal contributions to dose can be evaluated on a common scale.
ither The defining doses on which limits are based do not seem to be widely
ntilr different. Thus, despite the lack of a true common scale, significant dis-

Otif crepancies !n the application of the two sets of criteria are not antici-
Od pated. As an example, the permissible burden of 0.1 ILCi 225Ra with

ain 30% of its daughters is generally equated in a reference 70 kg man with
&i a mean skeletal dose rate of about 3 rads per year or 30 reins per year

,n- (see paragraph 116).
ýcr

r- In
tthe Specifieation of Dose Receivedlow-
Uir- General Approach

g~d (03) In radiobiological experimentation care can be exercised to as-
sure exposure conditions that give relatively uniform, definable and
measurable doses. Even then the statement of absorbed dose is not al-
ways easy. It is not surprising, then, that protection dosimetry related
to the low dose increments, random geometry of the sources with respect
to the body, range of radiation types potentially available, and other
characteristics of conventional occupational or environmental irradia-

es tion is a difficult matter. The first technical objective is to obtain the
ge best realistically feasible knowledge of the absorbed dose in the relevant

limiting tissues or organs when the doses are near or above the MPD.
Direct measurement of dose in the region of interest is usually impracti-
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cal. Calculation of absorbed dose for external irradiation generally in-
volves some measurement on the exposed person (personnel monitor-
ing), and knowledge of the ambient radiation both as to radiation
quality and quantity (area monitoring). These measurements are com-
bined with additional data such as phantom measurements to derive
estimates of the absorbed dose at the critical organs. For internal
sources, the absorbed dose must be calculated from measured or in-
ferred concentrations of the radionuclides in the organs, In some cases,
the reliability of dose assessment exceeds that achievable for external
radiation; in others, the dosimetry is very difficult.

(204) Components of absorbed dose obtained in these steps must be
multipled by appropriate quality factors (see paragraph 212 et seq.)
to estimate a dose equivalent for each critical organ. Integrated dose
equivalents must be obtained over acceptable time periods. Such -periods
depend, for occupational exposures, on administrative controls and
might be, for example; one month, one calendar quarter, or one year.
Broad simplifications are needed at each step in dose assessment, but
th'ese must be made in such a direction that the net bias is safely on the
conservative side.

(205) The collective sense of these simplifications is to provide rea-
sonably good dose specification for precisely those cases for which the
best experience is available. More esoteric exposure conditions will tend
to acquire compounded inherent. safety factors. It should be noted that
compounding over eucceasive steps can lead to overstatement of pre-
.sumed hazard bp quite large factors. Utilization of radiation may in-
deed be substantially impeded in such cases. If these cases do have prac-
tical significance, there is a natural incentive to organize studies to
develop improved data permitting closer specificity in the affected
cases.

Significant Volume for Protection Dose Specification

(206) Simplifications in practice hinge largely on reporting a single
representativi protection dose for a limiting organ system even when
tht actual irradiation is grossly non-uniform. The representative dose
is taken as the highest that can be obtained by averaging over a pre-
scribed signiftcant volume. The implication of this concept, or at least
the convention that is followed, is that any redistribution of a given
dose within such a volume does not materially alter the radiation re-
sponse. It is usually assumed that the "significant volume" should be
of the order of one cubic centimeter. This will be grossly conservative
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der most circumstances, and in special situations use of a larger vol-
ie is justified.

nificant Area 1or Protection Dose Specification

207) There will be some cases in which selection of a significant
ume is inappropriate. Most notably these will include cases where
radiation agent is an alpha particle emitter deposited in thin sheets.
an example, the deposition of radon daughter products on the bron-
)epithelial lining of the lungs is a case in which the effective xadia-

field is virtually two-dimensional only. In such cases, one may
isibly consider a eionifJzant area of tissue surface, perhaps equally
trarily taken as one square centimeter. Realistic modeling of such
s suggests a much smaller region as the reasonable effective target.
W08) The significant area for skin irradiations can reasonably vary
, the nature of the exposure. External radiation of low penetration
d reasonably be averaged over a one square centimeter area, The
h of the reference area is normally taken as at the mass thickness
mg per cm 2, the outer horny layer being biologically inert. Where
al sensitive manipulation, as in implantation of radium needles,
,e proved necessary, the dose might logically be averaged over the
re. Radioactive contamination of the skin has been assayed over
cm2 area. This practice presumably dates back to times when small
uring probes -were not availablv. There now seems no justification
significant area in excess of 5 cme for such cases.

SSpecial Cases

Q) The lens of the eye can be considered as a target whose cross
n is less than 1 cm2 or whose volume is considerably less than I
The total lens is the, significant target in all ordinary circum-
!a. However, if an intense radiation beam of small cross section
i the eye (accident case), the objective of dose specification would
%verage the dose over the more or less cylindrical volume defined
,t cross section and the thickness of the lens in the beam direction.
)) The NCRP has arbitrarily used 10 percent of the volume of
gan as the significant volume for irradiation of the gonads, There
me cases in which choice of a significant volume or area is vir-
meaningless, For example, if a single particle of radioactive ma-
ixed in either lung or lymph node may be carcinogenic, the aver-
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aging of dose either over the lung, or over one- cbic ceiti ter nay
have little to do with the case. Use of significant volumes or areas must
be looked on as one of the round-off devices which in special oists must
give way to detailed study.

Radiation Exposure Status of an Individual

(211) A,. person's radiation exposure status may be expressed by an
index which is the ratio of his actual to his allowed exposure. It has
often been applied to accumulated dose under the age-proration for-
maula, Collectively, the pattern of these indices may 'be used as one
measure of the effectiveness of a control program. As applied to an in-
dividual radiation exposure st.atus needs to be treated. with caution on
several counts. For many people, a whole battery of indices relative to
separate permissible limits -would be needed. Normally, the crude ap-
proximation to whole body dose from external I and gamma radiation
as recorded by a film badge or ajil means is "the only measure con-
verted to an index. If an index is numerically low, absolutely no license
to "catch up" is implied. Conversely, if an index exceeds uity, it doe
not necemarily follow that "appreciable bodily injury" Us occurred
nor that the employee should be removed from radiation work. Occa-
sions on which an index exceeds unity are sufficiently rare that each
may and should be handled as a special case. Dedisoh as to .etention
on, or temporary or permanent. removal from, radiation work because a
person exceeded his permissible dose should be on an individial basis.
They should contain deqisio.n by phiysuians and professional associ-
ates -and cannot be rigidly legislated.

Quality Factor

Quaiiti Factor as a Practical Madifer jar M~E Effects-

(212) The NCRP agrees With the ICRU's decision (28], and the
statemnt of the joint ICP/ICRU Committee on -BE [60], restrict-
ihg the term RBE -t radiobiology and introducing another name for
a modifying factor responsive to LET. Thus, quality factor (QF)2 is

- 8ymbolinm may change in, the near future to a more conventional format with
kW ga lette repmsentation of ea.h entity.
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a multiplier correcting for LET dependence of biological effect when
absorbed doses are modified to a common scale for all ionizing zadia.
tions (see paragraph 92). In the interest of uniformity, the following
relationship between quality factor (QF) and stopping power (LET.)
which is recommended by the ICRP [59] for conventional protection
calculation is accepted:II

LET.

3.5 or tse n
7 2

53 10
175 20

For refined calculations, these data may be used to obtain a continuous
function QF(L) plotted against L (LET.,). If D(L) is similarly the
alsorbed dose as a function of L, the dose equivalent (DE) (60] be-
comes:

DE=f D(L).QF(L) dL

if the quality factor is the only modifying factor.
(213) The number of cases in which this relationship between QF

and LET, need be utilized is very small and is principally related to
protection around high energy accelerators generating particles at en-
ergies of about 20 MeV and above. Cases requiring the closest attention
are those with potential exposure to neutron spectra in the absence of
a substantial gamma-ray contribution. NCRP Report No. 38, Protec-
tion Against Neutron Radiation [61] provides suitable data which is
given here in Table 4. For all practical purposes, if the total flux density
of neutrons of energy less than 10 keV is assigned a QF of 3 and the
total flux density of faster neutrons is assigned a QF of 10, the resultant
error will be small, and normally on the safe side. In fact, a QF of 10
applied to the total neutron flux across the board is always acceptable
but may be unduly conservative if the neutron spectrum is predomi-
nantly of very low average energy and the component of dose from
neutrons is a substantial fraction of the total Somewhat similar con-
siderations can be applied to rounded off QF values for protons. A QF
value of 10 can be considered conservative. For very high energy pro-
tons, say from 100 MeV on up, the LET becomes sufficiently small that
the QF falls essentially to unity.
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2.6 X O'" (theal) 2 68
1I Xo 2_ 680
1 X 10-' 2 560

1 X0'1 2 M80
1 x. 1Mr 2 68O
Ix 10- 2.3 700
I X W1  7.5 118
5 X 16" . 7
1 U i9
2.8 9 20
5 B 16
7 7 17

10 6.6 17
14 7.6 12
20 8 Ii
40 7 10
60 6.5 11
1XiC0 4 14
2 X 10 3.5 13
3 X 10' 3.5 11
4 X 100 3.5 10

SMaximum, value of WiF In a 30-cm phantom.

PfticaL QWit FaCtor

(214) Although the dose equivalent for particular situations is prop-
erly determined by the method of paragraph 212, it is convenient for-
quick and rough calculations to have a table of practical quality, factors
referable to the types of photons and particles involved. Table 5 is one
form of this simplification.

Other Modifh FPacor.

(215) Biological effect in a limiting organ may be fiurther Inffuenced
by nonuniform spatial distribution of irradiation. This may be due to
geometric limitation of an external beam (rare in practical proteotion)
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TiAxx 5--Prachcal p~aZ~4, Jectav

R ia"Lam Type lRoomed QO

X rays, gamms rays, electrons or positrons, En- I
ergy > 0.03 MeV

Electrons or positrons, EnerW <0.03 MeY
Neutrons, Energy <10 keV 3
Neutrons, Energy >10 keV 10
Protons 1-10b
Alpha particles 1-20
Fission fragments, recoil nuclei 20

&In 1966 the ICRP recommended a value of 1.7 for the QF of
low energy electrons or protons 169J.. We believe that a rounded
value of 1 is more commensurate with the accuracy of our
knowledge and the requirements of radiation protection. (In
1969 the ICRP amended its 1966 recommendations, specifying
that the QF should be taken as I for all f", r, e", - and x radia-
tions, and for conversion electrbns [621.)

b Use the higher value for round-off or calculate by the. meth-
ods of ICRP Publication 4 [63).

or, more generally, to nonuniform distribution of internally deposited
nuclides. For the purposes of this report, the zationale of such a factor
will be accepted. However, its usefulness in radiation protection is un-
certain. Any practical use will be restricted to special cases of internal
deposition, the elaboration of which has been left to other NCItP Scien-
tific Committees.

(216) ICRP Publication 9 [59] introduced a special modifying fac-
tor (ranging up to 3) for use when the lens of the eye is irradiated with
high-LET radiation. In view of remaining uncertainties (see paragraph
198) it is here recommended that, for the present, the eye be considered
to be a critical organ for which the QF is the same as for all other or-
gans."

Dose Equivalent

(217) The continuation of a common language for the addition of
dose contributions in reins, formerly expressed as RBE dose, is made in
terms of the following statement on dose equivalent taken verbatim
from ICRU Report No. 11 [28]:

In its 1969 meeting the ICRP deleted the modifying factor of a for the eye
1623.
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"1. For protection purposes it is useful to define a quantity which

will be termed the 'dose equivalent' (DE).
2. (DE) is defined as the product of absorbed dose D, quality fac-

tor (QF), dose distribution factor (DF) and other necessary
modifying factors. DE = D(QF) (DF) ....

3, The unit of dose equivalent is the 'rem.' The dose equivalent is
numerically equal to the absorbed dose in rads multiplied by the
appropriate modifying factors."

In general discussions one will normally be concerned with "permis-
sible dose equivalents,"" "dose. equivalent limits," and so on, rather than
with "permissible doses" and "dose limits." In practice where radia-
tion protection considerations are clearly involved, confusion is un-
likely and the awkwardness of using "dose equivalent" will probably
lead to the use of "dose." The NCRP recognizes the convenience of such
usage if due care is exercised.

Determinadon of Dose Equivalent from Monitoring Results

(218) Information on the dose equivalent to critical organs is de-
rived from personnel monitoring by film badges, ionization chambers,
thermoluminescent devices, etc., from determinations of deposited ra-
dionuclides, based on whole body counting or'analysis of urine or other
samples, and from routine area monitoring or special surveys. In vir-
tually no case is a complex dose equivalent obtained directly. Methods
of making adequate determinations are discussed in other NCRP re-
ports. Here, only the broad principles of methodology are covered.

Personnel Monitoring

(219) Irradiation measurement and its evaluation are of central in-
portance to the determination of the effectiveness of a radiation pro-
tection program. It involves the comparison of the dose equivalent
which is, or which may be, received by individuals, with the established
maximum permissible dose equivalents (MPD) (see paragraph 211).
The importance of the comparison usually results from legal or admin-
istrative needs when the exposure is within or does not greatly exceed
the permissible limits, It is generally conceded that dose equivalents
at about the level of the MPD can be developed within about a factor
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b of two for external exposure&2T For internal exposures, the accuracy
may occasionally be greater, but typically will be much less. At higher
doses such as may occur during emergency procedures or in accidents,

ry a more accurate determination of dose is needed. At lower doses, ac-
curacy may decrease rapidly, but so, fortunately, does the biological

is significance of the induced effects, if any. The NCRP has stated previ-
ie ously that personnel monitoring shall be performed for each occupa-

tionally exposed individual for whom there is a reasonable possibility
I- of receiving a dose exceeding one-fourth of the applicable MPD [25].
n Such a statement properly implies that accurate dose equivalent deter-
k- minations below one-fourth of the MPD are not required.
L- (220) Typical film badges, pocket ionization chambers, or thermo-
ly luminescent dosimeters yield an adequate approximation to the ab-
Lh sorbed dose from commonly occurring radiations delivered to the body

surface close to the monitor. Separate readings for various radiation
types-elerons, x rays or gamma rays with an approximate analysis
of their spectral range, and neutrons-may be required. For each type,
an approximate relationship between the surface absorbed dose and the
dose equivalent to the appropriate limiting organs, may be deduced
from phantom measurements to which quality factors are applied. As
a practical matter, the relationship for any one set of working condi-
tions tends to be more or less constant and such that the value indicated
by the measuring device (corrected by a quality factor for high-LET

B components) approximates or more likely exceeds the required dose
is-equivalent.

e- (221) There are numerous pitfalls when stray beams are narrow and
may not intercept the recording devices involved. Good radiation pro-
tection practice rarely tolerates the presence of such beams. In other
cases, readings depend on whether a broad beam is involved or there
is uniform irradiation from all directions. Obviously, if the film badge
is worn on the chest and the radiation is always incident on the back,
a meaningless record is obtained. The range of typical circumstances

- bhas to be reviewed in each work area, with the disposition of measuring
0- devices made reasonable for the nature of the work. Many occupa-
at, tional exposures, both in medicine and industry, occur in all kinds and

ad geometries of radiation fields and represent a most difficult assessment
problem. Some circumstances may require separate meters worn on the
fingers or the forehead (near the eyes). In any case, the raw data from

t 'IThe raw data normaily reported from typical film badge records do not neces-
or sarily provide the required values, without considerable awdliary information (see
or paragraphs 220, 221).
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these various meters are likely to have very little significance in terms
of true absorbed dose unless supplemented by explicit or at least infer-
ential knowledge 6f the conditions under which they were obtained.
These and other monitoring problems will be covered in a forthcoming
NCQR report on monitoring methods and instrumentation.28

Special Examinations and Whole Body Counters,

(222) The amounts of some gamma-emitting nuclides deposited in
the body can be measured fairly accurately with .whole body counters.
These measurements, coupled with knowledge of the typical metabolic
distribution patterns, permit. approximate calculation of the limiting
organ dose equivalents. The relationship is more difficult to establish
when the deposited amounts must be inferred from the small fractions
eliminated in urine or other excreta. One is compelled to accept the re-
sults given by the best available technology. In the case of insoluble,
pure alpha-emitting substances in the lung, methodology for direct
measurement is notably defective. Fortunately, indirect approximate
values can be inferred in many cases from the measurement of nuclide
concentrations in the ambient air.

Area Monitoring

(223) Readings need to be obtained of the components of external
radiation. These can be related to the dose equivalents that a person's
organs would receive at the same locations. Usually, only a few fixed
radiation monitors can be used. When the radiation field is highly non-
uniform, fixed monitor data must be supplemented by readings obtained
by use of portable survey instruments. Substantial errors in translation
to the expected dose equivalent in individuals can be tolerated when
experience shows that accumulated dose equivalent in a given time pe-
riod is a small fraction of the MPD for that period, particularly when
monitor readings tend to lead to overstatements of the doses actually
received, as they usually do.

(224) The contribution of irradiation from internal deposition, which

"In the above condensed approach, numerous legitimate alternatives to various
cam have been omitted. Preferences among such alternatives as may be identified
in the forthcoming report should not be construed as basic disagreement with the
summazy given herm.
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SUMMATION OF RESULTS 87

most frequently comes from inhalation, is monitored by comparing
measured concentrations in air of separate nuclides against their cor-
responding maximum permissible concentrations.

Summation of Results

(225) When the annual summation of estimated dose equivalents,

derived from the products of absorbed dose components by the proper
quality factors and other modifiers, is appreciably less than 5 reins, it
may be accepted as a satisfactory record. When the annual summation
approaches 5 reins, the validity of the approximations may deserve
some further study, and when it exceeds 5 reins, say, 7 or 8 or more,
detailed investigation of the rounded-off conversion steps may be ap-
propriate.

(226) In field practice, those cases that accumulate dose components
from many diverse sources are the most troublesome. Experience shows
that perhaps 90 percent or so of all cases have only one main contribu-
tor to dose. In that case, refinement of attempts to measure that one
component may be in order, with an arbitrary addition of (say) 10
percent to the recorded dose equivalent to cover the remaining compo-
nents. As an example, an atomic energy plant might choose to regulate
conditions such that dose equivalent from external radiation does not
exceed 4 rems annually. Experience may have shown that in the ab-
sence of definable accidents, an internal contribution to whole body
(or critical organ) irradiation amounting to more than say 0.5 rem an-
nually is incredible, although precise individual registration of dose
equivalent from internal sources might be very difficult. Under this
format, no employee would unknowingly accumulate a total dose-
equivalent above 5 rems in a year.



T
Chapter 8. Dose-Limiting

Recommendations and
Guidance for Special Cases

Occupational Exposure

(227) At the present time, no inflexle numerical criteria governing
radiation wposure can be given. Numerical limits to ranges of permis-
sible dose equivalents have to be offered as guidance with the under-
standing that interpretation may vary, sometimes widely, from situa-
tion to situation. Modifications of the maximum permissible values
recommended here may be justified because of social, teernical, and
economic factors provided they are designed in a competent fashion,
are properly made known to those affected by the modifications, and
conform with the general principles set forth in this report. As a gen-
eral guide, all radiation exposure should be held to the lowest praati-
cable level both as to dose equivalent and dose equivalent accumulation
rate (see paragraph 178).

(228) Maximum permissible dose equivalents in this section are
those incurred under occupationd! circumstances. They exclude:

1. Conribun from background radiation.
For about 90 percent of the people exposed, the added occupa-
tional dose is comparable with the background dose [18]. Nor-
mally, both are measured by relatively crude methods on the
same recording device and are rarely distinguishable at lower
levels.

L. Contribution, from man-made devices outuide the occupational
environment.
The dose from such equipment as TV sets is normally not re-
corded on personnel monitoring devices. It should be a small
fraction of the natural radiation. Indirect contributions in this
category include such things as radiations from fallout and the
environmental radiations from nuclear plants.

8. Contributions from mposures in the healing arts.

i8

55,-
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Although these contributions are not included in the formulation,
their omission is usually not important in occupational exposure,
since experience shows that the average employee's medical and
dental exposure is much less than the occupational limit. In other
oases, the needs of the individual for the medical procedure may
have to take precedence although even in such a case, every rea-
sonable effort must be made to minimize unnecessary or medically

s• unproductive exposure.
Dose equivalents for exposures of occupational origin are always in-
tended to include all components of radiation of occupational origin,
whether external or internal. In practice, as mentioned in paragraph
226, in most cases there is one dominant contributor to the total dose
equivalent, and a good measuring system, responsive to that feature, is
recommended.b gove-&n0

s of permis-
the under- Whole Body Occupational Exposure from AD Sourcessitus-

ible values
hnical, and Prospective Armual Limit6tfahon,'tifns, and (229) The maximum permissible prospective dose equivalent for

tiAs a gen- whole body irradiation from all occupational sources shall be 5 reins in

west praoti- any one year. For the purposes of this recommendation, the critical or-
iecunulation gans are considered to be the gonads, the lens of the eye, and red bone
r marrow.

:section are
elude: Retrospective Annual Occupational Dose Equivalent

ded occups- (230) There will be occasions when the measured or estimated actual
e [18]. Nor- dose equivalent exceeds the prospective limit of 5 rems in a year. No
hods on the deviation from sound protection is implied if the retrospective dose
1le at lower equivalent does not exceed 10 to 12 reins for dose increments well dis-

tributed over time or even 15 reins for exceptionally well-distributed
occupatiomal increments (see paragraph 232). Repetition of retrospective dose equiv-

alents in excess of planned limits is controlled by the long-term occupa-
ally not re- tional accumulated dose equivalent (paragraph 231).
be a small
dions in this

lout and the Long-Tem Accumulaion
(231) Long-term'accumulation of combined whole body dose equiva-

lent (assessed in the gonads, lens of the eye or red bone marrow) shall
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not exceed 5 reins multiplied by the number of years of age beyond 1S,
i.e., maximum accumilated dose equivalent = (N - 18) X 5 reins,,
where N is the age in years and is greater than 18.

Pattern of Dose Accumulti•m

(*•) Dose equivalents for exposures of occupational origin are al-
ways intended to include all components of radiation of occupational
origin, whether external or internal. In principle, the dose to the "whole
body," to any critical organ or to any other organ should not exceed the
applicable maximum permissible dose equivalents. The difficulty, if
not impossibility, of making such. determinations accurately, when
complex irradiation patterns exist, is recognized. When conditions are
such that the irradiation would approach the designated dose for a
year or longer, competent evaluation and control should be provided.
In practice, as mentioned in paragraph 226, there is frequently one
dominant contributor to the total dose equivalent, and a good meas-
uring system responsive to that feature is recommended with an allow-
ance made for the other contributions. If such a pattern does not apply,
administrative limits on a shorter time base than one year may be ap-
propriate. A typical limit of this nature is 3 reins per calendar quarter.

Comment

(233) For reasons given w Chapter 6, the annual prospective limit
is set out first. The terminology of prospective Limit and retrospective
atual dose eqwvalent is introduced to emphasize once again that all
numerical limits are guides, and that exceeding a planned limit is not
necemarily improper. The well established age-proration formula is
retained as a control against repeated psaing of the prospectlve limit.
The assumption of some form of randomized pattern of dose aexump-
lation is made an integral part of the framework. By m1agizing the
merits of low dose and low doae rate acquisitions, the need for " rter
time limit controls is indicated only when dose increments cannot be
restricted to low dose and dose rate acquisitions. In the relatively small
number of cases in which occupational exposure is predominantly
caused by high-LET radiation, very conservative exposure practice is
recommended, because these eases will not share the recovery proc-
emes now believed to apply to low-LET exposurem at low dose and
dose rate.
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Occupational Exposure of the Skin

(234) The maximum permissible dose equivalent to unlimited areas

of the skin (other than hands and forearms) shall be 15 rems in any
one year.

Comment

(236) The principal application of this limit will be to exposures
to electrons or relatively low energy photons for which the surface dose
reaches a siguificant level before the dose at gonads, lens of the eye,
or bone marrow can reach its limit. Where the head in included in
the irradiated skin area, consideration of the exposure of the eye lens
would often become overrding.

Occupational Exposure of the Hands and Forearms

(236) The maximum permissible dose equivalent to the hands shall

be 75 rems in any one year, of which not more than 25 reins shall be
received in any one quarter. The maximum permissible dose equiva-
lent to the forearms shall be 30 reins in any one year, of which not
more than 10 reins shall be received in any one quarter.

Comment

(237) These limits are slightly more rstrictive than previous lim-
its for hands and forearms. All reasonable efforts should be made to
keep exposure of hands and forearms within the general limit for skin.
The proposed limit is a reasonable 6dtarm concesion to the con-
venience, if not absolute necessity, of handling some sources such as
would be encountered in clinical implantation of radioactive needles
or in performance of glove box operations. Such a relaxed limitation
is posible since little of the red bone marrow.is in the hands and fore-
arms. Nevertheless, the governing principle of "lowest practicable
level" should apply to this case, as to all others. Thus, for example, the
use of glove boxes designed to take advantage of the fairly high limits
of paragraph 238 is not appropriate under conditions in which im-
proved shielding could reasonably be provided.
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Occupatonl Exposure of AU Other Orgas

(238) The maximum permissible dose equvalent- for combined ex-
ternal and internal irradiation of any tissue, organ or organ system
not otherwise singled out in the other recommendations shall be 15
rims in any one year.

Comment

(239) The revised recommendations provide a prospective annual
limit of 5 reins for the especially Bensitive organs, namiely, the gonads,
lens of the eye and red bone marrow, and of 15 rems for anl other
organs including the thyroid (ase paragraph U15). In addition, various
special cases, are established (eg. hands and forearms, in paragraph
236, and fetuses, in paragraph 240) in which limits may be higher or
lower than. the general limits. On the whole, the intention of the Iew
change. 06im punt practices is to reflect acknowledgment thW fet,
if. any ermissble imits can be Bet definit9j on scientific groud
done. A eduction to a minimum number of different limit ahould
have the combined effect of simpliying the future development of
radiation protection and recalling the judgmental nature of mos t
numerical limits. No specific biomedical evidence has been discovered
which alone would necessitate the changes, except for the case of the
embryo or fetus. It is generally implied that dose increments totalling
anywhere near 15 rems in one year would have a spread pattern of e-
cumulation. If not, ab additional administrative limit of 5 rems in any
calenlar quarter would be consistent with other administrative limitA.

Occupational Exposure of Fertile Women

Exposure of the Fetus

(.40) During the entire gestation period, the maximum permissible
dose equi'valent to the fetus from occupational exposure of the expect-
ant mother should not exceed 0.5 rem.

Comment

(241) The need to •in exposure of the embry6 imd fetuis
paramount. It. becomes the controlling factor in the occupational ex-
posure 6f fertile women. In effect, this implies that such women
should be employed only in situations where the annual doe aso
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cumulation is unlikely to exceed 2 or 3 rem and is acquired at a
more or le steady rate. In such casm, the probability of the dose
to a fetus exceeding 0.5 rem before a pregnancy is recognized is
negligible. Ones a pregnancy is known, the actual approximate dose
can be reviewed to see if work can be continued within the frame-
work of the limit set above. It should be particularly noted that
paragraph 240 reads that the dose equivalent should not exceed 0.5
rem. In terms of conventional NCRP usage, the word '"should" as
used here is less zestrictive than the word "shall" which appears in
other statements of maximum permissible dose equivalent. The pur-
pose of this is to acknowledge that the method of application (as
suggested above) is speculative and needs to be tested for practicality
im a wide range of occupational circumstances. For conceptual par-
poses the chosen dose limit essentially functions to treat the unborn
child as a member of the public involuntarily brought into controlled
areas. Despite the use of the permissive "should" terminology, the
NCRP recommends vigorous efforts to keep exposure of an embryo or
fetus to the very lowest practicable level.

Maximum Permissible Radiation Fields, Body Burdens
and Concentrations

242) No formal maximum permissible ambient radiation field in
trolled areas is established. Ambient radiation should be kept low
h to achieve low dose accumulation rate and to avoid the need lor

,emely short occupancy which requires very careful monitoring and
veases the risk of overexposure. Actual absorbed dose in critical
ans due to internal depositions is rarely obtained directly. Such

cepts as maximum permissible daily intake, maximum permissible
ly burden, and maximum permissible concentration in air or water
talogous with that of maximum permissible ambient radiation field
external radiations) are useful. Their elaboration and compilation

to be lound in other NCR? reports.

ise Limits Applicable to Individual Members of the Public

'243) If maximum permissible dose equivalentS for radiation workers
re purely teolnical, appropriate limite for other classes of individuals
ght be derived by accounting additionally for (a) the greater diver-
y of age (especially the inclusion of embryos, fetuses, and young
.ldren) and physical well-being of the exposed persons, (b) the ab-
ice of opportunity for individual medical pre-examinations and pe-
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riodic examinations, (c) the feasible intensity of monitoring and con-
trol activities, and (d) the societal factor that environmental exposures
are imposed on individual members of the public without the practical
possibility of individual judgment or free choice in all cases that is
implied in occupational exposures [3]. Historically, limits for persons
in areas around atomic energy plants particularly were set as though
the first three of these conditions applied by using "safety factors" on
limits believed at that time (circa 1943-1945) to be safe in the conven-
tional sense for -adiation workers. Dose limits uniformly lower than
corresponding occupational limits by a factor of ten, thirty or, in some
cases, 100 have been applied.

(244) In an appraisal of radiation protection criteria from first prmin-
ciples, it would seem better to attempt to set limits for members of the
public so that the risk of unacceptable injury to any individual is
small compared with the total risk arising from many other environ-
mental factors. Any such attempt fails, however, because the risks lack
a common scale and few are known as well as those from radiation.
Oome indiredt guides can be advanced. N'or whole body exposure, ex-
perience in many large institutions shows that with an occupational
limit of 5 reins per year a very small fraction of the potentially ex-
posed individuals exceeds 0.5 rem per year. It is, therefore, logical to
consider 0.5 rem per year as an upper limit with very few exceptions.
Special limits such as for skin or hands, should be set on a "lowest
practicable" basis rather than automatically at one-tenth of the cor-
responding occupational 1imitO To have no organ or tissue exceed
0.5 rem per year is a reasonable target, but it is arbitrary, of course,
and may not always be achievable. At that limit, the incremental
radiation received by any individual is at most some four to five times
the natural radiation, and is less than twice the existing background
in some regions. With an intended limit of 0.5 xem per year for most,
if not all, situations, the average incremental dose to population groups
from radiation plants and installations would probably easily stay be-
-low 0.1 rem per year, comfortably within the limit that consideration
of genetic effects sets for the whole population. It should be empha-
sized here that the limit of 0.5 rem per year applies to the integration
of contributions from all sources, excluding natural radiation and medi.
cal radiation. Obviously, the contribution from any one radiation plant
or installation should be a small fraction of this to avoid the need for

"Tho wommowiy referenced 10 to 1 ratio of occupational to non-occupational
limits is not quite that. The radiation worker may additionally acquire the non-

opational quota, which mak the ratlo 55 to0 0 oA r 21 to 1. Or, i.one adds an
,verage natural radiation quota (120 mrem) &ad an average medical quota (70
umm), the ratio becomes (M + 0.12 + 0X)/(0E + 0.12 + 0.7) or about 5 to 1.
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)ecific dose allocation. The NCRP reiterates that ultimate acceptance
I any dose limit recommended for individual members of the public or
•pulation groups, as for all other controllable environmental stresses,
?sts with some form of societal decision.

Specific Dose Limits for [ndividual Members of the
Public Not Occupationally Eiosed

(245) The dose limit for the critical organs (whole body) of an in-
vidual not occupationally exposed shall be 0.5 rem in any one year,
addition to natural radiation and medical and dental exposures.

(246) This limit, as discussed in paragraphs 243 and 244, is set in
consideration of possible somatic effects. Betause of the uncertainties
in the implied degree of effect at this level, the NCRP strongly ad-
vocates maintenance of the lowest practicable level (see paragraph
178) of exposure, especially with respect to infants and the unborn.
If conditions are not such that the proposed level can clearly be
maintained, the issues of appropriate estimation of dose and ssign-
mert of responsibility (e.g., by dose allocation) have to be raiged.
Paragraph 192 refers to some of the problems concerning identifica-
tion of a critical organ or tissue. Paragraphs 206 to 210 include com-
ments on the urbitrary character of choice of significant volume or
area for dose reference. Both of these factors may affect the detailed
application of paragraph 245. There may be cases in which some or-
gans or tissues may receive doses above the annual limit of 0.5 rem
per year. As examples:

1. An alpha-•mnitting substance in the mid-plane of the horny layer
of skin may be judged to be innocuous.

2. A concentration of radioactive particles in a lymph node may
give a local dose in excess of the limit, but be judged to be
irradiating circulating lymphocytes as the viable target.

8. In the familiar case of "hot spots" in bone from radium deposits,
the higher dose in a hot spot may mot be the significant figure.

In these and other special cases for paxticular organs or tfssues and
for specific nuclides, specialized ,ommittees of -the NCRP may be
expected to elaborate on the relevance and interpretation of para-
graph 246, especially when abundant biomedical and/or epidemniologi-
cal data bear on the particular case. Any changes from the old limits
are based primaily on the desire for numerical simplicity in the
standards and not on an established biomedical need.
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Average Population Dose Ihml--enetic Considerations

(247) The dose equivalent to the gonads for the population of the
United States as a whole from all sources of radiation other than natu-
ral radiation, and radiation from the healing arts shall not exceed a
yearly average of 0.17 rem (170 mrem) per.person (see paragraph 162).

Comment

(248) A provisional NCRP recommendation (1957) [2] limited the
gonadal dose from all sources, including medical and other man-mide
sources and background to 14 million man-rens per million of the
population over the period from conception up to age thirty, and
one-third that amount in each decade thereafter. Of this, 4 million
man-rems were ascribed to natural radiation. The remaining. 10 mil-
lion man-rem per million of the population was responsive to the
recommendation of the NAS Committee on the Biological Effects of
Atomic Radiation of 10 R in the first 30 years of life as an average
per person [55]. It was assumed that the quoted exposure in roentgens
had the intent of dose equivalent in rem as used by the NCRP.
The proposed rewording given in paragraph 247 is used in the interest
of reducing the number of separate limits and is responsive to the
well established figure of 170 mrem per year (approximately % of 5M0
mrem) used by the Federal Radiation Council and the ICRP as an
average figure for groups whose individual dose equivalent is limited
to 500 mren per year. A limitatiou of the proposed format is the ex-
clusion of radiation used in the healing arts. The NCRP strongly en-
courages steps to reduce the unproductive portion of medical and den-
tal radiation without restricting the benefits from productive radiation
(see NCRP Reports No. 33 and 35 [25, 64]).

(249) If the proposed approach embodied in paragraph 247 does
not prove satisfactory, the NCRP would consider the alternative
objective of limiting the average gonadal dose to 10 reme in 30 years,
from aU sources, including natural and medical-dental components.
This would be slightly more restrictive than the intent of paragraph
247, which can be subdivided as follows:

Scasee Dose equylvsait In 30 Eymau

Natural radiation (80 X 0.12) 3.6 reis
Medical-dental radiation (30 X 0.07) 2.1 rem
All other man-made sources (80 X 0.17) 5.1 remsge

10.8 reis

-This figure should, of course, be 50 reins, because the fgure 0.17 is a round-
off of one-third of 0. We have meehanically followed the literal multiplication.
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Ither formulation is somewhat more restrictive than the NAS-BEAM
3commendation of 1956 [55], in spite of the fact that radiation re-
tarch since then indicates that the genetic damage is probably less
3an then calculated. The continuation of this conservative position is
istified by the residual uncertainties in translating data from animals

man, and by the demonstrated practicability of the limit.

,verage Population Dose Limit-Somatic Considerations

i0) The dose equivalent to the critical organs (whole body) for

)pulation of the United States as a whole from all sources of radia-
3ther than natural radiation and radiation from the healing arts

not exceed a yearly average of 0.17 rem (170 torem) per person.

(251) To limit the radiation-induced incidence of leukemia and
ther serious consequences in the whole population, a dose limit
)mparable with that for the genetic cane is desirable [4]. The two
mits have been numerically equated here by extending the organs
f interest from the gonads to the whole body. It is expected that this
ill be a practical simplification, essentially requiring only one calcu-
ition of average -population dose in most circumstances. It is also
xpected that the dose limit of 0.5 rem (500 mrem) per year for any
Atical organ of an individual member of the public, combined with
ie average population dose limit of 0.17 rem (170 mrem) per year
ir the critical organs, will have the effect of controlling the actual
opulation exposures well below the stipulated limits. No specific evi-
ence can be established that would seem to warrant further reduc-
on of average or individual dose limits for members of the public,
this time. The low dose and low dose rate of the radiation exposure
the population still provide adequate safety factors. The idealized

3jective of having public exposure, in addition to that from natural
idiation, as close to zero as is reasonably possible, of course, remains.
i this connection, it must be pointed out again that although these
mits do not include the contributions of radiation from the healing
rs, there is a clear intention to encourage their reduction to the low-
it practicable levels.

Dose Limitation in Intermediate Cases

'2) There are some cases which fall between the non-occupational
,he occupational cases. As part of the attempted simplification of
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,lmits, these should be arbitrarily placed i. one. or other of the above 2'
categories. Two examples follow.

0•Occ " nal Radition Work 3,

(253) The dose. limite, for persons doing occasional radiation work or tne
taihaving access to controlled areas should be identical with those. for the

individuals in the general public. _.

OFT
byc
radi

(254) In any well-regulated aetiviy involving occupational ex-
posure to radiation, the access of Visitors, including messengers, serv-
ice men, and delivery men will be controlled. There should be no, •a
difficulty in causing, the ambient radiation field to bo so low that, yeal
with the very small time of occupancy (annualized) appropriate Pon
to such visitors, the annual dose equivalent will be comfortably held mai
below 0, rem. kme categories of maintenance and repairmen may port
be required to enter and work in controlled areas where the radiation.
levels may be. signifianta. It is the intent of this recommendaton
that where such work is more than truly sporadic, the workers should,
be reclassified as occupationally exposed. Persons doing such work- Tha
require a suitable background of training in radiation work, and de-
serve the safeguards inherent ik personnel dosimetry, health exami-.
nations, and checks for contamination transfer. Pro.

ani

Bmployjmu. t or Týýning of Persons Under 18 Years of Agr the0 ,

(255) The selection of the term (N-i8), where N is the age in years, exPE

in earlier publications of the NCRP was predicated on long-stinding
federal reglation prohibiting tho employment of .minors in Occupations by t

involving eposure to ionizing radiations or radioactive substances. At stiti
the present time, Paragraph 1500.57 of Subpart t of Title 29, Code
of Federal Regulations IMO, prohibits the employment of minors, beo-
tween 16 and 18 years of age in work in which:81

1) self-luminous compounds or thoriated incandescent mantles, are
involvedL

This condensation is not identical with the precise languagp of 29 CFR 1500, (C.
which should be referred to, if necmary. lead
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2) other radioactive substances are present in the air in average
concentrations exceeding 10% of the relevant maximum permis-
sible concentrations for occupational exposure.

3) any other work which involves exposure to ionizing radiations in
excess of 0.5 rem per year.

The combined effect of the restrictions, broadly, but not in some de-
tails, restricts the dose limits to those appropriate to an individual, in
the general public, if the occupation were the sole source of exposure.
Full-time employment of minors in radiation work permitted by 29
CFR 1500 might lead to average exposures higher than those acquired
by other subpopulations. Avoidance of full-time employment involving
radiation by minors under 18 years of age is recommended whenever
possible.

(256) For educational and training purposes it is necessary and de-
.sirable to accept occasional exposure of persons under the age of 18
years. It is recommended that these experiences be limited to teenage

evions and above, under conditions that present high assurance of
maintaining a total dose limit of less than 0.5 rem per year. NCRP Re-

.-t1No. 32 [26] recommends further that students exposed during edu-
aional activities should not receive whole body exposure exceeding

.1 rem per year due to their educational activity. This is considered to
e a part of the annual dose limit of 0.5 rem, not supplemental to it.

position is endorsed here as a continuing effective statement on
diation protection in educational institutions. It is recognized that a

uctive part of the training experience may be better conducted in
industrial or hospital situation, which might constitute part-time
k experience, supervised in some manner by an educational institu-

on. Proposals of this nature are included in proposed rule making for
employment of minors between 14 and 16 years of age in approved

ental school work-experience and career exploration programs
65]. The NCRP recommends that such work-experience be governed
'Y the radiation protection practices recommended for educational in-

tutions in NCRP Report No. 32.

Planned Occupational Exposures Under
Emergency Conditions

A257) It is compatible with the risk concept to accept exposures
ding to doses considerably in excess of those appropriate for life-
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time use when recovery from an accident or major operational diffculty
is necessary. Saving of life, measures to circumvent substantial ex-
posures to population -groups or even preservation of valuable installa-
tions may all be sufficient cause for accepting above-normal exposures.
Dose limits cannot be specified. They should be commensurate with
the significance of the objective, and held to the lowest practicable
level that the emergency permits. The following is offered as general
guidance.

Life. &iving Action

(258) This applies to search for and removal of injured persons, or
entry to prevent conditions that would probably injure numbers of peo-
ple.

1. Rescue personnel should be volunteers or-professional rescue per-
sonnel (e.g. firemen who "volunteer" by choice of employment),

2. Rescue personnel should be broadly familiar with the conse-
quences of exposýir

3. Women capable of reproduction should not take part in these
actions.

4. Other things being equal, volunteers above the age of 45 should
be selected.9

5. Planned dose to the whole body shall not exceed 100 reWis 83
6. Hands and forearms may, receive additional dose of up to 200 rems

(i.e. a total of 300 reins),,.
7. Internal exposure should be minimized by the use of the best

available respiratory protection, and contamination should be con-
trolled by the use of available protective clothing.

8. Normally, exposure under these conditions shall be limited to
once it a lifetime.

9. Persons receiving exposures as indicated above, should avoid pro-
creation for a period up to a few months.

*The purpbse ofthis limit is to avoid unnecessary genetic effects when~ever pos-
sible.

'With -quality Jactoua used in ordinary circumstances, this dose equivalent
could represent exposure risk considerably above 20 times that for 5 Tems spread
over a year because the recovery inherent, in low dose and low dose rate for the
low-LET components may not be applicable. On the other hand, the risk may be
considerably les than 20 times as great because the normal QF -values do not apply
to large acute ezposures.
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Actions im Len Urgent Emerencies

(259) This applies under less stressful circumstances where it is still
desirable to enter a hazardous are- to protect facilities, eliminate fur-
ther escape of effluents, or to control fires.

1 Persons performing the planned actions should be volunteers
broadly familiar with exposure consequences.

2. Women capable of reproduction shall not take part.
3. Planned whole body dose shall not exceed 25 reins.
4. Planned dose of hands and forearms shall not exceed 100 reins

(including the whole body component).
5. Internal exposure shall be minimized by respiratory protection,

and contamination controlled by the use of protective clothing.
6. Normally, if the retrospective dose from these actions is a sub-

stantial fraction of the prospective limits, the actions should be
limited to once in a lifetime.

Aceidental Exposures

Accidental Occupational Exposures

(260) Such exposures are unforeseen and available dosimetry is
likely to be limited. However, accidental doses should be estimated as
well as possible and included in the individual's exposure record. Par-
ticular attention should be given to the possible integration of dose
components for different radiation types, as the equivalency conver-
sions by means of quality factor and other modifiers may differ sharply
from the values for conventional occupational exposure. Since the RBE
for acute exposures to high-LET radiations is substantially lower than
that for chronic low-dose increments, the derived value of QF, applica-
ble to large accidental exposures, would be lower when determining the
dose equivalent for an accident. However, as indicated in footnote 33,
it is actually the low-LET component that loses the advantages c
covery processes for the high doses and dose rates that may be ent
tered in accidents. There have been so few serious radiation acci,
that a consistent dose integration scheme has not developed. The
components are usually separately stated in reds. Subsequent a
should be in proportion to estimated effects, influenced by various
tori, including previous exposure history, health status, age, sex,
economic necessity to continue in radiation work.
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(261) Since planned whole-body doses up to 25 ire-s are reasonably
accepted for emergency conditions (see paragraph 259), it follows that
acoidental doses up to the same magnitude should not cause major con-
cern. At higber levels and especially where the whole body dose reachee
100 terns, medical observation and subsequent actions based primarily
on medical opinion are the important aspects.

(262) At this time no specific rules for offsetting accidental or emer-
gency exposures are recommended, with the exception of advising re-
straint in procreation (see paragraphs 109, 110, 258 and 269). Instead,
each individual case should be treated on its own merits with- subse-
quont actions based on medical opinion, administrative policy, and the
personal requirements of the individual

Radiation in the Healing As

(263) Radiation therapy involves- relatively high doses to limited
areas of patients leading to significant radiation reactions. Conse-
quently, the attention of the therapist is constantly drawn to the need
for careful control and reduction of unproductive radiation. The situa-
tion is different for radiation used for diagnostic purposes. In addition
to the possible personal involvement for patients who may require ex-
tensive repetitions of procedures, there is the group aspect that, except
for natural radiation, diagnostic exposure is the major contributor to
the genetically signifieant dose of the population. It may therefore be
appropriate to indicate the kind of consideration that is compatible
with the acceptable risk concept in radiation protection (see pargraph
284).

(264) Evry properly executed diagnostic examination involving ra-
diation should provide some information about the patient, and thus
provide a benefit of some degree. Even repetition (in the information
theory sense) is acceptable if the information already available is

F' Ithereby strengthened or consolidated. The decision as to whether a par-
ticular diagnostic examination should be undertaken involves, in each
case, a balancing of the benefit and the potential risk. Exposuire which
fulfills no useful purpose should be reduced to the practical minimum.
F~ or examnple, Amajor effort is justified to assum that the radiation field
does not extend beyond the area of the x-ray film or fluoroscopic screen
or significantly beyond the region to be examined. It is important to
eliminate, by filtration, a major fraction of the radiation that is in-
sufficiently penetrating to add to the diagnostic information; In funo-

roscopy,. particular care must be exercised to he certain that the neces-
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.261) Since planned whole-body doses up to 25 rems are reasonably sar
epted for emergency conditions (see paragraph 259), it follows that the
idental doses up to the same magnitude should not cause major con- low
n. At higher levels and especially where the whole body dose reaches an(
I reins, medical observation and subsequent actions based primarily
medical opinion are the important aspects.
:262) At this time no specific rules. for offsetting accidental or emer- Th
icy exposures are recommended, with the exception of advising re-
sint in procreation (see paragraphs 109, 110, 258 and 269). Instead,
ib individual case should be treated on its own merits with subse- rel.
mt actions based on medical opinion, administrative policy, and the

'sonal requirements of the individual. MR

the
ilk

Radiation in the Healing Arts the
nal

(263) Radiation therapy involVes relatively high doses to limited am
mas of patients leading to significant radiation reactions. Conse- vi
ently, the attention of the therapist is constantly drawn to the need sig
' careful control and reduction of unproductive radiation. The situa- adi
n is different for radiation used for diagnostic purposes, In addition to
the possible personal involvement for patients who may require ex- exi
inive repetitions of procedures, there is the group aspect that, except ant
" natural radiation, diagnostic exposure is the major contributor to
3genetically significant dose of the population. It may therefore be ful
propriate to indicate the kind of consideration that is compatible ph
th the acceptable risk concept in radiation protection (see paragraph dei
4). ph-
(264) Every properly executed diagnostic examination involving ra- uti
ation should provide some information about the patient, and thus diE
ovide a benefit of some degree. Even repetition (in the information
eory sense) is acceptable if the information already available is
ereby strengthened or consolidated. The decision as to whether a par- Pa
sular diagnostic examination should be undertaken involves, in each
se, a balancing of the benefit and the potential risk. Exposure which pa'
Mfills no useful purpose should be seduced to the practical minimum. mr
)r example, a major effort is justified to assure that the radiation field ce(
,es not extend beyond the area of the x-ray film or fluoroscopic screen Ek
significantly beyond the region to be examined. It is important to

iminate, by filtration, a major fraction of the radiation that is in-
.ciently penetrating to add to the diagnostic information. In flue-
scopy, perticular care must be exercised to be certain that the neces-
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be certain that the neces-

sary information is obtained in minimal exposure time. Protection of
the gonads of patients before and during reproductive age directly
lowers the GSD from diagnostic radiation. (See NCRP Reports No. 33
and No. 35 [25, 64] for details on reducing patient exposure.)

The Pregnant or PotentiaUf Pregnant Patient

(265) When radiologic procedures are planned on pregnant or po-
tentially pregnant women, special consideration must be given to the
relatively high radiosensitivity of the fetus in utero, particularly dur-
ing the early phases of gestation. It is recommended that radiologic
examinations of the abdomen and pelvis which do not contribute to
the diagnosis or treatment of such women in relation to their current
illness (e.g. low-back examinations for employment) be restricted to
the first 14 days of the menstrual cycle in the case of potentially preg-
nant individuals and avoided entirely during known pregnancy. Ex-
aminations of other parts of the body may be done at any time pro-
vided such examinations are conducted under conditions carefully de-
signed to limit the radiation exposure to an amount necessary for an
adequate examination. Filtration, collimation of the radiation beam
to the anatomical region of interest and careful selection of technical
exposute factors can significantly contribute to good radiologic practice
and the reduction of radiation exposure to all tissues.

(260) Examinations of the abdomen and pelvis that are deemed use-
ful to patient care may be done at any time without regard for the
phase of the menstrual cycle or fetal presence. In each case, the final
decision to proceed or not to proceed must reside -with the attending
physician, in consultation with the radiologist when such services are
utilized; that is, the attending physician must retain full and complete
discretion to decide each case according to his judgement.

Patients Containing ladioactive Material"

(267) The exposure of hospital patients to radiation from adjacent
patients containing radionuclides-should be kept to a practicable mini-
mum. The dose equivalent attributable to this radiation should not-ex-
ceed 0.5 -rem during a single hospital admission. It is considered -un-
likely that more than one such hospital admission will occur in any one
year.

(288) There may be some relatively rare and unusual situations
JThin sbJect is dealt with in greater detail in NCRP Report No., 37 166].
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where it would be necessary, or highly desirable, to send a patient home
in spite of his carrying a burden of radioactive material that could re-
suit in a dose to other persons in excess of 0.5 rem in one year. Such
cases may be permitted, as exciptions, provided that:

1) No person under age 45 shall be permitted to receive a dose inexcess of 0.5 rem in a year.s3
2) No person over age 45 should be permitted to receive a dose 'n

excess of 5 reins in a year.
3) The circumstances leading to the decision to make an exception,

the evaluation of the exposure conditions and the means of con.
trolling individual exposures shall be documented.

4) The local health authorities should be notified of the Action.

Postponemgnt of Conception by Irradiated Patients

(269) It is not known whether the interval between irradiation of
the gonads and conception has a marked effect on the frequency of
congenital changes in human offspring, as has been demonstrated in the
female mouse. Nevertheless, it may be advisable for patients receiving
high doses to the gonads (over 25 rads) to wait for several months after
such exposures before conceiving additional offspring.

The Use of Radiation in Research on Human Subjects

(270) A comprehensive statement on the rationale of human experi-
mentation involving radiation is not appropriate here. There are cer-
tain features that are significant for all human experimentation and
deserve mention. Any study which involves human subjects must be
performed under conditions which assure (1) the propriety and useful-
ness of the work, (2) the provision of adequate safeguards for the in-
dividuals concerned, and (3) the enlightened consent of the subject. In
any research, the prospect of positive benefits is obviously associated
with uncertainty. No individual, including the physician, is ethically
or legally justified in undertakiug human experimentation unless he
has reasonable expectations that the prospects of gain will exceed the
prospects of hazard or risk. In most instances, human experimentation
is preceded by animal experimentation which is expected to disclose
potential gains. in the utilization of radiation for investigative pur-

To mi-niize deleterious contributions to the population gene pool.
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poses, in which we assume that no study is without some degree of
hazard, these principles become particularly important.

(271) In many instances, research involving radiation can be con-
ducted bn ihdividuals where the infoimation gained may be directly
beneficial to the individual exposed. In other studies, radiation may be
employed for the study of populations in which, for example, etiological
and developmental factors are to be identified, or therapeutic and pre-
ventive agent. or techniques are being evaluated. The benefits to the
individual are primarily indirect, often remote, and, in some instances,
nonexistent. In all cases, informed consent of the subject is essential.
In the case where the benefits to the human subject may be remote or
nonexistent, this is particularly critical since each one must decide
what contribution he wishes to make to the society in general. The in-
dividual to be subjected to an experiment deserves an enlightened and-
explicit basis for providing consent.

(272) In the use of radiation on human subjects, certain basic cri-
teria may be mentioned.

1. Obviously, methods providing maximum information with mini-
mum dose should be utilized. Also, one should determine whether
radiation is the preferable agent for performing the survey or
study.

2. It is axiomatic that the information should be obtained with the
smallest practicable levels of radiation.

3. When radiation is to be utilized, the possible need -for repetition
of radiation studies should be considered in the original exper-
mental design.

(273) There are moral and legal questions involved in all such sur-
veys and research studies, whether or not there is radiation exposure.
These issues should receive the same consideration in connection with
radiation exposure that they would if any other potentially hazardous
substance or procedure were involved, including the matter of truly in-
formed consent of the participantS.

Environmental Radiation and Radioecology

(274) This report has been concerned with environmental radiation
only to the exteint that it provides one of the inputs to the dose to mem-
bers of the public that must be controlled within the individual and
population dose limits In principle, the deleterious effects from this
channeI should be comparable with or less than, those from each of the
many non-radioactive pollutante arising from e6mployment of the best

I.,

I,

Ii;

II

F,,
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Ta9LE 6-Doac-limiing re•omnidaiions

Maximum Petnmuaible Dose Equitolern for
Occupati•li. Ezposure

Combined whole body occupational ex-
posure

Prospective annual limit--paragraphs

Eetrospective annual limit-paragraphs
*230=23
Long term accumulation to age N years

-- paragraph 231
Skin-paragraphs 234X5
Hands-paragraphs 236, 237
Forearms-paragraphs 236, 237
Other organs, tissues and organ systems

-paragraphs 238, 239
Fertile women (with respect to fetus)

-paragraphs 240, 241

Dose Limits for the Public, or Occauionally
EZpoaed Indivduals

Individual or Ocoaaional-paiagraphs
245, 246, 253, 254

Students-paragraphs 255, 256

Population Dose Limits
Genetio-paragraphs 247, 248
Somatic-paragraphs 250, 251

Emergency Dose Limta--Life Saving
Individual (older than 45 years if possible)

-paragraph 258
Hands and Forearms-paragraph 258

Emergency Dose Limits--.A. Urgern
hdlvidual-paragraph. 289
Hands and Forearms-paragraph 259

Family of Radioactive Patients
Individual (under age 45)-paragraphs

267, 268
Individual (over age 4*)-paragraphs

~2612,

5 reas in any one year

10-16 reins in any one year

(K - 18) X 5 reins

15 rems in any one year
75 r•em in any oneyear (25/qtr)
30 reas in any one year (10/qtr)
15 reins in any one year (5/qtr)

0.5 rem in geastation period

0.5 reia in any one year

0.1 rem in any one year

0.17 rem average per year
0:17 rem average.per year

100 rems

200 rems, additional (800 rens,
total)

2 reims
100 rans, total

0.5 rem in any one year

5 reins in any one year
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practices in other activities. More practically, to avoid formal dose-
allocation, the average dose from each category of environmental ra-
diation should be a small fraction of the available dose limit. As a
guide, the largest single contribution at the present time is an efrl-
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mated average that may be as high as 70 mrem per year for all appli-
cations in the healing arts; efforts should be made to reduce this. An
average environmental radiation component of this magnitude might
require a searching appraisal of the social benefits and the costs of risk
reduction.

(275) The environmental contribution to man includes direct -rradia-
tion, uptake of internal emitters from air and water, uptake from food
and consideration of the transmission of radionuclides through the
ecological web to available food. These topics will be covered in future
reports.

(276) Radiation protection practice also requires consideration of po-
tential effects on all possibly affected life forms in addition to man.
This involves comprehensive studies covering the whole science of ra-
dioecology. The NCRP has not so far attempted to cover this field. It
is mentioned here solely to recognize its importance in the total picture.

Summary of Dose Limiting Recommendations

(277) To simplify the utilization of the dose limiting recommenda-
tions set out in this report by the Scientific Committees of the NCRP
and others, these recommendations are summarized in Table 6.

This summary is provided for convenience, with the caution that the
application of limits is substantially conditioned by the qualifications
and comments provided in this report. Paragraph numbers are pro-
vided to encourage reference to some of these. qualifications. However,
other qualifications are incorporated throughout the text
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Currently, the following Scientific Committees are actively engaged
in formulating recommendations:

SC-7: Monitoring Methods and Instnunenta
SC-Il: Incineration of Radioactive Waste
SC-14: Radiological Factors Affecting Decision Making in a Nuclear Attack

0C-22: Radiation Sbielding for Particle Accelerators
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3: Radiation Hazards Resulting from the Release of Radionuclides Into
the Environment

I- Radionuclides and Labeled Organic Compounds Ineorpmated in
Genetic Material

5:. Radiation Protection in the Use of Small Neut.ron Generators
5: High Energy X-Ray Dosimetry
7: Specification of Radium Substitutes
B: Radiation Exposure from Consumer Products
9: Brachytherapy
D): Physical and Biological Properties of Radionuclides
I: Selected Occupational Exposure Problems Arisin from Internal

Emitters
2: Administered Radioactivity
3:- Dose Calculations
1: Ma.ximun Permissible Concentrations. for Occupational and Non-

Occupational Exposures

-ognition of its responsibility to facilitate and stimulate coop-
among organizations concerned with the scientific and related
of radiation protection and measurement, the Council has
a category of NCRP Collaborating Organizations. Organiza-
groups of organizations which are national or international in
id are concerned with scientific problems involving radiation
es, units, measurements and effects, or radiation protection may
tted to collaborating status by the Council. The present Col-
og Organizations with which the NCRP maintains liaison are

American Academy of Dermatology
American Association of Physicists in Medicine
American College of Radiology
American Dental Association
American Industrial Hygiene Amociation
American Insurance Association
American Medical Association
American Nuclear Society
American Public -Health Association
American Radium Society.
American Roentgen Ray Society
American Society of Radiologic Technolo '. t
American Veterinary Medical Amociation.
Association of University Radiologists
Atomic Industrial Forum
Genetics Society of America
Health Phlsice Society
Industrial Medical Association
National Bureau of Standards
National Electrical Manufacturers Association
Radiation Reseorch Society
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Radiological Society of North America
Society of Nuclear Medicine
United States Air Force
United States Army
United States Atomic Energy Commion
United States Navy
United States Public Health Service

The NCRP has found its relationships with these organizations to be
extremely valuable to continued progress in its program.

I.

t

I,

The Council's activities are made possible by the volun-
tary contribution of the time and effort of its members and
participants and the generous support of the following orga-
zations:

Alfred P. Sloan Foundation
American Academy of Dental Radiology
American Academy of Dermatology
American Association of Physicists in Medicine
American College of Radiology
American College of Radiology Foundation
American Dental Association
American Industrial Hygiene Association
American Medical Association
American Mutual Insurance Alliance
American Nuclear Society
American Public Health Association
American Radium Society
American Roentgen Ray Society
American Society of Radiologio Technologists
Amercan Veterinary Medical Association
American Veterinary Radiology Society
Association of University Radiologists
Atomic Industri Forum
College of AmericanPathologists
Edward Mallinckrodt, Jr. Foundation
Federal Radiation Council
Genetics Society of America
Health Physics Society
Industrial Medical Association
National Bureau of Standards
National Electrical Manufacturers Association
Office of Civil Defense
Radiation Research Society
Radiological Society of North America
Society of Nuclear Medicine
United States Atomic Fnergy Commission
United States Public Health Service
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To all of these organisations the Council expresses its profound ap-
preciation for their support.

Initial funds for publication of NCRP reports are being provided by
a grant from the James Picker Foundation and for this the Council
wishes to express its deep appreciation.

The NCRP seeks to promulgate information and recommendations
based on leading scientific judgment on matters of radiation protection
and measurement and to foster cooperation among organizations con-
cerned with these matters. These efforts are intended to serve the public
interest and the Council welcomes comments and suggestions on its re-
ports or activities from those interested in its work.



NCRP Reports

NCRP Reports are distributed by the NCRP Publications' office.
.formation on prices and how to order may be obtained by directing an
nquiry to:

NCRP Publications
P. 0. Box 30175
Washington, D. C. 20014

The extant NCRP Reports are listed below.
NCRP Report

No. Title

8 Control and Remotial of Radioactive Coni
tamination in Laboratorien (1951)

9 Recommendations for Waste Disposal of
Phosphoru&-.l and Iodine-181 for Medi-
cal User. (1951)

10 Radiological Monitoring Methods and In-
etrumento (1962)

12 Recommendations for the Disposal of Car-
bon-14 Wastes (1953)

14 Protection Agamnet Betatron-S.nchroton Ra-
diatio' Up To 100 Mtllion Rlectron Volts
(1954)

16 Radioactive Waite Diaposa in the Ocean
(1954)

22 Maximum Prmirssible Body Burdes and
Maximum Permissible Concentratios of
Radionudides in Air and in Water for
Occupational Bzposure (1959) [Includes
Addendum 1 to NBS Handbook 69 issued
in August 1963]

23 Measurement of Neutron Flux and Spectra
for Physial ar•d Biological Applications
(1960)

25 Measurement of Absorbed Dose of Neutrons
and of Mixtures of Neutrorns and Gamma
Raps (1961)

27 Stopping Powers for Use with Cwity Charn-
bert (1961)
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ton Ra-
In volts,

Ocean

-w and
tion8 Of
Iter for
(noludes
9 issued

28 A Manual of Radioactivity Procedure.
(1961)

29 Ezposure to Radiation in an Emergency
(1962)

30 Safe Handling of Radioactive Matevrial
(1964)

31 Shielding for Big&h-egy Electron Accd,-
erator Intallationis (1964)

32 Radiation Protection in Educational Inti-
tution. (1966)

33 Medical X-Ray and Gamma-Ray Protection
for Energies up to 10 MeV-Equipment
Design and Use (1988)

34 Medical X-Ray and Gamma-Ray Protection
for Energies Up to 10 MeV--Struotural
Shielding Design and Evaluation (1970)

35 Dental X-Ray Protection (1970)
36 Radiation Protection in Veterinary Medi-

cne (1970)
37 Precauton in the Management of Patients

Who Have Received Therapeutic Amounts
of Radionuclides (1970)

38 Protection Against Neutron Radiation
(1971)

39 Baski Radiation Protection Crteria (1971)
40 Protection Against Radiation From Brachy-

therapy Sources (1972)
41 Spedfwication of Oamma-Ray Brachytherapy

Sources (1974)
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The following NCRP reports are.now superseded and/or out of print

NCRP Report
No.

Title

i

1 X-Ray Protection (1931). [Superseded by NCRP Report No. 3]
2 Radium Protection (1934). [Superseded by NCRP Report

No.4]
3 X-Ray Protection (1936). [Superseded by NCRP Report No.6]
4 Radium Protection (1938). [Superseded by NCRP Report No.

13]
5 Safe Handling of Radioactive Luminous Compounds (1941).

[Out of print]
6 Medical X-Ray Protection up to Two Million Volts (1949).

[Superseded by NCRP Report No. 18]
7 Safe Handling of Radioactive Isotopes (1949). [Superseded by

NCRP Report No. 30]
11 Maximum Permissible Amounts of Radioisotopes in the Human

Body and Maximum Permissible Concentrations in Air and
Water (1953). [Superseded by NCRP Report No. 22]

13 Protection Against Radiations from Radiwu, Cobalt-60 and
Cesium-1i' (1954). [Superseded by NCRP Report No. 24]

15 Sale Handling of Cadavers Containing Radioactive Isotopes
(1953). [Superseded by NCRP Report No. 21].

17 Permissible Dose from External Sources of lonizing Radiation
(1954) including Maximum Permissible Exposure to Man,
Addendum to National Bureau of Standards Handbook 59
(1958). [Superseded by NCRP Report No. 39]

18 X-Ray Protection (1955). [Superseded by NCRP Report No.
28]

19 Regulation of Radiation Exposure by Legislative Means (1955).
[Out of print]

20 Protection Against Neutron Radiation Up to 80 Million
Electron Volts (1957). [Superseded by NCRP Report No.
38]

21 Safe Handling of Bodies Containing Radioactive Isotopes
(1958). [Superseded by NCRP Report No. 371

24 Protection Against Radiations from Sealed Gamma Sources
(1960). [Superseded by NCRP Reports Nos. 33, 34 and 40]

26 Medical X-Ray Protection Up to Three Million Volts (1961).
[Superseded by NCRP Reports Nos. 33, 34, 35 and 36]

The following statements of the NCRP were published outside of
the NCRP Reports series:

'Blood Counts, Statement of the National Committee on Radiation
, Protection," Radiology 63, 428 (1954)
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"Statements on Maximum Permissible Dose from Television Receivers
and Maximum Permissible Dose to the Skin of the Whole Body,"
Am. Jr. of Roentgenol, Radium Therapy and Nual. Med. 84, 152
(1960) and Radiology 75, 122 (1960)

X-Ray Protection Standards for Home Television Receivers, Interim
Statement of the National Council on Radiation Protection and
Me asuremen (National Council on Radiation Protection and
Measurements, Washington, 1968)

Specification of Unite for Natural Uranium and Natural Thoriu
(National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements,
Washington, 1973)

Copies of the statements published in journals may be consulted in
libraries. A limited number of copies of the last two statements listed
above are available for distribution by NCRP Publications.
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Natural radiation (Continued)
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Occupational exposure, 88
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the radiation are not wholly in common. evrthsin, it ia a coitwse
1 .4@flMGr of the intention to encourage proecdion Practies.that re bet-
ter than anV~ prestiibed m~indIft' e i 1e, and this is the bdaic otitrion. for
all oases in which a non-thrashold doase-effect relatiomhv. 4 iher exists.
or hia to be asswned. A similar admonition should be given for many
potentially harmful agents and radiation is in no way unique in this

(;179) The particular levels compatible with the term "lowest practica-
ble" have to be deteminied in situ within the concept of acceptable risk
for a wide divep.ity of situations. For examplei it might be clealy un-
reasonable to eliminate ,oM from the human diet as a means of ieducing.
natural background. It would be unreasonable to deny th~e benefits
derived from the use of radiation to a patient beae 6 it would of
necessity involve some deleterious component, In each case, the lowest
practicable level must be established in the best balanced intee of' o
appropriate combinations of .mployers, employees, practitioners of the
healing ar, their patients and their aides, and the general public.
tfltimlateliy, realistic intelvetatoi in various qpplicistioni &e*Wve
from Public uidersondinhi of, and eventual appu6bation of,. practices
developed from recommerufatimn, of responsible techni bodia. In
particular, it is believed that while exposures of workers and the gen-
eral population should be kept to the lowest practicable level at all
times, the presently permitted exposures. represent A level of risk so
small compared with othqr hazards of life, and. so well offaet by -per-
ceptible benefits, that such approbation will' be achieved when the in-
formed public review process is completed.

Leita~y of Varying Standmawd for bierent SituatiiOns

(180) A number of different, radiation xposure conditions have been
mentioned.in Chapter 2, which could result in different mechanisms of'
radiation ekposuie. The permeation of the present promtection driteria by
some form of acceptable risk philosophy makes it appropriate to pro-
pose specific standards that depend upon the naure. of the mission, spe-
cial task, or general field of endeavor in question.It is clearly c•m•pti-
ble with the concept of acceptable risk that factors considered should in-
elude;

1. The inportance of tho mnisiou or field of'application to the individ-
ual or groips of individuals.

2. The importance to medicine, agriculture, industrial development.
andthe like.

!t
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3. The .ipotance to the nationd welfare as in space exploratibn,
o0ean depth exploration, and of course in national defense aspects,

4. The composition of any potentially exposed class in terms of
number of personnel exposed, their ages apd se.

5. The norms of expected dose and dose rate in a class of expqsures.
6. The degree of risk of incturring abnormal exposures substaltially

above planned limits, and their cdnsequences.
These influencing factors are in -effect components in the practical de-
trmination of the "lowest practicable level" for various applications.
It would, dfittedly be simpler to gain widespread aosptanee of
standards if they had universal application. The nature of the case, in
all non-threshold, applications, denies that simplification.

Comparbson of Factors for Population EXposure and
Oceupatlonal Exposure

(181) Three major factors, among a number of others [4], differen tate
the case of an individual who is occupationally exposed from an individ-
ual regarded as a group member of thepopulation at lar-e. These are:

1. The radiation worker accepts some small degree of risk, which
is balanced against benefits to him, based on competent technical
appraisal, By contrast, the member of the population has radiation
exposure imposed on. him above the, background level, Theo-
retically, he can, exert influence as a member of. the population to
control the additions. The benefits, if any, acem.e to society, not
specific.ally to the individual. A, natural consequence is that the
exposure risk to persons in the general population should be
markedly lower than to occupationally exposed persons.

2. There is a conscious selection of the occupationally exposed in-
dividuals. Minors are cluded. Exposure is limited to adults be-
tween the age of 18 and normal retirement age. Pre-employment
medical ex ation to exclude those with abnormal blood cell
patterns or other characteristics. that might be confused withra-
4tion effe.t, is f6ea*ble and proper. Periodic examinations may
detect beginning reversible anomalies due to irradiation. It is
possible to exclude fertile- women from radiation. tasks to avoid
irradiation of embryos or fetuses; ItU is possible to assign specific
tasks preferentially to people beyond reproductive age to reduce!
total genetic risk. By contrast, exposure of te population at large
influences persons of all ages, including the sensitive embryonic
stages,. children whose uptake of radioactive material may be higbI
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at a time of fairly high radiosensity; and people in all sttes of
healt. A conservative ,approach dictates that exposure for, the:
public be less than for radiation workers bdicaiethe rage of ages
and possible indiiidua1 ddeleteriouszresponse is so much wider.

3. The number of persons ciposed is a prime factor in genetic con-
sideations, and where all individual exposures are low the prici-
pal resdual risk is the integrated effect on the population's gene
pool (see paragraph 162). Under these circumstances, the relevant
exposure index of genetic effects is some measure such as the'
geneticalY significant dOwe (01SD) of the poptit is -un

.necessary to measure individual qxepoures, provid6d that group
averages can be reliably ascertained., For eýample, While it -is
deemed apprpriate for male radiation worker to -accept an

average. of 5 reins per year, such. a dose equivalent for the entire
population would be judged improper by geneticists. Thus, the con,-,
ventional occupational limit implicitly involves a limit on the per-
centage of radiation workers in the total population. Aiobevable
limits for population exposure do uot introduce limitations to oc-
cupational exposure in the foreseeable expansion of radiation use.

(182) As applied to whole bodi irradiaton, these factor wwill tend
to lead to some ratio of annial maximum permissible &cpational
dose to the annual dose limit for a member of the general public. When
the same rationale is applied to partial body irradiations such as to
hands and feet or separate internal organs there is no a PmrirTeason to
expect the same ratio (wee paralrapbs 243-24).

'Doe s Aloruco for the Pdpulaton

(183) The principal contributore to the genetic dose to the opu-
lation are natural radiation, averaged at about 125mrem per year, diag-
nostic medical procedures at about 55 inrem per year :and -therapy
procedures at not more thAn 10 mrem per year [15]. The contnrbution. of
such qategories as occupational radiation and man-made devices (TV.
luminous dials, etc.) each add not more than 5 mrimm per year to the
integrated dose. The per capits dose in the population, including back-
ground, is: usally quoted as about 200 mrem per -yer. This is, well
within limits considered acceptable by genstic•i,.

(184) An obvious. next step, After reviewing the several modes of

diation exposinr, is to set up a plan for insuring. that each kind s kept
within its own bounds and the sum does not exceed some preset leveL
This has been commonly referred to as 'dose allocation!"'Unfortumately,
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the problem is so complex and involves so many factors of a social,
political, economic and ethical nature that its equitable solution on a
broad national basis must be regarded as highly improbable. Yet it is

not inherently impossible; at considerable cost in both dollars and some
"freedoms" it could, no doubt, be accomplished. For the foreseeable
future, and with present trends continued both in technology and the de-

gree of concern over radiation effects on man, there seems little likeli-
hood of a critical need for vigorous dose allocation, or enough benefit

to justify the effort. Continued attention to the degree to which the
public is receiving dose from the various sources is, of course, valuable.

Should present patterns of concern change, the possible need for popu-
lation dose allocation may be reevaluated.

Signficance of Standards as Administrative Guides
or Controls for Occupational Exposure

(185) Recommendations for control of occupational exposure have

long been presented in the form of sets of maxsimum permissible dose (or

dose equivalent) statements appropriate to so-called whole body ir-
radiation or various other definable circumstances. It is amply clear

from the background material that the numerical point at the top of the

range of permissible dose is not intended to have a connotation of

singularity, i.e., to represent a point that clearly marks a difference be-
tween two kinds of conditions. Unfortunately, administrative appli-

cation almost inevitably tends to emphasize singularity. In the worst

case, any dose below the MPD is considered by some as being "safe"
and any dose above it is an overexposure, or "unsafe." There is nothing
in the NCRP recommendations that justifies such an interpretation.
Ideally, each organization responsible for radiation control would have

access to specialist opinion to reach responsible interpretation of ac-

ceptable risks for the applicable conditions. In fact, various degrees of
administrative, quasi-legal, and formal legal control must inevitably
arise. In extreme oases, the rigidity of codes and regulations and their

enforcement could (and sometimes does) get entirely out of proportion
to their underlying biomedical significance. Various devices such as
reference to limits or guides have not been notably successful in avoid-
ing this quandary, nor can this report offer a new solution. The issue is

sufficiently fundamental that it may be helpful to summarize the de-
velopment of an existing limit and to emphasize the difficulty in modify-
ing it in the direction indicated by current interpretations of radio-
biology.
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(A86) The•NOCRP developed ta age-proration formula for maxium

aecumulated doseFr which was introduced in 1957 [2], namely,

maximum accumulated dose = (N, - 8) X 5 rems

where N is the number of years of age. This was derived, as follows:
ýAog experience -with a ULS. pemmissble dose of 0.1 rým per day (or
2S reins per year well distributed), or a higher international limit,
showed no demonstrable bodily injury to those exposed within these
levels. NCRP Report No. 17 (Mt54) [X] indicated reisani that had been
widely accepted since 1949 for changing to a permissible weekly dose of
0.8 rem, with a penalty provision for exceptional cases, when the weekly
limit had to. be exceeded, to go to 3 reins in any 13 consecutive weeks.5 1

jn the next few years there was appreciable development of the under-
standing and. consideration of genetic effects. The NAS-NRC Reports
on. the biological .effdot of atomic radiation [55, 568 reflected the vieWs
of qualified geneticists that a total dose of 50 reins up to the mean re-
productive age of 30 years waii acceptable- for the occupational case.
This opinion, contained. the assumption that genetic damage is ac-
cumulated in direct proportin to. accumulated dosei indepmndent Of
dose delivery pattern, a situation which is no longer accepted. The age-
.Proration formula was- rsponsive to. this position in the sense that 5
reins per year, intermittently delivered, would seem to impose no
somatic problem (as then visuiaized) and would be responsive to the
genetic, limit, in thesense that (30 -1 8) x 5 rems, or 60 rems, was
sufficiently compatible with the.suggested 60 rems.

(187) Use of age-proration instead of a firm annual limit of 5 reins
bad the advantage of de-emphanizing the "sanctity" of a specific annuali
limit, Continuation Of the previousl used limit o. 3 rems in a quarter
had the efeot of setting a maximum annual allowance of 12 reins for
some -individuals, In 1958 the WCRP stated that the allowance of 12
ens in any one year should not be encouraged as a. part of routine
operations but rather as an allowable but unusual condition. The practi-
cal application of the age-proration. formula has therefore. been, in
effct,

(a) a "proSpective" dose equivalent, liit of 5 remis per year aver-
aged over several years with (b) a proviso that if in retrospect the
actual dose equivalent i, a given year proves to be about double that

o Technically these shoild now be written as dose equivalents.
T"The original.statement also speciMed a limit of 0.9 rem for ny 7 noseicutive

days, but this part received very little attention,
Correctly, 50 I, not ;0 rmns, in the originsi.
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amount, no deviation from sound protection is implied. However, such
deviations should be considered unusual,

(188) If the effect of the age-proration formula has been correctly

analyzed, it appears appropriate to recommend for whole body irradi-

ation a maximum prospective annual permissible dose equivalent of 5

reins. The age-proration formula is then retained as a guide to limit

accumulated dose equivalent, with no penalty if the retrospective dose

equivalent in any one year exceeds the prospective dose equivalent limit
by a factor of about two. The current review has established clearly

that the cumulative effect of low-LET radiation on man, either in ge-
netic or somatic manifestations, is -not strictly proportional to accumu-

lated dose in all cases. For low-LET radiation, the potential effect is
believed to be minimized if each exposure occurs at both low dose and
low dose rate. At low dose rates, evidence indicates that the effect may
be proportional to accumulated dose, however, the rate of increase is
much less than for high doses and dose rates. A basic criterion is conse-
quently that all dose increments should be held to lowest practicable
levels of dose and dose rate. Various administrative strategies may be
used to approximate this requirement.

Administrative Variations

(189) Administrative control of exposure may vary considerably, the
needs in a laboratory handling high levels of activity or in a reactor

installation, for example, being possibly quite different from those in

a medical clinic. Freedom to arrive at sensible control, responsive to

basic criteria, is encouraged. Planned restriction of annual dose equiv-

alent to less than the prescribed maximum prospective limit is ap-

propriate as a means of reducing the number of cases retrospectively
exceeding that limit. Under no circumstances should such administrative

limits be interpreted as valid absolute limits, nor should regulatory

bodies so interpret them. It mry also be appropriate to use control pe-

riods of less than one year. Monthly limits may be appropriate if this

coincides with a monitoring period. A quarterly control period haa

been widely used and found convenient to prevent undue clumping of

dose increments. Some earlier limits sed by the NORP and others will

no longer be recommended. These include such expressions as "dose in

any seven consecutive days," -when a weekly limit was recommended or

"dose in any consecutive 13 weeks" for a quarterly limit. These de-

vices arose from a desire to discourage artificial clumping of dose on
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the last day of one. defied period and the first day of the next, for
instance. They afforded an inference of willful manipulation' of control
that rarely arises, and forced an undesirable short-term measurement
system (e.g., daily, instead of weekly, for the first example).

Future Developments

(190) There are certain trends in the developing knowledge of radial-
tion effects that seem to point to the possibility of substantial changes
in basic criteria within perhaps the next decade. The-NCRP has, given
careful attention to some of these and has determined that it is proba.-
bly unwise, to introduce these concepts into practical recommendations
at this time. Some of the points judged closest to acceptance are briefly
reviewed here:

1. As. indicated in the discussion of cataract induiction, the present
evidence for the mouse lens shows RBE values for very low doses
of neutrons that currently reach 100, Theoretical curves can be
generated in which RBE Would presumably approach. 1fnty as
the applied doses approach zero, Whereas one might tend normally
to discount there being a significant damage effect of very 1Wo
dose, it seems from the- same mouse experiments that the radia-
tion really shortens the time at which disability. (in this case,
cataract) appears. The extension of these views to cataract in
man or more broadly to other defects in man is not yet justified)
but they do encourage an especially conservative approach to
neutron irradiation.

2-. brawn from the above example, a reasonable alternative interpre.
tation may be that the quantitative effect of neutron irradiation
per rad is minimally dependent on the dose and dose rate pattern
of delivery. if by a recovery process, the effect of low-LET radia;-
tion diminished steadily at lower dose and dose rate, the same
R'BE pattern as described above Would arise. HoweVd, in this
case, the real issue might.be that maximum permissible doses for
low-LET radiation given in a conservative dose and dose rate
regimen are far. more conservatiVe than heretofore believed. In
effect, if good data existed for high-LET irradiations, they would
provide a more stable base. for RBE observations and derived Q2F
calculations.

3. The recognition of redovery processes for low-LET irradiations
indicates that it is as logical to have a modifying factor responsive
to dose increnientifor x or gamma radiation as it nOW is to have a
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-modifying factor (QF) responsive to LET. It is premature to
quantify such a modifying factor, although there are some cases
in which the effects at low dose rate are about 4 to Ye those at
high dose rate, other things being equal.

4. Possibly within a decade, a plausible system of non-linear addi-
tion of dose components to form a dose equivalent may be pre-
sented. Such a scheme might well have one factor proportional to
the square of the low-LET dose component added to a linear term
for the high-LET component.
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Chapter 7. Specific Protection
Concepts or Standards

Significance of Reognizablity of B ogic B1Change

(191) Dose limiting recommendations cdntain a criterion equivalent
to requiring. "avoidance of appreciable bodi injury." Necessary as-
sumption of a non-threshold concept implies that some effect may
occur at any dose. Genetic effec*- presumed to be predominantly del-
eterious, may be experimentally undetectable except by long-range
sophisticated. statistical studies. Conversely, in some somatic tisues,
refined detection methods may show changes which need not be classed
as injury because of redundanoy in cells and tissues and their functions.
Avoidance of observable biological changs may be neither a mecessary
nor sifficient criterion. A more aubtle and indirect line of reasoning to
derive acceptable standards may be needed. For population, genetic ef-
tect., the reasoning may be based on the acceptance of some nominml
but slight deviation from normal mutation rates. For somatic effects in.
Individuals, the criteria probably depend, in much more complex fash-
ion on the nature of the tissues and organs irradiated and the level and
rate of irradiation. The significance of these structures with regard to
the economy of the organism is very important, and the general inter-
play between various tissues is involved as well. The age and general
condition of the exposed individual and a host of other biological, con-
ditions can be important elements. It is necessary to seek simplifica-
tions by focusing attention on various tissues whose irradiation sets the
exposure limits for particular sets, of circumstances..

Critical Ornme and Tissues

(192) in the original context,2- the material on "critial 'organs and
effe•t"• was summarized as follows:

"Experience has shown that certain organs are particularly vul

Bee page 7# of NCRP Report Wo. 17 [13.
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nerable. The following organs and potential late effects are con-
sidered critical from the point of view of protection: (a) skin with
respect to cancer, (b) blood-forming organs largely with respect to
leukemia, (c) gonads with respect to impairment of fertility, and
(d) eyes with tespect to cataracts."

, more extensive ICRI discussion reads, in part [59]:
'In the case of approximately uniform irradiation of the whole
body, the greatest hazard to health (of the individual or of hik
descendants) will be due to irradiation of particular tissues or
organs; these tissues are referred to as 'critical' for the case of uni-
form exposure of the whole body. Also, with exposure of the whole
body the maximum number of cells is irradiated and for a given
dose there is a maximum probability that damage may occur to a
single cell, or group of cells, resulting in malignancy or other ef-
fects. Dose limitation for an individual is determined mainly by the
dose that can be xegarded as acceptable for the most critical tis-
sues which, in these recommendations are taken to be the red bone-
marrow, the gonads and, with regard to radiation of high IET,
the lenses of the eyes. For pregnant women, dose limitation is de-
termined by possible effeets on the foetus.

"When the various body tissues or organs are unequally exposed,
the irradiation of one organ or tissue will be of greatest importance
on account of the dose that it receives, its sensitivity to radiation,
or the importance to health of any damage that results. This tis-
sue or organ is referred to as the critical one under the particular
circumstances. Dose limitation for the individual is determined by
the dose regarded as acceptable for this tissue or organ. For inter-
nal dose calculations the critical organ is the organ in which dam-
age Irom a given internally deposited radionuclide results in the
greatest body injury. This is usually, but not always, assumed to
be the body organ in which there is the greatest concentration of
the radionuclide."

These usages involve a fairly broad range of interpretations of "criti-
cal." At the one end a critical organ is one of unusually high radio-
sensitivity. At the other end it may be an organ such as the thyroid
whose uptake of radioiodine causes it to reach by far the highest con-
centration and absorbed dose. An attempt was made. to differentiate
these oases by calling the first class "critical" and the second class "lim-
iting" or "dose-limiting." It was decided that such changes in -terminol-
ogy would be confusing and unproductive. For the development of pro-
tection guides, the concept of identifying the minimum number of or-
gans and tissues that are limiting for dose consideration is the essential
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simplifying atep. For general irradiation of the whole body, such critical
organs and issue are:

1. gonads (fertility, genetiq effects)
2. blood-forming organs, or specifioally red bone marrow (leukemia)
3. lens of the eye (6atrasots)

For external irradiation of restricted parts of the body, an additional
oriial organ may be:

4. skin (s cancer)
For irradiation from internally deposited sources alone or combined
with irradiations from external sources, -additional limiting organs are
determined more by the metabolic pathways of invading nuclides, their
concentration in organs, and their, effective residence times, than by
some inherent sensitivity factors. They include:

2. lung
3. bone
4. tfyrold
5. kidney, spleen, pancreas, or prottate
6. muscle ti.sue or fatty tissue.
(193) The validity of a limiting organ .selection is not always as

a priori evident as is often assumed. For example, ih the simplest ease
of whole body external irradiation, the three choices given in paragraph
W assume that consideration of nonspecific life shortening, which by
definition is not referable to a specific organ, is not the overiding fac-
tor. For those beyond the age of reproduction, the gonads coe to be
limiting organ& If there should eventually prove to be a practical
threhold for leukemia induction in occupational circumstances of low
dose and dose rae acqqtms oly, some nonspeciflo lifesborte.nig
factor might indeed become controlling. It is also aonieivable that at
some stage of understanding, the potential for a totality of late.tuniors
far c that for leukemia alone could be significant, Fo radio-
nuclides as internal sources, the region of maximum deposition, and
therefore of dose at one particular time, is not necesarily the limiting
orgWa. Fok plutonium. as an invader of the lung, it is not. necessarily
predictable whether the limiting organ will be the lung itselflhe lymph
n.odes, or some other orga. Also, the total dose from external and inh-
temal sources should be considered in. all cses. The sense of a definable
critical or limiting organ may be obscured if one individual were simul-
-taneously loaded with deposits affecting many of the Rst organs.
Fortunately, practical irradiation patterns tend to be confined in many
cases either to external sources or to intake of one specific radionuclide.
Criteria appropriate for controlled situations may be dubious or totally
invalid for major overexposures as in radiation accidents.
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• For persons of reproductive capability and far c0nsideration.
•ent radiation effects on future generations, the gonads are anti-

wporgans. The relevant absorbed dose is -the sum of that due to ex-
:ial radiation and internal radiation from nuclides within the gonads

iradiation range of the gonads.
•l95) Apart from population genetics, the gonads are the critical
tas for the individual with respect to possible impairment of fertil-
4rod production of defective children from selective deposition of

lonuclides in or near ovary or testes For whole body irradiation,
Iedical information indicates a sensitivity of the gonads compara-

qvith, but not exceeding, that 6f the blood forming organs

Ld Ponning Organ.

) Tissue of the hematopoietic system is especially significaut as
"sl system under conventional occupational exposure conditions.
e customary exposure ranges, it has to be assumed that the inci-?
e of leukemia may be increased as described in Chaptei 4 (see par-

1lI-fl4). Irradiations th be considered include whole body or
body external irradiation and emissions from fixed radionu-

and those circulating in the blood. For the purposes of absorbed
.calculation, and especially for alpha particle emIttA in bone, the

o biological target is taken to be the red bone marrow?'

97) The skin may be considered a subordinate limiting tissue
exposure-topenetrating radiation is tmaually highest at or near the
level and external radiation of low to moderate penetration hTrA-

akin far more than gonads or bone marrow. A practical factor is
tion to use the hands for manipulating radioactive sources.

:i subject to cancer formation after relatively severe skin dam-
!t may be assumed, however, that late neoplasms of. the skin are

even when there is no observable early injury. For comparable
.ial) absorbed doses, the incidence of neoplasia of -the skin is

ess than that of n eoplasia. (leukemia) of the hematopoietic struc-

ar moad alph partacle emitter deposited in bone, the bone ftedf ma' be the
din critdeal organ, with respect to bone cancer.
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Lens of the Bye

(198) Experimentation with animals, particularly mice, has indi-
cated an exceptionally large RBE of high-LET radiation for lenticular
opacification at low doses. This high RBE may be due in part to unique
characteristics of the lens, perhaps to its relatively hypoxic condition.
However, because of the nature of dose-effect curves for low- and high-
LET radiations in most biological systems, the EBE for high-LET ra-
diation increases with decreasing dose. In the animal experiments it has
been possible to observe unambiguous effects on the lens at doses lower
than those for any other mammalian system, and the fact that observa-
tions were made at low doses is believed to account mainly for the high
RBE values seen. It is quite possible that other late effects might be
seen at low doses, should sufficiently detailed observations be made in
large enough animal populations. In this case the high RBE for the lens
would not be a unique characteristic of this organ.

(199) The application to man of observations on the small animal ,i
lens is questionable since there are no data that firmly establish either
similar radiosensitivity or comparable RBE at low doses. But until
there is further resolution, this possibility should not be dismissed. Of
the well-documented late effects of radiation on man, leukemia and J
cataracts have been observed at doses lower than those producing skin
scarring and cancer or bone tumors. It must be assumed that some in-
crease in the incidence of these and other late effects in man does occur
at low doses. Consequently, one cannot exclude either effects at low
doses, or high RBE values at these low doses in the human being. In
view of these possibilities it is considered advisable to assume that the
lens is a critical organ not only for high-LET radiation but also for low-
LET radiation.

(200) Cataract of the eye is a well known effect in therapeutic ir-
radiations in the general region of the eye, requiring special shielding
precautions whenever possible. It is a potential effect to be studied
carefully after major accidental exposures, especially to neutron -beams
from cyclotrons, reactors, etc.

Thyroid

(201) The thyroid gland is most distinctly the limiting organ in cases
of uptake of the various radionuclides of iodine. Because of the large

use of radioiodine for various-studies, and because iodine may be an im-
portant radionuclide in nuclear energy activities, both civilian and mill-

Z.- .• • °- •r• .
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tary, it is possible that the thyroid may receive relatively large doses.
Irradiation of children also calls for special consideration of this gland.

indi-
cular
.que Other Organs

ioh-. (202) As listed in paragraph 192, internal deposition of various ra-
dionuclides calls into play many other limiting organs. Detailed dis-

ra- cussion is left to other NCRP reports. Bone has a unique position as a
has limiting organ because of the experience with radium depositions, and

ower the fact that many radionuclides give a much higher dose to the skele-
a-i ton than to other parts. Detailed dosimetric understanding of the ra-
igh dium cases [12] continues to be quite difficult, despite extensive careful
be work. Permissible limits for deposition of radium and other bone-
e in seekers continue to be derived in terms of deposited. amounts rather

lens than dose per as. Such limits fall outside a framework in which external

Ual and internal contributions to dose can be evaluated on a common scale.
ither The defining doses on which limits are based do not seem to be widely

different. Thus, despite the lack of a true common scale, significant dis-
Of crepancies in the application of the two sets of criteria are not antici-

d pated. As an example, the permissible burden of 0.1 ;L Ci mRa with
and 30% of its daughters is generally equated in a reference 70 kg man with

in- a mean skeletal dose rate of about 3 rads per year or 30 reins per year

cur (see paragraph 116).

ow
In

the Sp•cification of Dose Received
ow-

ir- General Approach

g (203) In radiobiological experimentation care can be exercised to as-
eds sure exposure conditions that give relatively uniform, definable and

measurable doses. Even then the statement of absorbed dose is not al-
ways easy. It is not surprising, then, that protection dosimetry related
to the low dose increments, random geometry of the sources with respect
to the body, range of radiation types potentially available, and other
characteristics of conventional occupational or environmental irradia-

es tion is a difficult matter. The first technical objective is to obtain the
ge best realistically feasible knowledge of the absorbed dose in the relevant
ir- limiting tissues or organs when the doses are near or above the MPD.

*li- Direct measurement of dose in the region of interest is usually impracti-
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cal. Calculation of absorbed dose for external irradiation generally in-
volves some measurement on the exposed person (personnel monitor-
ing), and knowledge of the ambient radiation both as to radiation
quality and quantity (area monitoring). These measurements are com-
bined with additional data such as phantom measurements to derive
estimates of the absorbed dose at the critical organs. For internal
sources, the absorbed dose must be calculated from measured or in-
ferred concentrations of the radionuclides in the organs, In some cases,
Ihe reliability of dose assessment exceeds that achievable for external
radiation; in others, the dosimetry is very difficult.

(204) Components of absorbed dose obtained in these steps must be
multipled by appropriate quality factors (see paragraph 212 et seq.)
to estimate a dose equivalent for each critical organ. Integrated dose
equivalents must be obtadned over acceptable time periods. Such -periods
depend, for occupational exposures, on administrative controls and
might be, for example; one month, one calendar quarter, or one year.
Broad simplifications are needed at each step in dose assessment, but
these must be made in such a direction that the net bias is safely on the
conservative side.

(205) The collective sense of these simplifications is to provide rea-
sonably good dose specification for precisely those cases for which the
best experience is available. More esoteric exposure conditions will tend
to acquire compounded inherent safety factors. It should be noted that
compound*g over successive steps can lead to overstatement of pre-
•sumed hazard by quite lirge factors. Utilization of radiation may in-
deed be substantially impeded in such cases. If these cases do have prac-
tical significance, there is a natural incentive to organize studies to
develop improved data permitting closer specificity in the affected
cases.

Significant Volume for Protection Dose Specifwdtion

(206) Simplifications in practice hinge largely on reporting a single
representative protection dose for a limiting organ system even when
the actual irradiation is grossly non-uniform. The .representative dose
is taken as the highest that can be obtained by averaging over a pre-
scribed aigniffcant volume. The implication of this concept, or at least
the convention that is followed, is that any redistribution of a given
dose within such a volume does not materially alter the radiation re-
sponse. It is usually assumed that the "significant volume" should be
of the order of one cubic centimeter. This will be grossly conservative

V
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der most circumstances, and in special situations use of a larger vol-
ie is justified.

niftant Area for Protection Dose Specification

207) There will be some cases in which selection of a significant
ume is inappropriate. Most notably these will include cases where
radiation agent is an alpha particle emitter deposited in thin sheets.
an example, the deposition of radon daughter products on the bron-
iepithelial lining of the lungs is a case in which the effective xadia-

field is virtually two-dimensional only. In such cases, one may
isibly consider a signifleant area of tissue surface, perhaps equally
.trrily taken as one square centimeter. Realistic modeling of such
s suggests a much smaller region as the reasonable effective target.
V08) The significant area for skin irradiations can reasonably vary
i the nature of the exposure. External radiation of low penetration
d reasonably be averaged over a one square centimeter area. The
h of the reference area is normally taken as at the mass thickness
mg per cm 2, -the outer horny layer being biologically inert. Where
al sensitive manipulation, as in implantation of radium needles,
:e proved necessary, the dose might logically be averaged over the
ra. Radioactive contamination of the skin has been assayed over
cm2 area. This practice presumably dates back to times when small
uring probes -were not availablv. There now seems no justification
significant area in excess of 5 cm2 for such cases.

-Special Cases

9) The lens of the eye can be considered as a target whose cross
n is less than 1 cm2 or whose volume is considerably less than I
r7he total lens is the significant target in all ordinary circum-
ýs. However, if an intense radiation beam of small cross section
the eye (accident case), the objective of dose specification would

sverage the dose over the more or less cylindrical volume defined
,t cross section and the thickness of the lens in the beam direction.
)) The NCRP has arbitrarily used 10 percent of the volume of
gan as the significant volume for irradiation of the gonads. There
me cases in which choice of a significant volume or area is vir-
meaningless. For example, if a single particle of radioactive ma-
ixed in either lung or lymph node may be carcinogenic, the aver-
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agii.. of dose eithr over the lung, or over one cubic cenftil.eter may
have little to do with the, asew. Use of sign.ficant vclimes or areas must
be looked'on as one of the round-off devices which in special okss must
give way to- detailed study.

ia'diatlon Expome Status of an Indivldual

(211) A&person's r diation exposure status. iy be expressed by &an
index which is the ratio of his actual to his allowed exposure. It has
often been applied to accumunlated dose under the. age-proiaiion bor-
mule. Collectively, the pattaem of these indices may, "6 used as one
measure of the effectiveness of a control program. As applied to an. *
dividu;LZ radiation exposure status nees to be treated with caution on
several count& For many people, a whole battery of indices relative. o
separate permissible limits -would be needed. Normally, the crude ap-
proximation to whole body dose from external x and gamma radiation
srecorded by a film badge or Imila means is -the only measure con-

verted to an index. If an index. is numerically low, absolutely no license
to "catoh up" is implied. Conversely, if an index exceeds u*ity, it does
not necessarily fllow that "appreciable bodily Jn zr'; has occurred.
nor that the employee should be removed from radiation work. Occa-
uionas on. which an index exceeds unity are sqfficiently rare t•it eadh
may and should be handled as. a special case. Dedisions as t6 zetention
,on, or temporary or pemanent removal from, radiation. worlk because a
person exceeded his permissible dose should be on an individWa basis.
They should contain de9jiw'n3 by physicians and professional associ-
ates and cannot be rigidly legislated.

Qiuinly Factor.

Qualityj Factor ae a Pr'actical Modifier for BRE Effect

(212) The NqCRP agrees with the ICRU's decision. [28], and the
statemient of the joint ICRP/lCRU Committee on, RBE [60], restrict-
ing the term RBE to radiobiology and introduci• another name for
a modifying factor responsive to. LET. Thus, quality factor (QF)'Wis

ftymblihm may change in the near future to a. mre conyentional format with
"Siuietter repreentastion of eahbntfti.
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a multiplier correcting for LET dependence of biological effect when
absorbed doses are modified to a common scale for all ionizing xadia-
tions (see paragraph 92). In the interest of uniformity, the following
relationship between quality factor (QF) and stopping power (LET.)
which is recommended by the ICRP [59] for conventional protection
calculation is accepted:

kaV pa pn watu Q

3.5 or leaw
72

53 10
175 20

For refined calculations, these data may be used to obtain a continuous
function QF(L) plotted against L (LET.). If D(L) is similarly the
absorbed dose as a function of L, the dose equivalent (DE) [60] be-
Comes:

ta"DE f D(L) -QF(.L) dL

if the quality factor is the only modifying factor.
(218) The number of eases in which this relationship between QF

and LET. need be utilized is very small and is principally related to
protection around high energy accelerators generating particles at en-
ergies of about 20 MeV and above. Cases requiring the closest attention
are those with potential exposure to neutron spectra in the absence of
a substantial gamma-ray contribution. NCRF Report No. 88, Protec-
tion Against Neutron Radiation [61] provides suitable data which is
given here in Table 4. For all practical purposes, if the total flux density
of neutrons of energy less than 10 keV is assigned a QF of 8 and the
total Alux density of faster neutrons is assigned a QF of 10, the resultant
error will be small, and normally on the safe side. In fact, a QY of 10
applied to the total neutron flux across the board is always acceptable
but may be unduly conservative if the neutron spectrum is predomi-
nantly of very low average energy and the component of dose from
neutrons is a substantial fraction of the total. Somewhat similar con-
siderations can be applied to rounded off QF values for protons. A QF
value of 10 can be considered conservative. For very high energy pro-
tons, say from 100 MeV on up, the LET becomes sufficiently small that
the QF falls essentially to unity.
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T Mod of 40 ho. nWai-. ia wtaimun dw. suiaent of 100 • m•r
i N Bmi li-u my

9.5 x 1-1(tboenal) 2680
1 x 10-" 2 680
'I x 10-o 21:x 10,-;s
I x 10 2 5W8
Ixu.I 2 580
IXx 1"- 2.5 700
2 X W-1 7.5 116
5 x 10-1 27
1 U i9
2.5 9 20
5 8. 16
7 7 17.16 .6 27

14 7.5 122 0 8S1

4 7 -10
60 5.5 1U
JXiGu 4 14
2'X 10' 3.5 13
3X0 x3o .5 1
4 X 10' 3. 10

SMaiimum value of P In a 30-cm phantom.

Practicat Quoat Pacm

(214) Although the dose equivalent for psrticular situations is prop-.
erly determined by the method' of paragraph 212, it is caivenient for.
quick and rough calculations to have a table of practical quality factors
referable to -he types of photons and particles involved. Table 5 is one
form of' th Aniplification.

Qtlisr ModifV*p Factors

(215) Biological effect in a l6miting organ may be further influenced
bY noluniform spatial distribution of irradiation. This may be due to
geometric nitation of an eWmal beam (rare in practic protection)
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TA.UX 5--Prearhna quality jador*

lAdjation TYps KecADa of

X rays, garms rays, electrons or positrons, En- I
ergy >0.03e•DeV

Electrons or positrons, Energy <0.03 MeV 1I
Neutrons, Energy <10 ke9 a
Neutrons, Energy >10 keV 10
Protons 1-lob
Alpha particles 1-20
Fission fragnents, recoil nuclei 20

&In 1966 the ICRP recommended a value of 1.7 for the QF of
low energy electrons or protons 1591, We believe that a rounded
value of 1 is more commensurate with the accuracy of our
knowledge and the requirements of radiation protection, (In
1969 the ICRP amended its 1986 recommendations, specifying
that the QF should be taken as I for all A-, f, e-y, and x radia-
tions, and for conversion electrons (62].)

b Use the higher value for round-off or calculate by the meth-
ods of ICRP Publication 4 1631.

or, more generally, to nonuniform distribution of internally deposited
nuclides. For the purposes of this report, the xationale of such a factor
will be accepted. However, its usefulness in radiation protection is un-
certain. Any practical use will be restricted to special cases of internal
deposition, the elaboration of which has been left to other NCRP Scien-
tific Committees.

(216) ICRP Publication 9 [59] introduced a special modifying fac-
tor (ranging up to 3) for use when the lens of the eye is irradiated with
high-LET radiation. In view of remaining uncertainties (see paragraph
198) it is here recommended that, for the present, the eye be considered
to be a critical organ for which the QF is the same as for all other or-
ganis.5

Dose Equivalent

(217) The continuation of a common language lor the addition of
dose contributions in reins, formerly expressed as RBE dose, is made in
terms of the following statement on dose equivalent taken verbatim
from ICRU Report No. 11 [28]

'In its 1989 meeting the ICRP deleted the modifying factor of 3 for the eye
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"1. For protection purposes it is useful to define a quantity which
will be termed the 'dose equivalent' (DE).

2. (DE) is defined as the product of absorbed dose D, quality fac-
tor (QF), dose distribution factor (DF) and other necessary
modifying factors. DE := D(QF) (DF) ....

3. The unit of dose equivalent is the 'rem.' The dose equivalent is
numerically equal to the absorbed dose in rads multiplied by the
appropriate modifying factors.,"

In general discussions one will normally be concerned with "permis-
sible dose equivalents,' "dose equivalent limits," and so on, rather than
with "permissible doses" and "dose limits." In practice where radia-
tion protection considerations are clearly involved, confusion is un-
likely and the awkwardness of using "dose equivalent" will probably
lead to the use of "dose." The NCRP recognizes the convenience of such
usage if due care is exercised.

Determination of Dose Equivalent from Monitoring Resuths

(218) Information on the dose equivalent to critical organs is de-
rived from personnel monitoring by film badges, ionization chambers,
thermoluminescent devices, et:., from determinations of deposited ra-
dionuclides, based on whole body counting or analysis of urine or other
samples, and from routine area monitoring or special surveys. In vir-
tually no case is a complex dose equivalent obtained directly. Methods
of making adequate determinations are discussed in other NCRP re-
ports. Here, only the broad principles of methodology are covered.

Personnel Monitoring

(219) Irradiation measurement and its evaluation are of central im-
portance to the determination of the effectiveness of a radiation pro-
tection program. It involves the comparison of the dose equivalent
which is, or which may be, received by individuals, with the established
maximum permissible dose equivalents (MPD) (see paragraph 211).
The importance of the comparison usually results from legal or admin-
istrative needs when the exposure is within or does not greatly exceed
the permissible limits, It is generally conceded that dose equivalent,-
at about the level of the MPD can be developed within about a factor
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Ih of two for ext exposures.3 ' For internal exposures, the accuracy
may occasionally be greater, but typically will be much less. At higher
doses such as may occur during emergency procedures or in accidents,

y a more accurate determination of dose is needed. At lower doses, ac-
curacy may decrease rapidly, but so, fortunately, does the biological

is significance of the induced effects, if any. The NCRP has stated previ-
he ously that personnel monitoring shall be performed for each occupa-

tionally exposed individual for whom there is a reasonable possibility
a- of receiving a dose exceeding one-fourth of the applicable MPD [25].
on Such a statement properly implies that accurate dose equivalent deter-
I- minations below one-fourth of the MYD are not required.
1- (220) Typical film badges, pocket ionization chambers, or thermo-
ly luminescent dosimeters yield an adequate approximation to the ab-

sorbed dose from commonly occurring radiations delivered to the body
surface close to the monitor. Separate readings for various radiation
types-electrons, x rays or gamma rays with an approximate analysis
of their spectral range, and neutrons--may be required. For each type,
an approzimate relationship between the surface absorbed dose and the
dose equivalent to the appropriate limiting organs, may be deduced

e- from phantom measurements to which quality factors are applied. As
a practical matter, the relationship for any one set of working condi-
tions tends to be more or less constant and such that the value indicated
by the measuring device (corrected by a quality factor for high-LET.r components) approximates or more likely exceeds the required dosek- equivalent.

is (221) There are numerous pitfalls when stray beams are narrow and
may not intercept the recording devices involved. Good radiation pro-
tection practice rarely tolerates the presence of such beams. In other
cases, readings depend on whether a broad beam is involved or there
is uniform irradiation from all directions. Obviously, if the film badge
is worn on the chest and the radiation is always incident on the back,
a meaningless record is obtained. The range of typical circumstances
has to be reviewed in each work area, with the disposition of measuring

o- devices made reasonable for the nature of the work. Many occupa-
at tional exposures, both in medicine and industry, occur in all kinds and
ad geometries of radiation fields and represent a most difficult assessment

problem. Some circumstances may require separate meters worn on the
fingers or the forehead (near the eyes). In any ease, the raw data from

ad
tsThe raw data normaly reported from typical film badge records do not neces-

sarily provide the required values, without considerable awudliary information (weeor ~paragraphs 220, 221).
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these various meters are likely to have very little significance in terms
of true absorbed dose unless supplemented by explicit or at least infer-
ential knowledge of the conditions under which they were obtained.
These and other monitoring problems will be covered in a forthcoming
NCRP report on monitoring methods and instrumentation.21

Special Examinations and Whole Body Counters

(222) The amounts of some gamma-emitting nuclides deposited in
the body can be measured fairly accurately with .whole body counters.
These measurements, coupled with knowledge of the typical metabolic
distribution patterns, permit. approximate calculation of the limiting
organ dose equivalents. The relationship is more diffcut to establish
when the deposited amounts must be inferred from the small fractions
eliminated in urine or other excreta. One is compelled to accept the re-
sults given by the best available technology. In the case of insoluble,
pure alpha-emitting substances in the lung, methodology for direct
measurement is notably defective. Fortunately, indirect approximate
values can be inferred in many cases from the measurement of nuclide
concentrations in the ambient air.

Area Monitoring

(223) Readings need to be obtained of the components of external
radiation. These can be related to the dose equivalents that a person's
organs would receive at the same locations. Usually, only a few fixed
radiation monitors can be used. When the radiation field is highly non-
uniform, fixed monitor data must be supplemented by readings obtained
by use of portable survey instruments. Substantial errors in translation
to the expected dose equivalent in individuals can be tolerated when
experience shows that accumulated dose equivalent in a given time pe-
riod is a small fraction of the M:PD for that period, particularly when
monitor readings tend to lead to overstatements of the doses actually
received, as they usually do.

(224) The contribution of irTadiation from internal deposition, which

r In the above condensed appronch, numerous legitimate alternatives to various
caes have been omitted. Preferences among such alternatives as may be identified
in the forthcoming report should not be construed as basic disagreement with thesummary given here.
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most frequently comes from inhalation, is monitored by comparing
measured concentrations in air of separate nuclides against their cor-
responding maximum permissible concentrations.

Summation of Results

(225) When the annual summation of estimated dose equivalents,
derived from the products of absorbed dose components by the proper
quality factors and other modifiers, is appreciably less than 5 reins, it
may be accepted as a satisfactory record. When the annual summation
approaches 5 reins, the validity of the approximations may deserve
some further study, and when it exceeds 5 reins, say, 7 or 8 or more,
detailed investigation of the rounded-off conversion steps may be ap-
propriate.

(226) In field practice, those cases that accumulate dose components
from many diverse sources are the most troublesome. Experience shows
that perhaps 90 percent or so of all cases have only one main contribu-
tor to dose. In that case, refinement of attempts to measure that one
component may be in order, with an arbitrary addition of (say) 10
percent to the recorded dose equivalent to cover the remaining compo-
nents. As an example, an atomic energy plant might choose to regulate
conditions such that dose equivalent from external radiation does not
exceed 4 reins annually. Experience may have shown that in the ab-
sence of definable accidents, an internal contribution to whole body
(or critical organ) irradiation amounting to more than say 0.5 rem an-
nually is incredible, although precise individual registration of dose
equivalent from internal sources might be very difficult. Under this
format, no employee would unknowingly accumulate a total dose-
equivalent above 5 reins in a year.
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Chapter 8. Dose-L m4ting
Recommendations
Guidance for Special Cases

Occupm ional Exposre

(227) At the present time, ,o inflexible mneria criteria governing
radiation exposure can be given. Numerical limits to ranges of permis-
sible dose equivalents have to be offered as guidance with the under-
standing that interpretation may vary, sometimes widely, from situa-
tion to situation. Modifications of the maximum permissible values
recommended here may be justified because of social, technical, and
economic factors provided they are designed in a competent fashion,
are properly made known to those affected by the modifications, and
conform with the general principles set forth in this report. As a gen-
eral guide, all radiation exposure should be held to the lowest practi.-
cable level both as to dose equivalent and dose equivalent accumulation
rate (see paragraph 178).

(228) Mwdmum permissible dose equivalents in this section are
those inc'ured under occupati,•a rcumstances. They exclude.

1. Contributions from background radiation.
For about 90 percent of the people exposed, the added occupa-
tional dose is comparable with the background dose [18]. Nor-
mally, both are measured by relatively crude methods on the
same recording device and are rarely distinguishable at lower
levels.

L. Contribution. from man.made device. outside the occupational
environment.
The dose from such equipment as TV sets is normally not re-
corded on personnel monitoring devices. It should be a small
fraction of .the natural radiation. Indirect contributions in this
category include such things as radiations from fallout and the
environmental radiations from nuclear plants.

S. Contfibution f erpomtorea in the healing arts.
88:
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WHOLE BODY OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE / 89

Although these contributions are not included in the formulation,
their omission is usually not important in occupational exposure,
since experience shows that the average employee's medical and
dental exposure is much less than the occupational' limit. In other
oases, the needs of the individual for the medical procedure may
have to take precedence although even in such a case, every rea-
sonable effort must be made to minimize unnecessary or medically
unproductive exposure.

Dose equivalents for exposures of occupational origin are always in-
tended to include all components of radiation of occupational origin,
whether external or internal. In practice, as mentioned in paragraph
226, in most cases there is one dominant contributor to the total dose
equivalent, and a good measuring system, responsive to that feature, is
recommended.

iof permib-
-heunder-iteunde- Whole Body Occupational Exposure from All Somre

•¶on1 situa-

ible values
$nical, and Prospective Annual Ldimit
6t fashion,
cations, and (229) The maximum permissible prospective dose equivalent for
L As a gen- whole body irradiation from all occupational sources shall be 5 rems in
et praoti- any one year. For the purposes of this recommendation, the critical or-

ýcumulation gans are considered to be the gonads, the lens of the eye, and red bone
marrow.

.section are
AIude: Retrospective Annual Occupational Dose Equivalent

dad occupa- (230) There will be occasions when the measured or estimated actual
1 Nor- dose equivalent exceeds the prospective limit of 5 roms in a year. No

ýods on the deviation from sound protection is implied if the retrospective dose
do at lower equivalent does not exceed 10 to 12 rems for dose increments well dis-

tributed over time or even 15 rems for exceptionally well-distributed
occupational increments (see paragraph 232). Repetition of retrospective dose equiv-

alents in excess of planned limits is controlled by the long-term occupa-
ally not re- tional accumulated dose equivalent (paragraph 231).
be a small

ions in this
out and the Long-Tm Accmu

(231) Long-term accumulation of combined whole body dose equiva-
lent (assessed in the gonads, lens of the eye or red bone marrow) shall

IC
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not exceed 5 reins multiplied by the number of years of age beyond 1,
i.e, maximum accumulated dose equivalent = (N - 18) x 5 reins,,
where N is the age in years and is greater than 18.

Pattem of Dose Acc.muZltiom

(2M2) Dose equivalents for exposures of occupational origin are al-
ways intended to include all components of radiation of occupational
origin, whether external dr internal. In principle, the dose to the "whole
body," to any critical organ or to any other organ should not exceed the
applicable maximum permissible dose equivalents. The difficulty, if
not impossibility, of making such determinations accurately, when
complex irradiation patterns exist, is recognized. When conditions are
such that the irradiation would approach the designated lose for i
year or longer, competent evaluation and contr0l should be provided.
In practice, as mentioned in paragaph 226, there is frequently one
dominant contiibutor to the total dose equivalent, and a, good meas-
urng system zesponsive to that feature is recommended with an allow-
ance made for the other contributions. If such a pattern does not apply,
administrative limits on a shorter time base than one year may be ap-
propriate, A typical limit of this nature is 8 reins per calendar quarter.

ComMaen

(233) For reasons given in Chapter 6, the annual prospective limit
is set out first. The terminology of prosective limit and ret rspetve
actual done equivalent is introduced to emphasize once again that all
numerical limits are guides, and tlhat exceeding a planned limit is not
necemarily improper. The well esablished age-proration formula is
retained as a control agpans repeated pasfing of the prospective limit.
The amssumption of some form of randomized pattern of dose aceumu-
lation is made an integral part of the framework. By emphasiin the
merits of low dose and low dose rate acquisitions, the need for shorter
time limit controls is indicated only when dose increments cannot be
restricted to low dose and dose rate acquisitions. In the relatively mall
number of cases in which occupational exposure is predominantly
caused by high-LET radiation, very conservative exposure practice is
recommended, because these cases will not share the recovery proc-
emes now believed to apply to low-LET exposures at low dose and
dose rate.,
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OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE OF HANDS AND FOREARMS / 91

Ocupational Exposure of, the Skin

(234) The maximum permissible dose equivalent to unlimited areas
of the skin (other than hands and forearms) shall be 15 reins in any
one year.

Comment

(235) The principal application of this limit will be to exposures
to electrons or relatively low energy photons for which the surface dose
reaches a significant level before the dose at gonads, lens of the eye,
or bone marrow can reach its limit, Where the bead is included in
the irradiated skin area, consideration of the exposure of the eye lens
would often become overriding.

Occupational Exposure of the Hands and Forearms

(236) The maximum permissible dose equivalent to the hands shall
be 75 reins in any one year, of which not more than 28 rems shall be
received in any one quarter. The maximum permissible dose equiva-
lent to the forearms shall be 30 reins in any one year, of which not
more than 10 rems shall be received in any one quarter.

Comment

(237) These limits are slightly more restrictive than previous lim-
its for hands and forearms. All reasonable efforts should be made to
keep exposure of hands and forearms within the general limit for akin.
The proposed limit is a reasonable interim concession to the con-
venience, if not absolute necessity, of handling some sources such as
would be encountered in clinical implantation of radioactive needles
or in performance of glove box operations. Such a relaxed limitation
is possible since little of the red bone marrow. is in the hands and fore-
arms. Nevertheless, the governing principle of 'lowest practicable
level" should apply to this case, as to all othem Thus, for example, the
use of glove boxes dmigned to take advantage of the fairly high limits
of pamgraph 236 is not appropriate under conditions in which im-
proved shielding could reasonably be provided.

29
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Occupadosua Exposure of ADl Oter Orga&a

(238) The maximum, permissible dose equivalent, for combined ex-
ternal and internal irradiation of any tissue, organ or organ system
not otherwise singled out in the other recommendations shall be. 15
rims in any one year.

Comment

(239) The Tevised reeommendations provide a ]prospective annual
limit of 5 resin for the especially ses-itive organs, namely, the gonads,
lens of the eye and red bone marrow, and Of 15 rents for all other
organs including the thyroid (see paragraph 31S). In addition, various
special cases are established (e.g. hands and foreams, in paragraph
23, and fetuses, in paragraph 240) in which limits may be higher or
lower than the general limits. (ht fhe whole, the intention of the /ei
changes from past practicw is to reflect acknowledgment that few,
if any, permisible limits cat be set definitelI on scientiftc grounds
plow. A. reduction to a minimum number of differe•t limits should
have the combined effect of simplifying the future development of
radiation protection and recalling the Judgmental nature of most
numerical limts. No specific biomedical evidence has been discovered
which alone would necessitate the changes, except for the case of the
embryo or fetus. It is generally implied that dose increments totalling
anywhere neat 15 reins in one •ye would have a spread pattern of ,c-
cumulation. If mot, at additional administrative limit of 5 rems in any
calendar quarter would be consistent with other administrative limits.

Ociupatlonal Exposure of Fertle Women

Exposre of the Fetus

(M40) During the entire gebtation period, the maximum permissible
dose equicvalent to the fetus $rom occupational exposure of the expect-
ant mother should not exceed 0.5 rem.

Comment.

(241) The need to minimine exposure of the embfyo and fetus is
paramount. It. becomes the controlling factor in the. occupational ex-
posure of fertile women. In effect, this implies that such women,
should be employed only in situations where the annual ddse ao-.
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cumulation is unlikely to exceed 2 or 3 rams and is acquired at a
more or less steady rate. In such casesm, the probability of the dose
to a fetus exceeding 05 rem before a pregnancy is recognized is
negligible. Once a pregnancy is known, the actual approximate dose

=an be reviewed to see if work can be continued within the frame-
work of the limit set above. It should be particularly noted that
paragraph 240 reads that the dose equivalent should not exceed 0.5
rem. In terms of convemtional NCRP usage, the word "should" as
used hare is less restrictive than the word "shall" which appears in
other statements of maximuxn permissible dose equivalent. The pur-
pose of this is to acknowledge that the method of application (as
suggested above) is speculative and needs to be tested for practicality
in a wide range of occupational circumstances. For conceptual pur-
poses the chosen dose limit essentially functions to treat the unborn
child as a member of the public involuntarily brought into controlled
areas. Despite the use of the permissive "should" terminology, the
NCRP recommends vigorous efforts to keep exposure of an embryo or
fetus to the very lowest practicable level.

Maximum Permissible Radiation Fields, Body Burdens
and Concentrations

242) Wo formal maximum permissible ambient radiation lield in
trolled areas is established. Ambient radiation should be kept low
h to achieve low dose accumulation rate and to avoid the need lor
.emely short occupancy which requires very careful monitoring and
.eases the risk of overexposure. Actual absorbed dose in critical
ans due to internal depositions is rarely obtained directly. Such
cepts as maximum permissible daily intake, maximum permissible

ly burden, and maximum permissible concentration in air or water
talogous with that of maximum permissible ambient radiation field
external radiations) are useful. Their elaboration and compilation
to be found in other NCRP reports.

wae Limits Applicable to Individual Members of the Public

1243) If maximum permissible dose equivalents for radiation workers
re purely teohnical, appropriate limits for other classes of individuals
ght be derived by accounting additionally for (a) the greater diver-
y of age (especially the inclusion of embryos, fetuses, and young
.dren) and physical well-being of the exposed persons, (b) the 4b-
tee of opportunity for individual medical pre-examinations and pe-
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riodic examinatiobs, (c) the feasible initensity of monitoring and con-
tro. activities, and (d) the societal factor that environmental exposures
are imposed on individual members of the public without the practical
possibility of individual judgment or free choice in all cases that is
implied in occupational exposures [3]. Historically, limits for persons
in areas around atomic energy plants particularly were set as though
the first three of these conditions applied by using "safety factors" on
limits believed at that time (circa 1943-1945) to be safe in the conven-
tional sense for radiation workers. Dose Emits uniformly .lower than
corresponding occupational lImit by a factor of ten, thirty or, in some
cases, 100 have been applied.

(244) In an appraisal of radiation protection criteria from irst prin-
ciples, it would seem better to attempt to set limits for members of the
public so that the risk of unacceptable injury to any individual ii
small compared with the total risk arising from many other envirom-
mental factors. Any such attempt fails, however, beoause the risks lack
a common scale and few are known as well as those from radiation.
Some indirect guides can be advanced. For whole body exposure, ex-
perence in many large institutions shows that with an occupational
limit of 5 reins per year a very small fraction of the potentially ekm
posed individuals exceeds 0.5 rem per year. It is, therefore, logical to
consider 0.5 rem per year as an upper limit with very few exceptions.
Special limits such as for skin or hands, should be set on a "lowest
practicable" basis rather than automatically at one-tenth of the cor-
responding occupational limit?' To have no organ or tissue exceed
0.5 rem per year is a reasonable target, but it is arbitrary, of course,
and. may not always be achievable. At that. limit, the incremental
radiation received by any individual is at most some four to five times
the natural radiation, and is less than twice the existing background
in some regons. With an intended limit of 0.5 xem per year. for most,
if not all, situations, the average incremental dose to populatimon groups
from radiation plants and installations would probably easily stay be-
low 0.1 rem per year, comfortably within the limit that consideration
Of genetic effects sets for the, Whole population. It should be empha-
sized here that the limit of 0,5 reim per year applies to the integration
of contributions from all sources, excluding natural radiation and medi-
cal radiation. Obviously, the contribution from any one radiation plant
or installation should be a small fraction of this to avoid the need for

"The commoniy referenced 10 to I ratio of occupational to non-occupational
flimits P not quite that. The radiation worker may a~ddtionaily acquire * non-
occupational quota, which makes the ratio BA to 0A or 11 to 1. Or, if oane adds an
average natural radiation quota (120 trero) and an average medical quota (70
memm), the ratio becom. (5.A + o.12 + O•)/(oh + 0.12 + o3) or about 8 to 1.
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)ecific dose allocation. The NCRP reiterates that ultimate acceptance
I any dose limit recommended for individual members of the public or
•pulation groups, as for all other controllable environmental stresses,
%ts with some form of societal decision.

Specific Dose Limits :for Individual Members of the
Public Not Occupationally Exposed

(245) The dose limit for the critical organs (whole body) of an in-
vidual not occupationally exposed shall be 0.5 rem in any one year,
addition to natural radiation and medical and dental exposures.

(246) This limit, as discussed in paragraphs 243 and 244, is set in
consideration of possible somatic effects. Because of the uncertainties
in the implied degree of effect at this level, the NCRP strongly ad-
vocates maintenance of the lowest practicable level (see paragraph
178) of exposure, especially with respect to infants and the unborn.
If conditions are not such that the proposed level can clearly be
maintained, the issues of appropriate estimation of dose and assign-
ment of responsibility (e•g., by dose allocation) have to be raised.
Paragraph 192 refers to some of the problems concerning identifica-
tion of a critical organ or tissue. Paragraphs 206 to 210 include com-
ments on the arbitrary character of choice of significant volume or
area for dose reference. Both of these factors may affect the detailed
application of paragraph 245. There may be cases in which some or-
gans or tissues may receive doses above the annual limit of O. rem
per year. As examples:

1. An alpha-emitting substance in the mid-plane of the horny layer
of skin may be judged to be innocuous.

2. A concentration of radioactive particles in a lymph node may
give a local dose in excess of the limit, but be judged to be
irradiating cikulating lymphocytes as the viable target.

3. In the familiar case of "hot spots" in bone from radium deposits.
the higher dose in a hot spot may not be the significant figure.

In these and other special cases for particular organs or tisues and
for specific nuclides, specialized committees of the NCRP may be
expected to elaborate on the -relevance and interpretation of pars-
graph 24C, especially when abundant biomedical and/or epideaioalogi-
cal data bear on the particular case. Any changes from the old limits
are based primarily on the desire for numerical simplicity in the
standards and not on an established biomedical need.
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Average Population Dose Iamnt-Genetic Considerations'

(247) The dose equivalent to the gonads for the population of the.
United States as a whole from all sources of radiation other than natu-
ral radiation, and radiation from the healing arts shall not exoeed a
yearly averge of 0.17 rem (170 torem) per person (see paragraph 162).

CoaMaent

(248) A provisional NCRP recommendation (1957) [2] limited the
gonadal dose from all sources, including medical and other man-made
sources and background to 14 million man-rems per million of the
population over the period from conception up to age -hirty, and.
one-third that amount in each decade thereafter. Of this, 4 million
man-rems were asribed to natural radiation. The remaning 10 mil-
lion man-rems per million of the population was responsive to the
recommendation of the NAB Committee on the Biological Effects of
Atomic Radiation of 10 R in the first 30 years of life as an average
per person [551. It was asmsmed that the quoted exposure in roentgena
had the intent of dose equivalent in rems as used by the NCEP.
The proposed rewording given in paragraph 247 is used in the interest
of reducing the number of separate limits and is responsive to the
well established figure of 170 mren per year (approximately % of 500
mrer) used by the Federal Radiation Council and the ICRP as an
average flWre for groups whose individual dose equivalent is limited
to 500 mremn per year. A limit•"on of the proposed format is the ex-
clusion of radiation used in the healing art& The NCRP strongly en-
courages steps to reduce the unproductive portion of medical and den-
tal radiation without restricting the benefits from productive radiation
(see NCRP Reports No. 33 and 85 [(25, 64]).

(249) If the proposed approach embodied in paragraph 247 does
not prove satisfactory, the NCRP would consider the alternative
objective of limiting the average gonadal dose to 10 reins in 80 years,
from al aou¢rc, including natural and medical-dental components.
This would be slightly more restrictive than the intent of paragraph
247, which can be subdivided as follows:

sante Dose equivAlott In 30 yamn

Natural radiation (30 X 0.12) 3.6 reM s
Medical-dental radiation (30 X 0.07) 2.1 iams
All other man-made sources (30 X 0.17) 5.1 renas'0

10.8 res

'This figure should, of oure, be 50 ramsa, because the figure 0.17 is around-
off of'one-third of 0A. We have mechanically followed the literal multiplication.
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1ther formulation is somewhat more restrictive than the NAS-BFAR
.oommendation of 1956 [55], in spite of the fact that radiation re-
arch since then indicates that the genetic damage is probably less
ian then calculated. The continuation of this conservative position is
istified by the residual uncertainties in translating data from animals
) man, and by the demonstrated practicability of the limit.

,verage Population Dose Limit-Somatic Considerations

iM) The dose equivalent to the critical organs (whole body) for
)pulation of the United States as a whole from all sources of radia-
3ther than natural radiation and radiation from the healing arts
not exceed a yearly average of 0.17 rem (170 torem) per person.

tent

(251) To limit the radiation-induced incidence of leukemia and
ther serious consequences in the whole population, a dose limit
inparable with that for the genetic case is desirable [4]. The two
mita have been numerically equated here by extending the organs

interest from the gonads to the whole body. It is expected that this
ill be a practical simplification, essentially requiring only one ealcu-
ition of average population dose in most circumstances. It is also
xpected that the dose limit of 0.5 rem (500 torem) per year for any
itical organ of an individual member of the public, combined with
is average population dose limit of 0.17 rem (170 mrem) per year
ir the critical organs, will have the effect of controlling the actual
opulation exposures well below the stipulated limits. No specific evi-
ence can be established that would seem to warrant further reduc-
on of average or individual dose limits for members of the public,
this time. The low dose and low dose rate of the radiation exposure
the population still provide adequate safety factors. The idealized

3jective of having public exposure, in addition to that from natural
tdiation, as close to zero as is reasonably possible, of course, remains,
I this connection, it must be pointed out again that although these
mits do not include the contributions of radiation from the healing
rts, there is a clear intention to encourage their reduction to the low-
it practicable levels.

Dose Limitation in Intermediate Cases

M2) There are some oases which fall between the non-occupational
he occupational cases. As part of the attempted simplification of
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lim.ts, tbese ihould be arbitrarily plced in. one. or otheýr of the above 2"
categodies. Two exampl.es follow.

OcmionO. Rad~ition Workic

(253) The dose limite, for persons doing occasional, radiation work or tahe

having access to contolled areas should be identical with those for the
individuals. in the general public.

OFT
.by" t

radi

(254), In an, well-regulated a&tiviýy iovolving occupaltima .x- 0(
poMure to radiationi the ae.ss of Visitrs, including messengers, serv-
ice men, and delivery men will, be controlled. There should be no,
difficulty 'in causing the amibient radiation field to b1 so 1lw that yeat
with the very small time of occupancy (annualized) appropriate pets
to such visitors, the annual dose eq.iva1ent will be comfortably held Ind
below 0,5 rem. Some categories of maintenance and repairmen may port
be required to enter and work in controlled aroas where the radiation. catif
levels may be. signfiant, It is the intent of this recommendation 0.
that wherei sud Work is more than truly sporadic, the workers should,
be redlaaified as occupationally exposed. Persons doing such. work-
requirv a Suitable background of training in radiation work, and de-
serve the saeguards inherent in. perepn dosimetry, lealth eaiizni-
nations, and checks for contamimation transfer. Pr

anif
Worl

EmploWient or Training of Persons Unde, 18 Yeara of Ago the.

(255) The selection of the term (N-18), where N is the age in yearsn,
in earlier publications of the NCRP was predicated on long-stnding
federal regulation prohibiting the empl6yment of n.inors in. occupations by t.
involving Oxposure to ionizing radations or radioactive pubstances. At
the present time, Paragraph 1500.57 of Subpart E: of Title 29, C0de
of Federal Regulations 1500, prohibits- the employment of minors. b-
tween 16 and 18 years of age in work in which:' 1

1) self-lumin6us compounds or thoriated incandescent mantles. are
involved.

This condensation is not identical with the precise language of 29 CFR 1500, (P
which should be referred to, if necesary. lead
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2) other radioactive substances are present in the air in average
concentrations exceeding 10% of the relevant maximum permis-
sible concentrations for occupational exposure.

3) any other work which involves exposure to ionizing radiations in
excess of 0.5 rem per year.

The combined effect of the restrictions, broadly, but not in some de-
taifl, restricts the dose limits to those appropriate to an individual- in
the general public, if the occupation were the sole source of exposure.
Full-time employment of minors in radiation work permitted by 29
CFR 1500 might lead to average exposures higher than those acquired
by other subpopulations. Avoidance of full-time employment involving
radiation by minors under 18 years of age is recommended whenever
possible.

(256) For educational and training purposes it is necessary and de-
sirable to accept occasional exposure of persons under the age of 18
years. It is recommended that these experiences be limited to teenage
persons and above, under conditions that present high assurance of
imaintaining a total dose limit of less than 0.5 rem per year. NCRP Re-

po.-t No. 32 [26] recommends further that students exposed during edu-
Scational activities should not receive whole body exposure exceeding
0).1 rem per year due to their educational activity. This is considered to
e a part of the annual dose limit of 0.5 rem, not supplemental to it.

t position is endorsed here as a continuing effective statement on
radiation protection in educational institutions. It is recognized that a
reductive part of the training experience may be better conducted in

industrial or hospital situation, which might constitute part-time
k experience, supervised in some manner by an educational institu-

on. Proposals of this nature are included in proposed rule making for
employment of minors between 14 and 16 years of age in approved

. ental school work-experience and career exploration programs
1. The NCRP recommends that such work-experience be governed

y the radiation protection practices recommended for educational in-
•tutions in NCRP Report No. 32.

Planned Occupational Exposures Under
Emergency Conditions

(257) It is compatible with the risk concept to accept exposures
ding to doses considerably in excess of those appropriate for life-



B0 . DOSE-LIMMTIG A~b GUIDANCE FOR BP'ECIAL CABE.S

time use when recovery from an accident or major operational difficlty I
is necessary. Saving of life, measures to circumvent substantial ex-
posures to populaton -groups or even preservation of valuable installa-
tions may all be sfflicient cause for accepting aboVe-normal exposures.
Dose limnits cannot be spedified. They should be commefsurate with
the significance of the objective, and held to the lowest practicable
level that the emergency permits. The following is offered as general
guidance,

Lifew Baving Action

(258) This applies to search for and remOval of injured persons, or
entry t9 prevent conditions that: would probably injure numbers of peo-
ple.

1. Rescue personnel should be volunteers or professional rescue per-
sonnel (e.g. firemen who "volunteer" by choice of employment).

2. Rdscue personnel should be broadly familiar with the conse-
quencesof exposure

3I. Women capable of reproduction should not take part in these
Actions.

4. Other things being equal, volunteers above the ag of 45 shOuld
be selected38

5. Planned dose to the whole body shall not eWceed 100 rebb.'8

6. Hands and forearm may receive additional dose of up to 200 reins
(i.eýa total of 300 rerin).,

7. Internal exposure should be maiimized by the. u.e of the best
available respiratory protection, and contamination should be con-
trolled by the use of avaflable protective clothing.

8. N4ormally, exposure under these conditions shall be limited. to
once in A lifetime.

9. Persons receiving exposures, as indicated -above, should avoid pro-
creation for a period up to a few months.

The purpose of this limit in to avoidunnecessary genetic effects when.ver pos-
sible.

a With q.ulity lactors used in ordinary cir-ummtance,. this dose equ'valent.
couid represent expo e risk. Oonsiderably abo.e 20 time. that for 5 rems epread
over a year because the recovery inherent. in low does and low dose rate for the,
low-LET components may not be -applicable, On the other ead, the isk may be
considerably less than 20 times asa reat because the normal QF *alues do not apply
to lut~e &;ute.expoasum.
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Actions in Lou Urgent Bmergencie

(259) This applies under ]ess stressful circumstances where it is still
desirable to enter a hazardous area to protect facilities, eliminate fur-
ther escape of effluents, or to control fires.

L. Persons performing the planned actions should be volunteers
broadly familiar with exposure consequences.

2. Women capable of reproduction shall not take part.
3. Planned whole body dose shall not exceed 25 reins.
4. Planned dose of hands and forearms shall not exceed 100 reams

(including the whole body component).
5. Internal exposure shall be minimized by respiratory protection,

and contamination controlled by the use of protective clothing.
6. Normally, if the retrospective dose from these actions is a sub-

stantial fraction of the prospective limits, the actions should be
limited to once in a lifetime.

Accidental Exposures

Acidental Occupatnal Exposure

(260) Such exposures are unforeseen and available dosimetry is
likely to be limited. However, accidental doses should be estimated as
well as possible and included in the individual's exposure record. Par-
ticular attention should be given to the possible integration of dose
components for different radiation types, as the equivalency conver-
sions by means of quality factor and other modifiers may differ sharply
from the values for conventional occupational exposure. Since the RBE
for acute exposures to high-LET radiations is substantially lower than
that for chronic low-dose increments, the derived value of QF, applica-
ble to large accidental exposures, would be lower when determining the
dose equivalent for an accident. However, as indicated in footnote 33,
it is actually the low-LET component that loses the advantages c
covery processes for the high doses and dose rates that may be en(
tered in accidents There have been so few serious radiation acci,
that a consistent dose integration scheme has not developed. The
components are usually separately stated in rads. Subsequent a
should be in proportion to estimated effects, influenced by various
torn, including previous exposure history, health status, age, sex,
economic necessity to continue in radiation work.
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(261) Since planned whole-body doses up to 25 reins are reasoiably
accepted for emergency conditions (Bee paragraph 259), it follows that
accidental doses up to the same magnitude should not cause major con-
cern. At higher levels and especially where the whole body dose reaches
10 bms, medical observation and subsequent actions based primarily
on medical opinion are the important aspects.

(262) At this time no specifio rules for offsetting accidental or emer-
genc exposures are recommended, w#ith the exception of advising re-
straint in procreation (see-paragraphs 1099 110, 258 and 269). Instead,
each individual case should be treated on its own merits with subse-
quent actions based on medical opinion, administrative policy, and the:
personal requirements of the individual

diation in -the HeAn Azu

(263) Radiation therapy involves, relatively high doses to limited,.
areas of patients leading to sigificant radiAoton reaction, Couse-
quently, the attention of the therapist is constantly drawn to the need
for careful. control and reduction of unproductive radiation. The situa-
tion is different for radiation used for diagnostic purposes. In addit4on

t • to the possible personal involvement, for patients who may require ex-
tensive repetitions of procedures, there is the group aspect that, except

4 for natural radiation, diagnostic exposure is the major contributor to
the genetically signifimalt dose of the population. It may therefore be
appropriate to Indicate the kind o.r eonsideration thit is compatible
with the acceptable risk concept in radiation protection .(see pargraph
26)..

(284) Evel propely executed diagnostio examination involving ra-
diation sahould provide some information about the patient,.and thus
pr'vide a benefit of some degree. Even repetition (in the infomatiuon
theory sense) is acceptable if the information already available: is
thereby strengthened or consolidated. The decision-as to whether a par-.
ticular diagnostic examination should be undertaken involves, in each
case, a balancing of the be:neft and th6 potential ik. Exposure wheih
fulfills no useful purpose should be reduced to the practical minimum.iFor eample, a-major effort is justifed to asm that•the radiation field
does not. extend beyond the area;of the x-ray film or fluoroscopic screen
or iignifiantly beyond the region to be examined. It is important to
eliminate, by filtration, a major fraction of the radiation that is in-
.mificiently',penetrating to add to the diagnostic .information" In. Siudo-
.rosopy, particular care must be exercised to be certain.that.kie necees-
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261) Since planned whole-body doses up to 25 reins are reasonably sar
epted for emergency conditions (see paragraph 259),, it follows that the
idental doses up to the same magnitude should not cause major con- loi
n. At higher levels and especially where the whole body dose reaches an(
I reins, medical observation and subsequent actions based primarily
medical opinion are the important aspects.
:262) At this time no specific rules for offsetting accidental or emer- Th
tcy exposures are recommended, with the exception of advising re- I
sint in procreation (see paragraphs 109, 110, 258 and 269). Instead, ten
:h individual case should be treated on its own merits with subse- rel;
mt actions based on medical opinion, administrative policy, and the
,sonal requirements of the individual. exi

tht

Radiation in the Healing Arts the
Dal

(263) Radiation therapy involves relatively high doses to limited am
ms of patients leading to significant radiation reactions. Conse- vic
ently, the attention of the therapist is constantly drawn to the need sig
I careful control and reduction of unproductive radiation. The situa- adi
*n is different for radiation used for diagnostic purposes, In addition to
the possible personal involvement for patients who way require ex- exi
isive repetitions of procedures, there is the group aspect that, except an,

natural radiation, diagnostic exposure is the major contributor to
3 genetically significant dose of the population. It may therefore be ful
propriate to indicate the kind of consideration that is compatible ph
th the acceptable risk concept in radiation protection (see paragraph det
4). ph,.
(264) Every properly executed diagnostic examination involving ra- uti
stion should provide some information about the patient, and thus diE
ovide a benefit of some degree. Even repetition (in the information
eory sense) is acceptable if the information already available is
ereby strengthened or consolidated. The decision as to whether a par- Pa
iular diagnostic examination should be undertaken involves, in each
se, a balancing of the benefit and the potential risk. Exposure which
Ifills no useful purpose should be reduced to the practical minimum. m1
)r example, a major effort is justified to assure that the radiation field eei
,es not extend beyond the area of the x-ray film or fluoroscopic screen lik
significantly beyond the region to be examined. It is important to

iminate, by filtration, a major fraction of the radiation that is in-
Effciently penetrating to add to the diagnostic information. In flu0-
ecopy, particular care must be exercised to be certain that the neces-
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f the radiation that is in-
ostic information. In- fluo-

be certain that the neces-

sary information is obtained in minimal exposure time. Protection of
the gonads of patients before and during reproductive age directly
lowers the GSD from diagnostic radiation. (See NCRP Reports No. 33.
-and No. 35 [25, 64] for details on reducing patient exposure.)

The Pregnant or Potentially Pregnant Patient

(265) When radiologic procedures are planned on pregnant or po-
tentially pregnant women, special consideration must be given to the
relatively high radiosensitivity of the fetus in utero, particularly dur-
ing the early phases of gestation. It is recommended that radiologic
examinations of the abdomen and pelvis which do not contribute to
the diagnosis or treatment of such women in relation to their current
illness (e.g.. low-back examinations for employment) be restricted to
the first 14 days of the menstrual cycle in -the case of potentially preg-
nant individuals and avoided entirely during known pregnancy. Ex-
aminations of other parts of the body may be done at any time pro-
vided such examinations are conducted under conditions carefully de-
signed to limit the radiation exposure to an amount necessary for an
adequate examination. Filtration, collimation of the radiation beam
to the anatomical region of interest and careful selection of technical
exposure factors can significantly contribute to good radiologic practice
and the reduction of radiation exposure to all tissues.

(266) Examinations of theabdomen and pelvis that are deemed use-
ful to patient care may be done at any time without regard for the
phase of the menstrual cycle. or fetal presence. In each case, the final
decision to proceed or not to proceed must reside -with the attending
physician, in consultation with the radiologist when such services are
utilized; that is, the attending physician must retain full and complete
discretion to decide each case according to his judgement.

Patient8 Contamig -Radioactive Material'4

(267) The exposure of hospital patients to radiation from adjacent
patients containing radionuclides should be kept to a practicable mini-
mum. The dose equivalent attributable to this radiation should not ex-
ceed 0.5 rem during, a single hospital admission. It is considered un-
likely that more than one such hospital admission will occur in any one
year.

(288) There may be some relatively rare and unusual situations

This subject in dealt with in greater detail in NCILP Report No. 37 [66].
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where it would be necessary, or highly desirable, to send a patient home '

in spite of his carrying a burden of radioactive material that could re-
suit in a dose to other persons in excess of 0.5 rem in one year, Such
cases may be permitted, as exct-ptions, provided that:

1) No person under age 45 shall be permitted to receive a dose in
excess of 0,5 rem in a year-80

2) No person over age 45 should be permitted to receive a dose in
excess of 5 reins in a year.

3) The circumstances leading to the decision to make an exception,
the evaluation of the exposure conditions and the means of con-
trolling individual exposures shall be documented.

4) The local health authorities should be notified of the action.

Postponement of Conception byj Irradiated Patients

(269) It is not known whether the interval between irradiation of
the gonads and conception has a marked effect on the frequency of
congenital changes in human offspring, as has been demonstrated in the
female mouse. Nevertheless, it may be advisable for patients receiving
high doses to the gonads (over 25 rads) to wait for several months after
such exposures before conceiving additional offspring.

The Use of Radiation in Research on Human Subjects

(270) A comprehensive statement on the rationale of human experi-
mentation involving radiation is not appropriate here. There are cer-
tain features that are significant for all human experimentation and
deserve mention, Any study which involves human subjects must be
performed under conditions which assure (1) the propriety and useful-
ness of the work, (2) the provision of adequate safeguards for the in-
dividuals concerned, and (3) the enlightened consebt of the subject. In
any research, the prospect of positive benefits is obviously associated
with uncertainty. No individual, including the physician, is ethically
or legally justified in undertakiug human experimentation unless he
has reasonable expectations that the prospects of gain wiU exceed the
prospects of hazard or risk. In most instances, human experimentation
is preceded by animal experimentation which is expected to disclose
potential gains. In the utilization of radiation for investigative pur-

- To minimize deleterious contributions to the population gene.pool.
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poses, in which we assume that no study is without some degree of
hazard, these principles become particularly important.

(271) In many instances, research involving radiation can be con-
ducted On individuals where the information gained may be directly
beneficial to the individual exposed. In other studies, radiation may be.
employed for the study of populations in which, for example, etiological
and developmental factors are to be identified- or therapeutic and pre-
ventive agents or techniques are being evaluated. The benefits to the
individual are primarily indirect, often remote, and, in some instances,
nonexistent. In all cases, informed consent of the subject is essential..
In the case where the benefits to the human subject may be remote or
nonexistent, this is particularly critical since each one must decide
what contribution be wishes to make to the society in general. The in-
dividual to be subjected to an experiment deserves an enlightened and
explicit basis for providing consent.

(272) In the use of radiation on human subjects, certain basic cri-
teria may be mentioned.

1. Obviously, methods providing maximum information with mini-
mum dose should be utilized. Also, one should determine whether
radiation is the preferable agent for performing the survey or
study.

2. It is axiomatic that the information should be obtained with the
smallest practicable levels of radiation.

3. When radiation is to be utilized, the possible need .for repetition
of radiation studies should be considered in the original exen-
mental design.

(273) There are moral and legal questions involved in a such sur-
veys and research studies, whether or not there is radiation exposure.
These issues should receive the same consideration in connection with
radiation exposure that they would if any other potentially hazardous
substance or procedure were involved, including the matter of truly in-
formed consent of the participants.

Environmental Radiation and Radioecology

I.

~(i

I.

II

(274) This report has been concerned With environmental radiation
onily to the extent that it provides one of the inputs to the dose to mem-
bers of the public that must be controlled within the individual and
population dose limits. In principle, the deleterious effects from this
channel should be comparable with or less than, those from each of the
many nbn-radioactive pollutants arising from emplgyment of the bestpopubadon germ pWo.

'I
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TAnz, 6--Dose-Umiling recommindation

Mazimum Permi••ible Dose Bquitalni for
Occupational Exposure

Combined whole body occupational ax-
posue

Prospective annual limit-paragraphs
229,233

Retrospective annual limit-paragraphs
230=23

Long term accumulation to age N years
-paragraph 231

Skin-paragrapha 234,=23
Hands-paragraphs 236, 237
Forearms--paragraphS 236, 237
Other organs, tissues and organ systems

-- paragraphs 238, 239
Fertile women (with respect to fetus)

-paragraphs 240, M41

Dose Limits for the Public, or Occasionally
E-posed Irdimduaei

rndividual or Ocasaional--paiagraphs
245, 246, 253, 254

Students-paragraphs 288, 256

population Dose Limits
Oenetio-paragrapbs 247, 248
Somatio-paragraphs 260, 281

Emergency Dose Ldmims--Life Raidng
Individual (older than 46 years if possible)

-paragraph 28
Hands and Forearms-paragraph 258

EmerOency Dose Limits--lem Urgent
Individual-paragraph.25
'•ands and Forearms-paragraph 259

Pamily of Radioactiva Patients
Indiyidual (under age 45)-paragraphs

267,268
,Individual (over age 45)-par~graphe

2=728

5 rams in any one year

10-15 reams i any o4 year

(N - 18) x 8 r5is

15 renms in any one y ear
75 rem in any oneyear (25/qtr)
30 rkms in any one year (10/qtr)
15 rams in any 6ne.year (5/qtr)

095 rem in gestation period

0.5 rem in any one year

0.1 rem in any one year

0.17 rem average per year
0.17 rem average.per year

100 rems

200 rems, additional (300 rums,
total)

25 rams
100 rams, total

0.5 rem in any one year

5 rems in any one year

mate(
catioi
avers
requi
reduc

(21
tiOn,
and
ecolop
repor

(27
tenti
This
dioec
isme

(71
tions

appli
and,
videc
other

practices in other activities More practically, to avoid formal dose-
allocation, the average dose from each category of environmental ra-
diation should be a small fraction of the available dose limi. As a
guide, the largest single contribution at the present time is an e"ti-
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.andation

reom in any one yea

-16 rem. in any one year

I - 18) X 6 reom

reins in any one year
,rems in any one year (26/qtr)
i reins in 8ny one year (10/qtr)
;remi in any one yewa (5/qtr)

).5 rem in gestation period

b.6 rem in any one year

0.1 rem in ay one year

0.17 rein average per year
0..17 rem average per year

V reins

Sreins, additional (300 reins,
total)

25 reins
00 rem, toWtal

0.5 rem in any one year

5 reins in any one year

mated average that may be as high as 70 mrem per year for all appli-
cations in the healing arts; efforts should be made to reduce this. An
average environmental radiation component of this magnitude might
require a searching appraisal of the social benefits and the costs of risk
reduction.

(275) The environmental contribution to man includes direct irradia-
tion, uptake of internal emitters from air and water, uptake from food
and consideration of the transmission of radionuclides through the
ecological web to available food. These topics will be covered in future
reports.

(276) Radiation protection practice also requires consideration of po-
tential effects on all possibly affected life forms in addition to man.
This involves comprehensive studies covering the whole science of ra-
dioecology. The NCRP has not so far attempted to cover this field. It
is mentioned here solely to recognize its importance in the total picture.

Summary of Does Limiting Recommendations

(277) To simplify, the utilization of the dose limiting recommend&-
tions set out in this report by the Scientific Committees of the NCRP
and others, these recommendations are summarized in Table 6.

This summary is provided for convenience, with the caution that the
application of limits is substantially conditioned by the quaflcations
and comments provided in this report. Paragraph numbers are pro-
vided to encourage reference to some of these qualifications. However,
other qualifications are incorporated throughout the text.

I

D

i ,

I I~.

ii

*1hI
II

I.

I,,

''Ii
pally, to avoid formal dose-
.tegory of environmental ra-
a available dose limit, As a
the present time. is an est"-
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Currently, the following Scientific Committees are actively engaged
in formulating recommendations:

SC-7:
S C- i:
SC-14:
SO-=2

Monitoring Methoda and Latrumenta
Inineration of Radioactive Waste
Radiological Factors Affecting Decision Making in a Nuclear Attack
Radiation Shielding for Particle Accelerators
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3: Radiation Hua•d• Rtiulting from the Release of Radionuclide into
the Environment

i: Radionuclidee and Labeled Oranic Compounds Incorp6aated in
Genetic Material

5: Radiation Protection in the Use of Small Neutron Generatom
8'. High Energy X-Ray Dosimetry
7: Spftification of Radium Substitutes
9: Radiation Exposure from Consumer Products
9: Brachytherapy
D: Physcal and Biolotical Iropertiea of Radionuolides
I: Selected Occupational Exposure Problems Arisin from Internal

Emitters
2: Administered Radioactivity
3: Dose Calculations
I: Maximum Permimible Concentrations for Occupational and Non-

Occupational Exposures

:ognition of 'its responsibility to facilitate and stimulate coop-
among organizations concerned with the scientific and related
of radiation protection and measurement, the Council has
a category of NCRP Collaborating Organizations. Organiza-
groups of organizations which are national or international in
id are concerned with scientific problems involving radiation
es, units, measurements and effects, or radiation protection may
tted to collaborating status by the Council. The present CGo-
ng Organizations with- which the NCRP maintains liaison are

American Academy of.Dermatology
American Asociation of PhYsicists in Medicine:
American College of Radiology
American Dental Asociation
American Industrial Hygiene Asociation
American Insurance Association
American Medical Association
American Nuclear Society
American Public Health Association
American Radium Society,
American Roentgen Ray Society
American Society of Radiologic Technologists
American Veterinary Medical Amociation
Amociation of University Radiologists
Atomic Industrial Forum
Genetics Society of America
Health Physics Society
Industrial Medical Association
National Bureau of Standards
National Electrical Manufacturers Association
Radiation ReeeiLrch Society
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Radiological Society of North America
Society of Nuclear Medicine
United States Air Fore
United States Army
United States Atomic Energy Commison
United States Navy
United States Public Health Service

The NCRP has found its relationships with these organizations to be
extremely valuable to continued progress in its program.

J I.

The Council's activities are made possible by the volun-
tary contribution of the time and effort of its members and
participants and the generous support of the following orga-
zations:

Alfred P. Sloan Foundation
American Academy of Dental Radiology
American Academy of Dermatology
American Association of Physicists in Medicine
American College of Radiology
American College of Radiology Foundation
American Dental Amociation
American Industrial Hygiene Association
American Medical Association
American Mutual Insurance Alliance
American Nuclear So•iety
American Public Health Amociation
American Radium Society
American Roentgen Ray Society
American Society of Radiologlo Technologiste
American Veterinary Medical Association
American Veterinary Radiology Society
Association of University Radiologists
Atomic Industrial Forum
College of American'Pathologista
Edward Mallinckrodt, Jr. Foundation
Federal Radiation Council
Genetics Society of America
Health Physics Society
Industrial Medical Association
National Bureau of Standards
National Electrical Manufacturers Association
Office of Civil Defense
Radiation Research Society
Radiological Society of North America
Society of Nuclear Medicine
United States Atomic Energy Commission
United States Public Health Service
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To all of these organizations the Council expresses its profound ap-
preciation for their support.

Initial funds for publication of NCRP reports are being provided by
a grant from the James Picker Foundation and for this the Council
wishes to express its deep appreciation.

The NCRP seeks to promulgate information and recommendations
based on leading scientific judgment on matters of radiation protection
and measurement and to foster cooperation among organizations con-
cerned with these matters. These efforts are intended to serve the public
interest and the Council welcomes comments and suggestions on its re-
ports or activities from those interested in its work.
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NCRP Reports

NCRP Reports are distributed by the NCRP Publications' office.
mformation on prices and how to order may be obtained by directing an
nquiry to:

NCRP Publications
P. 0. Box 30175
Washington, D. C. 20014

The extant NCRP Reports are listed below.
NCRP Report

No. Title

8 Control and Renotval of Radioactive Con-
tamnination in Laboratories (1951)

9 Recommendations for Waste Disposal of
Phosphorus-. and lodine-13S for Medi-
cal Vsere (1951)

10 Radiological Monitoring Methods and In-
strumenmtis (1952)

12 Recommenlations for the Disposal of Car-
bon-14 Wastea (1953)

14 Protection Against BetatroS-$1nchroton Ra-
diatio Up To 100 Million Electron Volta

16 Radioactive Waste Disposal in the Ocean
(1954)

22 Mazimum Pemisn'ble Body Burdens and
Maximum Permissible Concentrations of
Radionuclides in Air and in Water for
Occupational Exposure (1959) [Includes
Addendum I to NBS Handbook 69 issued
in August 1963)

23 Measurement of Neutron Plux and Spectra
for Phyical o and Biological Appications
(1960)

25 Measurement of Absorbed Dose of Neutrons
and of Mixtures of ?Jenrons and Gamma
Rays (1081)

27 Stoppin Power for Use with Catity Ch•an-
bera (1961)
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NC.P Rport
No. Title

? Publications' office.
,tained by directing an

* Con-

sa1 of

Medi-

nd n-

)I Car-

.on Ra-
-n Volt.

*Ocean

mu and
6911 of

Encludes
9 issued

28 A Manual of Radioactivity Procedures
(1901)

29 Ezpoame to Radiation in an Emergency
(1962)

30 Safe Handling of Radioactive Materials
(i964)

31 Shielding for Eigh..nergy Electron Aced-
erator Imntllations (1964)

32 Radiation Protection in Educational Inti-
tutions (1966)

33 Medical X-Ray and Gamma-Ray Protection
for Energies up to 10 MeV-Equipment
Design and Use (1908)

34 Medical X-Ray and Gamma-Ray Protection
for Energie Up to 10 MeV-.Structural
Shielding Design and Evaluation (1970)

35 Dental X-Ray Protection (1970)
36 Radiation Protection in Veterinary Medi-

dne (1970)
37 Precaution in the Management oj Patients

Who Have Received Therapeutic Amounts
of Radionuctides (1970)

38 Protection Againet Neutron Radiation
(1971)

39 Basik Radiation Protection Criteria (1971)
40 Protection Against Radiation From Brachy-

therapy Sources (1972)
41 Specification of Gamma-Ray Brachytherapy

Sour (1974)
Binders for NCRP Reporta are available. Two sizes make it possible

to collect into small binders the "old series" of reports (NCRP Re-
ports Nos. 8-31) and into large. binders the more recent publications
(NCRP Reports Nos. 32-41). Each binder will accommodate from five
to seven reports. The binders carry the identification '"NCRP Reports"
and come with label holders which permit the user to attach labels
showing the reports contained in each binder.

The followingbound sets of NCRP Reports are also available:

Volume I. NCRP Reports Nos. 8, 9, 10, 12,14, 16,22
Volume II. NCRP Reports Nos. 23,25,27,28,29,30,31
Volume IHi. NCRP Reports Nos. 32,33,34,35,36 & 37
Volume IV. NCRP Reports Nos. 38,39,40,41

(Titles of the individual reports contained in each volume am given
above),

I
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The following NCRP reports are now superseded and/or out of print

NCRP Report Title
No.

1 X-Ray Protection (1931). [Superseded by NCRP Report No. 31
2 Radium Protection (1934). [Superseded by NCRP Report

No. 4]
3 X-Ray Protection (1936). [Superseded by NCRP Report No.6]
4 Radium Protection (1938). [Superseded by NCRP Report No.

13]
S Safe Handling of Radioactive Lwminous Compounds (1941).

[Out of print]
6 Medical X-Ray Protection up to Two Million Volta (1949).

[Superseded by NCRP Report No. 18]
7 Safe Handling of Radioactive Isotopes (1949). [Superseded by

NCRP Report No. 30]
11 Maximum Permissible Amounts of Radioisotopes in the Human

Body and Maximum Permissible Concentration in Air and
Water (1953). [Superseded by NCRP Report No. 22]

13 Protection Against Radiations from Radium, Cob"lt.60 and
Cesium-iS7 (1954). [Superseded by NCRP Report No. 24]

15 Safe Handling of Cadavers Containing Radioactive Isotopes
(1953). [Superseded by NCRP Report No. 21].

17. Permissible Dose from External Sources of loniuing Radiation
(1954) including Maximum Permissible Exposure to Man,
Addendum to National Bureau of Standards Handbook 59
(1958). [Superseded by NCRP Report No. 39]

18 X-Ray Protection (1955). [Superseded by NCRP Report No.
28]

19 Regulation of Radiation Exposure by Legislative Means (1955).

[Out of print]
20 Protection Against Neutron Radiation Up to 8o Million

Electron Volt (1957). [Superseded by NCRP Report No.
38]

21 Safe Handling of Bodies Containing Radioactive Isotopes
(1958). [Superseded by NCRP Report No. 371

24 Protection Against Radiations from Sealed Gamma Sources
(1960). [Superseded by NCRP Reports Nos. 33, 34 and 40]

26 Medical X-Ray Protection Up to Three Million Volts (1961).
[Superseded by NCRP Reports Nos. 33, 34, 35 and 38]

The following statements of the NCRP were published outside of
the NCRP Reports series:

"Blood Counts, Statement of the National Committee on Radiation
Protection," Radiology 63, 428 (1954)
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"Statements on Maximum Permissible Dose from Television Receivers
and Maximum Permissible Dose to the SkIn of the Whole Body,"
Am. Jr. of Roentgenol., Radium Therapy and Nuel. Med. 84, 152
(1960) and Radiology 75,122 (1960)

X-Ray Protection Standards for Home Televiion, Receivers, Interim
Statement of the National Council on Radiation Protection and
Measurements (National Council on Radiation Protection and
Measurements, Washington, 1968)

Specification of Units for Natura Uranium and NatUr / ThoriuM
(National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements,
Washington, 1973)

Copies of the statements published in journals may be consulted in
libraries. A limited number of copies of the last two statements listed
above are available for distribution by NCRP Publications.
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Absorbed dose, 11,16
Acceptable risk, A 59
Aess controls, 20
Accidental exposures, 101
Accidents, Il, 60,
Accumulated dose equivalent, 09
Accumulation of occupational exposure.

a& s9
Accuracy of dsam determination, 84
Actual done equivalent, M SD
Acute effects, internal sources, 52
Acute radiation syndrome. 45,46
Adjacent area, 20
Administrative guides or controls for oc-

cupational exposure, 67
Administrative limits, 69, 90
Administrative variations in exposure

.control, 69
Adults, overepomue in, 44
Age and radiation response, 25
Age of radiation workers, 22, 96
Age proration formula, 68, 90
Agmnuloeytm, 47
Aircraft crew., 18
Aircraft pa mure. 18
Allocation of population doss, 66
Altered akin pigmentation, 49
Aienorrhea, 48
American physdimas. morta•t, 42
American radiologists, dosns-ede dats. 4
Anacidity. stomach. 48
Anemia, 47
Annual occupational dose equivalent, 89
Annual prospective limit for occupational

exposure, 89, 90
Area monitoring, 88
Areas immediatly adjacent to a con-

trolled ares, 20
Atomic energy plant effluents, 17
Atrophic mucoea, stomaeh. 48
Atrophy

Bladder, 48

Atrophy (Contimnd).
Rectum, 48
Skin, 47,49
Ureter, 48

Attitudes toward natural radiation, 4
Average annual oocupatdonal exposure, 15
Average lfe span inr•css, 8
Average population doe limit on genetic

consderations, 96
Average population doss limit on somatic

considerations, 97

Backgmmd radiation, 4, U. 12, 88
Occupational expoue, 88

Balance (risk va. beneit),62 2
Balancing beeif vean=s Im or cost,

90
Dams for radiation protection standards,

56
Acceptable risk, 58
Compariaon of factors for population

exposure and occupational exposure,
65

Dose allocation for thp population, 66
Future development., 70
Genetic deod, 56
Legitimacy of varying standards for

different situations 64
Signioance of standards as adminis.-

trative guides or controls for occu-
pational exposure, 67

somatic effects,.57
Souress of information. 55
Terminology, 61

Badei biological factors, 24
Age, 25
Application to man, 31
Cell sensitivity. 23
Distrbution factor, 29
Does from incorporated radioactive

nudidee, 31
Does rts, 26
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Basic biologic factors (Contiuwd)
Effects of low- and high-LET radla-

tions, 28
Erternal irradiation, 30
Eternal irradiation of the whole body,
.30

Fractionation, 25
Framework of biological studios, 24
Organ sensitivity, 27
Protracted exposures, 25
Protracted exposure; dose rate, 26
Protracted exposure; fractionation, 25
Quality factor, 29
Relative biological efectiveness, 29
Repair, 26

Beams of radiation, 85
Benefits vs. risk, 59,60, 62
Bio-asay. 88
Biological change, signifMnce of recog-

nizability, 72
Biological effects of radiation, 6, 24, 33,

44,72
Ageing, 25
Cataracts, 8,39, 70
Cellular growth and development, 8
Genetic effeets, 8, 3, 56, 57, 95
Growth and development, 8, 40
Internal sources, 51
Leukemia, 37
Life span shortening, 8, 41. 53
Lung cancer, 38
Neoplasms of the skeleton, 38
Neoplastic diseases, 36
Overexposure, 44
Signiflecane of recognizability of bio-

logical change, 72
Skin malignancies, 38
Somatic effects, 57
Threshold for, 7, 36,89,58,61,63
Thyroid tumors, 38

Biological factors, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30,

Biological factors (Coat ~uid)
Fractionation, 25
Organ sensitivity.27
Protracted exposure, 25
Quality factoi 29

Biological response to partial body h6
radiation, 48

Bladder, effect of overexposure, 48
Blood-forming organs as critical organs,

74,75
Body bunrens 93
Bone as critical tissue, 74, 77,7
Bone marrow, 16, 27,48

As critical tiene, 74, 75
Effct of overexposure, 48
Depression, 45
Doe, 17
Syndrome. 46

Bone seekers, 53,77
Deposited amount of radlonuclide an

permimible limit, 77
Bowel damag, 46
Brain and spinal cord, effects of overex-

posure, 48

Chaj
Chei

Chil
Chr'

Sk
Chrc

Civi
CHU

Com

Col

Con,

Con

Carcinogenes, skin, 49
Cataracts, 38, 89, 70
Categories of exposure, 17
Categories of individuals ooftrolled

Embryo, 23
Fetus, 23
General public, 22
Individuals occupationally exposd, 21
Individuals who may be exposed oc-

casionally, 22
Military personnel, 28
Pregnant women, 23
Students, 23
Young children, 23

Categories of radiation, 10
Man-made environmental, 10, 16, 88,

94,96
Medical, 10, 12,66,88,94,102
Natural, 4,10,66,88,% 96
Occupational, 10, 13, 8, 65
Research on human subjects, 10, 14,104

Call sensitivity, 28,34
Genetic effects, 84

Cellular growth and development, 8
Central nervous system syndrome, 48

Con:
Con
Con

At

Con'

Crit
Bt

G
H
In
10
[A

01'

••1

DE,
Deli

D
Dep
Dep

31,48
Age, 25
Application to man, 31
Cell sensitivity, 28
Distribution factor, 29
Dose from incorporated radioactive

nuclides, 31
External ihadiation of the whole body,

30

Deg
Detb

DF,

Diin
Dim
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ion, 25
sitivity, 27
Sexpsmue, 25
cto., 29
Maonas to parta bodb n,-
m, 4
ct of overexposure 48
og organ as critical organs,

15,93
.cal tiesue, 74,75,77
v, 16, 27, 48
tissue, 74, 75
verexpoawre, 48
i, 44

,46

A 8877
amount of radionuclide as

ble iHmit, 77
ge, 46
pinds cord, siesta of overez-
18

os, akin, 49
3,39. 70
f exposure, 17
f individuals controlled
:3

iblic, 22
" occupationslly exposed, 21
" who may be exposed oo-

ersonnel, 23
women, 2
23
ldren, 23
f radiation, 10
3 environmental, 10, 16, 88,

0, 12, 6, 8% K 102
,10,65,8, 94,96
nal, 10, 18,15 a6
)n humra subjects, 10,14, 104
ity, a 84
fectk 34
mth and development, 8
'ous system syndrome, 46

Changes in natural radiation, 4
Chemical toxicity, 51

Internal sources, 51
Childhood leukemia, 37
Chromosomal changes, 49

Skim, 49
Chromosome anomslles,34
Chronic ulcer, skin, 49
Civil defense, 23
Clinical dosimetry., 3
Comparison between internal source ir-

radiation and external emitters, 51
Comparison of factors for population ex-

posure and occupational exposure, 65
Concentrations of radionuclides in air

and water, 93
Conception, postponement of, 35. 36, 100,

102,104
Consumer products, 11, 17
Controllable condition, 19
Controlled areas, 20

Access controls, 20
Egress, 20

Controlled condition, 19
Cosmic radiation, 11
Critical organs and tissues, 72

Bone, 75,77
Blood-forming organs, 75
Gonads, 75
Hematopoistic system, 75
Internally deposited source., 74
Lens of the eye, 76
Other organs, 77
Skin, 75
Thyroid, 76

"f•s, 16

DE, 83
Deliverymen. 22. 98

Dose limits, 98
Deposition, 38
Depression of neutrophils and platelets,

48
Destruction of skin, 49
Determination of dose equivalent from

monitoring results, 84
DF, 29
Diagnstic examination, 102
Diarrhea, 47
Diminution in the germinal cells of the

gonads, 47

Distribution factor, 29
Dominant visible mutation., 34
Dose, 11

Accidents, 101
From incorporated radioactive nucideu,

31
Life saving actions, 100

Dose allocation, 66,94, 95, 105
Dose asmement, 77,84
Dose distribution factor, 8
Dose-effect relationship, 7, 8, 46,55

Dose rate, 8
LUnearity of genetic ffects, 8
Quantification, 7
Threshold, 7
Whole body irradiation. 46

Dose equivalent, 11, 81, 83, 84,t87
Addition of contributions, 838
Summation of estimates, 87

Dose equivalent to the critical organs for
the population, 97

Dose equivalent to the gonads for the
population, 96

Dose from adjacent radioactive patient,
108

Dose from incorporated radioactive nu-
cUdes, 31

Dose limiting organs and tissues, 73
Dose limiting recommendations and guid-

ance for special cwes, 88
Accidental exposures, 101
Age proration, 68
Average population dose limit. on ge-

netic considerationa, 96
Dose limits applicable to individual

members of the public, 93
Maximum permissible radiation fields,

body burdens and concentrations, 93
Occupational expoemre, 88
Occupational exposure of all other

organs, 92
Occupational exposure of fertile

women, 92
Occupational exposure of bands and

forearms, 91
Occupational exposure of the skin, 81
Planned occupationalt exposures under

emergency conditions, 99
Specific dose limits for individual mem-

bers of the public not occupationally
exposed, 95
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Dose limiting reooninndationsand gold-
anc• for special cases (Contined)

summary, 106
Whole body occupational exposure

from all sources, 89
Dose limiU6 63,88

Applicable to individual members of
the public, 93

Cases between occupational and popu-
lation exposure, 97

Critical organ of an individual not
occupationally exposed 95

Emergency. 105
Mesengers, 98
Occasional radiation work, 98
Persons doing occasional radiation

work, 98
Population exposure, A995
Public, 106
Service men, 08
Somatic effects, 94,6, 97
Students, 28, 99
Visitors, 98

Does rte, 9. 26, 35
Dos specificstion, 77

Abobed done in the relevant limiting
tissues or organ, 77

Area monitoring, 78
Dose equivalent, 78
Lens of the eye, 79
Personnel monitoring 78
Phantom measurements, 78
Significant area, 79
Significant volume, 78
Special casek 79

Dosimeter 85
Dosimetry, 77, 84

Early effects of overexposure (Contin-
ued)

Intercurrent infection, 47
LoU of weight, 47
Lymph node atrophy, 46
Lymphopenia, 47
Median lethal exposure, 45
Nauses and vomiting, 40
Neutropenia, 47
Pancytopenin, 46
Petechiae in the subcutaneous and

submucosal layers, 46
Radiation syndrome, 45, 40
Thrombocytopenin, 47

Ecology, 104
Educational erposure. 23, 99

Dose limits, 23, 09
Limited to teenage persons. 09

Educational institutions, radiation pro-
tection in, 99

Effects of low- and high-LET radiation
28

Effects of overexposure, 44
Acute effects, 45,52
Early effects, 45,52
Late effects, 49
Secondary effect% 48

Effects of radiation, 6, 24, 33, 44, 72
Ageing, 25
Cataracts, 3 39
Cellular gowth and development, 8
Genetic effects, 8,33, 56, 57, 95
Growth and development, 8, 40
Internal sources, 51
Leukemia, 37
Life span shortening, 8 41, 53
Lung cancer, 38
Neovlasm of the skeleton, 38
Neoplastic diseases. 36
Overexposure, 44
Significance of recognizability of bio-

logical change, 72
Skin malignancies, 38
Somatic, 57
Threshold, 7, $6. 39, 58, 61,03
Thyroid tumors, 38

Embryo
Categories of individuals controlled, 23
Medical radiation. 103
Occupational exposure, 0

Emergency conditions, 99

I

E
E

E
E

K
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Early effects of overexposure, 44,45
Acute radiation syndrome, 45
Agranuldocytos, 47
Bone marrow depelon , 4•,46
Bowel damage, 46
Centril nervous syetem syndrome, 46
Depramion of neutrophils and plate-

lets, 46
Diarrhea, 47
Diminution in the mmginal cells of

the gonds, 47
Epilation. 47
Failure of bematopoietio systm 47
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Ext!

Ertl
Eye,

Fall,
Fam
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Fetu
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MI
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Emergency conditions (Contfitwd)
Actions in les urgent emergencies, 101
Effects of overexposure, 44
Life saving actions, 100
Planned oecupational exposure, 99

Emergency dome limits, 106
Employment of persona under 18 years

of age, 22, 09
Environmental radiation, 10, 105
Environs of controlled area, 20
Epilation, 47
Erythema, skin, 49
Estimation of absorbed dose, due to in-

ternal emitters, 52
Evolution, effect of radiation reistance,

24
Exposure from adjacent radioactive pa-

tients, 103
Exposure from released radioactive pa-

tient, 104
Exposures, kinds of, 17

High level, is
Industrial accidents, 18
Low doss rate, 18
Military accidents, 18
Special, is

Exposure of hands and forearms, 91
Exposure status, 13,90, 89

Accident exposure, 101
Following accidental exposure, 102
Planned occupational exposure under

emergency oonditions, 100
Pregnant women, 98

Exposure under emergency conditions, 99
Exposurs status index, 80
External irradiation of the whole body, 30
Extrapolated equivalent sne dose, 48
Extrapolations of dome-eect relation-

ships, 7,38,55,57, 58,61, 63
Extremity exposure, 15
Eye, 76

Fibrosis, lung, 48
Film badges, 85
Firemen, planned occupational exposure

under emergency conditions, 100
Forearms, maximum permi=ule dose

equivalent for occupational exposure,
91

Fractionated exposure, 25,35,42
Frequency of mutations, 35, 36
Future developments, 70

Gastrointeetinal tract, 74
Gene mutations, 34
General public, 22

Dons limits, 93
Genetic dose, 13

To the population, 66
Genetic effects, 8, 33,56,57,95

Cell stages, 34
Chromosome anomalies, 34
Dominant visible mutations, 34
Done limit, 06
Exposure, 22
Fractionated exposure, 35
Frequency of mutations, 35
Gene mutations, 34
Interval between irradiation and con-

ception, 35
Mutations, 33
Neutrons, 35
Radiation induced, 34
Radiation induced mutation rates, 33
Recessive mutations, 34
Sensitivity, 34

Genetically significant dose, 13,23,58,57
Diagnostic procedures, 13
Medial radiation, 13
Occupational, 15
Therapy, 13

Gonadal dose, population exposure, 96
Gonads, as critical orgsus, 74,75

Relevant absorbed dose, 75
Growth and development, 8, 40
GSD, 13,23, 5, 57
Guides, for administrative control of oz-

posure, 67

Fallout, 4, 16, 17, 19
Family of radioactive patients, 104, 106
Fertile women

Medical radiation, 103
Occupational exposre, 92

Fetus
Categories of individuals contralled, 23
Medial radiation, 103
Occupational exposure, 12

Hands
Occupational exposure, 91
Population exposure, 94

Healing arts, radiation in, 102
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Hematopoistic system, 27, 47
Hepatit*s 48
High doe, 9
mighyng Aircraft, is
High LET, 52
High-LET radiations, radiation response,

28
Hig4evel exposures, IS
Hospital patients

Dose from adjacent radioactive pa-
tient, 103

Radioactive patients, 103
Hospital workers, 22
Hot spots. 95
Human subjects research, 10, 14. 104

Japanese. effects in highly exposed
groups, 87,42

Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, re.
Porto, 17

Kidney. effects of overexposure, 48
Kinds of exposure, 10, 17

High-level, 18
Industrial accidents, 18
Low doss rates 18
Military accidents, 18
special, 18

Kinetics of distribution
Internal sources, 53
Polonium, 53
Plutonium, 53
Radium, 53Mr,1t

Incidence
Leukemia, 37
Neoplasm of the skeleton, 8
Other neoplastic disease% 37
Thyroid tumors, 38

Increase in average life span, 8
Index of exposure status, 80
Individuals, categories. 21
Individuals exposed occasionally, 22
Individuals occupationally exposed, 21
Intercurrent infection. 47
Internal deposition, 88
Internal sources

Acute effects, 51
Chemical toxcity, 51
FEary effectjaý 2
Estimation of absorbed dose, 52
Life apýan shortening, 58
Non specific endpoints, 58
Partial body irradiation, 51
Quality factors, 52
Radionuclides that emit radiations of

high LET, 52
Recoil effects. 58
Thumnutation effects, 53

Interval between irradiation and ooncep-
tdon

Following accidental exposure, 102
Following planned occupational ex-

posure under emergency conditions,
100

Genetic effects, 35.3W
Irradiated patients, 104

rradiated patients. 104

Late effects of overexposure, 45, 49
Latent period, 7
LD". 4
Legitimacy of varying standards for dif-

ferent situations, 84
Lens of the eye as critical organ, 74, 78
LET. 25, 29
Leukemia incidence

Atomic-bomb survivors, 7,37
Radiologists, 7,37
Therapy patients, 37

Libido, 49
Life saving actions, planned occupational

exposure under emergency conditions.
100

Life shortening, 8 42,53.59
Life span

Increase, 8
Internal sources, 53
Prolongation, 41
Shortening, 41

Limiting organs and tiesues, 78
Linear energy ransfer, 25
Linear relationships between dose and

effect, 8, 3, 55. 5•2, 58, 61, 68
Liver, effects of overexposure, 48
Long term occupational exposers ac-

cumulation, 68, Sp
Lo•M of Weight, 47
Low-LET radiation, 28
low-level exposure, 7, IS
Lowest practicable level, 63
Luminous dial clocks, 17
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Lung
As critical organ, 74
Effect of overexposure, 48

Lung cancer, 8
Lymph node atrophy, 46
Lymph nodes, 95
Lymphope" 46,47

Maintenance workers, 22. 98
Man-made environmental radiation, 10,

Gonadal doas, 96
Occupational exposure, 88
Population exposure, 94
Source% 16

Manifestations of overexposure in adults,
44

Early efects, 46
Impact of radiation accidents, 50
Internal sources, 51
Late effects, 49
Partial body overexposure, 50
Secondary effects, 47
Whole body overexposure, 44

Marshallese, efects in highly exposed
groups, 88

Maximum accumulated dose, 68
Maximum permissible

Body burdens, 98
Concentrations, 98
Daily intake, 98
Does, 01, 67, 94
Dose equivalent, 61, 88, 92
Dowe equivalent to the fetus from co-

cupational exposure, 92
Dosn equivalent to the forearms, 91
Dome equivalent to the hands, 91
Done level, occupational, 88
Prospective dose equivalent, occupa-

tional exposure, 68, 89, 90, 106
Radiation fields, 98
Total exposure, 6

Maximum prospective annual permismible
dose equivalent, 69

Mean quality factor, 82
Measurement of dose, 77,84
Median lethal exposure, 45
Medical examination, pre-employment,

66

Medical radiation, 10,12, 66, 102
Diagnostic procedures, 13
Fertile women, 103
Fetus, 103
Genetically significant dose, 13
Gonadal dose, 96
Interval between irradiation and con-

ception, 104
Occupational exposure, 88
Patient released with radioactive ma-

terial in his body, 104
Patients containing radioactive mate-

daias, 108
Population exposure, 94
Postponement of conception by ir-

radiated people, 104
Potentially pregnant patient, 108
Pregnant women, 108
Radioactive patients, 103
Relationship to occupational exposure,

13, 14,80, 89
Therapy, 13

Menopause, 48
Messengers, dose limits, 22, 98
Microdosimetry, 82
Military operations, 3.28
Military personnel, 3,28
Minimal detectable dose, 46
Minimum age for occupational exposure

22,98
Minors, occupational exposure, 22, 98
Modifications of the mamimum permissi-

ble values, 88
ModiWf g factor

Lens of the eye, 88
Quality Motor, 80
Spatial distribution, 82

Monitoring, 3
Areas, 86
Personnel, 84

MPD, 61, 67, 105
Mutation rates, 33
Mutations, 33,34,35

NAS-NRC recommendations, 58 56
National emergency, 16
Natural background, permissible dose as

an addition, 5
Natural environment, 4
Natural radiation, 10,11, 12, 66

Attitudes, toward, 4

aJ
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Natural radiation (Continued)
Gonadal dose, 96
Occupational exposure, 88
Population exposure, 04

Maunae and vomiting, 46
Necrosis, atrophy, brain and spinal cord,

48
Necrotising, akin, 49
Neoplais, 36
Neoplasms of the skeleton, 38
Neoplastic dismases

Dose effect relation, 36
Incidence, 37
Leukemi, 37
Linear no thrushold assumption, 37
Lung cancer, as
Skin nalignancies, 38
Threshold, 38
Thyroid tumors, 38

Nephrit 48
Neutron flux density, 82
Neutron irradiation, 70
Neutron radiation. 81
Neutrons, 88, 70, 81

Genetic eects, 85
QF. 81

Neutropenia, 47
No threshold concept, 7, s, 39,. 5a, 57,

58 61, 68
Noble game, 16
Non-linear addition of dose components,

71
Non specifie endpoinAt, 53
Nuclear energy, 15
Nuclear explosives, 10, 18
Nuclear weapons, 16
Nuclear warfare, 16, 19
Nurses, 22

Occupational exposure (Contiamad)
Contributions from background radia-

tion, 88
Contributions from exposmnes in the

healing arts, 88
Doss limiting recommendations, 88
Features of basic limits., 58
Fertile women, 02
Forearms, 91
Hands, 91
Long term accumulation, 89
Ma•imum permissible does equivalent,

106
Orgins, 92
Planned exposure under emergency

conditions, 99
ProspetIve annual limit, 68 Sq. 90
Relation to medical radiation, 89
Relationship to population exposure,

68,89,93,94
Retrospective annual does equivalent,

68,89,90
Skin, 91
Women, 92

Occupitional irradiation
Atomic energy worker% 15
Medial and pam-medical workers, 15
Relation to medial radiation, 18
Sources, 15

Occupationally exposed individual, 21
Oocytee, 27
Organ responses, 48
Organism sensitivity. 27
Orgea

Mauimum permismible dome equivalent
for occupational exposure. 82

Population exposure, 94
Outer space, 19
Ovary. eofeta of overexposure, 48
Overexposure, 44

Acute edecta, 50
Categories of eects, 44
Early effeets, 44,45
Brytbema, 50
Impact of radiation acidents, 50
Internal sourMs, 51
Late efee6, 45, 49
Partial body, 50
Secondary efecs, 45.47
Whcle body, 44
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GO
Ha
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Ski
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Observable biological change, signi~canes,

Occasional radiation work, does limits, 98
Occasionally exposed individuals, 23. 98,

106
Doe limit, 106
Minimum age. 22

Occupational and population exposure,
relationship, 66, 8, 93, 94

Occupational exposure, 10, 18, .8 65
Accidents, 101
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Partial body irradiation, 48, 51
Intenad soures, 51
Ite edacts, 51

Partial body overexposure, 48, 51
Acute effects, 50
Erythema, 5D
Overexposure, S0

Patient relemsd with radioactive material
in hi body, 104

Patients containing radioactive materials,
10M

Pattern of dose accumulation, 90
Peaceful ures of ionising radiation, 16
Per capita dose in the population, 66
Permanent atrllity, 49
Perminible body burden of a radionu-

dlide, 77, so
Permisible dose, 61, 67,84
Permissible dose equivalent, 61, 84,88,02
Permimible dom levels, sources of in-

formation, 67
Permissible limits for bone seekers, 77
Personnel xmoitoring, 86
Petecdiae in the subcutaneous and sub-

muoosal hler. 48
Phantom mnm-ementi, 85
Physicians, mortality 42
Planed occuatoal etpinre under

emergeny conditions, 09
Plutonium, kinetics of ditribut/on, 53
Pneumonitk 48
Pocket lomsatiom chambem 85
Polonium, 52

Kinetics of dstribution, 53
Population and occupational exposure,

relationship, 6g, 8M. 23,4
Population dose lUmiti, 93, 95, 106
Population exposure, 5, 106

Contribution from any one radiation
plant, 94

Contribution from medical radiation, 94
Contribution from natuma radiation, 94
Done Unimts,98 M5, 106
Feet, 6
Genetic effeat, 96

Portia! body, 6

somatic ~ccl. w 96,7

Postponement of conception, 35, 36, 100,
102,1IN

Potentially pregnant patienti. 103
Practical qualty factors, 8%,83Pie-empoymint. numdi,., examinsfion

56
Pregnant women

Categories, of individuals controlled, 23
Medical radiation, l03
Occupational exposure. U

Prervation of valuable installtio
planned occupational exposure under
emergency conditions, 100

Prospective annual limit, occupational ex-
pou=, 6, 90

Prospective don equivalent, 6, 89, 90
Protection concepts or tandad, 72
Protection dosimety, a
Protons, QF, 81
Protracted exposure, 23,26
Public

Doese limit., 93
Exposure 22

Quality factor, 29,92
Alpha paticles, 83
Eleetron% 83
HiM[= frqaments. 83
Gamma rays, 83
Intmal souroe, 52
Modified for RB effecta, 80
Neutrons 81,83s
Psitrons, 81, 3
Protens, 81
Recall nuclei, 83
X raym 8

Quantities, radiation, 25
Quarterly contrl, 69

'iU 77
Rad, U
Radiation accidents 18, 50
Radiation applied in medcal prom

10,1 2 A, w9, 102
Radation applied in rearch on I

subjects, 10,14, 104
Rodiation ara, 20
Radiation as a rnsource for ma, S
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Preface

This report is a position statement of the National Council on Radia-
tion Protection and Measurements (NCRP) on issues that have emerged
as a result of the recent (1972) publication of reports by the United Na-
tions Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation and the
National Academy of Sciences Advisory Committee on the Biological
Effects of Ionizing Radiations treating the estimation of the risks arising
from exposure to ionizing radiation. Although these recently published
materials have essentially reached the same numerical results for radia-
tion levels at which observations are available, there hive been differ-
ences in philosophy and divergent conclusions regarding the estimation
of the risk associated with low-level, low dose rate radiation, for which
little or no data are available. Further. and perhaps more importantly,
widely varying interpretations of the significance and meaning of these
reports and conclusions have been formulated. In an endeavor to consider
carefully the implications of the various new recommendations in relation
to current NCRP radiation protection philosophy, the Board of Directors
of the Council determined to undertake an intensive analysis of the pub-
lished materials and the underlying background. To initiate this work,
the NCRP constituted the Ad Hoc Committee on Comparison of Radia-
tion Protection Philosophies. The Committee developed background
material for consideration of this topic by the Board of Directors of the
Council. The Board determined that a formulation of the NCRP's posi-
tion would constitute an important contribution and, utilizing the ma-
terial developed by the Ad Hoc Committee, together with ieview by the
Council, produced this report.

Serving on the Ad Hoc Committee-on Comparison of Radiation Protec-
tion Philosophies were:

Gamoea W. C&suinrr, Chaim=

VICTOR P. Bolm EARAWL H. ROM8

1IMBT M. PABRER Arm= C. UPrTow

Serving with the President on the Board of Directors at the time this
report was prepared were:
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The Council wishes to express its appreciation to the individuals who
contributed to the preparation of this report.
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1' Introduction

During the past few years a number of reports dealing with assessment
of the biological effects of radiation have been released. These include
reports of the International Commission on Radiological Protection
(ICRP) [1, 2,3], the United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects
of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR) [4], the Advisory Committee on the
Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiations of the National Academy of
Sciences (NAS-BEIR) [5], and the National Council on Radiation Pro-
tection and Measurements (NCIP) [6]. Some of these have pointed out
the basic philosophical problems in moving from our state of knowledge
about the biological effects of radiation to recommendations as to accept-
able levels of exposure for individuals, groups or the entire population.
These philosophical problems present an area of continuing concern to
the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements
(NCRP), but one in which the Council has been moving slowly because
of the uncertainties as to the basic relationships between dose and effect,
especially at low doses and low dose rates. While all of the recently pub-
lished reports are based on essentially the same data, different assess-
ments and conclusions have been drawn and different applications have
been proposed. Some of these differences are important, particularly the
question of the use of the linear hypothesis in risk estimations at low
radiation levels and the question of the use of such risk estimates in
setting radiation protection standards. On these two issues the NCRP
differs with the NAS-BEIR Committee Report [5] and, where applicable,
is more in agreement with the UNSCEAR Report [4). As a consequence,
the NCRP decided that it should review the recently published reports
[4, 51 for the purpose of identifying differences, their significance, and
especially how they relate to the NCRP's recommendations relative to
permissible exposures or dose limits for the public. The review resulted
in the production of this report which includes the current position of
the NCRP.

I



2. Current NCRP Position
and Plans Regarding
Radiation Protection
Standards

A. Current NCRP Position

The National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements,
after reviewing recent developments relating to radiation standards for
the public, particularly in regard to extrapolated estimates of cancer risk
at low doses and low dose rates, takes the position that no change is
required at this time in the conclusions set out in NCRP Report No. 39
issued in 1971. See Appendix A for the recommended dose limits estab-
lished by NCRP Report No. 39 [6].

The NCRP position is centered on the principle that the "lowest
practicable" radiation level is the fundamental basis for establishing
radiation standards, and on the assumption that the most important
radiation health hazards do not have a dose threshold. On this basis, the
setting of radiation protection standards requires consideration of com-
pensatory trade-offs between currently assumed hazards and benefits.

At such low radiation levels as are iuvolved in the radiation protection
standards, identification and quantification of both risks and benefits are
so highly uncertain and imprecise at this time that the practice of balanc-
ing risks and benefits numerically is not useful to pursue without far more
thorough and penetrating exploration.

Consistent with the normal practice of the NCRP, such exploration
has been undertaken and the subject of radiation protection standards
will be reconsidered when the studies described in Section B, below, have
been concluded.

The NCR1P continues to hold the view that risk estimates for radio-
genie cancers at low doses and low dose rates derived on the basis of linear

(proportional) extrapolation from the rising portions of the dose-incidence
curves at high doses and high dose rates, as described and discussed in

2
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subsequent sections of this report, cannot be expected to provide realistic
estimates of the actual risks from low level, low-LET radiations, and
have such a high probability of overestimating the actual risk as to be of
only marginal value, if any, for purposes of realistic risk-benefit evalua-.
tion.

Such risk estimates by themselves do not constitute justification for
urgent action to make numerical radiation protection standards more
restrictive than they now are, assuming that the application of such
standards adheres to the basic principle of "lowest practicable levels" of
dose.

In risk-benefit analysis for purposes of decision-making, numerical
estimates of radiation-related risks, even when realistic, are of little use
in a vacuum, i.e., without comparable numerical estimates of associated
benefits, and of risks and benefits for alternative means to achieve the
desired ends. When it becomes possible to analyze, quantify and weigh
in the balance numerically the risks, benefits and costs of activities in-
volving desirable or undesirable radiation exposure, on the one hand, and

)r alternative means to desired ends on the other hand, the use of overesti-
mates of risk for one alternative, e.g., one involving radiation exposure,
unless counterbalanced by commensurate overestimates of risks from
other alternatives, could deny benefits to society and could conceivably
incur greater risks in some circumstances.

Before considering any further restriction of radiation protection
standards, it is important to attain realistic values for risks and benefits,
for weighing risks and benefits in decision-making, and for the most
effective application of the principle of "lowest practicable level".
This approach is important in order to avoid the expenditure of large
amounts of the limited resources of society to reduce very small risks still
further with possible concomitant increase in risks of other hazards or
consequent lack of attention to existing greater risks.

Average exposure of the public to man-made nonmedical radiation, as
estimated by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) [7], is now

I and is expected to be, even in the year 2000, only a very small fraction of
either the natural background radiation dose or of the present upper limit
of radiation protection dose limits for average dose to the population of
interest. The EPA estimates that the per capita dose to the population
in the year 2000 will be slightly less than at present.

The 1972 NAS-BEIR Committee Report states.in its section on Sum-
mary and Recommendations, without developing the point in the body
of the Report, that societal needs can be met with far lower average

exposures and risks than permitted by the current Radiation Protection
Guide of 170 millirems per yeay, and that to this extent the current Guide
is unnecessarily high.
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The risks and costs to society of further reductions of dose limits still (a
need to be ascertained, however.

Numerical radiation protection guides or dose limits for the exposure
of radiation workers or the general public are provided only as upper
limits; all exposures should be kept to a practicable minimum. The
NCRP has always assumed that its admonitions in this regard would be
interpreted in a reasonable way. The application of this principle involves
value judgments based upon perception of compensatory benefits com-
mensurate with risks, preferably in the form of realistic numerical esti-
mates of both benefits and risks from activities involving radiation and
alternative means to the same benefits.

The linear dose-effect hypothesis has been coming into frequent use
in analyses in which population exposures are expressed in the form of (b'
person-rem, including doses of one millirem per year or less to population
groups and doses to individual organs, with linear extrapolation to
damage estimates through the use of the NAS-BEIR Committee Report
values. The indications of a significant dose rate influence on radiation
effects would make completely inappropriate the current practice of
summing of doses at all levels of dose and dose rate in the form of total
person-rem for purposes of calculating risks to the population on the
basis of extrapolation of risk estimates derived from data at high doses
and dose rates.

The NCRP wishes to caution governmental policy-making agencies of
the unreasonableness of interpreting or assuming "upper limit" estimates
of carcinogenic risks at low radiation levels, derived by linear extrapola-
tion from data obtained at high doses and dose rates, as actual risks, and
of basing unduly restrictive policies on such an'interpretation or assump- (c)
tion. The NCRP has always endeavored to insure public awareness of
the hazards of ionizing radiation, but it has been equally determined to
insure that such hazards are not greatly overestimated. Undue concern,
as well as carelessness with regard to radiation hazards, is considered
detrimental to the public interest.

The basis for the NCRP position, as well as indications of pertinent
studies needed and being carried on by the NCRP, are given in subse- (d)
quent sections of this report.

B. Current NCRP Plans Regarding Radiation Standards

In its continuing efforts to provide recommendations with respect to
possible radiation hazards and radiation standards, the NCRP has taken
the following actions:
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(a) It has directed NCR? Scientific Committee 40 on Biological As-
pects of Radiation Protection Criteria to review and evaluate the
data on effects of radiation on animals and man and to analyze
additional evidence that has been adduced since the 1972
UNSCEAR and BEIR Committee Reports were published. A
substantial amount of animal data has become and is becoming
available, even since the publication of those reports. Special at-
tention will be paid to factors influencing dose-effect relationships,
e.g., dose, dose rate, and relative biological effectiveness (RIBE).
The group will attempt to determine as accurately as possible the
true risk of cancer from exposure to low-LET radiations and high-
LET radiations at low doses and dose rates.

(b) It has reactivated NCRP Scientific Committee 1 on Basic Radia-
tion Protection Criteria. This Committee has the responsibility for

continued surveillance of the adequacy of all radiation protection
standards as they apply to all members of the public including

those occupationally exposed. The results of the analyses of Scien-
tific Committee 40 will be utilized by Scientific Committee 1 in
evaluating any effect they should have on current radiation pro-
tection standards Should it be possible, on the basis of data and
analyses, to make reasonable assumptions with respect to the

shape of dose-effect relationships for cancer induction and dose
rate effects, then the NCRP will attempt quantitative evaluation
of the risk of cancer at the low doses and low dose rates and take
these into account in recommending radiation protection stand-
ards.

(c) It has constituted several Scientific Committees to evaluate expo-
sure of the public from different radiation sources. These sources
include consumer products (Committee 28), nuclear power gener-

ation (Committee 41), natural background radiation (Committee
43), medical applications (Committee 44), industrial applications,
and research applications (exposure of radiation workers) (Com-
mittee 45).

(d) It has directed NCRP Scientific Committee 48 to consider the
question of radiation apportionment (division among various
sources).
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3. Critique of Recent Reports of
the United Nations Scientific
Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation and the
National Academy of
Sciences Advisory Committee
on the Biological Effects of
Ionizing Radiations

A. Similarities In the Two Reports

In these reports [4, 51 essentially the same data are reviewed and ana-
lyzed, and similar approaches are used to estimate the risks per unit dose
at dose levels sufficiently high to permit observation of various categories
of radiation effect for specific malignancies. Estimates of genetic risks are
based mainly on experimental animal data and the use of the linear
hypothesis and include an effect-reducing dose-rate factor of about 3 for
low-LET radiation at low radiation levels, in. recognition of the dose-rate
influence observed in experimental mouse data. Estimates of carcinogenic
risks are based on human data and the linear hypothesis, with neglect of
dose rate. The risk estimates were derived only from studies in which the
data gave evidence of risk and also lent themselves well to quantitative
treatment. The estimates for the rate of malignancy production per unit
of dose in the ranges of observed data are similar.

In general, the biomedical aspects of the two reports are very similar
in the sense that:

(1) the general approaches to estimations of risk are similar;

.6
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(2) risk estimates per unit dose in the range of observed data are de-
rived from the linear hypothesis, with, in the case of carcinogenic
risks, neglect of dose rate (the UNSCEAR refused to make esti-
mates of risk for doses or dose rates other than those associated
with the actual data); and

(3) there is similar attention and agreement given to qualifying or
conditional statements. These statements are concerned with such
matters as:
(a) the likelihood of no absolute dose threshold for carcinogenic

and genetic effects;
(b) the uncertainties concerning the shape of the dose-effect curves

overall from high dose and dose rate to low dose and dose rate;
(c) the likelihood that dose and dose rate influence effect per unit

dose;
(d) the uncertainty concerning the influence of dose and dose rate

on the relative biological effectiveness of high-LET radiation;
(e) the questionable scientific legitimacy of linear extrapolation

from high dose and dose rate to low dose and dose rate in pro-
tracted exposure;

(f) the likelihood that such extrapolation from the rising part of
the dose-effect curve (below the high cell-killing doses that
reduce effectiveness) gives an upper limit of risk (where even
zero risk is not excluded by the available data);

(g) problems related to the inability to extrapolate the inverse
relationship between carcinogenic latency and dose and dose
rate;

(h) the uncertainty of the period of excess carcinogenic risk and of
the excess in absolute incidence, owing to incomplete follow-up
of the irradiated populations and their control populations;

(i) the many deficiencies of epidemiologic data and analyses, and
of the control populations in the epidemiologic studies;

(j) the uncertainty of the influence of temporal and spatial varia-
tions in radiation exposure and dose; and

(k) the many and difficult problems of relating experimental ani-
mal data to human risk estimates.

B. Differences Between The Two Reports

The BEIR Report differs from the UNSCEAR Report in presenting
numerical estimates of carcinogenic risk at radiation levels far below the
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observed data levels. As stated in the BEIR Report (page 7, paragraph
A): "Such estimates, as discussed later, are fraught with uncertainty.
However they are needed as a basis for logical decision making and may
serve to stimulate the gaining of data for assessment of comparative
hazards from technological options and development, at the same time
promoting better public understanding of the issues." The BEIR Report
extrapolates by a factor greater than 1,000 in dose and by factors from
100 million to a billion in dose rate, from the level of observed effects to
the levels encountered by the general population. The body of the BEIR
Report, as distinguished from the Summary and Recommendations,
indicates the possible factors that might invalidate linear extrapolation
as a means of estimating risks at low doses and dose rates, but the Com-
mittee justified its approach on pragmatic rather than strictly scientific
grounds as a basis for risk estimation. The Committee concluded that it
was impractical at the time to use other than the linear hypothesis for
estimating risks in support of public policy on radiation protection.

Both Committees (BEIR and UNSCEAR) recognized that the neu-
tron RBE varies with dose in most biological systems, and they both
pointed out that it may well vary with dose in the Hiroshima and Naga-
said A-bomb survivor data. However, the reports of these Committees
come to different decisions concerning the utilization or disposition of
this knowledge. This is an important difference because data from the
atomic bomb survivors in Hiroshima (where neutron radiation was pre-
dominant) and in the smaller study population in Nagasaki (where only
gamma radiation was important) form a major basis for carcinogenic risk
estimates for low-LET radiation.

The BEIR Committee assumed that the dose-effect relationships for
carcinogenesis among survivors of either or both of these two cities may
be linear. The BEIR Report compared the data from the two cities by
means of the simplifying assumption of a mean neutron RBE. of 1 or 5,
independent of dose. The Report recognized that this treatment of the
data might seriously underestimate the neutron RBE and overestimate

the gamma radiation risk at low doses and dose rates, but that firm data
enabling other approaches were lacking. The UNSCEAR arbitrarily
chase neutron RBE values varying from 10 at low doses to 1 at high doses
in the range of observation.

The limitations imposed by UNSCEAR in its approach to risk estima-
tion may be represented by the following excerpt from its 1972 Report
(page 403, paragraph 6 of reference 4):

"Estimates of risk per unit dose derived from epidemiological investigations
are valid only for the doses at which they have been estimated and they can be

II
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applied to a range of doses only if there is a linear relationship between dose and

incidence since extrapolations beyond that range may lead to gross errors. Par-
ticular care should be exercised in estimating risks from data on people exposed
to mixed neutron and gamma radiation. Eadiobiological experiments indicate
that the RBE of neutrons varies with dose (see annex G) so that, if these results
are applicable to human beings, the incidence of various effects cannot be pro-
protional to absorbed dose for both gamma rays and neutrons and estimates of
risk in terms of incidence per unit dose need to be clearly qua-led."

The UNSCEAR Report stressed the uncertainty of extrapolations of
available data to low radiation levels, does not attempt such extrapola-
tions, and indicates the need for consistency between conclusions drawn
from epidemiological data and established general findings in radiobiol-
ogy, making a special point in this connection concerning the functional
relationship between RBE of high-LET radiation and dose and dose
rate. The UNSCEAR Report indicated that the data from Hiroshima,
involving mixed gamma and neutron radiations, and the uncertainty of
the neutron RBE at low radiation levels, constitutes a strong argument
against extrapolation from these data obtained at high doses and dose
rates to estimate even upper limits of risk at low doses and dose rates,
especially for low-LET radiation.

C. Discussion

Attempts to make quantitative estimates of the carcinogenic risks to
the public from exposure to radiation1 at the very low doses and dose
ratess of importance in relation to radiation protection guides have uti-
lized linear extrapolation from data points obtained at high doses and
dose rates.

All national and international groups which have studied the problems
of quantitative carcinogenic risk estimates have regarded the practice of
linear extrapolation as overestimating the risk when the extrapolation
is made from the rising and fairly linear portion of the dose-effect rela-
tionship, below the high doses which reduce effectiveness per unit dose

I Exposure to low linear energy transfer (LET) radiation is considered primarily
in this document, because this represents the principal exposure of the public
now and anticipated in the immediate future. Questions concerned with exposure
to high-LET radiations, which may become of increasing importance in the future,
will be dealt with subsequently. This document deals to some extent with neutrons
because the data from one of the major sources of information used for estimating
risks from gamma radiation, namely, the study of Japanese survivors of radiation
exposure from atomic bombs, have been complicated by neutron irradiation.

t The dose rate becomes less important as the dose decreases.
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owing to excessive cell killing, i.e., below the high dose levels at which the
dose-incidence curve reduces in slope or plateaus before declining.

Such groups, in attempting quantitative estimates of carcinogenic risk
per unit dose from observed data, or in some cases by linear extrapolation
to lower radiation levels, have utilized data giving a rising dose-incidence
relationship, with recognition but non-utilization of zero-risk or negative-
risk studies and of data that could not be dealt with quantitatively for
purposes of risk estimation. For example, the 1972 BER Committee
report stated in relation to leukemia risk (page 116): "Only studies
generating information directly useful in quantifying risk have been
included", and in relation to thyroid cancer risk (page 123, last par-
agraph): "Some of the studies, which appeared to show an association
between radiation and an increased cancer incidence, have not been used
because they did not lend themselves well to quantitative treatment.
Other studies did not show such an association and could not be used to
estimate a risk other than zero. All reports should, of course, be consulted
for a proper understanding of the complexity of the problem of estimating
the risks in question."

Attempts to apply the concept of the effectiveness-reduction of cell-
killing to the rising portion of an observed dose-incidence curve for the
purpose of postulating a greater effectiveness at lower unobserved dose
levels run counter to the widely-held and well-supported concept of multi-
event mechanisms for the production of most if not all types of cancer,
i.e., mechanisms that include not only cellular initiating events but also
promoting events which require cell killing or tissue disorganization as
local or remote (e.g., endocrine) stimuli to cell proliferation, or as permis-
sive conditions (e.g., depression of immune competence). In the distribu-
tion of individual susceptibilities to radiogenic cancer, it is likely that the
relatively small number of highly susceptible individuals, in whom cancer
can be induced by small doses of radiation, will have experienced comple-
tion of a large part of the cancer induction mechanism by means other
than the small radiation dose in question, especially with the promoting
events mentioned above which would require larger doses of radiation.
Opposing hypotheses relevent to this question must be considered and
tested more thoroughly.

Ultimately, the dose-incidence relationship or curve reflects the dis-
tribution and variability of individual susceptibilities to the effect. In
animal experiments on radiation induction of cancers, th6 size of the
radiation dose given to each group of animals at each dose p * " is usu-
ally deliberate, controlled, and known. The results of most of the animal
experiments involving lifetime observation of cancer induction effects
after a wide range of single doses of low-LET radiation, have shown an
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overall sigmoid type of dose-incidence curve, composed of an unknown
region below the lowest dose used, followed by an observed fairly linear
rising portion (sometimes preceded by an observed rising concave por-
tion), followed in turn by a portion decreasing in rate of rise and leading
to a plateau, and followed finally at the highest doses by a falling portion
with negative slope. Such data and previous reviews of such data on dose-
incidence relationships, and also on the influence of dose rate, have been
extensively and pointedly reviewed in the 1972 UNSCEAR Report [41
and have been acknowledged and discussed to a considerable extent in
the 1972 BEIR Committee Report [5]. In addition to the large amount
of existing experimental data to be considered more fully for their possible
impact and usefulness in interpreting epidemiological data and their
consonance with radiobiologic and oncologic knowledge of carcinogenic
mechanism for purposes of risk evaluation, there are important experi-
mental animal data currently being obtained in major radiobiological
laboratories. Large experimental programs particularly concerned with
dose-incidence relationships and dose-rate influences in induction of can-
cers by low- and high-LET radiations are in progress.' While there may
indeed be a linear relationship between dose and effect at low doses and
dose rates, the slope of the line is most likely considerably less than that
derived from extrapolation between data points obtained at high doses
and dose rates and the point of "natural" incidence at the level of na-
tural background radiation. Even in an overall sigmoid relationship there
may be fairly linear parts or fairly linear combinations of points with
different slopes at low, intermediate and high dose ranges.

A wealth of data obtained on lower organisms, including mammals,
* indicates that recovery from radiation damage, implying a dose rate

effect, is widely shared if not universal. Most of the existing data (also
currently unpublished data indicated in footnote 3) on dose rate influence
on carcinogenic effectiveness of radiation, indicate reduction of effective-
ness of low-LET radiation by fractionation of dose or reduction of dose
rate for single doses in the rising portions of the dose-incidence curves.

In most cell systems examined carefully, the dose-effect curves for
high-LET radiation (e.g., neutrons) tend to be linear, while those for
low-LET radiation (gamma rays, x rays) tend to be curvilinear with
increasing slope as dose increases. Thus, the relative biological effective-
ness (RBE) of the high-LET radiation must increase as the dose de-

' For example, the data of Drs. J. Storer, J. Yuhas, M. Holland, D. Grahn, and
G. Sacher, presented at the NAB-NRC-organized meeting, Snowmass, Colorado,
July 21-31, 1973. An ad hoc panel of the National Academy of Sciences prepared
an NAS publication (1974), based on reports submitted at the Snowmass meeting,
entitled, Research Needs for Estimating the Biological Hazards of Low Doses of
Ionizing Radiations.
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creases. This has been known for many years for early effects of radia-
tion, particularly in the simpler biological systems. It has been found
invariably for somatic effects on eukaryotic cells. Relatively recently,
similar data have been obtained in mammalian systems using fast neu-
trons for exposure to high-LET radiation. In the case of lens opacifica-
tion and mammary tumor induction, the increase in RBE with decreasing
dose may well reach values in excess of 100 or more at very low doses
(in the range of millirads to a few rads of neutron radiation). One could
expect an increase in RBE for induction of human neoplasms as well, if
the dose dependence of RBE is based on currently known relevant basic 4
biophysical mechanisms. Furthermore, in view of the much greater effec-
tiveness-reducing influence of dose-rate reduction for low-LET radiation
than for high-LET radiation, one could also expect increase in neutron

RBE as a consequence of dose-rate reduction. Through a series of theo-
retical considerations and examination of experimental data, Kellerer '
and Rossi [8] have concluded that a number of radiobiological effects are
due to primary lesions within the cell nucleus produced by as few par-
ticles as one in the case of neutrons having energies up to about 14 MeV
or by two or more electrons in the case of x and gamma rays, and that
the elemental lesion results from damage within a site by inactivation of
two loci. These conclusions would predict a much greater reduction in
effect at low doses or low dose rates for the low-LET radiations (x and
gamma) than for neutrons, and an RBE that increases inversely with
x-ray dose as has been demonstrated for mammary tumors in rats [9].

A recent statistical analysis of the leukemia data by Rossi and Kellerer
[10] has shown that dependence of RBE of the neutron radiation on dose

in the Hiroshima and Nagasaki survivors is in fact far more likely to be
present than absent. Although the data for other human malignancies
are, at least at this time, inadequate to demonstrate a dependence of
neutron RBE on dose, all pertinent experience- would indicate that it
should obtain there as well. In the case of the Japanese leukemia data,
the requirement of a neutron RBE that increases with decreasing dose is
approximated best by dose-effect relationships that are linear for neu-
trons and curved (quadratic) for gamma irradiation. This results in risk
estimates for low-LET radiations (which are important in medical appli-
cations and reactor emissions) that are at least an order of magnitude
less than those postulated by the BEIR Committee Report.

t In contrast to the controlled animal experiments on radiation carcino-
genesis, even the best and major epidemiological studies of human data
have been beset by serious deficiencies in amounts and precision of dose~and effect data and controls, and have had to resort to arbitrary selection
of ranges of retrospectively estimated individual doses to obtain aver-
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ages for points for dose-incidence curves. In the case of data on Japanese
atomic bomb survivors, arbitrary selection of dose ranges was dependent
on distance from the radiation source and retrospective considerations
of possible shielding factors. Such arbitrary dose range selection and
averaging procedures constitute an imposition of the linear (proportional)
hypothesis upon the data in the process of preparation. of the data for
examination. The same can be said for the procedures of averaging doses
without regard to their degree of fractionation or overall time of delivery,
or the averaging of doses to part of an organ over the whole organ (e.g.,
bone marrow), as in the studies of spondylitic patients receiving partial-
body fractionated irradiation.

Both the UNSCEAR Report [41 and the BEIR Committee Report [51
have employed an effectiveness-reducing dose-rate factor, derived from
experiments on mice, in estimating the human genetic risks from irradia-
tion at low doses and dose rates. The existing and imminently forth-
coming experimental data pertaining to the influence of dose rate in
radiation carcinogenesis should be considered more thoroughly to evalu-
ate the feasibility of applying dose-rate effectiveness-correction factors in
estimating human risks of radiogenic cancer at low doses and dose rates.

In the BEIR Committee Report, the language used in the Summary
and Recommendations can be interpreted to indicate that the Com-
mittee arrived at a "most likely" estimate for the increased risk of cancer
to the American population exposed to low doses and low dose rates.
However, careful reading of both the summary and the body of the BEIR
Report makes it clear that the "most likely" estimate refers to the most
reasonable number that can be derived from linear extrapolation from
high doses and dose rates, and not that such a procedure necessarily
estimates the actual risk at low doses and dose rates.

The suggestion that carcinogenic risk per unit dose at low doses
is greater than that obtained by linear extrapolation from the rising por-
tion of an observed dose-effect curve runs counter to other opposing
concepts, including the well-supported concept of multi-event mecha-
nisms for most if not all types of cancer. It seems probable, for example,
that if there are indeed cancers induced by small doses of radiation, they
occur only in a relatively small number of highly susceptible individuals,
and with factors other than radiation predominating.

Opposing concepts, data and approaches relevant to this question,
including pro- and con-reports concerning particular or special conditions
conferring hypersusceptibility in fetuses or post-partum individuals,
should be investigated further.

There should also be commensurate further investigation of studies of
human data supporting dose-squared relationships between dose and
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incidence of cancer. For example, recently Mays, Lloyd and Marshall
[H1], on the basis of data on the A-bomb survivors and radiobiological
studies on the dose-rate effect, made estimates of the cumulative deaths
from induced malignancies in a natural population of 1,000,000 persons
of mixed ages each receiving a total body dose of 1 rad from gamma rays.
These authors made higher, preferred, and lower linear estimates, and
also a much lower dose-squared estimate (less than 0.1 % of the preferred
linear estimate at low dose rate), illustrating the radiobiological pos-
sibility (based on the observed incidence of leukemia at Nagasaki) that
the dose-response to gamma irradiation'omay be sigmoid rather than
linear. They analyzed the data in such a way as to minimize interference
from neutrons on the derived risk estimates for gamma rays. Despite the
differences between their approach and that of the BEIR Report, there
is reasonable agreement between their linear estimates and the BEIR
Report's. linear estimates for high dose-rates. In addition these authors
assembled radiobiological evidence of effectiveness-reduction of lower
dose-rates of low-LET radiation on the life-shortening effect in dogs and
mice, induction of leukemia and bone sarcomas in mice, and induction of
mammary tumors and thyroid tumors in rate. On the basis of this evi-
dence they have derived a tentative preferred overall effectiveness factor
of 0.2 (low vs. high dose-rates from sparsely-ionizing radiation) for the
summed impact of delayed somatic effects in humans, With somewhat
arbitrary bounds of 0.1 to 0.5 for this overall effectiveness factor. The
authors indicated that individual effectiveness factors vary with biologi-
cal endpoint and species and may vary with incidence level at which com-
parison is made. In outline, the analysis of risk used by these authors was:
(1) risk for leukemia induction at high dose-rates estimated from the
Nagasaki A-bomb data, taking advantage of the small exposure to neu-
trons; (2) risk for cancer induction at high dose-rates obtained by mul-
tiplying the Nagasaki leukemia risk by the projected ratio of total in-
duced cancer/total induced leukemia; (3) risks for leukemia and cancer
induction at dose-rates below 0.01 rem/minute obtained by multiplying
risks at higher dose-rates (above 10 rem per minute) by appropriate
effectiveness factors.

The problems and approaches discussed above in this Section of the
present report are included in current and future NCRP studies.

The average exposure of the American public to man-made radiation
sources other than those used in medical procedures has consistently been
only a very small fraction of background radiation or of the amounts
specified by the dose limit standards. A recent report [7] of the Environ-
mental Protection Agency (EPA) has estimated that the average per
capita annual nonmedical, nonoecupational dose to the general public
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from man-made sources was 6.6 millirem in 1970, and that this will be

6A millirem in the year 2000. Most of this dose is due to residual radio-
activity from above-ground nuclear weapons tests conducted before

1962. The estimated per capita dose in the year 2000 from all nuclear
power plants and fuel reprocessing plants expected to be constructed by

that time is about 0.4 millirem per year [7]. These estimated exposures

,are quite small when contrasted to the usual variations in natural back-
ground radiation levels [121. It is quite unlikely that any sgificant frac-
tion of the general population approaches the maximum allowable limit
of exposure of the individual, which has been 0.5 rem (500 millirem) in
any one year.

The BEIR Report states in its Summary and Recommendations,
without developing the point in the body of the Report, that societal
needs can be met with far lower average exposures and risks than per-
mitted by the current Radiation Protection Guide of 170 millirems per
year, and that to this extent the current Guide is unnecewarily high.

The risks and costa to society of further reductions of dose limits still
need to be ascertained, however.
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This section of the report is included to provide not only a .general ie
historical background and perspective relevant to the general subject of tht
this report, but also pertinent statements from the '1972 UNSCEAR and ani
BEIR reports underlying the comparative critique of these reports in the
present document, to facilitatethe reader's own assessment of similarities
and differences, consistencies and inconsistencies, in philosophy, ap- nu
proach, and -conclusions between these reports. For further and more rei
detailed background, the reader is referred to the reports referenced and 19.
discussed -in the ,present document. do
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A. Recommended Dose Limits for the Population dc
pr
Pc

In a 1949 Report (published in 1954 as Report No. 17) [13], the NCR? ex
introduced the philosophy that any radiation exposure may carry some of
risk and recommended that radiation exposure be kept at a level "as low cc
as practicable" below the recommended maximum permissible dose -to
equivalent (MPD). This basic criterion is essential when one accepts the -in
concept of non-threshold radiation effects, and acceptance of this philos- co
ophy is followed by the need to balance risks with commensurate bene- ;a
fits. ti

The BEAR Report of 1956 [14], and simultaneously a report of the
Medical Research Council of the United Kingdom [15], included an
assessment of acceptable genetic risk to populations and future genera-
tions based on the assumption of a non-threshold, proportional dose- o:
effect relationship for the purpose of linear extrapolation from experi- a
mental data at high doses and high dose rates down to low doses and low
dose rates, with the assumption of independence of effect upon dose rate.
The BEAR Committee concluded, on the basis of genetic considerations,
that members of our general population shall not receive an average of t.
more than 10 roentgens, in addition to background, of ionizing radiation t.
as a total accumulated dose to the reproductive cells from conception to e

p
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age 30 years'. The Committee estimated that the medical uses of ionizing
radiation accounted for 3-4 rem, and that other man-made sources should
therefore be limited to 6-7 rei per 30 years. This would be equivalent to
an average per capita dose, over and above "medical" exposures, of about
0.2 rem per year.

In 1957, the NCRP recommended that the maximum dose to indi-
viduals in the general population should be limited to 0.5 rem per year
(161. The rationale behind this recommendation was that no member of
the public should be exposed to more than one-tenth of the annual per-
missible occupational dose (5 remn) for the whole body, head, trunk,
active blood forming organs, or gonads.

The NCRP recommendation that the dose to the whole body of the
maximally exposed individual in the population should be limited to 0.5
rem per year was adopted by the Federal Radiation Council (FRC) in
1960 [17). The FRC also suggested as an arbitrary assumption that the
doses to individuals do not differ from the average to that population by
more than a factor of 8. According to the FRC: "It is critical that this
guide be apPlied with reason and judgment. Especially, it is noted that
the use of the average figure, as a substitute for evidence concerning the
dose to individuals, is permissible only when there is a probability of ap-
preciable homogeneity concerning the distribution of the dose within the
population included in the average." Thus, this ratio is applied, for ex-
ample, as on page 11 of FRC Report No. 5 [181, to the "critical segment"
of the population receiving the highest dose for a given environmental
contamination. On this basis the average annual whole body dose limit
to the critical segment of the population is 0.17 rem. The FRC also gave,
in FRC Report No. 2 [19], the annual average limits for the thyroid from
iodine-131 as 0.5 rem (with the "critical segment" as children), and for

the bone marrow from strontium-9 and strontium-90 as 0.5 rem (with
the "critical segment" as any age group of the population). It is of interest
to note that in this situation, the average dose to the thyroid in the
population exposed would be less than that for the critical segment.

The FRC also recommended [171 an average dose limit to the gonads
of the population of 5 rem in thirty years, which would amount to an
annual dose limit of 0.17 rem. However, they pointed out that "minor

' Constent with practice in 1986, the BEAR Committee actually recommended
that exposure be limited to 10 roentgens. For the purposes of this report, the rem,
a unit of dose equivalent, will be used in place of the roentgen when discussing
the BEAR reports or other early reports in which the roentgen was used. However,
the rem may be inappropriate in many cases because the actual RBE for the given
effect and condition can vary widely from the Quality Factor chosen for protection
purposes.
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variation here from certain other recommendations are not considered
significant in the light of present uncertainties"'.

The recommendations of the BEAR Committee, the NCRP, and the
FRC were intended to apply to all sources of man-made ionizing radia-
tion other than those associated with medical uses. Medical uses were
excluded on the basis of the assumption that such radiation exposures to
patients were justified by the health benefits.

In 1971, the NCRP reaffirmed that the maximum exposure to the
gonads, blood forming organs, and lens of the eye of any individual in the
population should be limited to 0.5 rem in any one year, in-addition to
natural radiation and radiation from the healing arts, but also adopted
the recommendation that the corresponding per capita dose to the gen-
eral population be limited to a yearly average of 0.17 rem [6].

Current practice emphasizes that the individual receiving the maxi-
mum dose should not be exposed to more than 0.5 rem per year. This is
clearly specified by the regulations of the Atomic Energy Commission
(AEC) which require that its licensees should operate so that no person
outside the controlled area is exposed to more than 0.5 rem per year [20].

What is not generally recognized is that if the maximum dose to an
individual is 0.5 rem per year, the per capita dose can be very much less
than one third of the maximum, depending upon the uniformity of
exposure. Generally, exposure from nuclear weapons fallout is much more
uniform than that from a nuclear power industry. For example, in regard
to the nuclear power industry, while the average dose received by the
most highly exposed and radiosensitive segment of a population (con-
sidered by FRC in 1960) will be one third of the maximum dose to that
population, the remainder of an entire population will receive a lower
average dose. For example, for purposes of hazard analysis in the nuclear
energy program, it is usually assumed that the maximally exposed in-
dividual lives at the site boundary. If the plant were designed, for ex-
ample, so that such an individual receives 0.5 rem per year, the average
dose to even relatively small populations in the vicinity of the reactor will
be very much less than 0.17 remi/year. This can be shown most easily
by using the exposure guidelines for power reactors. For example, by one
calculation it has been shown that if the fence-post dose is 0.5 rem per year
in the vicinity of a boiling water reactor, the average per capita dose in a
population of one million people uniformly distributed around the site at
a density of one thousand people per square kilometer would be less than
0.00028 rem [21]. This is 1/1800 of the maximum, not M as postulated
in the formulation of the 0.17 rem/year limit. Other similar examples
could be given.
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B. Aspects of Risk Estimation in Relation to Dose Limits

In the BEAR Committee's follow-up report of 1960 [221, after experi-
mental evidence of recovery from genetic injury and dose rate influence

IC became available, it was recognized that the previous exposure limitation

based on the concept of no recovery was more conservative than had been
thought in 1956 when their first report was published.

A 1959 Report of an NCRP Ad Hoc Committee examined the problem
of somatic effects of population exposure to ionizing radiation and con-
cluded that the available evidence was not sufficient to establish the
dose-response relationship at low doses [23]. In the absence of such in-
formation, the committee chose to make the cautious assumption that
there is a proportional relationship and that the effect is not dependent
upon dose rate. This amounts essentially to an assumption of a non-
threshold, "linear" (straight line) dose-effect relationship.

Relying primarily on available information from survivors of atomic
bombings in Japan, the United Nations Scientific Committee on the
Effects of Atomic Radiation, in 1964, formulated estimates of risks of
radiation-induced leukemia and other cancers in man on the basis of the
linear dose-effect hypothesis [24]. The Committee cautioned: (1) that
these estimates were reliable only for the dose ranges where the data were
reasonably good (above 100 reds) and under the conditions associated
with that irradiation; and (2) that extrapolation to low doses on the basis
of the linear (proportional) non-threshold hypothesis could be considered
to give only an upper limit of the risk at low radiation levels. The Com-
mittee concluded that at low radiation levels the lower limit of risk could
approach a value of zero. The Report noted that the duration -of the
period of increased risk was not known and that since cancers other than
leukemia might well have long latent periods, the ratio of other cancers
to leukemia might increase as the period of follow-up in the study popula-
tions was extended. The Committee pointed out that radiation doses de-
livered at low dose rates were probably much less effective than those
given at high rates, but that the data were inadequate to make a nu-
merical estimate of the factor of change in effectiveness.

The ICRP Publication released in 1966, The Evaluation of Risks from
Radiation [1], contained estimates of risk of radiation-induced neo-
plasms which were essentially identical to those in the 1964 UNSCEAR
Report [24]. Using the linear (proportional), non-threshold hypothesis,
it was estimated that if each of one million persons received a dose of one
rem to the whole body, the total excess number of cancers over the life-
time of this population (assuming 10 to 20 years of increased risk) would
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be"20 leukemias, 10 to 20 thyroid cancers, and 20 other cancers. Til
report indicated that an increased risk of other cancers (of longer latex
period) might be found in the future follow-up, but concluded that itil
unlikely that such an increase would reach a factor of ten greater thi
the risk estimates for such cancers at that time. The risk estimates we
considered as upper limits for the data available at that time and
report indicated that at very low doses and dose rates some of the•
effects might not occur at all.

The ICRP Report issued in 1969 on Radiosenitivity and Spatial h
trzimtion of Dose [21, with reference to the irradiated spondylitic patient
presented an attempt to evaluate the radiosebsitivity (for cancer ndhl

tion) of organs not included in the main irradiation field. Since there: .
not adequate control data from non-irradiated spondylitics, the genef
population was used for control data. The data (slope of assumed linm
dose-effect relationship) were regarded as adequate for risk estia
only in the case of bone marrow and thyroid. It was estimated thatb
27 years after radiation exposure, the ratio of the excess of other cancei
to the excess of leukemia might be as high as 5 or 6 to 1. The patiel
with the longest period of follow-up showed no evidence of a decreas"V

the excess incidence of "other cancers" whereas the period of high risk10,
leukemia appeared to end at about 14 years.

After a close examination of available information on: (1) estimatest
radiation risks; (2) exposures actually received under circuxistancesI
present dose limits; (3) levels of safety achieved in existing safe industi
and other practices which do not involve exposure to radiation; and f
the risks incurred in everyday life, the ICRP indicated in a recent ata•
ment that it does not see grounds for making any reduction in its d,
limits for exposure of the whole body or of individual organs, eitherfI
workers or for members of the general public [3]. See Appendix B 1A
ICRP dose limits. I

NCRP Report No. 39 (1971), Basic Radiation Protecion Criteria
notes that the introduction of value judgments is not merely the resu
of a lack of scientific information, but also the result of using the "*
threshold" concept in the conservative application of theory or hypoth1
sis. Ultimate scientific proof of the "no-threshold" postulate, if evi
accomplished, would certainly verify the continued need for value judi
ments. This report states that evidence that present dose limits s]
satisfactory (or conceivably unduly conservative) is incomplete becaw
many of the postulated deleterious effects have not been measured j
man. The most significant reservation or uncertainty applies to the coi
sequences of recessive genetic mutations in the general population whic
may be expressed only in future generations. Next in order of uncertaint
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are the quantitative expressions of late somatic effects, especially the
degree of induction of neoplasia and of other possible causes of life-
dhortening which by current indications would be considerably overesti-
mated by simple application of the hypothesis of a non-threshold, linear,
dose-effect relationship in extrapolation from effects at high doses and
dose rates (at least for low-LET radiations). Noting the experimental
knowledge of radiation-induced genetic effects that has accumulated
since the time of the BEAR Committee Report (1956), and the evidence
that the magnitude of the genetic effect is dependent upon (1) the stage
of the germ cell development at the time of irradiation, (2) dose-rate, (3)
dose fractionation, (4) radiation quality, and (5) the interval between
exposure and conception, NCRP Report No. 39 states that the simple
addition of doses to predict an overall effect is regarded as scientifically
unacceptable. The nature of occupational exposure and some medical
exposures, and exposure of the general public to most other sources of
man-made radiation, is such that the lower mutation frequency charac-
teristic of low rates of dose accumulation is to be expected.

NCRP Report No. 39 indicates that the review of the data and the
various studies available at the time of publication of the Report estab-
lished clearly that the cumulative effect of low-LET radiation on man,
either in genetic or somatic manifestations, is not strictly proportional to
accumulated dose in all cases. For low-LET radiation, the Council held
the view that the potential effect is minimized if exposure occurs at both
low dose and low dose rate, and that at low dose rates the effect may be
proportional to accumulated dose; however, the rate of increase (slope)
is much less than for high doses and dose rates. As the NCRP could not
rule out the lack of a threshold, it concluded that a basic criterion is that
all exposure should be held to lowest practicable levels of dose and dose
rate.

In view of the uncertainty as to the nature of the dose-effect relation-
ships, which are so critical in extrapolating from observed data at high
doses and dose rates to the magnitude of presumed effects within the
recommended limits, and in view of the need to infer for health impact or
risk estimation the nature and degree of such effects at these low radia-
tion levels from data at high radiation levels, Report No. 39 states that,
in the interest of estimating effects in human beings conservatively, it is
not unreasonable to follow the assumption of a non-threshold, linear
(proportional) dose-effect relationship in the low dose regions. The
Council held the view that such an assumption is conservative and would
tend to give upper limits for any particular effect.

NCRP Report No. 39 gave careful attention to some of the trends in
the developing knowledge of radiation effects that seem to point to the
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possibility of substantial future changes in basic concepts of radiatit
injury at low doses and dose rates. Some .of the points judged closestti,
acceptance are concerned with relative biological effectiveness of .4,

and low-LET radiations. The. quantitative effect of high-LET radiatil
per unit absorbed dose may be minimally dependent-on dose and d(
rate. If, by a recovery process, the effect of low-LET radiation diminisbg
steadily at lower dose and dose rate, the RBE for high-LET radiati•
would rise as dose and dose rate decrease. No singe RBE value can=
used over the whole range of dose and dose rate under these conditioii
The report states that.the maximum permissible doses for low-LET rad
ation, when given in a conservative dose and dose rate regimen, ma
therefore be far more conservative compared to that for high-LET radii
tion than heretofore believed. The recognition of recovery processes ih
low-LET radiation indicates that it would be as logical to have a modiif
ing factor responsive to dose rate for x- or gamma-radiation as it no
is to have a modifying factor responsive to LET (Q, the quality factoi1

In 1972, UNSCEAR issued a report updating earlier estimates,$
genetic and carcinogenic risks from radiation exposure in man [4]. 14
risk estimates for genetic effects were given for the mouse, as basedv
experimental data, and the implications for man were considered. Ea
mates of the doubling doses for. mutations caused by high inteuiii
x-irradiation of mouse spermatogonia all fall within a range .of 16-i
rads, with a mean of about 30 rads. For low dose rate exposure, a doublif
dose of about 100 rads would be expected. In the female mouse exposedi
low dose rates, genetic changes observed were not different from thosei
the non-exposed control population, i.e., no specific locus mutations w
observed at the low dose rates. A doubling dose of about 100 rads co

* responds to a 1 percent increase in mutation frequency per rad. Appl]i•
this figure to man, using the linear dose-effect hypothesis, the cor
sponding estimate of the risk of mutational diseases for mah at low del
and dose rate is the induction of 300 new mutations per million zygod
per rad, based on a natural frequency of 30,000 per million, with only!
small number' of these additional mutations becoming manifest in A
first generation after exposure.

In its 1972 estimation of risks of radiation-induced cancer in ma
UNSCEAR used essentially the same procedures as those employed 0]
its 1964 report. Currently available data made it possible for UNSCE1
to single out other tissues, in addition to the thyroid and the bone ma
row, -that appear to be particularly at risk for carcinogenic effectso
radiation I for which tentative risk estimates could be given. The, new additions include lung tissues and the female breast. The advane
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3were due mostly to additional observations made on the two major
0 samples of irradiated people, the A-bomb survivors and the radiation-

treated ankylosing spondylitis patients.
The following cautionary or qualifying statements are quoted from the~1972 UNSCEAR report:

S"This annex has reviewed in detail the evidence available on the induction of

malignancies by ionizing radiation in man, and derived risk estimates for a few
Bof them. These are summarized in Table 22. The Committee wishes to re-empha-

size that all the estimates apply to short-term exposures at high dose rates and,
as discussed in annex G, are likely to be over-estimates of the risks per unit dose
that may result from protracted irradiation at low dose rates of low-LET radia-

r tion. The estimates given in this annex are all subject to revision, both because
the total risk of any malignancy can.only be assessed by observing a cohort of
irradiated people until extinction, and in no case has there been an opportunity
for such prolonged observation yet, but also because of the basic uncertainties of
the data." (Page 431, paragraph 271.)

"These reflect a still inadequate knowledge of the tissue doses received by all
groups of irradiated people, but even more our ignorance of the RBE values that.
must be applied in obtaining risk estimates from these groups that were exposed
to mixed neutron and gamma radiation and that have so far provided the largest
amount of information on the induction of malignancies in man." (Page 431,
paragraph 272.)

"Estimates of risk per unit dose derived from epidemiological investigations
are valid only for the doses at which they have been estimated and they can be
applied to a range of doses only if there is a linear relationship between dose and

C incidence since extrapolations beyond that range may lead to gross errors. Par-
ticular care should be exercised in estimating risks from data on people exposed
to mixed neutron and gamma radiation. Radiobiological experiments indicate

*"that the RBE of neutrons varies with dose (see annex G) so that, if these results
ig are applicable to human beings, the incidence of various effects cannot be pro-
+ portional to absorbed dose for both gamma rays and neutrons and estimates of
*e risk in terms of incidence per unit dose need to be clearly qualified." (Page 403,

paragraph 6.)
"... Since, however, the neutron contribution to kerma at Hiroshima varied with

distance, it must follow that any value (fixed or varying with dose) of the RBE
different from one, when applied to the neutron contribution to the dose, must
result in a departure of the dose-effect relationship from linearity. For instance,
assuming arbitrarily an RBE decreasing from 10 at 5 rads of neutrons to 1 at 100

;R rads implies that the risk from low-LET radiation varies between 2 cases per
million per year per rad at 400 rads to 0.7 case at 60 rads. This could explain why

J. no excess of leukaemia cases is observed at Nagasaki in the groups exposed to
less than 100 rads which received virtually no neutron contribution." (Page 407,

1paragraph 36.)
"Revised estimates of the kermas... received by the survivors and of their
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gamma and neutron components are now available both for Hiroshima and for
NagasakL However, accurate dose estimates have not yet been made and the
Committee had to base its assessment of dose-effect relationships on a number of
assumptions. These are particularly critical with respect to the RBE values to be
applied to the neutron component of the doses. Since the appropriate values are
unknown, the Committee was forced to choose arbitrary ones and decided to use
values varying from 10 at low doses to 1 at high doses." (Page 428, in paragraph
248.)

"... . At present, numerical values as are given in this annex must be taken for
what. they are, crude estimates that no amount of statistical or mathematical
sophistication will protect from the basic uncertainties of the data from which
they stem and the simplifying assumptions used in deriving them." (Page 429,
in paragraph 249.)

"Comparisons of experimental animal data with human data have been
frequent and the Committee is reviewing the most recent data on radiation
carcinogenesis in man in annex H of this report. The data reviewed here suggest
that the animal systems studied thus far are quantitatively inadequate for deter-
mining risk estimates in man. In addition, many of the most commonly studied
animal turnours such as thymic lymphoma and ovarian neoplasss of the mouse
and mammary neoplasms of the rat appear to have an induction sensitivity far
in excess of that seen in man (annex H)." (Page 392, paragraph 60.)

"On the other hand, there appear to be several qualitative generalizations
which may help to interpret the few human data now available:

(a) Virtually any mammalian tissue with the possible exception of adult
neuronal tissue will give rise to neoplasms if exposed to sufficient radiation;

(b) The data from gamma- or x-irradiated animals suggest that for low-LET
* radiation, while both linear and curvilinear dose-response curves are seen, linear

! ~curves, in the. dose: range of less than 100 fads occur priadpally when the target
tissue is highly susceptible to induction of neoplasms by radiation. In man, target

tissues which show such high sensitivity to tumour induction by radiation have
not been identified except possibly in the foetus (see annex H), If, as the data
suggest, most human tumours induced by radiation arise from relatively re-
sistant tissues, then it could be predicted in the light of experimental animal data
that the dose-response curves for such neoplasms will be non-linear in the low-
dose range;

(c) It is clear, both from theoretical considerations ... and from animal data,
that the RBE for high-LET radiation can vary with dose. A comparison of the
dose-response curves for neoplasms induced by high- and low-LET radiation
will indicate increasing RIBEs with decreasing doses. Estimates of the RBE may
be particularly difficult to determine in man where the data at low doses are
few, arid conclusions about the dose dependence of RBE cannot be drawn until
the dose-response curves are defined;

(d) Another important consideration is the reduced effect of protracted ir-
radiation as compared to an equal dose administered in a short period of time.
While considerably more data are required, the animal data available indicate that
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both protracted continuous irradiation and fractionated irradiation produce less
carcinogenic effect than a single administration of the same total dose, suggesting
that such an effect might be expected to occur in man as well;

(e) While some exceptions are noted, resistance to radiation-induced tumours
is higher in adult than in juvenile rodents and, although some strains of rats and
mice are highly susceptible to radiation-induction of leukaemias, foetal irradia-
tion has failed to induce a significant amount of leukaemias in those strains. The
significance of the observation to foetal irradiation of man must await further
studies (see annex H);

(f) A difference among species and among strains of the same species in re-
sistance to radiation-induction of neoplasms has been noted, suggesting the
existence of considerable genetic control. Such genetic control of tumour induc-
tion by radiation makes clear the need for caution in the extrapolation from ex-
perimental animals to man. On the other hand, the development of valid qualita-
tive generalizations which appear to apply to mammals of many different species
give hope that quantitative inferences may ultimately be possible." (Page 392,
paragraph 61.)

The recent (1972) report of the NAS Advisory Committee on Biologi-
cal Effects of Ionizing Radiations [5] deals with the scientific basis for the
establishment of radiation protection standards and includes a review
and re-evaluation of existing scientific knowledge concerning radiation
exposure of the human population.

The BEIR Report makes the following statements concerning expo-
sure of the U.S. population to ionizing radiation:

"In the foreseeable future, the major contributors to radiation exposure of the
population will continue to be natural background with an average whole-body
dose of about 100 mrem/year, and medical applications which now contribute
comparable exposures to various tissues of the body." (Page 1, in 2nd para-
graph.)

"Based on experience to date and present engineering judgment, the contribu-
tion to radiation exposure averaged over the U. S. population from the develop-
ing nuclear power industry can remain less than about 1 mrem per year (about
1% of natural background) and the exposure of any individual kept to a small
fraction of 'background provided that there is: (a) attainment and long-term
maintenance of anticipated engineering performance, (b) adequate management
of radioactive wastes, (o) control of sabotage and diversion of fissionable mate-
rial, (d) avoidance of catastrophic accidents." (Page 1, in 3rd paragraph.)

The BEIR Report (Preface) indicates that "the present basis of radia-
tion protection is essentially the establishment of single upper limits for
individual and population average exposures with the understanding
that any biological risks should be offset by commensurate benefits and
that these risks should be kept as low as practicable". This Report also
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states (page 8): "Furthermore, it is becoming increasingly important
that society not expend enormously large resources to reduce very small
risks still further, at the expense of greater risks that go unattended."
The Report (Preface) indicates a "need somehow to make comparisons of
biological risks and benefits not only for radiation but for the alternative r
options." The BEIR Committee (Preface of the Report) "felt it urgent
to call attention to these issues because ultimately, decisions will have to t
be made involving them, and public acceptance gained on the basis of C

providing society with the services that it needs at a minimum risk to C

health and the environment". On page 1 the BEIR Report states: "We 1

need standards for the major categories of radiation exposure, based
insofar as possible on risk estimates and on cost-benefit analyses which t

compare the activity involving radiation with the alternative options". a
On page 2, in the Summary and Recommendations section of the

BEIR Committee report, it is stated: '"'There is reason to expect that c
over the next few decades, the dose commitments for all man-made 2
sources of radiation except medical should not exceed more than a few f
milhirems average annual dose to the U.S. population. The present guide
of 170 mrem per year grew out of an effort to balance societal needs
against genetic risks. It appears that these needs can be met with far r
lower average exposures and lower genetic and somatic risk than per- C

mitted by the current Radiation Protection Guide. To this extent, the
current guide is unnecessarily high." I

The point that societal needs can be met with far lower average
exposures than permitted by the current Radiation Protection Guide was
not developed in the body of the BEIR Report, however, and the risks
and costs to society of further reductions of dose limits still need to be
ascertained.

To continue the above quotation from the BEIR Report (page 2):

"The exposures from medical and dental uses should be subject to the same
rationale. To the extent that such exposures can be reduced without impairing
benefits, they are also unnecessarily high."

"It is not within the scope of this Committee to propose numerical limits of
radiation exposure. It is apparent that sound decisions require technical, eco-
nomic and sociological considerations of a complex nature."

In regard to genetic effects and risks, the BEIR Committee Report
states:

"We have reviewed the recommendations and risk estimates of the 1956 Na-
tional Academy of Sciences Committee on the Biological Effects of Atomic
Radiation (BEAR) and believe that, if anything, the risks estimated at that time
were on the high side. The main reasons for this are the discoveries that radiation
at low dose-rates is considerably less effective than the same dose at a faster rate
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and that the female mouse is for much of her lifetime very resistant to radiation-
induced mutation. Another reason is the failure of mice whose ancestors have
been irradiated heavily for many generations (45 in one case) to show measurable
effects on viability or fertility." (Page 58, last paragraph.)

"We recommend that calculations for low doses be made by assuming that the
relationship between the lowest accurate measurements and zero induced effect
at zero dose is linear. The assumption is plausible for mutations and chromosome
breaks; for other effects, such as non-disjunction, which may depend mainly on
other mechanisms, it is a conservative procedure in which any error is likely to be
on the safe side. We also recommend that, when estimates are made from experi-
mental animals, these be based on chronic or fractionated doses as being more
relevant than large, acute doses to the typical conditions of radiation exposure to
the human population." (Page 59, first paragraph.)

"'We take the risk of chronic radiation at low doses, relative to the spontaneous
mutation rate, to be 0.005 to 0.05 per rem. This relative risk is equivalent to
saying that the amount of radiation required to produce as many mutations as
occur spontaneously in a single generation (the doubling dose) is between 20 and
200 rem. The information on the radiation-induced effect comes almost entirely
from mouse data." (Page 59, 2nd paragraph.)

The BEIR Committee reviewed available data and estimated the
risks of radiation induction of malignancies at low doses and dose rates
of radiation, for which no data exist, by extrapolation from data at high
doses and dose rates on the basis of the assumption of the linear, non-
threshold hypothesis. Risk estimates were made for leukemia and for
cancers of thyroid, lung, breast, skeleton, gastrointestinal tract, and
"other sites" combined.

The BEIR Report stated (page 87): "In fact the overall excess mor-
tality from cancer, including leukemia, in irradiated populations can be
accounted for largely by the specific types of tumors mentioned above.
In the Hiroshima and Nagasaki population, this excess at high doses
and dose rates amounts to about 2.5 deaths/l01/rem/year, averaged
over the period in which the excess was observed. Some studies suggest
that after prenatal irradiation the overall juvenile cancer mortality may
be increased by about 50 cases/106/rem/year, averaged over the first
10 years of life; however, the possibility remains that the excess observed
in these studies may be dependent on factors other than radiation."

The following cautionary or qualifying statements are quoted from
the somatic effects part of the 1972 BEIR Committee Report [51:

"To estimate the actual risk of cancer attributable to a particular increase in
the level of exposure of the general population to ionizing radiation would require
systematic information on the effect of life-long, low-dose irradiation that is
simply not available. However, an approximate calculation at the level of
mortality can be made on the basis of the 25-year follow-up studies on A-bomb
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survivors and on patients treated with intensive spinal irradiation for ankylosing
spondylitis. In the Japanese, this excess mortality from all forms of cancer, in-
cluding leukemia, corresponds to roughly'50 to 78 deaths per 10' exposed persons
per rem over the 20-year period from 1950-1970, i.e., five to 25 years after expo-
sure. In the spondylitics, the excess mortality corresponds to a cumulative total
of roughly 92-165 deaths from cancer per 106 persons per rein during the first 27
years after irradiation. If such rates, extrapolated to low-dose levels without
allowance for the possible dependence of the effect of dose and dose rate, are as-
sumed to apply generally, then exposure of the US. population of about 200
million persons to an additional 0.1 rem during one year (approximately equiva-
lent to a doubling of irradiation from background sources), for example, could be
expected to cause 1350-3300 deaths from cancer during the 25 years following
irradiation, or about 50 to 130 deaths per year. Continual exposure of the popula-
-tion to the additional 0.1 rem per year could be expected ultimately to cause 1350
to 3300 deaths annual•y, provided that the effect of a given increment of dose did
not persist beyond 25 years after exposure. However, use of a factor, if known
for man, to take-into account the influence of dose and dose rate on the dose-
effect relationship might reduce these estimates appreciably." (Page 89, VII.
Risk Estimation.)

"When consideration is given to the full cumulative experience of an entire
-population, more specific attention should be paid to age at exposure, duration
of latency, and to the size and duration of the effect; and calculations should be
made on the basis of the actual age distribution of the population and the pres-
ently-observed age-specific mortality from leukemia and other forms of cancer.
Since virtually all human data derive from much higher doses and dose rates
than those of present interest, and do not extend beyond 25 years of systematic
follow-up, the Subcommittee has considered it advisable to illustrate the uncer-
tainty that must necessarily, at this time, characterize estimates of the effect of a
particular level of chronic low-dose irradiation on the entire population by choos-
ing, for both leukemia and all other cancers combined, a range of values for each
parameter entering into such estimates. The estimation process, which is fully
described in .the report, yields figures for the annual number of cancer deaths
without allowance for the influence of dose rate. These-figues range from roughly
2,000 to 9,000, depending on the values selected for the parameters in question
and on the choice of model used. The Subcommittee considers the most likely
estimate from this type of model to. be approximately 3000-4000, which is
equivalent to roughly 1% of the spontaneous cancer deaths per year. (Since 0.1
rem per year approximates the average value of the natural background radiation
level in the U.S., these figures represent the number of cancer deaths attributable
to irradiation from natural sources). Because a linear extrapolation model has
been used in the calculations, the number of cancer deaths attributable to any
dose other than 0.1 rem/year can be estimated by simple multiplication; how-
ever, it must be borne in mind that the foregoing estimates of mortality from
radiation exposure may be too high, or too low, for a variety of reasons: (1) the
carcinogenic effects of a given dose of low-LET radiation may be lower at low
dose rates than at the high dose rates on which these estimates have been based;
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(2) conversely, the carcinogenic effects per unit dose may be higher at low doses
and low dose rates, owing to less killing of cells susceptible to cancer induc-
tion; (3) insofar as high dose data have provided a basis for the estimates given
here, the risks may have been overestimated, owing to side'effects at high dose
levels which can enhance the carcinogenic action of radiation under certain condi-
tions; (4) longer periods of follow-up may lead to estimates of risk that differ in
magnitude from those above; (5) none of the estimates of risk used by the Com-
mittee derives from a sufficiently large experience to be free of sampling variation;
i.e., the data on most radiation-induced tumors are too scanty to allow construc-
tion of dose-incidence curves adequate for extrapolation; (6) uncertainty at-
taches to the RBE values which must presently be used for alpha and neutron
radiations; and (7) further uncertainty attaches to the relevant organ or tissue
dose, owing to attenuation of the radiation with depth in the body or to other
sources of nonuniformity in the spatial distribution of the dose." (Pages 89-90,
VII. Risk Estimation.)

"Although experimental evidence indicates that the dose-effect relationship
for x rays and gamma rays may not be a linear function that is invariant with
dose and dose rate, the use of a non-linear hypothesis for estimating ri*s in sup-
port of public policy on radiation protection would be impractical in the present
state of knowledge, since it would require consideration of individual variations
in temporal and spatial distribution of tissue dose, as well as allowance for other
variables which cannot be analyzed at this time."

"The possible significance of the experimental data is not the only element of
uncertainty in interpreting the human data. It is the whole population from birth
to death that is to be protected, and no body of human observations provide
dose-specific risk estimates for longer than about 25 years. Further, the human
fetus may be especially susceptible to radiation leukemogenesis, possibly to
carcinogenesis generally, but the various studies are not in agreement on the size
and nature of the effects of radiation, and no study provides more than 15 years
of follow-up. The lifetime cost (to human health) of a particular radiation pro-
tection guide may therefore be highly sensitive to the effects of fetal irradiation.
Thus, there is no certainty, and in a situation that calls for a careful weighing of
costs and benefits it has seemed prudent to present numerical risk estirmtes for
man on the basis of exclusively human data with linear interpolation into the
region of low dose, merely indicating at which points the experimental data, or
further human observations, might modify such estimates in the future."

"At this time, then, the linear hypothesis, which allows the mean tissue dose
to be, used as the appropriate measure of radiation exposure, provides the only
workable approach to numerical estimation of the risk in a population. Further,
since there is no means at present of determining the value of the dose-effect
slope in the low-dose region of interest, use of the linear extrapolation from data
obtained at high doses and dose rates may be justified on pragmatic grounds as
a basis for risk estimation." (Page 89, VI. The Linear Hypothesis.)

"To specify numerically the risks of radiation effects under conditions of low-
level exposure requires better knowledge than is now available of the mecha-
nisms involved in the production of such effects, of their dose-response relation-
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ships, and of the susceptibility of human populations at risk. For none of the
effects can the dose-response relationship be defined precisely over a wide range
of dose and dose rate, and only for induction of certain types of effects, such as
cataracts and impairment of fertility, are the mechanisms of induction known
with some precision. For the most part, therefore, estimation of the risks of effects
at low dose levels involves extrapolation from observations at higher dose levels,
based on assumptions about the nature of the dose-response relationship, the
mechanisms involved, the susceptibility o! the population at risk, and other
factors." (Page 85, H. Some Principles Underlying Induction of Somatic Effects,
first paragraph.)

'The dose-mortality figures cited above, which pertain chiefly to human popu-
lations exposed at high doses and high dose rates, may be used to estimate the
probability of cancer in other populations exposed at lower doses sad lower dose
rates if it is assumed that the relationship between mortality and dose remains
the same irrespective of changes in dose, dose rate, and population at risk. There
are cogent radiobiological reasons for doubting that the dose-incidence relation-
ship for cancer induction in man does, in fact, remain constant in the face of such
changes, one of which is the wide-spread occurrence of repair of most other types
of radiation injury at low doses and low dose rates, particularly in the case of
low-LET radiations. The dose rate characteristic for background radiation
(approximately 0.1 rem/year) is one-hundred-million to one-billion times lower
than the dose rate at which effects have been observed in most irradiated study
populations. At background radiation levelN ionizing events in individual mam-
malian cell nuclei occur at a rate of much less than one per day, whereas at the
higher dose rates mentioned, ionization events occur in cells at a frequency of
the order of 2600 per second. This enormous difference may have important im-
plications with respect to the production of radiation damage within cells and its
repair at the molecular level. On the basis of the likelihood of such repair, the
risk of cancer induction at low doses and low dose rates might be expected to be
appreciably smaller per unit dose than at high doses and high dose rates, as has
been observed to be the case in certain radiation-induced tumors in experimental
animals. Hence, expectations based on linear extrapolation from the known
effects in man of larger doses delivered at high dose rates in the range of rising
dose-incidence relationship may well overestimate the risks of low-LET radia-
tion at low dose rates and may, therefore, be regarded as upper limits of risk for
low-level low-LET irradiation. The lower limit, depending on the shape of the
dose-incidence curve for low-LET radiation and the efficiency of repair processes
in counteracting carcinogenic effects, could be appreciably smaller (the possi-
bility of zero is not excluded by the data). On the other hand, because there is
greater killing of susceptible cells at high doses and high dose rates, extrapolation
based on effects observed under these exposure conditions may be postulated to
undereztimate the risks of irradiation at low doses and low dose ratesr" (Pages
87-88, IV. Probability of Cancer Induction at Low Doses and Low Dose Rates.)

"For cancers induced experinentally by irradiation, there is generally an in-
crease in incidence and a decrease in latent period as the dose is increased within
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a certain dose range. Above this range, the probability of cancer induction tends
to reach a maximum and then decrease ("turn down") with further increase in
the dose. The turning-down of the dose-incidence curve at high dose levels has
been attributed to excessive cell killing, tissue destruction, and shortening of life
span from causes other than the cancer in question. Experimental data for many
dose intervals over a wide range often given rise to a sigmoid curve, with
a rising concave portion followed by a rising, fairly linear portion, followed by a
plateau, and then a falling portion in the region of highest dose." (Page 96, 4.
Doe.-Effect Rlatiomship, first paragraph.)

"In the attempt to derive risk estimates with which to set dose limits for pro-
tection against radiation carcinogenesiS, it is necessary to consider the range of
dose and dose rate over which dose-effect data can provide a reasonably valid
slope for extrapolation to low dose levels. If the slope (rate of increase in incidence
with increasing dose) to be used for linear extrapolation to low dose levels is ob-
tained by interpolation between effects observed at zero dose and those observed
in the most rapidly rising segment of the curve, the estimatea risk per unit dose
at the low dose levels is likely to overestimate the real risk at low doses. However,
if the slope for linear extrapolation is obtained by interpolation between effects
observed at zero dose and those observed within the high dose range of the dose-
effect curve, where the doses exceed the maximum effective induction dose, the
risk per unit dose at low dose levels may be underestimated. Estimates of risk
are, of course, not scientifically reliable except in the range of observations from
which they are derived and under corresponding conditions of exposure." (Page
97, last paragraph, to page 98.)

(Note: It should be noted that in their estimation of carcinogenic risks the
BEIR Committee as well as the UNSCEAR Committee attempted to derive
such estimates from rising dose-incidence relationships.)

"Another factor complicating extrapolation from the available human data is
wide variation in relative biological effectiveness among different types of ioniz-
ing radiations. This variation, which depends on differences in the microdistribu-
tion of radiation energy, or linear energy transfer (LET), may cause the same
total dose to differ in its effects by a factor of 10 or more, depending on the radia-
tion in question. This problem pertains directly to the interpretation of data from
several of the principal available sources; namely, atomic bomb survivors of
Hiroshima, underground miners exposed to radon gas and its radioactive decay
products, and a number of populations with high body burdens of alpha-emitting:
radionuclides. In the case of Hiroshima, the numbers of survivors are larger,
and the statistics correspondingly better, than in the case of Nagasaki; but since
the radiations at Hiroshima included an appreciable component of fast neutrons,
it is necessary to estimate the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of this
component in order that dose-effect data for the two cities can be appro-
priately compared. The best estimate of the RBE, at high doses and dose rates,
derived from intercomparison of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki data for leukemia,
is between I and 5, a range of values which is consistent with findings in experi-
mental animals. The value of the RBEE, which denotes the ratio between the
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doses of high-LET and of low-LET radiations for equivalent effects, rises with
increase in the spatial concentration of the radiation energy delivered during a
given exposure, i.e., with increasing LET." (Page 88, V. Relative Biological
Effectiveness, first paragraph.)

"Also, many radiobiological data indicate that the risk-per-rad of low-LET
radiations, such as x rays and gamma rays, decreases to a greater degree with
decrease in the dose and dose rate than does the effectivenes's of high-LET radia-
tions, which may decrease little if at all. Hence the RBE of high-LET radiations
can be expected to increase with decrease in the dose and dose rate. The RBE
value of 1-5 for leukemia induction, cited above, may thus be considerably
smaller than the RBE value applicable to low doses and dose rates. In this report,
values of 1 and 5 have been used for the RBE of neutrons in the Hiroshima ex-
perience for the purpose of calculating risk per rem." (Page 88, in last paragraph.)

"From experiments with animals it may be inferred that the leukemogenic
effect of ionizing radiation varies with the quality of radiation, LET, dose rate,
total accumulated dose, and perhaps the other physical factors as well. The induc-
tion of myelocytic leukemia in mice has been studied following exposure to both
gamma rays and neutrons .... Although there was no dose-rate dependence with
neutron exposure, a striking dependence was seen with gamma radiation, the
effect of a single dose being perhaps five or more times that of the same total dose
accumulated through daily exposures. The lack of dose-rate dependence for
neutrons counters the argument that the dose-rate effect seen with gamma rays
was only apparent and resulted from a difference in age-sensitivity to leukemia
induction. Even if that argument were correct, the fact remains that a given dose
of gamma radiation delivered at low dose rates over a sizeable part of an animal's
life span yielded fewer leukemias than did the same dose delivered in a single
brief exposure at an early age, as has been observed repeatedly." (Page 114.)

"The. dose-rate dependence in leukemogenic effectiveness of gamma rays and
the contrasting lack of dose rate dependence in leukemogenic effectiveness of fast
neutrons typify the influence of dose rate on the effectiveness of low-LET and
high-LET radiations as observed for most effects in mammalian radiobiology.
In general, the reduced effectiveness of low-LET radiations at low dose rates is
attributed to repair of incipient stages of injury at low dose levels, associated
with which there is usually a corresponding departure of the dose-effect curve
from linearity even at high dose rates... ; in contrast to this situation, the curves
for high-LET radiations are typically relatively insensitive to dose rate and are
linear. ... ." (Page 114.)

"The data from Hiroshima (large neutron dose component) are consistent
with linearity; the Nagasaki curve (essentially no neutron component) suggests
curvilinearity with increasing slope as the dose increases. However, because of the
small number of cases involved, particularly in the Nagasaki data, it is not possi-
ble to conclude that the curves are in fact different. Nevertheless, the apparent
differences in the curves do correspond to what has been observed widely in
radiobiology, both in tissue culture and for late effects such as leukemia induc-
tion ..... " (Page 114.)
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C. Concluding Note

For further and more detailed background information enabling the
reader to ascertain similarities and diff6rences, consistencies and in-
consistencies, in philosophy, approach and conclusions among the reporta
pertinent to the present document, the reader is referred to the referenced.
reports.



APPENDIX A

Current NCRP Dose Limits

T"amaI-Dose0-imiting recommendations 161
The indicated values are for the limited scope of this report. NCRP Report

No. 39, Basic Radiation Protection Criteria [61 should be consulted for more corn-
plete information.

Mazi mum Permssible Dose Equivalent for
Occupational Exposure

Combined whole body occupational ex-
posure

Prospective annual limit
Retrospective annual limit
Long term accumulation

Skin
Hands
Forearms
Other organs, tissues and organ systemn
Fertile women (with respect to fetus)

Dose. Limits for ih Public, or OccaaionaUV
Exposed Individuals

Individual or Occasional
Students

Population Dose Limit*
Genetic
Somatic

Emergency Done Limits-Life Saving
Individual (older than 45 if possible)
Hands and Forearms

Emerpenvy Dose Limits-Less Urgent
Individual
Hands and Forearms

Family o4 Radioactive Patients
Individual (under age 45)
Individual (over age 4s)

5 remain any one year
10-15 reim in any one year
(N - 18) X 5 rems, where N is age in

years
16 reins in any one year
75 rema in any one year (25/qtr)
30 reins In any one year (10/qtr)
15 rems in any one year (8/qtr)
0.5 rem in gestation period

0.5 rem in any one year
0.1 rem in any one year

0.17 rem average per year
0.17 rem average per year

100 reins
200 reams, additional (800 reins, total)

25 remin
100 reins, total

0.5 rem in any one year
5 rems in any one year
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Current ICRP Dose Limits

SUMMARY OF DOSE LIMITS FOR INDIVIDUALS'

owm pWudb" d D m t fo enim

thdr wwk o h u~

Gonads, red bone-marrow 5 rome in a yeart 4  0.5 rem in a year
Skin, bone, thyroid 30 reins in a year'. 1 3 raen in a year
Hands and forearms; feet and 75 rome in a year 1', 7.5 reins in a year

ankles
Other single organs 15 reis in a year%,. 1. rems in a year

1.5 reis in a year to the thyroid of children up to 16 years of age.
1 In any one year the MPD should not be exceeded, but in a period of a quarter

of a year up to one-half of the annual MPD, or, for internal exposure, a dose com-
mitment resulting from an intake of a radionuclide equivalent in amount to the
intake for one half-year at the maximum permissible concentration, may be ac-
cumulated in conformity with the considerations on additivity and multiple
organ irradiation given in paragraphs 53 and 68 of ICRP Publication 9. The
recommended values for the quarterly quotas may be rounded upward to the
next whole number. If necessary, the quarterly quota may be received as a single
dose, but the Commission believes that it would be undesirable for doses of this
magnitude to be repeated at close intervals.

I It may sometimes be necessary to provide flexibility for the MPD for exposure
involving the whole body, where the gonads and the red bone-marrow are the
critical organs. In such cases (and the Commission believes that they will be
infrequent) it will be justifiable to permit the quarterly quota to be repeated in
each quarter of the year, provided that the total dose accumulated at any age
over 18 years does not exceed 5(N-18) reis, where N is the age in years. Under
special conditions discussed in paragraphs 66 and 67 of ICRP Publication 9, single
doses or a series of doses up to a total of twice the annual limit may be permitted
to critical organs, subject to certain restrictions.
r' The recommendation permitting dose accumulation at rates up to 3 reis in a

quarter (as derived from paragraphs 54 and 56 of ICRP Publication 9) should not
apply in circumstances involving abdominal exposure of women of reproductive
capacity. Such women should he occupationally employed only under conditions

& From International Commission on Radiological Protection, ProeeMon
Against Ionizing Radiation from Rzternal Sources, ICRP Publ. 15 (Pergamon
Press, Oxford, 1970).

' For a full discussion of dose limits the reader is referred to ICRP Publication
9 [251.
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where the dose to the abdomen is limited to 1.3 rems in a quarter, corresponding
to 5 rems per yewr delivered at an even rate. Under these conditions, he dose to
an embryo during the critical first 2 months of organogenesis would normally be
less than I rem, a dose which the Commission considers to be Oceptable. When a
pregnancy has been diagnosed, arrangem•nts should be made to ensure that the
exposure of the woman be such that the dose to her foetus, accumulated during
the remaining period of the pregnancy, does not exceed I rem. Practical experience
indicates that the dose to the foetus during this period is usually subsantially
less than 1 rem. In practice, many of the women in this category vork with diag-
nostic itray equipment, For exposures resulting from 1-ray equJipent operated
at low kilovoltage, the recommendation will usually be satisfied even if the
pregnant woman continues to be occupationally employed under circumstances
where the dose to the abdomen is limited to 13 reins In a quarter. In the ease of
exposures received from x-ray equipment operated at high kilovoltage, It will
usually be necessary to assess the dose received by the foetus.
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The NCRP

The National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements is
a nonprofit corporation chartered by Congress in 1964 to:

1. Collect, analyze, develop, and disseminate in the public interest
information and recommendations about (a) protection against
radiation and (b) radiation measurements, quantities, and units,
particularly those concerned with radiation protection;

2. Provide a means by which organizations concerned with-the scien-
tific and related aspects of radiation protection and of radiation
quantities, units, and measurements may cooperate for effective
utilization of their combined resources, and to stimulate the work
of such organizations;

3. Develop basic concepts about radiation quantities, units, and meas-
urements, about the application of these concepts, and about radia-
tion protection;

4. Cooperate with the International Commission on Radiological Pro-
tection, the International Commission on Radiation Units and
Measurements, and other national and international organizations,
governmental and private, concerned with radiation quantities,
units, and measurements and with radiation protection.

The Council is the successor to the unincorporated association of scien-
tists known as the National Committee on Radiation Protection and
Measurements and was formed to carry on the work begun by the Com-
mittee.

The Council is made up of the members and the participants who serve
on the fifty-four Scientific Committees of the Council. The Scientific
Committees, composed of experts having detailed knowledge and com-
petence in the particular area of the Committee's interest, draft proposed
recommendations. These are then submitted to the full membership of
the Council for careful review and approval before being published.

The following comprise the current officers and membership of the
Council:
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Currently, the following Scientific Committees are actively engaged
in formulating recommendations:

3C-1: Basic Radiation Protection Criteria

3C-7: Monitoring Methods and Instruments

3C-9: Medical X- and Gamma-Ray Protection up to 10 MeV (Structural Shield-
ing Design)

3C-11: Incineration of Radioactive Waste
3C-18: Standards and Measurements of Radioactivity for Radiological Use

)C-22: Radiation Shielding for Particle Accelerators
;C-23: Radiation Hazards Resulting from the Release of Radionuclides into the

Environment
30-24: Radionuclides and Labeled Organic Compounds Incorporated in Genetic

Material
0C-25: Radiation Protection in the Use of Small Neutron Generators
0C-26: High Energy X-Ray Dosimetry
C)-28: Radiation Exposure from Consumer Products
C0-30: Physical and Biological Properties of Radionuclides

iC-31: Selected Occupational Exposure Problems Arising from Internal Emitters

)C-32: Administered Radioactivity
'C-33: Dose Calculations
)0-4: Maximum Permissible Concentrations for Occupational and Non-Occupa-

tional Exposures
;C-35: Environmental Radiation Measurements
C-36: Tritium Measurement Techniques for Laboratory and Environmental Use
0-3•7: Procedures for the Management of Contaminated Persons

C-38: Waste Disposal
0-C9: Microwaves
0-40: Bialogical Aspects of Radiation Protection Criteria
C-41: Radiation Resulting from Nuclear Power Generation
;0-42: Industrial Applications of X Rays and Sealed Sources
i0-43: Natural Background Radiation
3C-44: Radiation Associated with Medical Examinations
C-45: Radiation Received by Radiation Employees
C-46: Operational Radiation Safety .
0-47: Instrumentation for the Determination of Dose Equivalent
C-48: Apportionment of Radiation Exposure
C-49: Radiation Protection Guidance for Paramedical Personnel
C-SO: Su-face Contamination
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SC-51: Radiation Protection in Pediatric -Radiology and Nuclear Medicine
Applied to Children

SC-52: Conceptual Basis of Calculations of Dose Distributions
SC-53: Biological Effects and Exposure Criteria for Radiofrequency Electro.-

magnetic Radiation
SC-54: Bioassay for Assessment of Control of Intake of Radionuclides

In recognition of its responsibility to facilitate and stimulate cooper-
ation among organizations concerned with the scientific and related as.
pects of radiation protection and measurement, the Council has created
a category of NCRP Collaborating Organizations. Organizations or
groups of organizations which are national or international in scope and

are concerned with scientific problems involving radiation quantities,
units, measurements and effects, or radiation protection may be ad-
mi.tted to collaborating status by the Council. The present Collaborating
Organizations with which the NCRP maintains liaison are as follows:

American Academy of Dermatology
American Association of Physicists in Medicine
American College of Radiology
American Dental Association
American Industrial Hygiene Association
American Insurance Association
American Medical Association
American Nuclear Society
American Occupational Medical Association
American Podiatry Association
American Public Health Association
American Radium Society

American Roentgen Ray Society
American Society of Radiologic Technologists
American Veterinary Medical Association
Association of University Radiologists
Atomic Industrial Forum
Defense Civil Preparedness Agency
Genetics Society of America
Health Physics Society
National Bureau of Standards
National Electrical Manufacturers Association
Radiation Research Society
Radiological Society of North America
Society of Nuclear Medicine
United States Air Force
United States Army
United States Atomic Energy Commission
United States Navy
United States Public Health Service

The NCRP has found its relationships with these organizations to be
extremely valuable to continued progress in its program.
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The Council's activities are made possible by the volun-
tary contribution of the time and effort of its members and
participants and the generous support of the following or-
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American Nuclear Society
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To all of these organizations the Council expresses its profound ap-
preciation for their support.

Inta funds for publication of NCRP reports were provided by a
grant from the James Picker Foundation and for this the Council wishes
to express its deep appreciation.
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The NCRP seeks to promulgate information and recommendations
based on leading scientific judgment on matters of radiation protection
and measurement and to foster cooperation among organizations con-
cerned with these matters. These efforts are intended to serve the public
interest and the Council welcomes comments and suggestions on its re-
ports or activities from those interested in its work.
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NCRP Reports

NCRP Reports are distributed by the NCRP Publications' office.
Information on prices and how to order may be obtained by directing an
inquiry to:

NCRP Publications
P.O. Box 30175
Washington, D.C. 20014

The extant NCRP Reports are listed below.

NCRP Report
No. Title

8 Control and Removal of Radioactive Contamination in Labora-
tories (1951)

9 Recom•endations for Waste Disposal of Phosphorus-32 and
Iodine-181 for Medical Users (1951)

10 Radiological Monitoring Methods and Instruments (1952)
12 Recommendations for the Disposal of Carbon-14 Wastes (1953)
14 Protection Against Betatron-Synchrotron Radiations Up To

100 Million Electron Volts (1954)
16 Radioactive Waste Disposal in the Ocean (1954)
22 Maximum Permissible Body Burdens and Maximum Per-

miseible Concentrations of Radionudides in Air and in Water
for Occupational Exposure (1959) [Includes Addendum 1
issued in August 1963)

23 Measurement of Neutron Flux and Spectra for Physical and
Biological Applications (1960).

25 Measurement of Absorbed Dose of Neutrons and of Mizture8of
Neutrons and Gamma Rays (1961)

27 Stopping Powers for Use with Cavity Chambers (1961)
28 A Manual of Radioactivity Procedures (1961)
30 Safe Handling of Radioactive Materials (1964)
31 Shielding for High-Encrgy Electron Accelerator Installations

(1964)
32 Radiation Protection in Educational Institutions (1966)
33 Medical X-Ray and Gamma-Ray Protection for Energies Up

to 10 MeV-- Equipment Design and Use (1968)
34 Medical X-Ray and Gamma-Ray Protection for Energies Up

to 10 MeV-Strucural Shielding Design and Evaluation
(1970)
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NCRP Report
No. Title
35 Dental X-Ray Protection (1970)
36 Radiation Protecion in Veterinary Medicine (1970)
37 Precautions in the Management of Patients Who Have Re-

eeived Therapeutic Amounts of Radionuclides (1970)
38 Protection Against Neutron Radiation (1971)
39 Basic Radiation Protection Criteria (1971)
40 Protection Against Radiation From Brachytherapy Sources

(1972)
41 Speif awtion of Gamma-Ray Brachytherapy Sources (1974)
42 Radiological Factors Affecting Decision-Making in a Nuclear

Attack (1974)
43 Review of the Current State of Radiation Protection Philosophy

(1975)

Binders for NCRP Reports are available. Two sizes make it possible
to collect into small binders the "old series" of reports (NCRP Reports
Nos. 8-31) and into large binders the more recent publications (NCRP
Reports Nos. 32-43). Each binder will accommodate from five to seven
reports. The binders carry the identification "NCRP Reports" and
come with label holders which permit the user to attach labels showing
the rqports contained in each binder.

The following bound sets of NCRP Reports are also available:

"'Volume I. NCRP Reports Nos. 8, 9,10, 12, 14,16, 22
Volume II. NCRP Reports Nos. 23, 25,27, 28,29,30, 31
Volume III. NCRP Reports Nos. 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37
Volume IV. NCRP Reports Nos. 38, 39, 40, 41

ZTitles .of the individual reports contained in each volume are given
above.)

The following NCRP reports are now superseded and/or out of print:

NCRP Report
- No. Title

1 X-Ray Protection (1931). [Superseded by NCRP Report No.

3]
2 Radium Protection (1934). [Superseded by NCRP Report

No. 4]
3 X-Ray Protection (1936). [Superseded by NCRP Report

No. 6]
4 Radium Protection (1938). [Superseded by NCRP Report

'No. 13]
5 Safe Handling of Radioactive Luminous Compounds (1941).

[out Of print]
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Report
[0. Title.

6 Medical X-Ray Protection up to Two Million Volts (1949).
[Superseded by NCRP Report No. 18]

7 Safe Handling of Radioactive Isotopes (1949). [Superseded by
NCRP Report No. 30]

11 Maximum Permissible Amounts of Radioisotopes in the Human
Body and Maximum Permissible Concentrations in Air and
Water (1953). [Superseded by NCRP Report No. 22]

13 Protection Against Radiations from Radium, Cobalt-60 and
Cesium-137 (1954). [Superseded by NCRP Report No. 24]

15 Safe Handling of Cadavers Containing Radioactive Isotopes
(1953). [Superseded by NCRP Report No. 21]

17 Permissible Dose from External Sources of Ionizing Radiation
(1954) including Maximum Permissible Exposure to Man,
Addendum to National Bureau of Standards Handbook 59
(1958). [Superseded by NCRP Report No. 39]

18 X-Ray Protection (1955). [Superseded by NCRP Report No.
26]

19 Regulation of Radiation Exposure by Legislative Means (1955).
[Out of print]

20 Protection Against Neutron Radiation Up to 80 Million Elec-
tron Volts (1957). [Superseded by NCRP Report No. 38]

21 Safe Handling of Bodies Containing Radioactive Isotopes
(1958). [Superseded by NCRP Report No. 37]

24 Protection Against Radiations from Sealed Gamma Sources
(1960). [Superseded by NCRP Reports Nos. 33, 34 and 40]

26 Medical X-Ray Protection Up to Three Million Volts (1961)
[Superseded by NCRP Reports Nos. 33, 34, 35 and 36]

29 Exposure to Radiation in an Emergency (1962). [Superseded
by NCRP Report No. 42]

e following statements of the NCRP were published outside of the

P Report series:

'Blood Counts, Statement of the National Committee on Radiation
Protection," Radiology 63, 428 (1954)

'Statements on Maximum Permissible Dose from Television Receivers
and Maximum Permissible Dose to the Skin of the Whole Body," Am. Jr.
of Roentgenol., Radium Therapy and Nucl. Med. 84, 152 (1960) and
Radiology 75, 122 (1960)

X-Ray Protection Standards for Home Teevilsion Receivers, Interim
Statement of the National Council on Radiation Protection and Meas-
urements (National Council on Radiation Protection and Measure-
ments, Washington, 1968)
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Specification of Units for Natural Uranium and Natural Thorium, (Na-
tional Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements, Wash-
ington, 1973)

Copies of the statements published in journals may be consulted in
libraries. A limited number of copies of the last two statements listed
above are available for distribution by NCRP Publications.
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Preface

For a number of years the NCRP has included in its recommendations
a statement suggesting certain limitations on the time, relative to the
menstrual cycle, when pregnant or potentially pregnant women might be
subjected to x-ray diagnostic examinations of the abdomen or pelvis.
Some medical practitioners have called attention to practical difficulties
in implementing the recommendation and raised questions that might
have medico-legal significance. As a result, the NCRP decided to reexam-
ine the question, especially in view of some of the analyses of diagnostic
exposure data that have been made since the last NCRP statement on this

topic was published: Other organizations, such as the American College
of Radiology and the Bureau of Radiological Health of the Food and

Drug Administration, have also been examining the question.' The pres-
ent report recognizes that sensitivity to ionizing radiations is greatest
during intrauterine development and that the probability of causing dif-
ferent types of effects varies with the stage of pregnancy and with the
dose. The option of scheduling diagnostic examination of the abdomen
or pelvis of pregnant or potentially pregnant women on the basis of this
consideration is left to the attending physician. However, the report
stresses that delay of an examination for dose reduction is warranted
only if it can be done without jeopardy to the medical care of the patient
and/or unborn child.

The present report was prepared by the Council's Ad Hoc Committee
on Exposure of Potentially Pregnant Women in Diagnostic Radiology.
Serving on the Committee during the preparation of this report were:

ROBERT O. GORSON, Chairman

Members Consultants

ROBERT L. BRENT GEORGE W. CASAREIr
ROBERT D. MOSELEY, JR. LAURISTON S. TAYLOR

LIANE B. RUSSELL
JAMES WILSON

'See, for example, the news report, "New Policy on Radiation of Women Told" (ACR
Bulletin 32, No. 12, 7, 1976) and the announcement, "Medical Radiation Exposure of
Women of Childbearing Age" (Federal Register, December 15, 1975, page 58151).

iii
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The Council wishes to express its appreciation to the members and
consultants for the time and effort devoted to the preparation of this
report.

WARREN K. SINCLAIR

President, NCRP

Bethesda, Maryland
April 22, 1977
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1. Introduction

In 1966, the International Commission on Radiological Protection
(ICRP) published recommendations advising the avoidance or postpone-
ment of certain diagnostic radiation exposures of pregnant or potentially
pregnant patients (ICRP, 1966). These applied especially in situations
where the diagnostic procedure was considered as elective or not of
immediate benefit to the patient. NCRP Report No. 39 provides a
definition of an "elective procedure" which is appropriate for the pur-
poses of this report: an examination of the abdomen and pelvis which
does not contribute to the diagnosis or treatment of a woman in relation
to her immediate illness (NCRP, 1971). In 1968 and again in 1971, the
National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP)
issued recommendations comparable to those of the ICRP (NCRP, 1968,
1971) except that in 1971 the NCRP recommended a restriction of
examinations to the first 14 days of the menstrual cycle, as compared with
the first 10 days recommended previously.

Since the 1971 recommendations were issued, there has been consider-
able discussion of the problem in the literature (Warrick, 1973a, 1973b;
World Medical News, 1972; Rugh, 1971; Boice and Burnett, 1973; Brent
and Gorson, 1972; Brown et al., 1974; Oppenheim et al., 1975), in various
forums of medical and scientific societies, and by various committees. In
addition, the question has been receiving consideration by the ICRP and
NCRP in connection with the updating of their 1966 and 1971 reports.

In the United States, in addition to the NCRP, the American College
of Radiology (ACR), in particular, is.concerned with the periodic up-
dating of its guides for radiologists and the physicians who refer patients
for radiological examinations (American College of Radiology, 1971).
Also, the Bureau of Radiological Health (BRH) of the Food and Drug
Administration is concerned with the problem in its role as the responsi-
ble federal agency.

Because of the importance of the questions raised, and the practical
difficulties involved in screening patients for early pregnancy, the NCRP
determined to re-study the problem. As a result of this study, the NCRP
has decided to clarify its previous recommendations regarding the
medical radiation exposure of pregnant and potentially pregnant women.

This revised recommendation, given in Section 3, should be regarded
as tentative and will be subject to further evaluation by the NCRP as
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2 / I. INTRODUCTION

NCRP Report No. 39 undergoes revision. Comments on the revised
recommendation will be useful in this further evaluation and are solicited.

Tentative conclusions regarding the effects of small doses of x radia-
tion on the human embryo-fetus must be derived with great uncertainty
from human experience and/or animal experiments involving relatively
large doses of radiation usually given at high dose rates. Most of the evi-
dence regarding the leukemogenic and carcinogenic effects of diagnostic
x-ray exposure on the embryo-fetus comes from epidemiological studies,
the results of which are inconsistent or contradictory (Miller, 1975); their
interpretation is subject to some debate. Hence, in the case of the low doses
normally encountered in diagnostic radiology or nuclear medicine diag-
nostic procedures, itis difficult to determine with precision either the
magnitude or the nature of the radiogenic cancer risk to the embryo-
fetus during the various stages of gestation (Miller, 1974).

It can be stated that no radiologic examination should be carried out
unless there is a significant medical need for such examination at that
time. It may also be stated that no radiological examination for which
there is a significant medical need should be denied a patient, even if she is
pregnant, for the risk to the patient of not having an indicated examina-
tion is also an indirect health risk to the embryo-fetus. However, there
may be exceptions to this general thesis. The need for radiological
examinations covers the entire spectrum of necessity, and health practi-
tioners may, and often do, disagree as to the importance of a given
examination in a given situation.

There is presumably a radiation dose level below which most experts
would agree that the risk of any radiation injury from a radiological
examination (such as a routine chest x ray) is so small that it would be
offset by any slight medical benefit. There is also a level, presumably,
above which the risk of the radiological procedure is so great that it
should not be carried out except to counteract a life-threatening situation
(such as the radiation treatment of cancer). Individual experts will differ if
asked to numerically define these levels, and they may draw different
conclusions in trying to compare the risks with the benefits in a given
situation because both are so often nonquantifiable or at least illdefined.

The NCRP recognizes that any general recommendation it makes
regarding the medical radiation exposure of women having child-bearing
capacity can serve only as a guide that may be modified in specific
instances according to the judgment of the patient's physician and the
consulting expert.
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2. Discussion of
Recommendations

A summary of the potential effects of embryonic and fetal irradiation
is included in NCRP Report No. 53, Review of NCRP Radiation Dose
Limitfor Embryo and Fetus in Occupationally Exposed Women (NCRP,
1977). Much of the discussion included in that report is also relevant to
the subject of this report.

2.1 Factors to be Considered in the Case of Women
Who May be Pregnant

The major difference between this Report and NCRP Report No. 53 is
consideration of the different circumstances under which the embryo-
fetus is irradiated and consideration of the offsetting risk that the medical
welfare of both the expectant mother and her unborn child may bejeopar-
dized if the indicated radiological examinations are not carried out. In the
case of occupational radiation exposure of pregnant workers, the embryo-
fetus is considered to be a member of the general population that, perforce,
must accompany its mother to work and thus receive an incidental radia-
tion exposure. By contrast, the embryo-fetus of the pregnant patient un-
dergoing radiological examinations is a clear-cut first-party or second
party potential beneficiary. If, in the judgment of the attending physi-
cian, protection of the patient's health requires a radiological examina-
tion to be carried out at a specific time, and if the examination is car-
ried out with adequate equipment and careful technique, then the
potential benefit to the health of the patient and/or the embryo-fetus
will, in most cases, outweigh the potential deleterious effects of the
irradiation. This conclusion is based on the finding that fewer than I in
1,000 of all radiographic examinations (not including fluoroscopy)
will, if carried out with good equipment and careful technique, subject
the embryo-fetus to radiation doses of I rad or more (BRH, 1973). At
dose levels below one rad, the probability of detectable effect induced by
such exposures is so small as to be outweighed by any significant medical
benefit.

3
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4 / 2. DISCUSSION OF RECOMMENDATIONS

Radiographic, fluoroscopic, or nuclear medicine examination may, on
occasion, alone or in combination, deliver accumulated doses exceeding

I rad to the uterus. A few animal experiments suggest the possibility of
deleterious effect on the embryo from doses of radiation perhaps as low as
10 rad (Brent and Gorson, 1972; Russell, 1957). It is prudent to assume
that effects, even though they have been undetectable in experiments to
date, can occur at lower doses. Both the NCRP and the ICRP have
recommended previously that "elective" examinations of the lower
abdomen and pelvis of fertile women be restricted to the early part of the
menstrual cycle (NCRP, 1968; NCRP, 1971; 1CRP, 1966), at which time
the probability that the patient may be pregnant is extremely low.

In the United States, only a few hospitals have adopted any formal
scheduling procedure for x-ray examinations of the lower abdomen of
such women with regard to the phase of the menstrual cydle (Boice and
Burnett, 1973). Even in England, which in 1972 adopted the so-called "10-
day rule" as part of its Code of Practice (Radioactive Substances
Advisory Committee, 1972), progress in implementing it has been slow
(Saxton, 1975). This is probably due in part to the very low frequency of
truly "elective" examinations that are postponable and, in part, to the
many practical problems in implementing such a policy.

2.1.1 Dose Considerations

A number of epidemiological studies involving diagnostic x-ray expo-
sures demonstrate an increased incidence of leukemia and other cancers
in prenatally (or preconceptionally) irradiated children leading to esti-
mates of excess risk of between I in 1,000 to I in 10,000 per rad for the
first ten years of life (Graham et al., 1966; Stewart and Kneale, 1970;
Jablon and Kato, 1970; Oppenheim et al., 1974; Reekie et al., 1967).
There appears to be some evidence that the risk is greatest for pre-
natal irradiation during the second and third trimesters of pregnancy
(Graham et al., 1966). However, most of these studies suffer from
uncertainties in dosimetry and are in doubt because of possible selection
factors, namely that the examinations were done for medical reasons that
did not apply to the control population. The results are negative when
selection was not a factor in a hospital study (Oppenheim et al., 1974) and
in a study of children exposed in utero to much higher doses of radiation
from the atomic bomb (Jablon and Kato, 1970). Although there are
various possible explanations for these contradictions, there is still debate
about the interpretation of all the studies on humans and hence about
whether prenatal exposure to small doses of radiation can be oncogenic.
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2.1 WOMEN WHO MAY BE PREGNANT / 5

Thus far, experimental attempts to increase cancer incidence by small
doses of radiation to fetuses of animals have failed (NCRP, 1977).

Both animal experiments and data on humans indicate that, besides
the total dose, other radiation factors, such as dose rate, fractionation,
and linear energy transfer (LET) are of considerable importance in de-
termining the effect on the embryo. Protracted x or gamma irradiation, or
small fractions of low-intensity x or gamma radiation, cause considerably
less damage than does the same dose applied as acute x irradiation on any
given day during major organogenesis (Russell et al., 1960; Brent 1971).
This is probably due to the small size of the dose being received during the
critical period for any given developmental process. These discussions
therefore apply solely to the low-LET radiation and the dose rates usu-
ally encountered in diagnostic radiology and nuclear medicine.

The lowest intrauterine radiation "'dose" that has indisputably been
associated with an effect in man was 10-19 rad in air to the mother
(Miller and Mulvihill, 1976). The effect, small head circumference, was
observed in Hiroshima, where the radiation consisted of 20 percent
neutrons and 80 percent gamma radiation, but not in Nagasaki, where
exposure to neutrons was negligible (Auxier, 1975). Thus the exposure
that was associated with the effect was not comparable to that arising in
medical radiation usage. In addition, in the case of the Hiroshima atomic
bomb survivors, radiation may have combined with other influences, such
as malnutrition or infection, which were perhaps greater in Hiroshima
than in Nagasaki (Miller and Mulvihill, 1976).

Animal experiments indicate that the relatively greater hazard from
high dose rate, low-LET radiation to a surviving conceptus occurs during
the period of major organogenesis. The lowest dose that was included in
experiments involving this period, 25 rad, yielded measurable radiation
effects in 0 to 20 percent of the survivors, depending on the abnormality
(Russell, 1957; Wilson el al., 1953). In one of the low-dose experiments,
observation was restricted to the skeletal system. The dose-effect curves
for doses of 25 rad and greater were of different shapes for different
skeletal anomalies. As indicated above, projections to lower levels indi-
cate that the overall effect on the skeleton of doses of less than 10 rad
administered at that stage of development would probably be indis-
tinguishable from normal incidence (Russell, 1957).

Experiments have been in progress for several years, and are continu-
ing at the time of preparation of this report, involving the irradiation of
embryos to dose levels from 5-40 rad during the pre-implantation or early
organogenic period in rats and mice (Brent, 1977). Preliminary results
show a questionable increase in malformation rate after 20 rad given on
day9'½,(organogenesis), but no significant decrease in the litter size,
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6 J 2. DISCUSSION OF RECOMMENDATIONS

resorption rate, mean fetal weight, nor significant increase in gross con-
genital malformations at dose levels of 15 rad or less. However, it would be
premature to draw definitive conclusions from these ongoingexperiments.

Although the most conservative assumption from the point of view of
risk estimation would be a straight-line dose-effect relationship for radia-
tion-induced malformation, actual findings, as well as theoretical consid-
erations, make this unlikely. Thus, there are several specific abnormalities
in the mouse that are induced with 100 percent incidence by 300 rad, but
that are not found at all following irradiation with 200 rad (Russell,
1954). Moreover, since a malformation presumably derives from radia-
tion damage to more than a single cell, linear dose-effect curves would not
be expected.

2.1.2 Timing Considerations

Animal experiments have shown that irradiation during the pre-
implantation period generally produces an all-or-none effect, i.e., either
very early embryonic death (pre- or immediately post-implantation) is
caused, or there is apparent normalcy (including growth rate, fertility,
and longevity) of survivors (Russell et al., 1960; Russell, 1954). In
addition, induction of sex-chromosome loss by early zygotic irradiation
(leading to XO individuals) has been demonstrated (Russell and Mont-
gomery, 1966). The increased frequency of either early embryonic death
or sex-chromosome loss cannot be detected in experiments of manageable
size at the low doses encountered in competently executed diagnostic
radiology. The time between implantation and the beginning of major
organogenesis, which, in humans, is over a week in duration, may also be
relatively insensitive. However, slight increases in malformation fre-
quency have been found in the mouse (Russell, 1954) and growth
retardation has been found in the rat after irradiation between implanta-
tion and the beginning of organogenesis (Brent and Gorson, 1972).

Therefore, if one wishes to avoid any risk of increasing the incidence of
malformation and/or growth retardation by attempting to schedule
examinations for times when such effects presumably are not induced,
one would have to choose the period of pregnancy before implantation,
or postpone the examination until after birth, or at least until after the
period of major organogenesis (12 or more weeks after the last menses).
On the other hand, the incidence of radiation-induced very early embry-
onic death and undetectable abortion is presumed to be highest in the pre-
implantation period in humans as it is known to be in laboratory animals.
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2.2 PREGNANCY DISCOVERED AFTER EXPOSURE / 7

At dose levels below 10 rad or so, it would not be easy to determine,
even in laboratory animals, the actual magnitude of these risks for each of
the periods in question. If one attempts to rely on scheduling as a means
to avoid a specific effect occurring in the potential embryo-fetus, one
must first decide which of the various hazards one is willing to accept. If
one makes the judgment that minimization of the risk of malformations
and growth retardation is more important than minimization of the risk
of possibly increased incidence of very early, undetectable embryonic
death, then one could schedule "elective" examinations of the abdomen
and pelvis during the first twenty-one days of the menstrual cycle. Noting
that the excess risk of adverse effects arising from doses below 10 rad
probably is not statistically detectable in experiments involving manage-
able numbers of animals, one must decide on a level above which sched-
uling is indicated. Doses below 5 rad to the human embryo-fetus are
considered by many to represent an acceptable risk when compared to
the potential medical benefit of the examination to the patient.

In practice, very rarely does a diagnostic examination, including
fluoroscopy, result in a dose to the uterus as high as 5 rad. Therefore, at
the 5 rad level, it would rarely be necessary to schedule an elective
examination of a patient. Others, however, may argue for a lower dose to
the embryo-fetus above which scheduling of elective abdominal and pelvis
examinations should be required (Reekie et al., 1967). Regardless of the
dose level one chooses for subsequent action, a series of decisions will be
required. An example of the kind of decision tree one would have to
follow is outlined in Figure 1. In any case, however, the physician
referring a patient for radiological examination of the abdomen or pelvis
should elicit from the patient information concerning known or suspected
pregnancy. A guide for documenting such information is given in Figure
2.

2.2 Factors to be Considered When Pregnancy is Discovered
After Medical Radiation Exposure of the Fetus

There have been numerous occasions when, following a radiological
procedure, a patient has discovered that she was pregnant at the time of
'the examination and she or her family or her physician has become
concerned over the possible hazards (Brent and Gorson, 1972).

When the question of whether the pregnancy should be terminated
arises, it would seem that the patient, with the advice of her attending
physician and consultant, should make the ultimate decision. The "ad-
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8 / 2. DISCUSSION OF RECOMMENDATIONS

DECISION GUIDES FOR SCHEDULING OR POSTPONING ELECTIVE
EXAMINATIONS OF THE ABDOMEN OR PELVIS OF WOMEN OF CHILD-

BEARING CAPACITY

The following guideline is for physicians scheduling or postponing eleciive examina-
tion of the abdomen or pelvis of women of childbearing capacity. An elective
examination is one that is not of immediate importance to the patient's health and
can be postponed to term if the patient should prove to be pregnant, without
significant risk to the health of the patient or her conceptus. The examinations of
interest are those listed in Group C (high dose group) of Table I. See also the guides
given in Fig. 2 for requesting radiological consultations.

I. Is the examination of the abdomen or pelvis an ele.tive procedure for the patient

under consideration?

A. No. 0 Go to 11.

B. Yes. 0 Go to IV.

II. Is the patient pregnant?

A. No. There is no chance of an unsuspected pregnancy. 0 Proceed with the
examination. Advise patient to avoid the risk of pregnancy until after two
months after the examination.

B. Yes, or pregnancy cannot be ruled out. 0 Advise the patient that medical
judgment indicates that the need for the examination outweighs the possible
slight risk to the embryo or fetus. Go to Ill.

Ill. Can the examination be modified so as to reduce the dose to the uterus (embryo

or fetus if present)?

A. No. D Proceed with the examination.

B. Yes. 0 Proceed with the modified examination.

IV. How many days after the onset of the last menses would the examination be
performed?

A. 0-14 days. 0 Proceed with examination. Advise the patient to avoid preg-
nancy for two months.

B. 15 days or more. 03 Postpone examination until menstruation ensues. If
patient proves to be pregnant, postpone the examination until term.

Fig. I. Example of decision tree that might be employed in considering an
elective examination of the abdomen or pelvis of a woman of childbearing
capacity.

vice" should include a recommendation by the physician in her case and

not merely the statistics for her analysis and decision. To assist her inar-

riving at her decision, however, it is important that her physician and/or
the radiologist advise her of the risks of allowing the pregnancy to continue
to term and the alternative risk of aut abortion. The patient should be in-
formed that from 4-6 percent of all babies are born with varying degrees
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2.2 PREGNANCY DISCOVERED AFTER EXPOSURE / 9

TABLE I--Estimated Dose to t[le Ovaries (Uteruts)
[Expressed in millirads per radiographic examination]'

Estimated Mean Dose Reported Range'
Type of Examination BRH', ICRP' UNSCEAR'R

A. Low Dose Group

Dental <10 0.06 0.03 to 0. 1
Head, Cervical Spine <0.5 <10 <10 <0.5to3
Extremities <0.5 <10 <10 <0.5 to 18
Shoulder <0.5 <10 -- <0.5 to 3
Thoracic Spine II <10 <10 to 55
Chest (Radiographic) I -1 2 0.2 to 43
Chest (Photofluoro-

graphic) 3 <10 3 0.9 to 40
Mammography _t ' -- <10

B. Moderate Dose Group

Upper G.I. Series 171 150 5 to 1230
Cholecystography 7
Cholangiography j 78 1)O 120 14 to 1600
Femur (distal) 50 1 1 to 50

C. High Dose Group"

Lumbar spine 721 00 410 20 to 2900
Lumbosacral spine 40340 73 to 1780
Pelvis 210 250 230 40 to 1600
Hipand femur(proximal) 124 500 240 53to 1000
Urography, I.V. or 700 590 50to4000
retrograde pyelogram 588 800 520 85 to 4000
Urethrocysvography ýf 1500 -- f 200 to 3000
Lower G.I. Tract 903 800 870 20 to 9200

(Barium Enema)
Abdomen 221 500 210 18 to 1400
Abdomen (Obstetric) 1000 (fetal) 300 110 to 1600
Pelvimetry 4000 (fetal) 620 160 to 4000
Hysterosalpingography 1200 1270 200 to 6700

'Figures are dose estimates to the ovaries for the complete radiographic examination, but
not including fluoroscopy. The actual doses to the embryo (uterus) in Group C would
be expected to be typically 25-50% greater than the tabulated dose for ovaries (Rosenstein,
1976). The use of fluoroscopy could further increase the dose to the embryo by appreciable

amounts.
'Bureau of Radiological Health, FDA, see BRII (1976).
'International Commission on Radiological Protection, see ICRP(1970).
"United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation, see UNSCEAR
(1972).

rBRH (1976), ICRP (1970), UNSCEAR (1972) and Lindell and Dobson (1961) combined.
The upper limits in the ranges shown are the maximum reported in the cited literature and
therefore, in most cases, are much higher than the expected dose to the embryo-fetus for an
average size woman when current standards of good radiological practice are followed.
The mean values given in column 2 (BRH) are probably the best estimate of mean ovarian
doses in the United Slates at the present time. See BRH (1976) for a more detailed report
on the distribution of doses to the ovaries.

tNo data. See other columns for estimates of mean dose.
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10 / 2. DISCUSSION OF RECOMMENDATIONS

GUIDE FOR THE RADIOLOGIST AND FOR THE REFERRING PHYSICIAN
REGARDING REQUESTS FOR RADIOLOGICAL CONSULTATION OF

WOMEN OF CHILDBEARING CAPACITY

1. Every consultation request form for a nuclear medicine procedure or for a
diagnostic x-ray examination of the abdonmen or pelvic area of women of repro-
ductive potential should carry a notation that the possibility or knowledge of
pregnancy has been considered and the consultation is being requested after this
consideration.

2. In cases of known pregnancy the attending physician is encouraged to consult
wilh the radiologist in determining the extent of the examination. It is recognized
that nuclear medicine or diagnostic x-ray examinations may deliver maximum
information and be very thorough and detailed or be the minimum required to
answer a specific question at the risk of losing some useful information. The
physician's judgment should be utilized in making the appropriate decision as to
the examination procedures.

3. In cases where pregnancy is not suspected, the patient should be advised that she
should not run a risk of pregnancy until two months after the examination of
the abdomen orpelvis has been performed.

SAMPLE OF INFORMATION SHEET FOR RADIOLOGICAL
EXAMINATIONS OF ABDOMEN OR PELVIS

Complete for all female patients age 12 to 55.

0 No potential for pregnancy

o Pregnancy not suspected. Patient has been advised not to run a risk
of pregnancy until two months after examination has been performed.

o Potential for pregnancy but postponement is not indicated.

o Pregnant; postponement to term is not indicated.

O Consider possibility of minimal examination.

Fig. 2. Guide for use in soliciting information from the patient concerning
known or suspected pregnancy. [Modified from Brown et al., 1974.]

of congenital defects regardless of radiation history (Brent and Gorson,
1972; Bolognese and Corson, 1975). For any individual case, the in-
creased risk of such effects from doses below the 10-rad level received at
any stage of pregnancy, according to the best knowledge available today,
is very small when compared to this normal risk (Russell, 1957). Brent has
pointed out that this small additional risk will be comparable with other
risks which have been demonstrated epidemiologically, and which are not
considered great enough to justify abortion (Brent and Gorson, 1972).
For example, Stewart has estimated (Stewart and Kneale., 1968) that the
increased risk of developing leukemia following the exposure of the fetus
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2.2 PREGNANCY DISCOVERED AFTER EXPOSURE ./ II

to 2 rad is I in 2,000. This risk is smaller than the risk of leukemia in
siblings of leukemics (I in 720) (Miller, 1967).

There may be radiation dose levels, depending upon the stage of fetal-
embryonic development (especially between the 10th day and 10th week
postconception), above which there should be consideration of therapeu-
tic abortion. However, it would be difficult to obtain agreement as to
what these levels should be since so many factors must be taken into
account. As Brent has stated (Brent and Gorson, 1972), "A decision as to
whether to terminate the pregnancy will depend on (a) the hazard of the
pregnancy to the expectant mother, (b) the extent and type of irradiation
hazard to the embryo or fetus, (c) the ethnic and religious background of
the family, (d) the laws of the state pertaining to legal abortion, and (e)
any other relevant considerations." For example, if a woman (perhaps
one who has finally conceived after much difficulty) wishes to see her
pregnancy to term, she might wish to accept a certain risk of abnormality
for her unborn child. This risk is considered to be negligible at 5 rad or
less when compared to the other risks of pregnancy, and the risk of
malformations is significantly increased above control levels only at doses
above 15 rad. Therefore, the exposure of the fetus to radiation arising
from diagnostic procedures would very rarely be cause, by itself, for
terminating a pregnancy. If there are reasons, other than the possible
radiation effects, to consider a therapeutic abortion, such reasons should
be discussed with the patient by the attending physician, so that it is clear
that the radiation exposure is not being used as an excuse for terminating
the pregnancy.
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3. Summary of Conclusions
and Recommendations

Sensitivity to ionizing radiation is greater during intrauterine stages of
development than at other stages in the life of the mammalian organism.
For this reason, the NCRP recommends special care in patient selection
in certain cases of diagnostic radiology and nuclear medicine diagnostic
procedures. For women of child-bearing capacity, the physician request-
ing a radiological or nuclear medicine examination involving the lower
abdominal or pelvic region should ascertain whether the patient is, or
could be, pregnant. Figure 2 is a guide for documenting this information.
Further, the NCRP recommends that physicians tell their premenopausal
patients that, if they are likely to.have nuclear medicine studies or x-ray
examinations of the lower abdomen, it is generally advisable that they not
run a risk of pregnancy until two months after the studies are carried out.

If, in the best judgment of the attending physician, a diagnostic
examination or nuclear medicine. procedure, at that time, is deemed
advisable to the medical well-being of the patient, it should be carried out
without delay, special efforts being made, however, to minimize the dose
received by the lower abdomen (uterus). For example, such an examina-
tion should be conducted under conditions designed to limit the radiation
exposure to the amount necessary for adequate examination. Filtration,
collimation of the radiation beam to the anatomical region of interest,
and careful selection of technical exposure factors can significantly
contribute to good radiological practice and to the reduction of radiation
exposure to all tissues. Such caution will automatically limit radiation
effects on the embryo-fetus, if present. Modification of an examination
for dose reduction is warranted only if it reasonably can be done without
significant jeopardy to the medical care of the patient and/or her unborn
child.

In the case of abdominal radiological or nuclear medicine irradiations
of pregnant or potentially pregnant women that could be postponed
without significantly jeopardizing the medical well-being of the patient,
the physician should consider the fact that the probability of causing
different types of effects varies with stage of pregnancy and with dose.
Figure I is offered as a guide in making a decision whether the procedure
should be postponed. The final decision to proceed or not to proceed with

12
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3. SUMMARY : 13

the examination must depend on considerations of the patient's health,
and on her wishes, and must reside with the attending physician in
consultation with the radiological expert when such services are utilized;
that is, the attending physician must retain full discretion to decide each
case according to his judgment.

Experimental results obtained with high dose rate, low-LET radiation
indicate that the probability of inducing malformations and/or growth
retardation is greatest during the period of major organogenesis. In
humans, the corresponding period probably starts I to 2 weeks after
conception (3 to 4 weeks after the last menstruation) and extends through
the 10th week postconception (12th week postmenses). For doses of less
than 5 rad received at the period critical for the induction of any one
specific type of mal-development, it is unlikely that an increase in this
type of malformation could be measurable in human populations.
Experimental results also indicate that irradiation during the pre-
implantation period (in humans, the third and probably fourth weeks
postmenstruation) does not result in malformations, but may lead to very
early (asymptomatic) embryonic death. Not enough is known regarding
the risks of leukemia and childhood cancer to draw any conclusions
concerning relative magnitude of effect during different intrauterine
stages.

A list of the various radiological examinations and the ranges of dose
to the uterus that have been reported in the literature are shown in Table
1' The actual doses will depend upon the size of the patient, the extent of
the examination and the technical factors used, and whether or not
fluoroscopy is added to the radiographic examination. The figures given
are only approximations.

A method is presented in Appendix A for determining the approxi-
mate dose to the uterus (fetus) from a radiographic examination, if the
physical factors used for the study are known. The dose to the uterus from
fluoroscopy is usually more difficult to estimate and one may find it
advisable to consult with a qualified radiological physicist when fluro-
scopic examinations are involved.
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APPENDIX A

Methods for Estimating the
Dose to the Embryo-Fetus
from Radiographic
Examinations

The basic information that is required to estimate the dose to the
embryo-fetus from radiographic examinations is the air exposure fate at
some reference point and the half-value layer in millimeters of aluminum.
If these data have not been measured for the x-ray machine and for the
physical parameters (kVp, mA. filtration, beam size, source-skindis-
tance) used, they may be estimated:

(I) The estimated exposure rate in air (mR/ mAs) as a function of kVp
and total aluminum filtration at 40" (I meter) from the x-ray
source can be obtained from Figure 3, for three phase equipment,
and from Figures 3 and 4, for single phase equipment.

(2) If the total filtration is known, the half-value layer (HVL) may be
estimated from Table 2, for full-wave rectified potential x-ray
machines, and from Table 3, for three phase and constant potential
equipment. If the filtration and HVL are not known, for calcula-
tion purposes, assume a total filtration or a HVL of 2.5mm of
aluminum.

(3) By inverse square extrapolation, determine the exposure rate in air
(i.e., without backscatter factor) at the source-skin distance (SSD)
used (i.e., at the point where the primary beam enters the patient).
Multiply the result by the total exposure in mAs and express the
results in roentgens by dividing by 1,000.

(4) Use Table 4 to determine the estimated number of millirads to the
uterus of a "standard woman" per roentgen exposure at the skin.
For this table, the center of the uterus (and hence the fetus) is
assumed to be located 8 cm below the anterior surface of the
abdomen. This method works reasonably well for average-sized
women in early pregnancy.

(5) If the patient is considerably larger or smaller than average, and/or
if the patient is in the latter stages of pregnancy, a somewhat better

14
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Fig. 3. Exposure rate in air (at 40 inches from the x-ray source) as a function
of tube potential for various amounts of total aluminum filtration:

(I) Schulz and Gignac (1976), ± 15% ripple, three phase
(2) McCullogh and Cameron (1970), full-wave rectification, single phase
(3) NCRP Report No. 33(NCRP, 1968), full-wave rectification, single phase

method is to use appropriate tissue-air-ratio (TAR) tables (Schulz
and Gignac, 1976) for large fields at the depth (corresponding to
the center of the uterus) below the skin where the beam enters the
patient.

Example Calculation

An average-sized woman in early pregnancy undergoes radiological examina-
tions including four AP radiographs of the pelvis. The pertinent physical
parameters are as follows:

(I) Patient AP thickness is 26cm
(2) Source to film distance (SSD) = I meter
(3) Tube potential setting = 80 kV, three phase generator
(4) Total filtration is 2.5mm Al
(5) Tube current setting is 300 mA
(6) Exposure time per radiograph = 1/5 second
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Fig. 4. Exposure rate in air (at 40 inches from the x-ray source) as a function

of total liltration for various values of tube potential. Values are for full-wave
rectified single phase equipment. [From McCullough and Cameron, 1970.]
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TABLE 2-Half-value laiers as afunction offihraiion and tube pofential.or diagnostic nits°

Peak Potential (kVp)

Total
Filtration 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 J100 110 120

mm Al
Typical half-value layers in millimeters of aluminum

0.5 0.36 0.47 0.58 0.67 0.76 0.84 0.92 1.00 1.08 1.16
1.0 0.55 0.78 0.95 1.08 1.21 1.33 1.46 1.58 1.70 1.82
1.5 0.78 1.04 1.25 1.42 1.59 1.75 1.90 2.08 2.25 2.42
2.0 0.92 1.22 1.49 1.70 1.90 2.10 2.28 2.48 2.70 2.90
2.5 1.02 1.38 1.69 1.95 2.16 2.37 2.58 2.82 3.06 3.30
3.0 - 1.49 1.87 2.16 2.40 2.62 2.86 3.12 3.38 3.65
3.5 -- 1.58 2.00 2.34 2.60 2.86 3.12 3.40 3.68 3.95

"For full-wave rectified, single phase, potential. Derived from Hale (1966) by interpolation and
extrapolation.

TABLE 3--Halj-vahle layer as a/finction of tube potential for three-phase generators

Peak Potential (kVp)
Total

Filtration 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140
mm Al

Half-value layers in millimeters of aluminun

2.5" 2.2 2.4 2.7 3.1 3.3 3.6 4.0 - -
3.0' 2.3 2.6 3.0 3.3 3.6 4.0 4.3 4.6 5.0
3.5" 2.6 2.9 3.2 3.6 3.9 4.3 4.6 - -

"Estimated from NCRP (1968) and Kelley and Trout (1971).
"From Kelley and Trout (1971).

Procedure

If no exposure rate and half value layer (HVL) data are available for the x-ray
machine at the kVp and mA settings used, they may be estimated from Figure 3
and from Table 2.

(I) From Figure 3, at 80 kV, the exposure rate at 1 meter is approximately
10 mR/ mAs for 2.5 mm total filtration, three phase equipment.

(2) From Table 3, for 80 kVp and 2.5 mm total filtration, the HVL is ap-
proximalely 2.7 mm Al.

(3) The total exposure at I meter for the 4 radiographs is:

300 mA X 1 sec X 4X 10 mR/mAs = 2400 mR = 2.4 R

(4) If we assume that there is a 2cm distance between the patient and the film,
the source to skin distance becomes:

SSD = 100 cm - (26cm + 2cm) = 72cm
(5) The exposure in air at the SSD is:

( 01)2 X 2.4 R = 4.6 R
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18 / APPENDIX A

(6) From Table 4, for AP pelvic projection, the dose to the uterus of an
average sized woman is around 310 mrad per roentgen exposure at the
skin, for a HVL of 2.7 mm Al by interpolation.

(7) Therefore, the estimated dose to the uterus (fetus in early pregnancy) is:
D = 4.6 R X 310 mrad/R = 1426 mrad I1.4 rad.

TABLE 4-Embryo (uterine) doses for selected x-ray projections (mrad/ R)"b

Projection View SID Image Receptor Beam Quality (HVL, mmAI)
(inches) Size (inches)' 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0

Pelvis, lumbopelvic AP 40 17" X 14" 142 212 283 353 421 486
LAT 40 14"X 17" 13 25 39 56 75 97

Abdominal" AP 40 14"X 17" 133 199 265 330 392 451
PA 40 14"X 17" 56 90 130 174 222 273

LAT 40 14"X 17" 13 23 37 53 71 91

Lumbar Spine AP 40 14"X 17" 128 189 250 309 366 419
LAI' 40 14"X 17" 9 17 27 39 53 68

Hip AP(one) 40 10" X 12" 105 153 200 244 285 324
AP(both) 40 17"X 14" 136 203 269 333 395 454

Full Spine AP 40 14" X 36" 154 231 308 384 457 527
(Chiropractic)

Urethrogram AP 40 10"X 12" 135 200 265 327 386 441
Cyst ogra phy

Upper G.I. AP 40 14" X 17" 9.5 16 25 34 45 56

Femur (one side) AP 40 7" X 17" 1.6 3.0 4.8 6.9 9.4 12

Cholecystography PA 40 10")X 12" 0.7 1.5 2.6 4.1 6.0 8.3

Chest AP 72 14" X 17" 0.3 0.7 1.3 2.0 3.1 4.3
PA 72 14" X 17" 0.3 0.6 1.2 2.0 3.0 4.5

LAT 72 14"'< 17" 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.8 1.2 1.8

Ribs, Barium Swallow AP 40 14" X 17" 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.9 1.4 2.0
PA 40 14")X 17" 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.9 1.5 2.2

LAT 40 14"X 17" 0.03 0.08 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6

Thoracic Spine AP 40 14" X 17" 0.2 0.4 0.8 1.4 4.1 3.0
LAT 40 14" X 17" 0.04 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.5 0.8

Skull, Cervical Spine,
Scapula, Shoulder, - 40 - <..0I <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01 <.01
Humerus

"Average dose to the uterus (mrad) for I roentgen entrance skin exposure (free-in-air).t
From Rosenstein (1976).

'Field size is collimated to the image receptor size.
"Includes: Retrograde Pyelogram, KUB, Barium Enema, Lumbosacral Spine, IVP, Renal
Arteriogram.
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The Council is made up of the members and the participants who serve
on. the fifty-six Scientific Committees of the Council. The Scientific
Committees, composed of experts having detailed knowledge and compe-
tence in the particular area of the Committee's interest, draft proposed
recommendations. These are then submitted to the full membership of the
Council for careful review and approval before being published.

The following comprise the current officers and membership of the
Council:

Officers

President WARREN K. SINCLAIR
Vice President HYMER L. FRIEDELL

Secretary and Treasurer W. ROGER NEY
Assistant Secretar, EUGENE R. FIDELL
Assistant Treasurer HAROLD 0. WYCKOFF
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Currently, the following Scientific Committees are actively en-

gaged in formulating recommendations:

SC-I:
SC-7:
SC-1I:
SC-18:
SC-23:

SC-24:

SC-25:
SC-26:
SC-28:
SC-30:
SC-31:

SC-32:
SC-33:
SC-34:

SC-37:
SC-38:
SC-39:
SC-40:
SC-41:
SC-42:
SC-44:
SC.45:
SC.46:
SC-47:
SC-48:
SC-50:
SC-5 I:

Basic Radiation Protection Criteria

Monitoring Methods and Instruments

Incineration of Radioactive Waste

Standards and Measurements of Radioactivity for Radiological Use

Radiation Hazards Resulting from the Release of Radionuclides into the En-

vironment
Radionuclides and Labeled Organic Compounds Incorporated in Genetic

Material
Radiation Protection in the Use of Small Neutron Generators

High Energy X-Ray Dosimetry
Radiation Exposure from Consumer Products
Physical and Biological Properties of Radionuclides
Selected Occupational Exposure Problems Arising from Internal

Emitters
Administered Radioactivity
Dose Calculations
Maximum Permissible Concentration for Occupational and Non-Occupational

Exposures
Procedures for the Management of Contaminated Persons

Waste Disposal
Microwaves
Biological Aspects of Radiation Protection Criteria
Radiation Resulting from Nuclear Power Generation
Industrial Applications of X Rays and Sealed Sources
Radiation Associated with Medical Examinations
Radiation Received by Radiation Employees
Operational Radiation Safety
Instrumentation for the Determination of Dose Equivalent
Apportionment of Radiation Exposure

Surface Contamination
Radiation Protection in Pediatric Radiology and Nuclear Medicine Applied

to Children
Conceptual Basis of Calculations of Dose Distributions
Biological Effects and Exposure Criteria for Radiofrequency Electromagnetic

Radiation
Bioassay for Assessment of Control of Intake of Radionuclides
Experimental Verification of Internal Dosimetry Calculations
Mammography

SC-52:
SC-53:

SC-54:
SC-55:
SC-56:

In recognition of its responsibility to facilitate and stimulate coopera-
tion among organizations concerned with the scientific and related as-
pects of radiation protection and measurement, the Council has created
a category of NCRP Collaborating Organizations. Organizations or
groups of organizations which are national or international in scope
and are concerned with scientific problems involving radiation quantities,
units, measurements and effects, or radiation protection may be ad-
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mitted to collaborating status by the Council. The present Collaborating
Organizations with which the NCRP maintains liaison are as follows:

American Academy of Dermatology
American Association of Physicists in Medicine
American College of Radiology
American Dental Association
American Industrial Hygiene Association
American Insurance Association
American Medical Association
American Nuclear Society
American Occupational Medical Association
American Podiatry Association
American Public Health Association
American Radium Society
American Roentgen Ray Society
American Society of Radiologic Technologists
American Veterinary Medical Association
Association of University Radiologists
Atomic Industrial Forum
College of American Pathologists
Defense Civil Preparedness Agency
Genetics Society of America
Health Physics Society
National Bureau of Standards
National Electrical Manufacturers Association
Radiation Research Society
Radiological Society of North America
Society of Nuclear Medicine
United States Air Force
United States Army
United States Energy Research and Development Administration
United States Environmental Protection Agency
United States Navy
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
United States Public Health Service

The NCRP has found its relationships with these organizations to
be extremely valuable to continued progress in its program.
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The Council's activities are made possible by the volun-
tary contribution of the time and effort of its members and
participants and the generous support of the following
organizations:

Alfred P. Sloan Foundation
Alliance of American Insurers
American Academy of Dental Radiology
American Academy of Dermatology
American Association of Physicists in Medicine
American College of Radiology
American College of Radiology Foundation
American Dental Association

American Industrial Hygiene Association
American Insurance Association
American Medical Association
American Nuclear Society
American Occupational Medical Association
American Osteopathic College of Radiology
American Podiatry Association
American Public Health Association
American Radium Society
American Roentgen Ray Society
American Society of Radiologic Technologists
American Veterinary Medical Association
American Veterinary Radiology Society
Association of University Radiologists
Atomic Industrial Forum
Battelle Memorial Institute
College of American Pathologists
Defense Civil Preparedness Agency
Edward Mallinckrodt, Jr. Foundation
Electric Power Research Institute
Genetics Society of America
Health Physics Society

James Picker Foundation
National Association of Photographic Manufacturers
National Bureau of Standards
National Electrical Manufacturers Association
Radiation Research Society
Radiological Society of North America
Society of Nuclear Medicine
United States Energy Research and Development Administration
United Slates Environmental Protection Agency
United States Navy
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
United States Public Health Service

To all of these organizations the Council expresses its profound
appreciation for their support.
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Initial funds for publication of NCRP reports were provided bya grant
from the James Picker Foundation and for this the Council wishes to
express its deep appreciation.

The NCRP seeks to promulgate information and recommendations
based on leading scientific judgment on matters of radiation protection
and measurement and to foster cooperation among organizations con-
cerned with these matters. These efforts are intended to serve the public
interest and the Council welcomes comments and suggestions on its
reports or activities from those interested in its work.
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NCRP publications are distributed by the NCRP Publications' office.
Information on prices and how to order may be obtained by directingan
inquiry to:

NCRP Publications
P.O. Box 30175
Washington, D.C.

The extant publications are listed below.

Lauriston S. Taylor Lectures

No. Title and Author

I The Squares of the Natural Numbers in Radiation Protection by
Herbert M. Parker

2 Why be Quantitative About Radiation Risk Estimates? by Sir
Edward Pochin

NCRP Reports

No. Title

8 Control and Removal of Radioactive Contamination in Labor-
atories (1951)

9 Recommendations for Waste Disposal of Phosphorus-32 and
Iodine-131 .for Medical Users (1951)

12 Recommendations .1r the Disposal of Carbon-14 Wastes (1953)
16 Radioactive Waste Disposal in the Ocean (1954)
22 Maximum Permissible Bod), Burdens and Maximum Permissible

Concentrations of Radionuclides in Air and in Water for Occu-
pational Exposure (1959) [Includes Addendum I issued in
August 1963]

23 Measurement of Neutron Flux and Spectra f.or Physical and
Biological Applications (1960)

25 Measurement of Absorbed Dose of Neutrons and of Mixtures
of Neutrons and Gamma Rays (1961)

27 Stopping Powers for Use with Cavity Chambers (1961)
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30 Safe Handling of Radioactive Materials (1964)
32 Radiation Protection in Educational Institutions (1966)
33 Medical X-Ray and Gamma-Ray Protection for Energies Up to

10 MeV-Equipment Design and Use (1968)
35 Dental X-ray Protection (1970)
36 Radiation Protection in Veterinary Medicine (1970)
37 Precautions in the Management of Patients Who Have Received

Therapeutic A mounts of Radionuclides (1970)
38 Protection against Neutron Radiation (1971)
39 Basic Radiation Protection Criteria (1971)
40 Protection Against Radiation From Brachytherapy Sources (1972)
41 Specification of Gamnma-Ray Brachytherapy Sources (1974)
42 Radiological Factors Affecting Decision-Making in a Nuclear

Attack (1974)
43 Review of the Current State of Radiation Protection Philosophy

(1975)
44 Krypton-85 in the Atmosphere-Accumulation, Biological Signi-

ficance, and Control Technology (1975)
45 Natural Background Radiation in the 'United States (1975)
46 Alpha-Emitting Particles in Lungs (1975)
47 Tritium Measurement Techniques (1976)
48 Radiation Protection for Medical and Allied Health Personnel

(1976)
49 Structural Shielding Design and Evaluation .for Medical Use of

X-rays and Gamma Rays of Energies Up to 10 MeV (1976)
50 Environmental Radiation Measurements (1976)
51 Radiation Protection Design Guidelines for 0.1-100 MeV Particle

Accelerator Facilities (1977)
52 Cesium-137 From the Environment to Man: Metabolism and Dose

(1977)
53 Review of NCRP Radiation Dose Limit for Embryo and Fetus in

Occupationally- Exposed Women (1977)
54 Medical Radiation Exposure of Pregnant and Potentially Pregnant

Women (1977)
55 Protection of the Thyroid Gland in the Event of Releases of

Radioiodine (1977)
56 Radiation Exposure From Consumer Products and Miscellaneous

Sources (1977)
57 Instrumentation and Monitoring Methods for Radiation Pro-

tection (1978)
58 A Handbook of Radioactivity Measurements Procedures (1978)
59 Operational Radiation Safety Program (1978)
60 Physical, Chemical and Biological Properties of Radiocerium

Relevant to Radiation Protection Guidelines (1978)
61 Radiation Safety Training Criteria for Industrial Radiography

(1978)
62 Tritium in the Environment (1978)
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Binders for NCRP Reports are available. Two sizes make it possible to collect
into small binders the "'old series" of reports (NCRP Reports Nos. 8-31)and into
large binders the more recent publications (NCRP Reports Nos. 32-62). Each
binder will accommodate from five to seven reports. The binders carry the
identification "NCRP Reports" and come with label holders which permit the
user to attach labels showing the reports contained in each binder.

The following bound sets of NCRP Reports are also available:

Volume 1, NCRP Reports Nos. 8, ;9, 12, 16, 22
Volume I1, NCRP Reports Nos. 23, 25, 27, 30
Volume Ill, NCRP Reports Nos. 32, 33, 35, 36, 37
Volume IV, NCRP Reports Nos. 38, 39, 40, 41
Volume V, NCRP Reports Nos. 42, 43, 44, 45, 46
Volume VI, NCRP Reports Nos. 47, 48, 49, 50, 51
Volume VII, NCRP Reports Nos. 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57

(Titles of the individual reports contained in each volume are given above.)
The following NCRP reports are now superseded and/or out of print:

NCRP Report
No. Title

I X-Ray Protection (1.931). [Superseded by NCRP Report No. 3]
2 Radium Protection (1934). [Superseded by NCRP Report No. 4]
3 X-Ray Protection (1936). [Superseded by NCRP Report No. 6]
4 Radium Protection (1938). [Superseded by NCRP Report No. 131
5 Safe Handling of Radioactive Luminous Compounds (1941).

[Out of print]
6 Medical X-Ray Protection up to Two Million Volts (1949).

[Superseded by NCRP Report No. 18]
7 Safe Handling of Radioactive Isotopes (1949). [Superseded by

NCRP Report No. 30]
10 Radiological Monitoring Methods antd Instruments (1952). [Su per-

seded by NCRP Report No. 57]
I1 Maximum Permissible Amounts of Radioisotopes in the Human

Body and Maximum Permissible Concentrations in Air and
Water (1953). [Superseded by NCRP Report No: 22]

13 Protection Against Radiations from Radium, Cobalt-60 and
Cesium-137 (1954). [Superseded by NCRP Report No. 241

14 Protection Against Betatron -Synchlrotron Radiations Up to 100
Million Electron Volts (1954). [Superseded by NCRP Report

No. 51]
15 Safe Handling of Cadavers Containing Radioactive Isotopes

(1953). [Superseded by NCRP Report No. 21]
17 Permissible Dose front External Sources of Ionizing Radiation

(1954) including Maxiimum Permissible Exposure to Man,
Addendum to National Bureau of Standards Handbook 59
(1958). [Superseded by NCRP Report No. 39]
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18 X-Ray Protection (1955). [Superseded by NCRP Report No. 26]
19 Regulation of Radiation Exposure by Legislative Means (1955).

[Out of print]
20 Protection Against Neutron Radiation Up to 30 Million Electron

Volts (1957). [Superseded by NCRP Report No. 38]
21 Sale Handling of Bodies Containing Radioactive Isotopes (1958).

[Superseded by NCRP Report No. 37]
24 Protection Against Radiations from Sealed Gamma Sources

(1960). [Superseded by NCRP Reports Nos. 33, 34, and 40]
26 Medical X-Ray Protection Up to Three Million Volts (1961).

[Superseded by NCRP Reports Nos. 33, 34, 35, and 36]
28 A Manual of Radioactivity Procedures (1961). [Superseded by

NCRP Report No. 58]
29 Exposure to Radiation in an Emergency (1962). [Superseded by

NCRP Report No. 42]
31 Shielding for High Energy Electron Accelerator Installations

(1964). [Superseded by NCRP Report No. 51]
34 Medical X-Ray and Gamma-Ray Protection .for Energies Up to

10 Me V-Structural Shielding Design and Evaluation (1970).
[Superseded by NCRP Report No. 49]
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Preface

The National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements
(NCRP) has the responsibility under its charter from the Congress of
the United States to:

(1) Collect, analyze, develop and disseminate in the public interest
information and recommendations about (a) protection against
radiation and (b) radiation measurements, quantities, and units,
particularly those concerned with radiation protection;

(2) Provide a means by which organizations concerned with the
scientific and related aspects of radiation protection and of
radiation quantities, units, and measurements may cooperate for
effective utilization of their combined resources, and to stimulate
the work of such organizations;

(3) Develop basic concepts about radiation quantities, units, and
measurements, about the application of these concepts, and about
radiation protection;

(4) Cooperate with the International Commission on Radiological
Protection, the Federal Radiation Council, the International
Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements, and other
national and international organizations, governmental and pri-
vate, concerned with radiation quantities, units, and measure-
ments and with radiation protection.

Limits for exposure to ionizing radiation constitute a central ele-
ment of the recommendations specified in the charter.

The last general recommendations of the NCRP on such limits were
issued in 1971. At that time, it was not possible to utilize estimates .of
the risk attributable to radiation exposure as a basis for the limits
specified. Subsequent development of our knowledge of radiation risks
has made it possible. to base radiation exposure limits on risk estimates,
and this Report uses that approach.

New recommendations are provided both for occupational and pub-
lic exposure. The recommendations given are believed to be in concert
with current concepts and understanding of radiation risks and their
magnitude. However, the NCRP keeps abreast of developments in the
field of radiation protection and is prepared to make modifications as
knowledge of radiation effects improves.
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iv / Preface

The International System6 of Units (SI) is used in this Report
followed by the conventional units in parentheses, in accordance with
the procedure set forth in NCRP Report No. 82, SI Units in Radiation
Protection and Measurements.

NCRP Scientific Committee 1 on Basic Radiation Protection Cri-
teria produced a draft report on the possible development of a full risk
system and presented it to the Council in 1983. While many favored
this approach, it was evident that many other Council members felt
that such a system was not ready for adoption. In studying the Council
members' responses, Scientific Committee 1 decided to break up the
contents of its 1983 draft document into multiple reports.

The Committee decided that the development of these reports would
be undertaken by drafting groups which the Committee established.
Serving on Scientific Committee 1 at that time (i.e., through 1984)
were:

G.W. Casarett, Chairman
University of Rochester Medical Center

Rochester, New York

S. Abrahamson
Department of Zoology.
University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin

W.J. Bair
Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories
Richland, Washington

V.P. Bond
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Associated Universities, Inc.
Upton, New York

C.B. Meinhold
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Associated Universities, Inc.
Upton, New York

H.H. Rossi
Radiological Research Accelerator
Facility
Nevis Laboratories
Columbia University
Irvington, New York

E.L. Saenger
Radioisotope Laboratory
Cincinnati General Hospital
Cincinnati, Ohio

J.N. Stannard
University of California
San Diego, California

J.B. Storer
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Oak Ridge, Tennessee
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The members of the Drafting Group that prepared the current
Report are:

G.W. Casarett, Chairman
University of Rochester Medical Center
Rochester, New York

W.J. Bair
Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories
Richland, Washington

C.B. Meinhold
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Associated Universities, Inc.
Upton, New York

W.K. Sinclair
National Council on Radiation

Protection and Measurements
Bethesda, Maryland

NCRP Secretariat, W. M. Beckner

The Council wishes to express its appreciation to the members of
the Committee for their dedicated work over many years and to the
Drafting Group for the time and effort devoted to the preparation of
this Report.

Bethesda, Maryland
March 11, 1987

Warren K. Sinclair
President, NCRP
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1. Introduction

The National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements
(NCRP) published its last complete set of basic recommendations
specifying limits for ionizing radiation in 1971, in NCRP Report No.
39, Basic Radiation Protection Criteria (NCRP, 1971a). Although this
Report is not intended to be a complete revision of NCRP Report No.
39, in that the background material in that report has not been revised,
the recommendations contained herein replace all of the recommenda-
tions given in the 1971 Report. In addition, this Report contains other
basic recommendations first set out in recently published NCRP
Reports. Much of the other material in NCRP Report No. 39 has been,
and will continue to be, updated in other documents in the NCRP
Report Series. Therefore, NCRP Report No. 39 is now superseded.

In NCRP Report No. 39, some estimates of risk were presented, but
these were not explicitly utilized in the derivation of recommended
dose equivalent limits. The International Commission on Radiological
Protection (ICRP), in its Publication 26, presented risk estimates to
demonstrate the acceptability of its basic dose equivalent limits (ICRP,
1977a); however, the ICRP did not derive their dose equivalent limits
from those risk estimates. Subsequent updating of portions of ICRP
Publication 26 have not brought about any closer coupling between
their risk estimates and their dose equivalent limits.

The NCRP believes that a logical direction in the evolution of the
basis of radiation protection standards from the present system based
on dose equivalent used by the NCRP and the ICRP is toward the
development of an approach based specifically on risk. In such a
system, generally acceptable levels of risk form the basis for radiation
protection standards according to estimates of risk per unit of absorbed
dose (or other convenient measure) for the various types of radiation.
Furthermore, although physical measurements would still be used, the
limits themselves would be expressed in terms of risk. However, in
view of the current degree of uncertainty in risk estimates, for both
external and internal exposure, and the fact that the details of the
implementation of such a system have yet to be elaborated, the Council
believes that additional review and evaluation are required prior to
the introduction of a radiation protection system in which the limita-
tion of exposure is based solely on risk. For the present, therefore, the
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2 / 1. INTRODUCTION

Council adopts, in principle, the effective dose equivalent system used
by the ICRP, but has modified and updated this approach in several
respects, as discussed in this Report.

In developing specific recommendations, attention must be given to
the magnitude and uncertainties in risk estimates. The ICRP (ICRP,
1977a) utilized risk estimates that, in the light of more recent infor-
mation, may be low by an undetermined amount, perhaps a factor of
two or more. However, until there is a more complete examination of
the entire background of risk estimation, including the reevaluation
of the dosimetry of the Japanese atomic bomb survivors, it is difficult
to specify just what these values should be. Therefore, the NCRP will
use the values of the ICRP (ICRP, 1977a) in this Report. (For
additional information see Section 7.) Because the coupling between
risks and dose limits is still quite loose, the use of these particular
estimates at this time does not critically affect the choice of effective
dose equivalent levels for limits or guidance.

Radiation protection systems and recommendations, in addition to
being based as much as possible on quantitative data on irradiation
and the resulting risk to health, also require value judgments in which
experience plays an important role. In addition, human experience
with hazards in other aspects of society must also be taken into
account. Thus, the level .of protection of radiation workers should be
comparable with that for workers in other industrial occupatilons.
Similarly, in the radiation protection of the general public, risk should
be limited to levels comparable with those experienced in other cir-
cumstances to which the public is normally exposed.

Clearly, the improvement of radiation protection is an evolutionary
process based on the accumulation and utilization of pertinent knowl-
edge of radiation risks and experience in the management of these and
other hazards. The NCRP, in fostering such improvement, keeps aware
of developments relevant to the field of radiation protection.
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2. Radiation Protection Goals
and Philosophy

The goal of radiation protection is to limit the probability of radia-
tion induced diseases in persons exposed to radiation (somatic effects)
and in their progeny (genetic effects) to a degree that is reasonable
and acceptable in relation to the benefits from the activities that
involve such exposure.

2.1 Effects of Concern in Radiation Protection

The serious radiation-induced diseases of concern in radiation pro-
tection fall into two general categories: stochastic effects and nonsto-
chastic effects.

For the purposes of this Report, a stochastic effect is defined as one
in which the probability of occurrence increases with increasing ab-
sorbed dose but the severity in affected individuals does not depend
on the magnitude of the absorbed dose. A stochastic effect is an all-
or-none response as far as individuals are concerned. A stochastic
effect might arise as a result of radiation injury of a single cell or
substructure such as a gene and is assumed to have no absolute dose
threshold, despite the fact that currently available observations in
population samples do not exclude zero effects at low radiation levels.
Cancers (solid malignant tumors and leukemia) and genetic effects
are regarded as the main stochastic effects or risks to health from
exposure to ionizing radiation at low absorbed doses.

A nonstochastic effect of radiation exposure is defined as a somatic
effect which increases in severity with increasing absorbed dose in
affected individuals, owing to damage to increasing numbers of cells
and tissues. Nonstochastic late effects, e.g., diseases characterized by
organ atrophy and fibrosis, are basically degenerative, as contrasted
with the neoplastic growth characteristic of cancer. In general, consid-
erably larger absorbed doses are required to cause nonstochastic effects
to a degree of severity which seriously impairs health, as compared
with absorbed doses required for a significant increase in cancer
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4 / 2. GOALS AND PHILOSOPHY

incidence. The incidence of nonstochastic effects in a population may
increase with increasing absorbed dose, owing to differences in suscep-
tibility and other contributing causes among individuals in the popu-
lation. Examples of nonstochastic effects attributable to radiation
exposure are lens opacification, blood changes, and a decrease in sperm
production in the male.

The question of radiation dose thresholds for nonstochastic somatic
effects in tissues or organs is complex, and, in practice, depends heavily
on the biological endpoints considered and their precise definition.
However, if the nonstochastic endpoints of concern are limited to
those that are clinically significant or seriously health-impairing dis-
eases, the thresholds for these endpoints are sufficiently high that
limits can be selected so that these effects are avoided. (Conceivably,
exposures in the vicinity of the nonstochastic limits could add some-
what to the severity of such diseases in some individuals who develop
the diseases largely as a consequence of other causes and who may,
therefore, be the highly susceptible individuals.)

Certain clinically significant teratogenic effects of radiation expo-
sure, i.e., structural anomalies or deficits in development or growth,
as consequences of irradiation of the embryo or fetus, may have very
low radiation dose thresholds during gestational periods that are highly
critical for organogenesis and/or growth of the organs involved. Such
effects may increase in frequency with absorbed dose, and may also
have the nonstochastic characteristic of increasing in severity with
absorbed dose. In humans, development and growth of the central
nervous system is particularly radiosensitive in this regard over sub-
stantial periods of time during gestation (see Section 11). The radiation
induced injury of relatively small numbers of growing and differen-
tiating cells is amplified greatly by the process of development and
growth.

2.2 Objectives of Radiation Protection

The specific objectives of radiation protection are: (1) to prevent, to
the extent practicable, the occurrence of severe radiation-induced
nonstochastic diseases by adhering to dose equivalent limits that are
below the apparent practical threshold dose equivalent levels; and (2)
to limit risk of the stochastic effects, fatal cancer and genetic effects,
to a reasonable level in comparison with non-radiation risks and in
relation to societal needs, benefits gained and economic factors. These
objectives are achieved by applying individual dose equivalent limits
for occupational and nonoccul adglfg aIl publi) exposures.
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2.2 OBJECTIVES / 5

It is emphasized that for the purposes of radiation protection, a
cautious assumption is made, the reliability of which has not been
established. This is the assumption that the dose-risk relationship is
strictly proportional (linear) without threshold, throughout the range of
dose equivalent and dose equivalent rates of importance in routine
radiation protection. Furthermore, doses and the probability of re-
sponse (risk) are assumed to accumulate linearly. At higher doses,
received acutely, such as in accidents, more complex (non-linear) dose-
risk relationships may apply.

Under these assumptions, any selected dose equivalent limit will
have an associated level of risk. For this reason, the NCRP fully
endorses previous recommendations (FRC, 1960; NCRP, 1971a; ICRP,
1977a) concerning: (1) the need to justify any activity which involves
radiation exposure on the basis that the expected benefits exceed the
predicted cost (justification), (2) the need to reduce the total radiation
detriment from such justifiable activities or practices to as low a level
as is reasonably achievable (ALARA), economic and social factors
being taken into account, and (3) the need to apply individual effective
dose equivalent limits to ensure that the procedures for justification
and ALARA do not result in individuals or groups of individuals
exceeding levels of acceptable risk. Optimization, as defined by the
ICRP in its Publication 37 (ICRP, 1983) is recognized to have the
same meaning as ALARA, which is the term that will be used in this
document.

This Report is primarily concerned with the second and third items
specified above, namely, ALARA and dose equivalent limits. As will
be seen in Section 8 of this Report, the effective dose equivalent limit
is the upper limit of acceptability and is therefore to be considered a
boundary condition, rather than a design criterion. Thus, it is usually
inappropriate to design a barrier that only limits the irradiation of the
maximally exposed individual to the limit.

In many applications, ALARA is simply the continuation of good
radiation protection programs and practices which traditionally have
been very effective in keeping the average exposure well below the
limits (NCRP, 1978).

Approaches employing quantitative estimates of total radiation det-
riment and costs of protection have been developed recently by the
ICRP (ICRP, 1983). Application of these and other quantitative ap-
proaches to the making of decisions for reducing radiation levels to as
low as reasonably achievable will be presented in future NCRP Re-
ports.
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3. Bases for Occupational
Exposure Limits: Comparable
Risk

3.1 Introduction

The NCRP believes that the level of protection provided for radia-
tion workers should, as far as possible, be comparable with that in
other "safe" industries. Few industries, however, present comparable
hazards, in that the special risks of ionizing radiation at low doses-
stochastic effects, namely, the induction of cancer and severe genetic
effects-are not commonly found in other industries.

One possible basis for comparison would be 6ccupations involving
exposure to chemicals, some of which induce cancer. While there are
certain similarities in dose-risk relationships, in latencies and other
features of risk versus time, there are also some important differences
between carcinogenic chemicals and ionizing radiation. A substantial
body of information is now developing on the carcinogenic effects of
industrial chemicals, see e.g., Schottenfeld and Haas (1978), and the
study of these effects offers a better understanding of carcinogenic
risks and the underlying mechanisms, as well as practical information
on dose-risk relationships. (A report being prepared by the NCRP
Task Group on the Comparative Carcinogenicity of Pollutant Chem-
icals will address this subject.) Information on the risks involved in
chemical work, however, is not sufficiently complete, at present, to
permit its use as a basis for establishing reasonable levels of safety in
radiation work.1

As a result, it is necessary to assess the possibility of drawing other
comparisons. Ideally, one should compare the total risk for radiation
workers with the total risk for workers in other "safe" industries. The
total risk for radiation workers includes the risk of accidents in the
various radiation occupations and the special risks of radiation expo-
sure. Annual values of the risk of fatal accidents, and also of injuries

'In some cases both chemicals and ionizing radiation may be present and then both
risks should be recognized. ©NCRP 2014 - All rights reserved.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION / 7

and illnesses, are well known in a broad range of occupations. Conse-
quently, it would be desirable to be able to compare radiation risks
with these known rates. However, only approximate comparisons can
be made and exact equivalences are not intended.

Comparisons can be made using several endpoints:
(1) Death: The average rates of fatal cancer and severe genetic

disorders due to ionizing radiation in one occupation can be
compared with the average accidental death rate in another
occupation.

(2) Shortened lifespan: The estimated years of life lost from
fatal cancers or severe genetic disorders induced by ionizing
radiation can be compared with the years of life lost due to
accidental death in the workplace.

(3) Industrial harm: The total direct industrial harm includes
time lost due to accidental death and accidental non-fatal
injury and illness. It can also be assessed for radiation
exposure by the predicted years of life lost due to fatal and
nonfatal cancer (i.e., including morbidity) and severe genetic
defects (ICRP, 1977b; ICRP, 1985a).

The first comparison cited above is the simplest since it equates a
measured accidental death rate, which is presumably predictive of
future rates, with a predicted rate of fatal radiogenic cancer and severe
genetic effects derived from risk estimation. (Radiogenic cancer risk
estimation is based on a measured rate of excess fatal cancer in
humans, but estimates of serious radiogenic genetic effects in humans
are based only on animal data.) For genetic effects, the first two
generations of the worker's offspring were chosen by the ICRP (ICRP,
1977a) to reflect the pain and suffering that the worker would directly
experience if his or her children, or grandchildren, were victims of
severe genetic disorders. It is recognized, of course, that the genetic
effect for all future generations (at equilibrium) should be accounted
for in assessing the total detriment; this amounts to a factor of about
two greater than the harm expressed in the first two generations.

The second comparison cited above can be relatively exact because
all that is needed to estimate years of life lost is, on the one hand, the
fatal industrial accident rates and the average age of workers at the
time of accident, and, on the other hand, the radiogenic risk of fatal
cancer or severe genetic effects, the average latency period between
exposure and death, and the mean age of the radiation work force.

The third and more complex comparison additionally allows for
time lost due to injuries and illness and for morbidity, on the one
hand, and for the morbidity due to radiation induced nonfatal cancers
and severe genetic effects, on th •jtselemereeets involve
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8 / 3. BASES FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE LIMITS

considerations not easily quantified or compared, partly because of a
lack of available data, but important progress is being made in this
area (ICRP, 1985a).

It may be noted that on the basis of average years of life lost, fatal
accidents tend to shorten affected workers' lives more than do fatal
radiogenic cancers (because of the latency of the latter) by a factor of
two or more (ICRP, 1977b).

In none of the above are modifications in the quality of life resulting
from these effects taken into account. Clearly it would be valuable to
make the comparisons more exact by comparing years of quality
adjusted life lost, rather than simply years of life lost for accidental
circumstances versus those for radiation induced cancers. Again, pro-
gress is being made in this field, but the techniques are presently
beyond the scope of this text (see, for example, Pliskin et al., 1980).

3.2 Annual Fatality Rates from Accidents in Various
Industries

The National Safety Council (NSC) has reported that the average
annual rate for accidental death in all U.S. industry in the year 1984
(which is typical of recent years) was about 1.1 per 10,000 workers
(1.1 X 10-4) with a range of 0.5 x 10-4 for trade to 5 X 10' for
agriculture (0.5 to 5 per 10,000 workers) and 6 x 10' for mining and
quarrying (NSC, 1985). As can be seen in Table 3.1, the mean annual
value of approximately 1 in 10,000 workers (10-4) also separates the
nominally safe industries (manufacturing, trade, service, and govern-
ment) from the less safe industries (public utilities and transportation,
construction, mining, and agriculture). Therefore, "safe" industries are
defined here as those having an associated annual fatality accident rate
of 1 or less per 10,000 workers, i.e., an average annual risk of 10-4. It is
important to note that these figures have been decreasing rather
steadily, at a rate of about two percent per year.

For perspective, it should also be noted that traveling to and from
work in the United States, which is mostly by automobile, has an
average annual risk of mortality of about 10' (Sinclair, 1985a), about
the same as the accident rate currently existing for all industries.

The risks among subgroups within an industry vary widely, and in
one assessment (ICRP, 1985a) the ratio of subgroup fatal accident
rates to the mean varied by up to a factor of 10 or more in either
direction, but averaged about a factor of five. Thus, broadly speaking,
the ratio of the maximum fatal accident rate to the average rate is
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3.2 ANNUAL FATALITY RATES / 9

TABLE 3.1-Annual fatality rates from accidents in different occupationsa
(NSC, 1985)

Number of Annual fatal
Occupation workers accident rate

X108  (per 10,000 workers)

Trade 24,000 0.5
Manufacturing 19,900 0.6
Service 28,900 0.7
Government 15,900 0.9
Transportation and utilities 5,500 2.7
Construction 5,700 3.9
Agriculture 3,400 4.6
Mining, quarrying 1,000 6.0
All industries (U.S.) 104,300 1.1

Certain occupations have higher annual fatal accident rates than those given here.
See Section 7.

about five, and for the minimum rate to the average it is about one-
fifth.

The ratios of average annual doses for various subgroups of radiation
workers to the mean for all workers are not well documented, but
obviously may range up to about 20 since the annual limit is about 20
times the average exposure for all workers. These ratios of subgroup
exposures are of the same order as those for subgroup accident rates
in other industries.

Because of the difference between radiation induced fatal cancers
and fatal accidents and the existence of subgroups with higher and
lower risks than the average, comparison between these two is neces-
sarily inexact, but nevertheless provides a useful general basis for
deriving occupational exposure limits.

As noted above, the normal risks of occupations involving radiation
work form a part of the total risk for these workers. These include
accident and illness rates for the different occupations involving
radiation, which have various individual rates. For example, accident
and illness rates for those involved in radiology and nuclear medicine
probably differ from those occurring in industrial, research laboratory
and nuclear power uses of radiation. Few of these are known precisely,
but those that are known seem comparatively low on the scale of
occupational hazards. For example, among U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE) workers exposed to ionizing radiation, annual fatal (non-
radiation) accident rates of about 0.25 x 10' have been reported
(DOE, 1984). This compares favorably with the average annual acci-
dental death rate of about 1 x 10' in "safe" industries. Data from
other occupations are more scant, but some are available from the
United Kingdom, where an average annual fatal accident rate of
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10 / 3. BASES FOR OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE LIMITS

0.27 X10 4 for the twenty years 1964-83 has been established for all
radiation industries (ICRP, 1985a). These are similar to those reported
for DOE workers.

3.3 Criteria for Protection of Radiation Workers

In this Report, the recommendations for protection of radiation
workers are based on the following basic criteria: (1) that nonstochastic
effects in tissues are essentially avoided at low absorbed doses; (2)
that the predicted risk of stochastic effects (i.e., the incidence of fatal
cancer among radiation workers and of severe genetic effects in the
first two generations of their offspring), together with fatal accident
rates for radiation workers, should, on the average, be no greater than
the average risk of accidental death among the workers in "safe"
industries; and (3) that these risks should be kept as low as reasonably
achievable (ALARA) taking into account social and economic factors.

From the limited information available, it seems that annual fatal
accident rates (non-radiation) may be of the order of 0.25 x 10- for
occupations involving radiation exposure. For the radiation compo-
nent, the average annual effective dose equivalent of workers is taken
to be 2.3 mSv (0.23 rem) (EPA, 1984), which, utilizing the nominal
value of lifetime risk of fatal cancer of 10-2 Sv-1 (10-4 remi-1) (see
Section 7) yields, eventually, an annual risk of about 0.25 X 10-4,

comparable with the non-radiation fatal accident rate for occupations
involving radiation exposure (Sinclair, 1985a). Thus, radiation workers
have ultimately a total annual risk of fatality of about 0.5 x 10-4,
similar to that for the safest of the other groups (see Table 3.1). These,
of course, are average values. Even allowing for substantial error in
the nominal value of the risk coefficient, uncertainties in the fatal
accident rate, and the inexact nature of the comparison, the average
annual risk for radiation workers is still unlikely to exceed the annual
risk of about 10-4 in "safe" industries.

Workers in uranium mines represent a special case, with higher
accident rates (as have other miners, see Table 3.1) and higher average
radiation exposures than workers in other occupations involving ra-
diation exposure. The annual accidental death rates for uranium
miners in Canada, 4.0 x 10-4, tend to be less than those for non-
radiation mining at 5.0 x 10-4 for all hard rock mining in Canada
(ICRP, 1985a). Even with a relatively high assumed value for the
radiation component, the total risk for uranium miners does not exceed
that for hard rock miners (see Table 31 in Quantitative Basis for
Developing a Unified Index of H ftPIGRPf49•erved.
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4. Absorbed Dose, Quality Factor
and Dose Equivalent

4.1 Introduction

Radiations differ in their relative biological effectiveness per unit of
absorbed dose, and this is accounted for in the dose equivalent, H,
which is the product of the absorbed dose, D, and the quality factor,
Q, for the radiation in question.2 The absorbed dose, D, is the energy
absorbed per unit mass of irradiated material. The quality factor, Q,
is a dimensionless factor selected to account for the difference in
biological effectiveness of different types of radiation, within the range
of doses of concern in radiation protection activities. Although Q is
assumed to be independent of any specific endpoint, it is applicable at
low doses for the biological effects of principal concern, i.e., cancer
induction and severe genetic defects. Q is only to be used at low
absorbed doses in the range of the annual radiation protection limits,
and not for the high doses that might occur in accident situations.

The effective quality factor (Q) is chosen after surveying measured
values of the relative biological effectiveness (RBE)3 of the radiation
for a variety of relevant biological effects at low absorbed doses,
including those on human material when available. Judgment must be
exercised in this choice.

A useful empirical relationship has been established between the
quality factor and the linear energy transfer (L-) in water of the
radiation in question (ICRP, 1977a) and from this, Q values for
radiations of specified energy can be determined, or values for effective
quality factor (Q) for particular radiation spectra can be calculated
(ICRU, 1970, 1986; NCRP, 1971b). Q can also be defined in terms of
the lineal energy (y) of the radiation in soft tissue (ICRU, 1986).

'The dimensionless factor N once used in this equation is deleted, as recommended

by the Joint Task Group of the ICRP-ICRU (ICRU, 1986).
s Note that RBE is defined as the ratio of the absorbed dose of a "reference" radiation

to that of the test radiation required to produce the same degree of biological effect,
determined, as far as possible, from full dose-response information (ICRP-ICRU, 1963).

1
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12 / 4. QUALITY FACTOR AND DOSE EQUIVALENT

4.2 Recommended Values of Q

For many purposes, it is permissible to use approximate values (i.e.,
values that do not underestimate the actual value) of Q for well known
radiations, and the approximate values of Q recommended by the
NCRP for this purpose are listed in Table 4.1. However, such approx-
imate values should not be used in cases where greater precision is
required and more exact values of Q can be determined from known
energy spectra.

As indicated in Table 4.1, the Q values for low-LET radiations
(x rays, -y rays, electrons) are all designated as unity, even though, at
low doses, differences in RBE between them have been identified
(ICRU, 1986). High-LET radiations (protons, neutrons, alpha parti-
cles and heavy ions) of unknown energy are all assigned a Q value of
20. The Q for thermal neutrons is specified at an intermediate value
of five."

The designations in Table 4.1 include affirmation of a Q of 20 for
alpha particles of unknown energy, in agreement with the range of 1
to 20 given earlier by NCRP (NCRP, 1971a) and with ICRP (ICRP,
1977a) and also include an increase in Q for neutrons and protons to
20 from the former value of 10.

4.3 Basis of Recommended Values of

The NCRP issued a statement in 1980 (NCRP, 1980) drawing
attention to the possibility that protection for neutrons might not be
comparable with that for other radiations. In 1985, the ICRP (ICRP,
1985b) issued a statement which includes the following:

"The information now available on the relative biological effective-
ness (RBE) for neutrons for a variety of cellular effects in vitro, and
for life-shortening in the mouse, is being reviewed by the Commission.
The implications of this information will be considered as part of a
larger review of the recommendations to be undertaken by the Com-
mission over the next four years or so. Meanwhile, in the case of
neutrons, the Commission recommends an increase in Q by a factor
of 2. The permitted approximation for Q for fast neutrons thus
changes from 10 to 20. These changes relate only to neutrons, and
no other changes in Q are recommended at this time.

'The "old" value was 2.3, but this was recently adjusted to 3.5 prior to the ICRP
Statement of 1985 (ICRP, 1985b). The ICRP statement suggests that the 3.5 be
multiplied by two. However, until more definitive information is available the NCRP
recommends a value of five. ©NCRP 2014 - All rights reserved.
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4.3 BASIS OF RECOMMENDED VALUES OF Q / 13

TABLE 4.1-Recommended Values of Q for various types of radiation

eof radiation Approximate
value of

X rays, 3y rays, # particles and electrons 1
Thermal neutrons 5
Neutrons (other than thermal), protons', alpha particles and multiple- 20

charged particles, of unkown energy'

'In circumstances where the human body is irradiated directly by high energy
protons, the RBE is likely to be similar to that of low-LET radiations, and therefore a

Q of about unity would he appropriate for that case. Only low energy protons (e.g., like
those generated in tissue by fast neutrons) can be expected to require the high value of
Q listed here.

' If energies are known, Q values can be obtained for neutrons by the procedures and
values given in NCRP Report No. 38 (NCRP, 1971b) but multiplied by two. For other
particles of known energy, see ICRP Publication 21 (ICRP, 1973), but again the values
would have to be multiplied by two.

The recent action on neutrons by the ICRP, and the recommenda-
tions given here by the NCRP, are based on the growing evidence,
from studies in many biological systems at absorbed doses in the range
of 10 to 100 mGy (1 to 10 rad), that the relative biological effectiveness
of neutrons is greater than that represented by the former quality
factor of 10. The experimental evidence is summarized in a report of
the ICRU (ICRU, 1986) on the work of a joint ICRP-ICRU Task
Group, a forthcoming Report of the NCRP (being developed by NCRP
Scientific Committee 40 on Biological Aspects of Radiation Protection
Criteria) and in recent papers, such as those of Broerse et al., 1985;
Dennis and Dunster, 1985; and Sinclair, 1983, 1985b. By way of
example, a summary table of RBEM (maximum values of RBE at low
doses) for neutrons and -y rays, taken from the ICRP-ICRU Task
Group Report (ICRU, 1986), is reproduced here as Table 4.2. Similar
values, covering at least as broad a range, are given in the 1986 draft
of the report being prepared by NCRP Scientific Committee 40, which
constitutes a separate evaluation of the data. Some experimental
evidence also indicates that there are comparatively few differences in
the effectiveness of a variety of types of high-LET radiation such as
alpha particles, neutrons and multiply-charged particles and it is
therefore appropriate that the same value of Q be applied to each of
them.

The Q for neutrons (other than thermal) listed in Table 4.1 is for
the case when the neutron energy5 is not known and therefore the
greatest effectiveness is assumed. If energies are known, Q values can

'This includes neutrons of all energies other than thermal neutrons. It includes
neutrons in the optimum energy range (most biologically effective) of 0.3 to 0.8 MeV
and fission neutrons. ©NCRP 2014 - All rights reserved.
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14 / 4. QUALITY FACTOR AND DOSE EQUIVALENT

TABLE 4.2-RBEma for fission (or optimum energy)b neutrons versus
fractionated y rays'

Type of effect RBEM

Tumor induction =3-•200
Life shortening 15-45
Transformation 35-70
Cytogenetic studies 40-50
Genetic endpoints in mammalian systems 10-45
Other endpoints

Lens opacification 25-200
Micronucleus assay 6-60
Testes weight loss 5-20

'"It is convenient for purposes of discussion to denote values of RBE at minimal
doses by a special symbol which is here denoted RBEM. RBEM is thus the ratio of slopes
of the dose effect curves at zero dose" (ICRP-ICRU, 1963). Relatively few determinations
of RBEM have been possible until the last few years when more and more measurements
at sufficiently low doses have been made. It is on such measurements that the range of
values in this table are based.

b "Optimum energy" is the neutron energy for which the relative biological effect is
greatest.

c When the exposures were not actually fractionated, an estimated risk coefficient
for fractionated 7 rays was made from risk coefficients obtained under other conditions.

be obtained for neutrons by the procedures and values given in NCRP
Report No. 38 (NCRP, 1971b) but multiplied by two. For other
particles of known energy, see ICRP Publication 21 (ICRP, 1973), but
again the values would have to be multiplied by two.

Values of Q as a function of neutron energy are also given by ICRU
(ICRU, 1986), and these values differ slightly from those recommended
above. The ICRU (ICRU, 1986) also recognizes values other than one
for photons as a function of energy, and considers it permissible to
use these when the energy is precisely known. Hard -y rays (>0.5
MeV), for example, are less effective than orthovoltage x rays at low
doses by about a factor of two. However, as noted in Table 4.1, the
NCRP does not recommend recognition of this difference for protec-
tion purposes at this time..

It should be noted that when the human body is irradiated, the
spectrum of charged particles produced at a depth in the body differs
from that at the surface. Thus, for precise dosimetry, the Q value
appropriate to the particle energies at a given location within the body
should be estimated as indicated in NCRP Report No. 38 (NCRP,
1971b). While the increase in Q for neutrons indicated in Table 4.1
suggests that dose equivalents for neutron exposure may have been
underestimated in the past, the method of assessing individual neutron
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4.3 BASIS OF RECOMMENDED VALUES OF Q / 15

exposure usually overestimates the effective dose equivalent, as already
noted in the NCRP statement (NCRP, 1980).

This important subject is presently at a transition stage. Additional
studies are needed to improve our understanding of the effects of
different radiations at low doses and these will be kept under review
by the NCRP.
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5. Effective Dose Equivalent

When the whole body is uniformly irradiated, the probability of the
occurrence of cancer and genetic effects is assumed to be proportional
to the dose equivalent to the whole body, Hwb, and the risk may be
represented by a single value. However, truly uniform whole body
exposures are rare. Non-uniform or partial body exposures usually
occur when irradiation is from radionuclides deposited in various
tissues and organs. (Even with external irradiation there are differ-
ences arising with depth in the body and orientation of the body in
the generally non-uniform radiation field.) In some of these cases, the
dose equivalents for various tissues, from a single exposure, can differ
markedly. Tissues also vary in their sensitivity to radiation-induced
cancer. The effective dose equivalent concept, first developed by
Scientific Committee M-4 of the NCRP (NCRP SC M-4, 1967) and
adopted by the ICRP (ICRP, 1969, 1977a, 1978, 1979, 1980) provides
a means for handling these non-uniform irradiation situations and is
here adopted by the NCRP.

The effective dose equivalent (HE), is the sum of the weighted dose
equivalents for irradiated tissues or organs. It takes into account the
different mortality risks from cancer and the risk of severe hereditary
effects in the first two generations associated with irradiation of
different organs and tissues. The principle that the risks for all
stochastic effects should be the same whether the whole body is
irradiated uniformly or non-uniformly is met if:

HE E WTHT = Hwb (5.1)
T

where WT is the weighting factor representing the proportionate risk
(stochastic) of tissue T, when the whole body is irradiated uniformly
and HT is the mean dose equivalent received by tissue T. Weighting
factors (WT) recommended by the ICRP (ICRP, 1977a) are adopted by
the NCRP for the purposes of the recommendations in this Report.
These weighting factors and the risk coefficients from which they were
derived are given in Table 5.1. The system of dose limitation employing
these weighting factors specifies that for annual exposures:

E WTHT or H"-- HE, L, (5.2)
T

where HEL is the recommended annual effective dose equivalent limit.
©NWP 2014 - All rights reserved.
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5. EFFECTIVE DOSE EQUIVALENT / 17

TABLE 5.1-Recommended values of the weighting factors, WT, for calculating effective
dose equivalent and the risk coefficients from which they were derived

(Values from ICRP, 1977a)a

Tissue (T) Risk coefficient WT

Gonads 40 X 10-4 Sv-1 (40 X 10-6 rem-') 0.25
Breast 25 X 10-4 Sv-' (25 X 10' rem-') 0.15
Red bone marrow 20 x 10-4 Sv-' (20 x 10-6 rem-') 0.12
Lung 20 x 10-4 Sv-' (20 x 10-6 rem-') 0.12
Thyroid 5 X 10-4 Sv-1 (5 X 10-6 rem-1) 0.03
Bone surfaces 5 x 10-4 Sv-' (5 x 10-6 rem-') 0.03
Remainder' 50 x 10-4 Sv-1 (50 X 10' rem-') 0.30
Total, 165 x 10-4 Sv-1 (165 X 10V rem-') 1.00

Possible future modifications to the values in this table are discussed in Section 7.
b A WT of 0.06 is to be assigned to each of the five remainder tissues receiving the

highest dose equivalents and the other remainder tissues are to be neglected. (When the
gastrointestinal tract is irradiated, the stomach, small intestine, upper large intestine
and lower large intestine are to be treated as four separate organs and each may
therefore be included in the five remainder tissues depending on the magnitude of the
dose equivalent they receive when compared to .the dose equivalent received by other
remainder tissues and organs.)

cThe total for somatic risk alone is 125 x 10-4 Sv-1 (125 x 10' rem-') which for
radiation protection purposes is often rounded to a nominal value of 1 X 10-2 Sv-' (1 x
10-' rem). Genetic risk is 40 x 10-4 Sv-1 (40 X 10-6 ren-').

The NCRP accepts the ICRP recommendations that exclude ex-
tremities (hands and forearms, feet, ankles), skin and lens of the eye
from the "remainder" tissues for assessment of effective dose equiva-
lent for individuals (ICRP, 1978). The limits for these tissues, except
for skin, are the nonstochastic limits (see Sections 9 and 22). However,
for assessment of detriment resulting from exposure of skin, a risk
factor of 10-4 Sv-1 (10-6 rem-') and therefore a weighting factor of
0.01 is to be applied to the mean dose equivalent over the entire skin
surface. No adjustment of other weighting factors to maintain a total
of one is recommended; however, the NCRP accepts, for the present,
the current ICRP recommendation of adding the product of the mean
skin dose equivalent and the weighting factor of 0.01 to the effective
dose equivalent and that this product should be specified when it is
used. The NCRP believes this subject requires further review.
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6. Committed Dose Equivalent,
Annual Limit on Intake and
Derived Air Concentrations

6.1 Committed Dose Equivalent

The absorbed dose from external irradiation is received at the time
the tissue is exposed to the radiation. However, for irradiation from
internally deposited radionuclides, the absorbed dose will be distrib-
uted temporally depending on the effective half-life' of the radionu-
clide involved. The absorbed dose rate from internally deposited
radionuclides depends upon the amount of radioactive material (activ-
ity) in the body. The distribution of the absorbed dose within the
tissues of the body will vary with the route of entry, the chemical and
physical properties of the radionuclide, the type and energy., of the
radiations emitted, the sites of deposition in tissues, the mass and
density of the tissues, the rates of deposition and clearance from the
sites of deposition, the rates of redistribution and the rates of excretion
from the body. To take into consideration the varying time distribu-
tions of radiation dose, the ICRP defined the committed dose equiva-
lent in a particular organ or tissue as the total dose equivalent averaged
throughout that organ or tissue in the 50 years after intake of a
radionuclide into the body. The committed effective dose equivalent
is assumed to be a measure of the risk that will result from that intake.
[The parameters affecting the committed dose equivalent and limita-
tions in the utilization of the committed dose equivalent are discussed
in NCRP Report No. 84 (NCRP, 1985).]

The committed dose equivalent, Hso, is the time integral of the dose
equivalent rate in a specific tissue following intake of a radionuclide
into the body. The formal definition of committed dose equivalent is:

t0+5oy

HT,50 = f t. AT dt (6.1)

for a single intake of a radionuclide at time to, where H4T is the relevant
dose-equivalent rate in an organ or tissue (T) at time t.

6 TE = TBTp/(TB + Tp), where TE is effective half-life, TB is biological half-life and

Tp is physical half-life of the radionuclidNCRP 2014 - All rights reserved.
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6.1 COMMITTED DOSE EQUIVALENT / 19

For radionuclides with approximate effective half-lives ranging up
to about three months, the committed dose equivalent is approximately
equal to the annual dose equivalent for the year of intake. For radio-
nuclides with a long effective half-life, the committed dose equivalent
is greater than the annual dose equivalent because it reflects the dose
that will be delivered in the future as well as that delivered during the
year of intake. For radionuclides with a very long effective half-life,
neither the total dose nor a full expression of the risk can be expected
to be manifested during the worker's lifetime. For this reason, the
committed dose equivalent from the life-long intake of some radionu-
clides of long effective half-life will overestimate by about a factor of
two, or more, the lifetime risk that can actually be expressed.

The NCRP adopts the committed dose equivalent for radiation
protection planning, such as in the design of facilities and development
of manufacturing processes, research protocols, etc.; for the demon-
stration of compliance with those plans; and for use in calculating
annual limits of intake (ALIs) and derived air concentrations (DACs).
The committed effective dose equivalent may also be used to provide
an estimate of the lifetime risk from a given intake and, in this respect,
its use is the same as the effective dose equivalent for external
irradiation, with the limitation given above. However, it does not
constitute a sufficient basis in itself for the evaluation of the potential
health effects of radiation exposures in individuals. Such evaluations
should be based on estimates of actual absorbed dose, derived from
the models given in ICRP Publication 30 (ICRP, 1979), for the period
of exposure appropriate to the individual case. For greater accuracy,
the acceptable practice is to base these estimates on physiological and
exposure information specific to the individual rather than on ICRP
models which are for Reference Man (ICRP, 1975).

The committed effective dose equivalent (HE,5o) for each internally
deposited radionuclide is calculated by summing the products of the
committed dose equivalents for each tissue irradiated, and the appro-
priate weighting factor,

HE,50 = ET WTHT, 50  (6.2)

6.2 Annual Limit on Intake: Occupational

The Annual Limit on Intake (ALI) is the maximum quantity of a
radionuclide that can be taken into the body based on ICRP Reference
Man (ICRP, 1975) each year " j •elei`ni- oe
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20 / 6. COMMITTED DOSE EQUIVALENT, ALI AND DAC

equivalent being in excess of the annual effective dose equivalent limit
(see Section 8) or the committed dose equivalent to any tissue being
in excess of the nonstochastic limit (see Section 9). It is a secondary
limit. As such, it provides reasonable assurance that, if it is not
exceeded, HE,5o will not exceed the annual effective dose equivalent
limit.

For the purposes of these recommendations, the ALIs given in ICRP
Publication 30 (ICRP, 1979) are adopted. These ALIs are for individual
radionuclides. The NCRP has reviewed and agrees generally with the
dosimetric, metabolic and excretion models and methods currently
used by the ICRP in calculating ALIs (NCRP, 1985). Work on these
models is continuing and is likely to lead to some revisions of these
ALIs in the future.

6.3 Derived Air Concentrations

The ICRP (ICRP, 1979) introduced the Derived Air Concentration
(DAC) for planning and to assist in controllifig exposures in the
workplace to the limit defined by the ALl. The DAC is that concen-
tration of a radionuclide in air that if breathed by Reference Man,
inspiring 0.02 m3 per minute for a working year, would result in an
intake of 1 ALl. Thus, the DAC is determined by dividing the ALI by
40 hours per week, 50 weeks per year, 60 minutes per hour and 0.02
m3 per minute.

DAC = hALI (8.1)
DA 40 h wk- X 50wk y- 1 X60 min h-1 x 0.02 m3min_1

DACs for individual radionuclides published in ICRP Publication
30 (ICRP, 1979) are adopted here. The NCRP agrees with the ICRP
in emphasizing that the ALI is a secondary limit, whereas the DAC is
only a device for controlling exposures in the workplace to the ALI.
Exposure to radionuclide concentrations exceeding the DAC are pri-
marily an indication that a potential for exposure exceeding the ALI
exists and that the workplace may not be properly controlled. Since
the values for DACs apply to individual radionuclides, they should be
reduced appropriately when two or more radionuclides are involved.

DACs calculated for workers cannot, of course, be used to control
exposures of members of the public. Differences in factors such as
applicable dose equivalent limits, duration of exposure, breathing rate,
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6.3 DERIVED AIR CONCENTRATIONS / 21

body size, metabolism and transfer factors would obviate such use
(ICRP, 1984a). Further, exposures via other environmental pathways
would have to be considered-food and water, for example. On the
other hand, derived concentrations of radionuclides in water, for
example, could be calculated, when needed, in a manner similar to
DACs.
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7. Risk Estimates for Radiation
Exposure

Estimates of the risks of somatic and genetic effects of irradiation
have been formulated by some individuals and by specific organiza-
tions such as the United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects
of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR), the National Academy of Sciences/
National Research Council (NAS/NRC) and the ICRP (Lewis, 1957;
UNSCEAR, 1972, 1977; NAS/NRC, 1972, 1980; ICRP, 1977a). The
ICRP utilized, for its 1977 recommendations, the values given in Table
5.1. These estimates are similar to those given by UNSCEAR (UN-
SCEAR, 1977) and supported, in general terms, by the report of the
BEIR Committee of the National Academy of Sciences/National
Research Council (NAS/NRC, 1980).

The risk estimates given in Table 5.1 include ýn assumption of full
expression of the cancer risk (which is unlikely to occur from exposures
received late in life) and an assumption of a population distribution
over all ages and both sexes, and it includes severe genetic effects for
the first two generations. The somatic component of this total is 1.25
x 10-2 Sv-' (1.25 x 10-' rem-') which is an average for both sexes and
a normal population age distribution of 18 to 60 years. This is often
rounded for protection purposes to a nominal value of 1 X 10-2 Sv-1

(1 x 10-' rem-'). The genetic component of the risk considered to be
of significance to individuals are the effects in the first two generations
which are estimated to amount to 0.4 X 10-2 SV 1 (0.4 x 10-4 rem- 1)
(see Table 5.1).

A number of changes in risk estimates have taken place since the
last UNSCEAR and ICRP evaluations. These include the addition of
further data from the studies of the Japanese survivors (Kato and
Schull, 1982), additional data on breast cancer, and a greater appre-
ciation of the probable validity of relative risk projection models. Some
of these changes are outlined in the Report of the National Institutes
of Health Ad Hoc Working Group to Develop Radioepidemiological
Tables (NIH, 1985), for which risk was developed as a function of time
after exposure. Lifetime risk estimates, using the same updated risk
input, have recently been developed for use in a report being prepared

22
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7. RISK ESTIMATES 23

by NCRP Scientific Committee 75 concerned with radiation exposures
in space activities. Overall, when these new values of risk are averaged
over an entire work force of mixed ages and sexes, the nominal value
of lifetime risk is likely to exceed 10-2 Sv-1 (10-4 rem-') by perhaps a
factor of two or more. Furthermore, estimates of genetic risk have
increased since 1980 and current estimates would also be higher by a
factor of about two.

As noted earlier, the NCRP does not propose to use this new
information for the purpose of developing the dose limits at this time
because: (1) risk estimates are likely to undergo substantial further
re-evaluation in the near future because of the completion of the
revisions in the dosimetry of the Japanese survivors, expected in 1987,
and the addition of yet another cycle of data (1979-82) from the
Japanese studies and perhaps a third cycle 1983-85; (2) risk estimates
are subject to uncertainties of perhaps up to a factor of about five; and
(3) the relationship between limits and risk estimates is not precise.
The changes likely to result from the new studies may require revisions
in our appreciation of the best values for risk estimates and possibly
in weighting factors (WT), but it is impossible to say at the. present
time just what these values will be. In the meantime, we will continue
to use a nominal lifetime somatic risk of 10-2 Sv-1 (10-4 rem-') for
adults, recognizing that it is subject to change and will probably
increase, perhaps substantially.
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8. Effective Dose Equivalent
Limit: Occupational7

For the purpose of deriving the annual effective dose equivalent
limit for occupational exposure in this Report, a uniform whole body
dose equivalent of 10 mSv (1 rem) is assumed to result in an average
nominal lifetime risk of 10- for fatal stochastic effects for adult
workers (see Section 7).

A review of the existing data (EPA, 1984) on occupational exposure
reveals that the average annual dose equivalent for monitored workers,
with measurable exposures, was approximately 2.3 mSv (0.23 rem) in
1980. This is approximately one-twentieth of the NCRP prospective
annual whole body exposure limit of 50 mSv (5 rem) (NCRP, 1971a).

From these occupational exposure data, it would appear that the
limits recommended in 1971 (NCRP, 1971a) aie adequate to ensure
that the risks experienced by radiation workers are comparable to
those in "safe" industries (see Section 3). The NCRP therefore rec-
ommends an annual effective dose equivalent limit of 50 mSv (5 rem).
However, in view of (1) the likelihood that the risk estimates will
increase over the nominal value used here (perhaps by a factor of two
or more), (2) the demonstrated tendency for safe industries to become
safer (by a factor of about two every 25 years), and (3) the need to
allow for the conventional non-radiation accident mortality risk in the
occupations of the radiation workers, the NCRP believes that the
recommendations given in its Report No. 39 (NCRP, 1971a) should
be strengthened.

First, the NCRP recommends that the use of the cumulative limit,
i.e., (Age-18) X 50 mSv [(Age-18) x 5 rem] be discontinued.

Second, the NCRP emphasizes the upper boundary nature of the 50
mrv (5 rem) annual effective dose equivalent limit for routine operations.
It is the boundary condition for radiation protection. It is only when
the cost of further dose reduction is truly unreasonable that the limit
should be approached. It should, of course, be recognized that this
recommendation is for routine operations and does not apply to special
circumstances such as emergency situations or space activities.

7Nonstochastic limits are discussed in Section 9 and a summary of all recommen-
dations on limits is provided in Section 22.
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8. EFFECTIVE DOSE EQUIVALENT LIMIT / 25

It should be pointed out that a group of workers whose average
annual exposure substantially exceeds 10 mSv (1 rem) over their
working life would eventually have an average annual excess risk from
radiation alone greater than the fatal accident rate for the average
worker in safe industries. These infrequently occurring groups of
individuals would have an average excess risk level in the upper range
of that of specific occupational groups withii) safe industries or similar
to the average excess risk in the more hazardous occupations noted
earlier, namely, public utilities and transportation, construction, ag-
riculture and mining. Certain individuals, such as deep-sea fishermen,
steeplejacks, loggers and test pilots, work in even more hazardous
occupations.

Based on the foregoing considerations and its desire to keep the
lifetime risk of fatal stochastic effects to radiation workers below one
in one hundred, the Council believes that a third element in
strengthening the recommendations is required, and therefore, pro-
vides the following guidance: the community of radiation users is
encouraged to control their operations in the workplace in such a manner
as to ensure, in effect, that the numerical value of the individual worker's
lifetime effective dose equivalent in tens of mSv (rem) does not exceed
the value of his or her age in years. Clearly, this isý not intended to
permit exposures in excess of the annual limit of 50 mSv (5 rem), nor
is it intended to suggest that it is acceptable that younger workers be
allowed higher annual exposures than older workers.

The Council believes that such guidance on workplace control is
preferable to an age-related lifetime limit which might have undesir-
able side effects, such as: (1) young workers (with greater risk per unit
effective dose equivalent) receiving the greater exposure; (2) the adop-
tion of a more restrictive annual limit which could lead to a larger
number of workers being exposed; (3) forcing older highly skilled
workers (with lower risk per unit dose equivalent) into occupations
with just as high or higher associated risks; and (4) being perceived by
some to be an unwarranted infringement on personal liberty. The
guidance suggested here is intended to avoid these problems.

In the control of occupational exposure, the application of the dose
limits specified here are not sufficient in themselves. As explained
earlier, radiation protection philosophy also involves keeping workers'
exposures as low as reasonably achievable, economic and social factors
being taken into account. Keeping exposures as low as reasonably
achievable will generally result in levels substantially below the dose
limits (see, for example, Section 14). Further information on the
application of ALARA principles is available in ICRP Publication 37
(ICRP, 1983).
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9. Nonstochastic Effects Limits:
Occupational

The nonstochastic effects of concern are degenerative effects severe
enough to be clinically significant and health-impairing diseases (see
Section 2).

The weighting factors for the stochastic effects of concern (cancer
and genetic effects) would permit very large annual dose equivalents
to organs having small weighting factors if such organs were irradiated
alone (see Section 5). Therefore, to avoid serious nonstochastic effects
that might be produced by high doses under such circumstances, an
additional restriction on exposure is recommended.

This is accomplished by limiting individual organs to annual dose
equivalents low enough to assure that, in practiqe, the dose threshold
values (ICRP, 1984b; UNSCEAR, 1982) for the nonstochastic effects
of concern in various organs and tissues are not likely to be exceeded.

The dose equivalent limits for nonstochastic effects in various
organs are intended only to constrain exposures that would not be
constrained within these limits by the stochastic effects limits. Thus,
in the case of organs with relatively small weighting factors, the
nonstochastic effects limits will be overriding, while in organs with
relatively large weighting factors the stochastic effects limits will
prevail.

For avoidance of nonstochastic effects, the following annual dose
equivalent limits are recommended for the occupational case; 150 mSv
(15 rem) for the crystalline lens of the eye, and 500 mSv (50 rem) for all
other tissues or organs, including the skin and extremities. These limits
apply whether an individual tissue or organ is exposed selectively or
together with other tissues or organs.8 These recommendations agree
with those of the ICRP (ICRP, 1977a) for most organs and for the
lens of the eye (ICRP, 1980). The adequacy of the recommended dose

' Owing to their susceptibility to nonstochastic radiation damage, it is conceivable
that annual irradiations of the active bone marrow at or somewhat below the 0.5 Sv (50
rem) occupational limit for nonstochastic effects, or of the gonads below that limit,
could cause nonstochastic damage. In practice, selective irradiation of these organs year
after year at such a high dose level is most improbable. Should this situation arise other
limits would have to be employed. @NCRP 2014 -All rights reserved.
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9. NONSTOCHASTIC EFFECTS LIMITS / 27

equivalent limits for nonstochastic effects is discussed in a recent
report of the ICRP (ICRP, 1984b).

In practice, the average annual recorded exposures received by
radiation workers is only a small fraction of the effective dose equiv-
alent limit for stochastic effects, generally a tenth or less (EPA, 1984).
In addition, workers seldom receive exposures approaching the effec-
tive dose equivalent limit repeatedly year after year. Thus, in practice
for the occupational case, it is reasonable to expect lifetime effective
dose equivalents no greater than age (years) times 10 mSv (1 rem) i.e.,
mean dose equivalents for organs no greater than (age x 10 mSv)/wT
[(age x 1 rem)/wT]. Also, selective occupational exposure of individual
tissues or organs occurs rarely, except in the case of some internally
deposited radionuclides; thus, compliance with the stochastic limit
assures that the exposure of selected tissues or organs will usually be
much less than the nonstochastic limits.

On the basis of the practical considerations discussed above, it can
be inferred that the recommended dose equivalent limits provide
reasonable safety from nonstochastic health effects for all tissues or
organs.

The ALIs given in ICRP Publication 30 (ICRP, 1979) are limited
by the recommended nonstochastic limits as well as the stochastic
limits.
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10. External Plus Internal
Exposure: Occupational

To ensure that the annual effective dose equivalent limit (HE,L)

from all sources is not exceeded, the contributions of internal and
external exposure must be summed.

HE.ext + HEmt -< HE,L = 50 mSv (5 rem), (10.1)

where HE,ert and HE.,int are the effective dose equivalents from external
and internal irradiation, respectively. This can be expressed in sec-
ondary quantities:

HE,ext + Ij,k,.. <
HE.L j,k,, ALIj.k,l...

where IJ,kj.. is the annual intake of radionuclides j,k,l..., and ALIj,k,l.. is
the annual limits of intake for radionuclides j,k,l...

Since the ALI is calculated on the basis of committed effective dose
equivalent, comparison of the annual intake of a radionuclide with the
ALI in this expression is an assessment of the committed effective
dose equivalent. As indicated in Section 6, the NCRP recommends
use of the committed effective dose equivalent for planning and for
demonstration of compliance. Evaluation of the possible health con-
sequences of an individual's exposure is more appropriately based
upon actual dose equivalents delivered and anticipated (NCRP, 1985).
The effective dose equivalents from internal irradiation by individual
radionuclides can be estimated from measured air concentrations of
the radionuclides and/or in vivo counting and bioassay data.

The contributions from internal and external exposures must also
be summed in assessing compliance with the limit for nonstochastic
effects. The summation of external and internal exposures is also
appropriate for planned special exposures and emergencies if both
types of exposure can occur.

9 The summation of the ratios of the annual intake of radionuclides to their ALI is a
reasonable approximation of HE,.t when the effective half-life of the radionuclide is less
than a few months but overestimates HEMt when the effective half-life is very long.
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11. Protection of the Embryo-
Fetus

The NCRP previously addressed irradiation of the embryo-fetus in
NCRP Report No. 53, Review of NCRP Radiation Dose Limit for
Embryo and Fetus in Occupationally-Exposed Women (NCRP, 1977a).
The information that has become available (UNSCEAR, 1986) since
the publication of NCRP Report No. 53 has been examined. There
appears to be no greater, and probably less, risk of cancer induction
than was assumed previously. There may also be greater reason to
doubt that radiation exposure was the only or the major cause in
observed associations between childhood cancer and prenatal diagnos-
tic irradiation. After irradiation in utero, malformation of structures
other than the human central nervous system seems to be uncommon
in the human species, although common, at least at high doses, in
experimental animals. However, it has been found that the develop-
ment of the human central nervous system may be affected adversely
by low radiation doses, with high, though variable susceptibility
through a lengthy period of time during fetal development (Otake and
Schull, 1984).

The UNSCEAR (1986) has attempted to develop quantitative risk
estimates for several effects of prenatal irradiation on the embryo-
fetus in relation to the period of pregnancy over which the specific
risk applies, using several qualifying assumptions. Mental retardation
related to prenatal irradiation is not seen in children irradiated up to
eight weeks after fertilization nor after 25 weeks after fertilization.
For irradiation at 8 to 15 weeks after fertilization the probability of
induction of mental retardation by prenatal irradiation appears to fit
a linear relationship with dose, with no observed dose threshold in the
available data. The probability of induction of mental retardation in
this period has a mean value of approximately 0.4 Sv-1 (4 X 10.'
rem•) over a fetal dose equivalent range of 0.01 to more than 2 Sv (1
to more than 200 rem). Between the 16th and 25th week after concep-
tion, the dose response curve may be more complex but the risk of
mental retardation is less and can be taken to be about 0.1 Sv- 1 (1 X
10-3 rem-'). According to scores from objective tests of intelligence or
mental capability, the severity of therAi induced mental deficit

g~bll-' 'U1 --kll gnis reservea.
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30 / 11. PROTECTION OF EMBRYO-FETUS

following irradiation in these susceptible periods during gestation
appears to increase with dose from slight to marked.

The UNSCEAR's (1986) value for the total risk for the period of
gestation for several effects of irradiation of the embryo-fetus (mor-
tality, induction of malformations, mental retardation, solid tumors
and leukemia) is about 0.2 Sv- 1 (2 X 10-' rem-') as an upper limit.
UNSCEAR indicates that for the smaller doses likely to be encoun-
tered in practice, the risk is thought to be relatively small in relation
to the natural incidence or probability, which is assumed to be of the
order of 6 x 10-2 for anomalies of all kinds that may seriously affect
health 'and viability of newborn children.

The NCRP recommends a total dose equivalent limit (excluding
medical exposure) of 5 mSv (0.5 rem) for the embryo-fetus. Once a
pregnancy becomes known, exposure of the embryo-fetus shall be no
greater than 0.5 mSv (0.05 rem) in any month (excluding medical
exposure).

This recommendation is intended to limit exposure to a fetus of an
occupationally exposed mother. However, the special sensitivity of the
fetus should be considered in all situations, including those involving
medical exposure of the expectant mother. (See also ICRP, 1984a,
1986.)

The total dose equivalent limit, for the whole period of pregnancy,
is important for the limitation of the risk of cancer induction and of
developmental anomalies, while the monthly limit is important to
ensure that exposures of the embryo-fetus during particularly critical
periods of organogenesis and development are adequately restricted.
(The dose equivalent and the effective dose equivalent for the fetus
are taken to be the same in this Report.)

For purposes of radiation protection, the NCRP regards the embryo-
fetus as a separate entity, distinct from the woman bearing it. Thus,
the embryo-fetus carried by a woman who is a radiation worker is not
regarded as subject to the occupational limits, but rather to lower
limits that are necessary for its adequate protection. It is recognized
that in the occupational case, the recommended limits for the embryo-
fetus may place special restrictions on women who are known to be
pregnant. This may pose problems concerning matters such as disclo-
sure of potential and actual pregnancy, risk-sharing among workers,
associated economic problems, equal employment considerations, and
perhaps other legal matters. Some of these problems are discussed in
somewhat greater length in NCRP Report No. 53 (NCRP, 1977a).

It is implied in the NCRP's recommendations that women who are
capable of becoming pregnant should not be exposed to radiation
environments in which the ute ould reeive a do~e equivalent in©NCR 204 ril ghts reserve .
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11. PROTECTION OF EMBRYO-FETUS / 31

excess of the total fetal limit, 5 mSv (0.5 rem), before a pregnancy
becomes known. Therefore, special attention is required to ensure that,
if exposures are received occupationally, they are distributed uniformly
with time so that the embryo-fetus does not receive more than its limit
before pregnancy is known.

It is the intention of the NCRP that the dose equivalent to the
embryo-fetus, rather than the maternal dose equivalent, be the basis
for implementation of the recommended limits for the embryo-fetus.
When the exposure is restricted to radiation of low penetrating power,
the recommended dose equivalent limits for the embryo-fetus may be
satisfied if the annual maternal dose equivalent, as measured by
external dosimetry, is within the general occupational dose equivalent
limit, if acquired at a fairly uniform rate. If the radiation is of high
penetrating power, however, the difference between the maternal dose
equivalent, and the dose equivalent to the embryo-fetus will be much
smaller than in the case of radiation of low penetrating power. In this
case, it is especially important to estimate the dose equivalent to the
embryo-fetus (NCRP, 1977b) in order to assure that the recommended
embryo-fetus limit has not been exceeded.

Internally deposited radionuclides pose special problems for protec-
tion of the embryo-fetus, and particular care should be taken with
them because some remain in the body for long periods of time and
their transfer and the doses delivered to fetal organs are not well
known in all cases. Therefore, it is important to prevent intakes of
radionuclides by fertile women that could give to a present or future
embryo-fetus a dose equivalent that would exceed the recommended
limit. The NCRP has a Task Group addressing the problem of radio-
nuclides and the embryo-fetus. Also, the NCRP has a Committee
concerned with the effects of radiation on the embryo-fetus which will
continue to examine information relevant to the protection of the
embryo-fetus.
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12. Exposure in Excess of the
Limits: Occupational

The annual limits are intended to control the maximum risk to an
individual in any year. Slightly exceeding the annual dose equivalent
limit has little biological significance for the individual since the
lifetime risk will be only slightly perturbed and can be readily offset
by reduced exposure in future years. The importance of such occur-
rences is that they call attention to what may be an inadequate system
of radiation control. This would suggest that the decision on permitting
individuals who have exceeded dose limits to return to radiation worker
status depends more upon the improvement and corrections in control
of radiation exposure in the work place than on in-depth analysis of
the worker's health status.

Annual Limits on Intake (ALIs) are intended to control radionuclide
exposures. Occasional intakes slightly greater than the ALIs will have
little effect on the long term health of an individual. However, in some
cases it may be desirable to estimate the resulting annual effective
dose equivalent as well as the committed effective dose equivalent.
Since the ALIs were calculated for the ICRP Reference Man, estimates
of dose equivalent for individuals may be more accurate for assessment
purposes if derived from information specific to the nature of the
intake, such as the physical and chemical properties of the radionu-
clide, in vivo counting or bioassay data and the age and other physio-
logical parameters of the exposed individual. The principal significance
of most radionuclide intakes that exceed the ALIs is their indication
of the need for improvements in operating procedures.
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13. Dose Equivalent Limits for
Unusual Occupational
Situations

In the development of the recommendations pertaining to radiation
workers, the average risk in safe industries has been used as the basis.
The Council believes that most radiation occupations and industries
can adhere to this risk level without undue difficulty, and many can
operate at a much lower risk level due to their relatively low occupa-
tional exposure. There may exist, however, unusual occupational sit-
uations in which the worker population cannot carry out required
functions under the recommended annual limits, and indeed, risks
other than radiation may be much larger than nor~mal. Such special
circumstances may require special limits and a different basis of
comparison. The radiation risks in these circumstances could be
compared with those from the less safe industries such as public
utilities and transportation, construction, agriculture and mining. In
these situations, the main concern also would be for the accumulated
exposure of individuals over their working lifetime and thus a career
limit would be of special importance. Space flight activities, especially
for long missions, is an example of such circumstances.
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14. Reference Levels:
Occupational

As stated earlier, neither annual effective dose equivalent limits nor
ALIs are generally suitable in themselves for design and control
because ALARA is also part of the radiation protection system. Thus,
there is a need to develop reference levels which reflect ALARA
considerations. For example, if it can be demonstrated that operations
at a given facility can be carried out without exceeding a certain weekly
level below that corresponding to the annual limits, the management
might well establish a periodic reference level based on this informa-
tion. This would serve the objective of keeping employees cognizant
of the obligation to maintain their exposure as low as reasonably
achievable and drawing attention to the constarxt need for good radia-
tion protection practices. If an exposure exceeded this value, a prede-
termined course of action could be taken, such as investigation, re-
training, maintenance, or repair. (It may be appropriate to specify
different reference levels for each of these actions.) The establishment
of reference levels is most properly done by appropriate management
at each facility because the data required will be site-specific.
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15. Planned Special Exposure:
Occupational

In order to allow certain essential tasks to be performed, it may be
necessary, on rare occasions, to permit a few workers to receive an
annual effective dose equivalent in excess of 50 mSv (5 rem). The
NCRP recommends that if exposure under these conditions is essential,
these guidelines be followed:

(1) No worker should receive an effective dose equivalent1 ° of more
than 100 mSv (10 rem) in a single planned event,

(2) Nor should the effective dose equivalent received in such special
planned exposures exceed 100 mSv (10 rem) over the working
lifetime,

(3) Such planned special exposures should be authorized in writing
by senior management prior to the exposure,

(4) Older workers with low lifetime effective dose equivalents should
be selected whenever possible,

(5) Exposures resulting from planned special exposures shall be
included in the lifetime record of exposure for each worker but
separately identified.

"The effective dose equivalent specified here must be the sum of external and

internal effective dose equivalent, if both exist.
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16. Guidance for Emergency
Occupational Exposures

Only actions involving life saving, justify acute exposures in excess of
100 mSv (10 rem). The use of volunteers for exposures during emer-
gency actions is desirable. Older workers with low lifetime accumulated
effective dose equivalents should be chosen from among the volunteers
whenever possible. Exposure during emergency actions which do not
involve life saving should be controlled by the occupational exposure
limits, including the planned special exposure recommendations.

When the exposure may approach or exceed 1 Gy (100 rad) of low-
LET radiation (or an equivalent high-LET exposure) to a large portion
of the body, in a short time, the worker needs to understand not only
the potential for acute effects but he or she should also have an
appreciation of the substantial increase in his or her lifetime risk of
cancer. If the possibility of internal exposures also exist, these must
be taken into account.
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17. Nonoccupational Limits:
Exposure of Members of the
Public

The development of recommendations on limitation of exposure of
the public is more difficult than in the occupational case because
comparisons such as those used in that case cannot be as explicit.
Thus, a certain degree of arbitrariness is inevitable. Nevertheless,
there are pertinent considerations upon which to base reasonable
judgments. First, the risks associated with a given dose are as discussed
in Section 7. Second, the manifold mortality risks faced by members
of the public vary greatly, but are commonly in the range of about
10-4 to 10-6 per year, and sometimes higher (see, for example, ICRP,
1977a; Pochin, 1981; Wilson and Crouch, 1982;' Sinclair 1985a).
Not only do these risks exist, but they seem, depending somewhat on
their nature, to be accepted. Third, everyone is exposed to natural
background radiation, and that, annually, is commonly about 1 mSv
(100 mrem) (excluding radon) or a risk of mortality of about 10-'
annually, or approximately 10-' lifetime. The annual effective dose
equivalent from background varies in the United States from about
0.65 mSv (65 mrem) on the Atlantic Seaboard to 1.25 mSv (125 mrem)
in Denver. The average annual effective dose equivalent due to radon
is about 2 mSv (200 mrem) and variations in it are much greater
(NCRP, 1984a) than the average value of natural background from
other sources.

It is necessary to distinguish between exposures resulting from man-
made sources and those resulting from natural background. Potential
means of control of these two types of sources differ significantly. In
many cases natural sources are difficult to control. Indeed, it is only
in recent times that it has been recognized that some natural sources
need to be controlled. The recommendations set out below treat the
two types of sources separately.

On the basis of the above considerations, the following levels are
recommended for man-made sources other than medical." For contin-

" Medical exposure refers to that exposure received by individual patients as a result
of medical procedures performed on them.
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38 / 17. NONOCCUPATIONAL LIMITS

uous (or frequent) exposure, it is recommended that the annual effective
dose equivalent not exceed 1 mSv (0.1 rem). This recommendation is
designed to limit the exposure of members of the public to reasonable
levels of risk comparable with risks from other common sources, i.e.,
about 10- annually. Furthermore, a maximum annual effective dose
equivalent limit of 5 mSv (0.5 rem) is recommended to provide for
infrequent annual exposures (NCRP, 1984a). This recommendation is
made because annual exposures in excess of this limit, to a small group
of people, need not be regarded as especially hazardous, provided they
do not occur often to the same groups.

Both the 1 mSv (0.1 rem) and the 5 mSv (0.5 rem) annual effective
dose equivalent limits for members of the public will keep the annual
dose equivalent to those organs and tissues that are considered in the
effective dose equivalent system below levels of concern for nonsto-
chastic effects. However, because some organs and tissues are not
routinely included in the calculation of effective dose equivalent, i.e.,
extremities, skin and lens of eye (see Section 5), an annual dose
equivalent limit of 50 mSv (5 rem) is recommended for these organs
or tissues.

The ALIs for radionuclides published by the ICRP (1979) are for
workers and are based on committed effective dose equivalents. For
adult members of the public exposed to radionuclides in the same
physical and chemical form as those tabulated for workers (ICRP,
1979), it is appropriate to divide the ALI values by 10 for meeting the
stochastic dose limitations for infrequent exposures and by 50 for
continuous exposures. For other situations involving exposure of mem-
bers of the public, individual factors such as chemical and physical
form of the radionuclides, body size and metabolism should be taken
into account. Some guidance is offered in ICRP Publication 39 (ICRP,
1984a).
Notes:

(1) The recommendations apply to exposures from man-made
sources and exclude medical and natural background exposures.
Medical exposures are excluded from this limitation because
they confer personal benefit to the exposed individual and are
extremely variable from one person to another. Guidelines exist
for the exposure of the public to medical procedures and these
should be applied (EPA, 1978; FDA, 1985a, 1985b). Natural
background exposure is excluded also. Natural background ra-
diation is ubiquitous and variations in natural background levels
(excluding radon) are small. The first recommendation effec-
tively permits the exposure of an individual from man-made
sources to equal that from average natural background (exclud-
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17. NONOCCUPATIONAL LIMITS / 39

ing radon). Natural background exposure is, however, included
in recommendations specifying remedial action levels (see Sec-
tion 18).

(2) Exposures controlled by these annual limits, 1 mSv (0.1 rem)
continuous and 5 mSv (0.5 rem) infrequent, are subject to the
application of ALARA considerations in the same way as for
occupational exposures.

(3) When exposures are from internal and external sources, the
contributions should be summed in a manner similar to that
given for occupational exposures in Section 10, so that the total
exposure does not exceed the respective limits.

In some special circumstances, including emergencies, small seg-
ments of the public may be exposed to radiation in excess of the
recommended annual limit for infrequent exposure, i.e., 5 mSv (0.5
rem). In this event, the NCRP recommends that the general guidelines
relating to planned special exposures for workers be employed. In
some very special circumstances, the guidelines for emergencies, given
in Section 16, may also be applicable.
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18. Remedial Action Levels for
Members of the Public

If the recommendations of the previous Section are observed, man-
made radiation sources will not expose members of the public to
annual effective dose equivalents greater than 1 mSv (0.1 rem) contin-
uously, or 5 mSv (0.5 rem) infrequently. Exposures should always be
less than the limits and, indeed, on the average, utilizing the principles
of ALARA, they should be much less.

However, natural background is excluded from those limits and
there are circumstances in which natural background itself, or more
especially, natural radiation sources enhanced locally by man's oper-
ations for selected purposes, can give rise (sometimes quite inadvert-
ently) to annual exposures above the level of 1 mSv (0.1 rem).

It then becomes necessary to consider at what exposure level re-
medial action, which may be possible only at substantial societal cost,
should be undertaken. Remedial action levels involve a balance of risk
and many other socioeconomic factors. In general, the aim of setting
a remedial action level is to reduce the greatest risks from a given type
of radiation source. It is clear that once a remedial action level is
established for given circumstances, action is mandatory when a level
above it is found. Actions to reduce exposure should not be limited by
or to the remedial action level and, following the ALARA principle,
levels substantially below the remedial action level may be obtainable
and appropriate.

For external sources, the NCRP considers that the risks to the
public from exposure to all sources except medical, should not exceed
about five times the total of other risks faced by members of the
public. Thus, an annual remedial action level is specified at an effective
dose equivalent of 5 mSv (0.5 rem) for all external sources other than
medical. External sources are specified because internal exposures
from radionuclides other than radon are rarely limiting in present
circumstances (NCRP, 1984a).

The recommended remedial action level, 5 mSv (0.5 rem), is 10
times greater than the average annual effective dose equivalent due to
external exposure from natural background 0.5 mSv (0.05 rem). It is
also comparable with the annual effective dose equivalent received by
many radiation workers.
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18. REMEDIAL ACTION LEVELS / 41

The NCRP has given special attention to the problems occasioned
by exposure to indoor radon (NCRP, 1984a, 1984b) and notes that
this is potentially the most important public radiation exposure problem
that currently exists. As a result, a remedial action level of 0.007 Jhm-3

y- 1 (2 WLM y-') was recommended in NCRP Report No. 77 (NCRP,
1984a). Elements of feasibility enter the considerations here since it
is evident from NCRP Report No. 77 (NCRP, 1984a) that in a
substantial number of homes the radon levels are estimated to exceed
the average by amounts up to 5 or 10 times or more. It is certainly
desirable that such levels be reduced and the risks associated with
them decreased. A remedial action level must, therefore, be chosen for
which the societal impacts are not excessive, but the greatest risks are
avoided. The NCRP recognizes that an annual inhalation level for
radon that corresponds to 5 mSv (0.5 rem) effective dose equivalent
would be about 0.00175 Jhm-3 (0.5 WLM), see ICRP Publication 32
(ICRP, 1981). However, this is only two and one-half times the present
estimated average annual indoor radon background exposure of 0.0007
Jhm-3 (0.2 WLM) and imposition of a remedial action level at this
value could involve a very large number of homes. Therefore, the
NCRP proposed a remedial action level which was based on excess
lifetime risk being no more than 10 times the present average annual
background level, or 0.007 Jhm-3 y-' (2 WLM y-1) (NCRP, 1984a).
The annual risk of lung cancer associated with this level is 4 X 10-4,

and NCRP considers risks of this magnitude undesirable. However, it
is anticipated that remedial actions, once taken, will, together with
ALARA, establish new annual radon exposures in a given home much
below 0.007 Jhm-3 (2 WLM).

It is also anticipated, over time, and assuming that the problem of
indoor radon is addressed by taking the worst situations first, that
radon levels in existing homes will be reduced. Furthermore, the
Council believes that for new homes, suitable constraints should be
developed so that they will have radon levels below those of many
present structures.

For the present, it is recommended that remedial action be under-
taken:

(1) When the average annual effective dose equivalent from external
exposure"2 (excluding medical, but including naturally occurring
sources) continuously exceeds 5 mSv (0.5 rem).

(2) When the total exposure to radon and its decay products for an
individual exceeds an annual average of 0.007 Jhm-3 (2 WLM).

"2 In the unlikely event, that internal exposure other than radon could make a

significant contribution, it should be included in the assessment of exposure.
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19. Control of Sources: Exposure
of Members of the Public

The control of individual sources which can result in exposures of
members of the public to low levels of radiation is not usually the
subject of NCRP recommendations, provided the resulting exposures
do not exceed the recommended limits. However, in response to a
specific need, the NCRP addressed the subject of control of multiple
sources in the case of airborne radionuclides (NCRP, 1984c). The
NCRP reaffirms that recommendation as follows; whenever the po-
tential exists for an individual (member of the public) to exceed 25
percent of the annual effective dose equivalent limit from irradiation
attributable to any single site, the site operator should be required to
assure that the annual exposure of the maximally exposed individual
from all sources would not exceed 1 mSv (100 mrem) on a continuous
basis. If each site operator conforms to this requirement, the limits of
exposure to the public should not be exceeded.
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20. Negligible Individual Risk
Level (NIRL)

A negligible individual risk level (NIRL) is defined here as a level
of average annual excess risk of fatal health effects attributable to
irradiation, below which further effort to reduce radiation exposure to
the individual is unwarranted. The NIRL is regarded as trivial com-
pared to the risk of fatality associated with ordinary, normal societal
activities and can, therefore, be dismissed from consideration.

Whether or not annual levels of irradiation for individuals at or
below the NIRL are measurable with certainty, they can be estimated
or calculated. Such levels, at or below the NIRL, are not required to
be considered for purposes of radiation protection. The NIRL is
regarded as a threshold below which the control of Yadiation sources
and limitation of exposures, i.e., efforts to reduce risk further, would
be deliberately and specifically curtailed. In view of the relative num-
bers of people in the general population, as compared with the numbers
of radiation workers, the utilization of the NIRL is especially impor-
tant in regard to environmental issues involving exposure of popula-
tions.

It should be emphasized that the NIRL is not a radiation exposure
limit and that exposure to small effective dose equivalent increments
above those corresponding to the NIRL are of little significance. The
NIRL should not be confused with an acceptable risk level, a level of
significance or a limit. The NCRP has recommended an annual effec-
tive dose equivalent limit for continuous exposure of members of the
public at 1 mSv (0.1 rem) on the basis of the comparability of the
associated risk with societal risks that appear to be accepted. Levels
of exposure less than this limit become progressively less significant
with respect to risk as the annual effective dose equivalent decreases,
finally becoming completely insignificant at a level corresponding to
the NIRL.

The NIRL is not the goal of ALARA. However, it does provide a
lower limit for application of the ALARA process. In principle, ALARA
requires efforts to keep radiation exposure as far below that permitted
by the limits as is reasonably achievable, economic and social factors
being taken into account. The concept of ALARA does not justify
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attempts to reduce detriment to levels so low or trivial as to be
inappropriate in relation to reasonable priorities for expenditure of
health protection resources. The relationships between the NIRL,
ALARA, and maximum permissible levels are emphasized here because
of the tendency for established numerical guidelines to be interpreted
inappropriately as upper limits.

In the radiation protection field, the need for a reasonably negligible
risk level to avoid excessive control actions and expenditures to reduce
individual risk has long been recognized. In effect, regulatory practices
have involved low exposure cut-off levels for various hazardous agents
or situations, apparently on the basis of the triviality of the risks as
compared with other natural or man-made risks. Decisions based on
the concept of reasonably negligible risk are made frequently in many
societal and individual activities.

The NIRL should be assuredly low, in view of the likely variation
in susceptibility to radiation effects among individuals in heterogene-
ous human populations and uncertainties about risk levels. The NIRL
should also be regarded as adjustable on the basis of new and better
information which may bear on its numerical value.

In deriving the recommended numerical value for the NIRL in this
Report, several criteria relevant to smallness or triviality of risk were
considered which, taken together, offer degrees of reasonableness and
perspective that tend to minimize subjective aspects of judgment.
Smallness of risk was considered in relation to: (1) magnitude of dose;
(2) difficulty in detection and measurement of dose and health effect;
(3) natural risk for the same health effects; (4) estimated risk for the
mean and variance of natural background radiation exposure levels;
(5) risks to which people are accustomed; and (6) perception of, and
behavioral response to, risk levels. The limiting of radiation risk among
radiation workers, to levels of risk in the occupations generally re-
garded as safe, is a valuable objective approach. This kind of approach,
at a lower level of comparable risk, contributes to the establishment
of a value for the NIRL.

As indicated in Section 17, the recommended annual effective dose
equivalent limit of 1 mSv (0.1 rem) for continuous (or frequent)
exposure for members of the public is designed to limit their exposure
to reasonable levels of risk comparable with risks from other common
sources. The risk from such exposure at that limit would be approxi-
mately 10' annually or 10- lifetime. Correspondingly, an average
annual risk of 106 would result from an annual exposure of 0.1 mSv
(0.01 rem), and an annual risk of 10-7 from an annual exposure of
0.010 mSv (0.001 rem). The accumulation of risk at 10-7 annually
corresponds with a lifetime (70,V)crp0 f_" 0.7 X 0-5 , a value that
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20. NEGLIGIBLE INDIVIDUAL RISK LEVEL / 45

is about one one-hundredth of the risk corresponding to the limit for
continuous exposure of members of the general public. It is again
emphasized that the very small risks estimated in this section cannot
be demonstrated but result from the assumption of the linear, no
threshold relationship between radiation dose equivalent and stochas-
tic effects.

On the basis of the considerations of the collective criteria men-
tioned above, an estimated and assumed lifetime risk of 10- for fatal
health effects of radiation exposure, or annual risk commitment incre-
ments of 10', are taken to be negligible. For continuous or repeated
exposure, this level of risk corresponds with annual dose equivalent
increments of about 0.01 mSv (0.001 rem). This dose equivalent rate
is about one percent of the recommended limit for continuous irradia-
tion of members of the general public, and about one percent of the
average natural background radiation exposure excluding radon.

The NCRP recommends recognition of a level of average excess
fatal health risks from radiation exposure from any individual source
or practice below which further effort to reduce individual exposure is
unwarranted. That level of risk is defined as the Negligible Individual
Risk Level (NIRL) and is given an annual value of 10-", the annual risk
that corresponds to an annual effective dose equivalent of 0.01 mSv
(0.001 rem). It is further recommended that assessments of increments
of collective annual effective dose equivalents from any particular indi-
vidual source or practice should exclude those individuals whose annual
effective dose equivalent from such a source is 0.01 mSv (0.001 rem) or
less.

It is inherent in the foregoing recommendation that the annual
exposure resulting from each source or practice which does not exceed
0.01 mSv (0.001 rem) is dismissible from consideration. As individuals
may be exposed to more than one radiation source or practice, it is
possible that the total of the annual individual radiation exposure
dismissible on the basis of the NIRL principle could exceed that
associated with the annual NIRL per se. In practice, however, it is
unlikely that an individual would be exposed to radiation from as
many as 10 sources in any year. Accordingly, assuming exposure of an
individual to a maximum of 10 radiation sources or practices in a year,
the use of the NIRL could result in the annual dismissal of up to 0.1
mSv (0.01 rem) for an individual.
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21. Trainees Under 18 Years of
Age

For educational and training purposes, it may be necessary and
desirable to accept occasional exposure of persons under the age of 18
years. It is recommended that exposures for these purposes be permitted
only under conditions presenting high assurance of maintaining the
resulting annual effective dose equivalent to less than 1 mSv (0.1 rem).
This is considered to be a part of the annual limit of 5 mSv (0.5 rem)
given in Section 17 for infrequent exposure for members of the public
and not supplemental to it. Intentional exposure of trainees should be
avoided.

It is recognized that a productive part of the training experience
may be better conducted in an industrial or hospital situation, which
might constitute part-time work experience, supervised in some man-
ner by an educational institution. The NCRP recommends that such
work experience be governed by the radiation protection practices
recommended for educational institutions in NCRP Report No. 32
(NCRP, 1966), with, however, the revision in limits recommended
here.
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22. Summary of
Recommendations

A number of important modifications of the Council's earlier rec-
ommendations on basic radiation protection criteria (NCRP, 1971a)
have been presented. These modifications are as follows.

For occupational exposures: first, the NCRP recommends discontin-
uance of the age proration formula of 5 (N-18) rem where N is age in
years. Second, the NCRP continues the use of the annual limit of 50
mSv (5 rem) but emphasizes its boundary nature. Third, it is suggested,
as guidance for radiation protection programs, that cumulative expo-
sure should not exceed the age of the individual in years x 10 mSv
(years x 1 rem). Fourth, in the exposure of pregnant women under
occupational conditions, it is recommended that the limit for the fetus
[5 mSv (0.5 rem)] not be received at a rate greater than 0.5 mSv (0.05
rem) per month. Fifth, it is recommended explicitly that all limits
include the sum of external and internal exposures.

For public exposures, to man-made sources, i.e., other than medical
and natural background, NCRP reaffirms the annual limits given in
NCRP Report No. 77 (NCRP, 1984a) of 1 mSv (0.1 rem) for continuous
exposures and 5 mSv (0.5 rem) for infrequent exposures. Also reaf-
firmed are remedial action levels for the public of 5 mSv (0.5 rem)
annual average for external exposure (from all sources except medical)
and an annual average of 0.007 Jhm-3 (2 WLM) for total exposure to
radon and its decay products.

In this Report, the NCRP defines an annual Negligible Individual
Risk Level (NIRL) which establishes a boundary below which the risk
is dismissed from consideration: i.e., at a risk of 10-7, corresponding
to a dose equivalent of 0.01 mSv (0.001 rem).

All of the current recommendations on limits are summarized in
Table 22.1.

Another important change is the assignment of new values to the
effective quality factors for some radiations (e.g., 20 for neutrons and
alpha particles of unknown energy) see Table 4.1.

It needs to be recognized that the recommendations given here may
require some modification as additional information becomes avail-
able. However, the NCRP has attempted to make the judgements
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TABLE 22.1-Summary of recommendations ,b

A. Occupational exposures (annual)'
1. Effective dose equivalent limit (sto-

chastic effects)
2. Dose equivalent limits for tissues and

organs (nonstochastic effects)
a. Lens of eye
b. All others (e.g., red bone marrow,

breast, lung, gonads, skin and ex-
tremities)

3. Guidance: Cumulative exposure

B. Planned special occupational exposure,
effective dose equivalent limit'

C. Guidance for emergency occupational ex-
posure

D. Public exposures (annual)
1. Effective dose equivalent limit, con-

tinuous or frequent exposure'
2. Effective dose equivalent limit, infre-

quent exposure0

3. Remedial action recommended when:
a. Effective dose equivalentd
b. Exposure to radon and its decay

products
4. Dose equivalent limits for lens of eye,

skin and extremities0

E. Education and training exposures (an-
nual)'
1. Effective dose equivalent limit
2. Dose equivalent limit for lens of eye,

skin and extremities
F. Embryo-fetus exposures0

1. Total dose equivalent limit
2. Dose equivalent limit in a month

G. Negligible Individual Risk Level (an-
nual)0

Effective dose equivalent per source or
practice

50 mSv

150 mSv
500 mSv

(5 rem)

(15 rem)
(50 rem)

10 mSv x age (1 rem X age
in years)

see Section 15

see Section 16

1 mSv

5 mSv

(0.1 rem)

(0.5 rem)

>5 mSv (>0.5 rem)
>0.007 Jhib- 3 (>2 WLM)

50 mSv

1 mSv
50 mSv

5 mSv
0.5 mSv

0.01 mSv

(5 rem)

(0.1 rem)
(5 rem)

(0.5 rem)
(0.05 rem)

(0.001 rem)

a Excluding medical exposures.
b See Table 4.1 for recommendations on
'Sum of external and internal exposures.
d Including background but excluding internal exposures.

Important contributions to future modifications will be made by
studies concerned with relative biological effectiveness at low doses,
the shape of dose response curves at low doses, their dependence on
dose rate and considerations of the many agents that can modify the
carcinogenic response. Additional information on human risks of
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radiation exposure and the projection models to be used with them
and on weighting factors for use in radiation protection can be expected
to become available in the future. The NCRP will follow developments
in these areas closely and use them to form the basis of new or revised
recommendations when necessary.

©NCRP 2014 - All rights reserved.
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Glossary

absorbed dose: The quotient of dE by dm where dE is the mean
energy imparted by ionizing radiation to the matter in a volume
element and dm is the mass of the matter in that volume element,
i.e., the absorbed dose, D = dE/dm. The special name for the unit
of absorbed dose (J kg-') is the gray (Gy). The earlier unit of
absorbed dose was the rad which is equal to 0.01 Gy.

ALARA: As Low As Reasonably Achievable, economic and social
factors being taken into account.

annual limit on intake (ALI): The activity of a radionuclide that,
taken into the body during a year, would provide a committed
effective dose equivalent to a person, represented by Reference Man,
equal to the annual occupational effective dose equivalent limit
(HE.L) or, in some cases, the organ dose equivalent limit (nonsto-
chastic effect). The ALI is normally expressed in becquerels (Bq) or
curies.

becquerel (Bq): The special name for the unit of activity in the SI.
1 Bq = 1 s-1.

committed dose equivalent (H5o): The dose equivalent accumulated
in the 50 years after intake of a radionuclide.

derived air concentration (DAC): The ALI of a radionuclide di-
vided by the volume of air inhaled by Reference Man in a working
year (i.e., 2.4 x 103 M

3
). The unit of DAC is Bq m-3 .

dose equivalent (H): A quantity used for radiation protection pur-
poses that expresses on a common scale for all radiations, the
irradiation incurred by exposed persons. It is defined as the product
of the absorbed dose (D) and the quality factor (Q). The name for
the unit of dose equivalent (J kg') is the sievert (Sv).

dose equivalent to whole body (Hwb): See whole body dose equiv-
alent.

effective dose equivalent (HE): The sum over specified tissues of
the products of the dose equivalent in a tissue (T) and the weighting
factor for that tissue, (WA), i.e., HE = Z WTHT = Hwb.

gray (Gy): The special name for the SI unit of absorbed dose, kerma
and specific energy imparted. 1 Gy = 1 J kg-1 = 100 rad.

negligible individual risk level (NIRL): A level of risk that can
be dismissed. Namely, an anrWt ]jj§_%h 7se•S risk is that
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associated with an annual effective dose equivalent of 0.01 mSv
(0.001 rem).

nonstochastic effects: Effects for which the severity of the effect in
affected individuals varies with the dose, and for which a threshold
usually exists.

optimization: This has the same meaning as ALARA.
organ weighting factor (wT): A factor that indicates the ratio of

the risk of stochastic effects attributable to irradiation of a given
organ or tissue (T) to the total risk when the whole body is uniformly
irradiated.

quality factor (Q): A factor used for radiation protection purposes
that accounts for differences in biological effectiveness between
different radiations. It is the ratio of the slope of the curve of risk
versus dose for a given radiation to that of a reference radiation in
the range of dose where the curves are assumed to be linear (see
Section 4).

rad: A special unit for absorbed dose, kerma, and specific energy
imparted. One rad is 0.01 joules absorbed per kilogram of any
material. (Also defined as 100 ergs per gram.) Being replaced by the
gray. 1 rad equals 0.01 gray.

reference level: The predetermined value of a quantity, below a
limit, which triggers a specified course of action when the value,
usually a dose level, is exceeded or is expected to be exceeded.

rem: A special unit for dose equivalent. Being replaced by the sievert,
1 rem = 0.01 Sv.

secondary limit: A limit, derived from a primary limit using con-
servative assumptions, that assures adherence to the primary limit
by methods easier to implement than those required for the primary
limit.

sievert (Sv): The special name for the SI unit of dose equivalent. 1
Sv = 1 J kg-1 = 100 rem.

stochastic effects: Effects, the probability of which, rather than their
severity, is a function of radiation dose without threshold. (More
generally, stochastic means random in nature.)

teratogenic effects: Effects occurring in offspring as a result of
insults sustained in-utero.

whole body dose equivalent (HWb): The dose equivalent associated
with the uniform irradiation of the whole body. Hwb = HE.

working level (WL): That amount of potential alpha energy in a
cubic meter of air that will result in the emission of 2.08 X 10-5
joules of energy.

working level month (WLM): A cumulative exposure, equivalent
to exposure to one working level for a wor (170 hours),
i~e., 2.08 x i0-5 Jm- 3 x 170 h=T'rs~,AL-~P!was provided to U.S. NRC
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The NCRP
The National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements

is a nonprofit corporation chartered by Congress in 1964 to:
1. Collect, analyze, develop, and disseminate in the public interest

information and recommendations about (a) protection against
radiation and (b) radiation measurements, quantities, and units,
particularly those concerned with radiation protection;

2. Provide a means by which organizations concerned with the
scientific and related aspects of radiation protection and of
radiation quantities, units, and measurements may cooperate for
effective utilization of their combined resources, and to stimulate
the work of such organizations.

3. Develop basic concepts about radiation quantities, units, and
measurements, about the application of these concepts, and about
radiation protection;

4. Cooperate with the International Commisaion on Radiological
Protection, the International Commission on Radiation Units
and Measurements, and other national and international orga-
nizations, governmental and private, concerned with radiation
quantities, units, and measurements and with radiation protec-
tion.

The Council is the successor to the unincorporated association of
scientists known as the National Committee on Radiation Protection
and Measurements and was formed to carry on the work begun by the
Committee.

The Council is made up of the members and the participants who
serve on the eighty-two scientific committees of the Council. The
scientific committees, composed of experts having detailed knowledge
and competence in the particular area of the committee's interest,
draft proposed recommendations. These are then submitted to the full
membership of the Council for careful review and approval before
being published.

The following comprise the current officers and membership of the
Council:

Officers

President WARREN K. SINCLAIR

Vice President S. JAMES ADELSTEIN
Secretary and Treasurer W. ROGER NEY
Assistant Secretary CARL D. HOBELMAN
Assistant Treasurer ©NgRj2B1F.--luMihts reserved.
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H. RODNEY WITHERS
MARUIN ZISKIN
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URISTON S. TAYLOR, Honorary President
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Currently, the following subgroups are actively engaged in formu-
lating recommendations:

SC-i: Basic Radiation Protection Criteria
SC-3: Medical X-Ray, Electron Beam and Gamma-Ray Protection for Energies

Up to 50 MeV (Equipment Performance and Use)
SC-16: X-Ray Protection in Dental Offices
SC-18: Standards and Measurements of Radioactivity for Radiological Use
SC-28: Radiation Exposure from Consumer Products
SC-40: Biological Aspects of Radiation Protection Criteria

Task Group on Atomic Bomb Survivor Dosimetry
Subgroup on Biological Aspects of Dosimetry of Atomic Bomb Survivors

SC-43: Natural Background Radiation
SC-44: Radiation Associated with Medical Examination
SC-45: Radiation Received by Radiation Employees
SC-46: Operational Radiation Safety

Task Group 2 on Uranium Mining and Milling-Radiation Safety Pro-
grams

Task Group 3 on ALARA for Occupationally Exposed Individuals in
Clinical Radiology

Task Group 4 on Calibration of Instrumentation
Task Group 5 on Maintaining Radiation Protection Records
Task Group 6 on Radiation Protection for Allied Health Personnel
Task Group 7 on Emergency Planning
Task Group 8 on Radiation Protection Design Guidelines for Particle

Accelerators
Task Group 9 on ALARA at Nuclear Power Plants

SC-47: Instrumentation for the Determination of Dose Equivalent
SC-48: Assessment of Exposure of the Population
SC-52: Conceptual Basis of Calculations of Dose Distributions
SC-57: Internal Emitter Standards

Task Group 2 on Respiratory Tract Model
Task Group 5 on Gastrointestinal Models
Task Group 6 on Bone Problems
Task Group 8 on Leukemia Risk
Task Group 9 on Lung Cancer Risk
Task Group 10 on Liver Cancer Risk
Task Group 11 on Genetic Risk
Task Group 12 on Strontium
Task Group 13 on Neptunium
Task Group 14 on Placental Transfer
Task Group 15 on Uranium

SC-59: Human Radiation Exposure Experience
SC-61: Radon Measurements
SC-63: Radiation Exposure Control in a Nuclear Emergency

Task Group on Public Knowledge About Radiation
Task Group on Exposure Criteria for Specialized Categories of the Public

SC-64: Radionuclides in the Environment
Task Group 5 on Public Exposure from Nuclear Power
Task Group 6 on Screening Models
Task Group 7 on ContilAncr, eewNF Exposure
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Task Group 8 on Ocean Disposal of Radioactive Waste
Task Group 9 on Biological Effects on Aquatic Organisms
Task Group 10 on Low Level Waste
Task Group 11 on Xenon

SC-65: Quality Assurance and Accuracy in Radiation Protection Measurements
SC-66: Biological Effects and Exposure Criteria for Ultrasound
SC-67: Biological Effects of Magnetic Fields
SC-68: Microprocessors in Dosimetry
SC-69: Efficacy of Radiographic Procedures
SC-70: Quality Assurance and Measurement in Diagnostic Radiology
SC-71: Radiation Exposure and Potentially Related Injury
SC-74: Radiation Received in the Decontamination of Nuclear Facilities
SC-75: Guidance on Radiation Received in Space Activities
SC-76: Effects of Radiation on the Embryo-Fetus
SC-77: Guidance on Occupational and Public Exposure Resulting from Diagnos-

tic Nuclear Medicine Procedures
SC-78: Practical Guidance on the Evaluation of Human Exposures in Radiofre-

quency Radiation
SC-79: Extremely Low-Frequency Electric and Magnetic Fields
SC-80: Radiation Biology of the Skin (Beta-Ray Dosimetry)
SC-81: Assessment of Exposure from Therapy
SC-82: Control of Indoor Radon

Study Group on Comparative Risk
Task Group on Comparative Carcinogenicity of Pollutant Chemicals

Ad Hoc Group on Medical Evaluation of Radiation Workers
Ad Hoc Group on Video Display Terminals
Task Force on Occupational Exposure Levels

In recognition of its responsibility to facilitate and stimulate coop-
eration among organizations concerned with the scientific and related
aspects of radiation protection and measurement, the Council has
created a category of NCRP Collaborating Organizations. Organiza-
tions or groups of organizations that are national or international in
scope and are concerned with scientific problems involving radiation
quantities, units, measurements, and effects, or radiation protection
may be admitted to collaborating status by the Council. The present
Collaborating Organizations with which the NCRP maintains liaison
are as follows:

American Academy of Dermatology
American Association of Physicists in Medicine
American College of Nuclear Physicians
American College of Radiology
American Dental Association
American Industrial Hygiene Association
American Institute of Ultrasound in Medicine
American Insurance Association
American Medical Association
American Nuclear Society ©NCRP 2014 - All rights reserved.
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American Occupational Medical Association
American Podiatric Medical Association
American Public Health Association.
American Radium Society
American Roentgen Ray Society
American Society of Radiologic Technologists
American Society for Therapeutic Radiology and Oncology
Association of University Radiologists
Atomic Industrial Forum
Bioelectromagnetics Society
College of American Pathologists
Conference on Radiation Control Program Directors
Federal Communications Commission
Federal Emergency Management Agency
Genetics Society of America
Health Physics Society
National Bureau of Standards
National Electrical Manufacturers Association
Radiation Research Society
Radiological Society of North America
Society of Nuclear Medicine
United States Air Force
United States Army
United States Department of Energy
United States Department of Housing and Urban Development
United States Department of Labor
United States Environmental Protection Agency
United States Navy
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
United States Public Health Service

The NCRP has found its relationships with these organizations to
be extremely valuable to continued progress in its program.

Another aspect of the cooperative efforts of the NCRP relates to
the special liaison relationships established with various governmental
organizations that have an interest in radiation protection and meas-
urements. This liaison relationship provides: (1) an opportunity for
participating organizations to designate an individual to provide liai-
son between the organization and the NCRP; (2) that the individual
designated will receive copies of draft NCRP reports (at the time that
these are submitted to the members of the Council) with an invitation
to comment, but not vote; and (3) that new NCRP efforts might be
discussed with liaison individuals as appropriate, so that they might
have an opportunity to make suggestions on new studies and related
matters. The following organizations participate in the special liaison
program:

Commission of the European Com i 14t - All rghts reserved.
Commisariat a l'Energie Atomique ailsr nic file was provided to U.S. NRC
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Defense Nuclear Agency
Federal Emergency Management Agency
Japan Radiation Council
National Bureau of Standards
National Radiological Protection Board (United Kingdom)
National Research Council (Canada)
Office of Science and Technology Policy
Office of Technology Assessment
United States Air Force
United States Army
United States Coast Guard
United States Department of Energy
United States Department of Health and Human Services
United States Department of Labor
United States Department of Transportation
United States Environmental Protection Agency
United States Navy
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

The NCRP values highly the participation of these organizations in
the liaison program.

The Council's activities are made possible by the voluntary contri-
bution of time and effort by its members and participants and the
generous support of the following organizations:

Alfred P. Sloan Foundation
Alliance of American Insurers
American Academy of Dental Radiology
American Academy of Dermatology
American Association of Physicists in Medicine
American College of Nuclear Physicians
American College of Radiology
American College of Radiology Foundation
American Dental Association
American Hospital Radiology Administrators
American Industrial Hygiene Association
American Insurance Association
American Medical Association
American Nuclear Society
American Occupational Medical Association
American Osteopathic College of Radiology
American Podiatric Medical Association
American Public Health Association
American Radium Society
American Roentgen Ray Society
American Society of Radiologic Technologists
American Society for Therapeutic Radiology and Oncology
American Veterinary Medical Association
American Veterinary Radiology Society ©NCRP 2014 - All rights reserved.
Association of University Radiologists This electronic file was provided to U.S. NRC
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Atomic Industrial Forum
Battelle Memorial Institute
Center for Devices and Radiological Health
College of American Pathologists
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Defense Nuclear Agency
Edison Electric Institute
Edward Mallinckrodt, Jr. Foundation
Electric Power Research Institute
Federal Emergency Management Agency
Florida Institute of Phosphate Research
Genetics Society of America
Health Physics Society
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations
James Picker Foundation
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
National Association of Photographic Manufacturers
National Bureau of Standards
National Cancer Institute
National Electrical Manufacturers Association
Radiation Research Society
Radiological Society of North America
Society of Nuclear Medicine
United States Department of Energy
United States Department of Labor
United States Environmental Protection Agency
United States Navy
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

To all of these organizations the Council expresses its profound
appreciation for their support.

Initial funds for publication of NCRP reports were provided by a
grant from the James Picker Foundation and for this the Council
wishes to express its deep appreciation.

The NCRP seeks to promulgate information and recommendations
based on leading scientific judgment on matters of radiation protection
and measurement and to foster cooperation among organizations
concerned with these matters. These efforts are intended to serve the
public interest and the Council welcomes comments and suggestions
on its reports or activities from those interested in its work.

©NCRP 2014 - All rights reserved.
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NCRP publications are distributed by the NCRP Publications'

office. Information on prices and how to order may be obtained by
directing an inquiry to:

NCRP Publications
7910 Woodmont Ave., Suite 1016
Bethesda, MD 20814

The currently available publications are listed below.

Proceedings of the Annual Meeting

No. Title

1 Perceptions of Risk, Proceedings of the Fifteenth Annual
Meeting, Held on March 14-15, 1979 (Including Taylor
Lecture No. 3) (1980)

2 Quantitative Risk in Standards Setting, Proceedings of the
Sixteenth Annual Meeting, Held on April 2-3, 1980
(Including Taylor Lecture No. 4) (1981)

3 Critical Issues in Setting Radiation Dose Limits, Proceed-
ings of the Seventeenth Annual Meeting, Held on April
8-9, 1981 (Including Taylor Lecture No. 5) (1982)

4 Radiation Protection and New Medical Diagnostic Proce-
dures, Proceedings of the Eighteenth Annual Meeting,
Held on April 6-7, 1982 (Including Taylor Lecture No.
6) (1983)

5 Environmental Radioactivity, Proceedings of the Nine-
teenth Annual Meeting, Held on April 6-7, 1983 (In-
cluding Taylor Lecture No. 7) (1984)

6 Some Issues Important in Developing Basic Radiation Pro-
tection Recommendations, Proceedings of the Twentieth
Annual Meeting, Held on April 4-5, 1984 (Including
Taylor Lecture No. 8) (1985)

7 Radioactive Waste, Proceedings of the Twenty-First An-
nual Meeting, Held on April 3-4,_1985 (Including Taylor

.©NCRP 2014 -All righs reserved.
Lecture No. 9) (1986) This electronic file was provided to U.S. NRC
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Symposium Proceedings

The Control of Exposure of the Public to Ionizing Radiation in the
Event of Accident or Attack, Proceedings of a Symposium held April
27-29, 1981 (1982)

Lauriston S. Taylor Lectures

No. Title and Author

1 The Squares of the Natural Numbers in Radiation Protec-
tion by Herbert M. Parker (1977)

2 Why be Quantitative About Radiation Risk Estimates? by
Sir Edward Pochin (1978)

3 Radiation Protection-Concepts and Trade Offs by Hymer
L. Friedell (1979) [Available also in Perceptions of Risk,
see above]

4 From "Quantity of Radiation" and "Dose" to "Exposure"
and "Absorbed Dose"-An Historical Review by Harold
0. Wyckoff (1980) [Available also in Quantitative Risks
in Standards Setting, see above]

5 How Well Can We Assess Genetic Risk? Not Very by James
F. Crow (1981) [Available also in Critical Issues in
Setting Radiation Dose Limits, see above]

6 Ethics, Trade-offs and Medical Radiation by Eugene L.
Saenger (1982) [Available also in Radiation Protection
and New Medical Diagnostic Approaches, see above]

7 The Human Environment-Past, Present and Future by
Merril Eisenbud (1983) [Available also in Environmen-
tal Radioactivity, see above]

8 Limitation and Assessment in Radiation Protection by
Harald H. Rossi (1984) [Available also in Some Issues
Important in Developing Basic Radiation Protection Rec-
ommendations, see above]

9 Truth (and Beauty) in Radiation Measurement by John H.
Harley (1985)

10 Nonionizing Radiation Bioeffects: Cellular Properties and
Interactions by Herman P. Schwan (1986)

NCRP Commentaries

Commentary
No. Title

1 Krypton-85 in the Atmosphere- With Specific Reference
to the Public IPM •t lYfrjd n rosed Con-
troled Release grue(ag•'du&I atb• c 1• d networking prohibited.
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2 Preliminary Evaluation of Criteria for the Disposal of
Transuranic Contaminated Waste (1982)

3 Screening Techniques for Determining Compliance with
Environmental Standards (1986)

.4 Guidelines for the Release of Waste Water from Nuclear
Facilities with Special Reference to the Public Health
Significance of the Proposed Release of Treated Waste
Waters at Three Mile Island

NCRP Reports

No. Title

8 Control and Removal of Radioactive Contamination in Lab-
oratories (1951)

9 Recommendations for Waste Disposal of Phosphorus-32
and Iodine-131 for Medical Users (1951)

16 Radioactive Waste Disposal in the Ocean (1954)
22 Maximum Permissible Body Burdens and Maximum Per-

missible Concentrations of Radionuclides in Air and in
Water for. Occupational Exposure (1959) [Includes Ad-
dendum 1 issued in August 1963]

23 Measurement of Neutron Flux and Spectra for Physical
and Biological Applications (1960)

25 Measurement of Absorbed Dose of Neutrons and Mixtures
of Neutrons and Gamma Rays (1961)

27 Stopping Powers for Use with Cavity Chambers (1961)
30 Safe Handling of Radioactive Materials (1964)
32 Radiation Protection in Educational Institutions (1966)
33 Medical X-Ray and Gamma-Ray Protection for Energies

Up to 10 Me V-Equipment Design and Use (1968)
35 Dental X-Ray Protection (1970)
36 Radiation Protection in Veterinary Medicine (1970)
37 Precautions in the Management of Patients Who Have

Received Therapeutic Amounts of Radionuclides (1970)
38 Protection against Neutron Radiation (1971)
40 Protection Against Radiation from Brachytherapy Sources

(1972)
41 Specification of Gamma-Ray Brachytherapy Sources (1974)
42 Radiological Factors Affecting Decision-Making in a Nu-

clear Attack (1974)
44 Krypton-85 in the Atmosphere-Accumulation, Biological

Significance, and Co ""
45 Natural Background Radiaoni•nf"UrWe Stes*1975)
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46 Alpha-Emitting Particles in Lungs (1975)
47 Tritium Measurement Techniques (1976)
48 Radiation Protection for Medical and Allied Health Person-

nel (1976)
49 Structural Shielding Design and Evaluation for Medical

Use of X Rays and Gamma Rays of Energies Up to 10
MeV (1976)

50 Environmental Radiation Measurements (1976)
51 Radiation Protection Design Guidelines for 0.1-100 MeV

Particle Accelerator Facilities (1977)
52 Cesium-137 From the Environment to Man: Metabolism

and Dose (1977)
53 Review of NCRP Radiation Dose Limit for Embryo and

Fetus in Occupationally Exposed Women (1977)
54 Medical Radiation Exposure of Pregnant and Potentially

Pregnant Women (1977)
55 Protection of the Thyroid Gland in the Event of Releases of

Radioiodine (1977)
56 Radiation Exposure From Consumer Products and Miscel-

laneous Sources (1977)
57 Instrumentation and Monitoring Methods for Radiation

Protection (1978)
58 A Handbook of Radioactivity Measurements Procedures,

.2nd ed. (1985)
59 Operational Radiation Safety Program (1978)
60 Physical, Chemical, and Biological Properties of Radiocer-

ium Relevant to Radiation Protection Guidelines (1978)
61 Radiation Safety Training Criteria for Industrial Radiog-

raphy (1978)
62 Tritium in the Environment (1979)
63 Tritium and Other Radionuclide Labeled Organic Com-

pounds Incorporated in Genetic Material (1979)
64 Influence of Dose and Its Distribution in Time on Dose-

Response Relationships for Low-LET Radiations (1980)
65 Management of Persons Accidentally Contaminated with

Radionuclides (1980)
66 Mammography (1980)
67 Radiofrequency Electromagnetic Fields-Properties, Quan-

tities and Units, Biophysical Interaction, and Measure-
ments (1981)

68 Radiation Protection in Pediatric Radiology (1981)
69 Dosimetry of X-Ray and Gamma-Ray Beams for Radiation

Therapy in the Energy Range 10 keV to 50 MeV (1981)
70 Nuclear Medicine-2 qJqofrraOýh 1A•ýeCd,• c and Use
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of Radionuclides in Diagnosis and Therapy (1982)
71 Operational Radiation Safety-Training (1983)
72 Radiation Protection and Measurement for Low Voltage

Neutron Generators (1983)
73 Protection in Nuclear Medicine and Ultrasound Diagnostic

Procedures in Children (1983)
74 Biological Effects of Ultrasound: Mechanisms and Clinical

Implications (1983)
75 Iodine-129: Evaluation of Releases from Nuclear Power

Generation (1983)
76 Radiological Assessment: Predicting the Transport, Bioac-

cumulation, and Uptake by Man of Radionuclides Re-
leased to the Environment (1984)

77 Exposures from the Uranium Series with Emphasis on
Radon and its Daughters (1984)

78 Evaluation of Occupational and Environmental Exposures
to Radon and Radon Daughters in the United States
(1984)

79 Neutron Contamination from Medical Electron Accelera-
tors (1984)

80 Induction of Thyroid Cancer by Ionizing Radiation (1985)
81 Carbon-14 in the Environment (1985)
82 SI Units in Radiation Protection and Measurements (1985)
83 The Experimental Basis for Absorbed Dose-Calculations in

Medical uses of Radionuclides (1985)
84 General Concepts for the Dosimetry of Internally Deposited

Radionuclides (1985)
85 Mammography-A User's Guide (1986)
86 Biological Effects and Exposure Criteria for Radiofrequency

Electromagnetic Fields (1986)
87 Use of Bioassay Procedures for Assessment of Internal

Radionuclide Deposition
88 Radiation Alarms and Access-Control Systems (1987)
89 Genetic Effects of Internally Deposited Radionuclides (1987)

90 Neptunium: Radiation Protection Guidelines (1987)
91 Recommendations on Limits for Exposure to Ionizing Ra-

diation (1987)
Binders for NCRP Reports are available. Two sizes make it possible

to collect into small binders the "old series" of reports (NCRP Reports
Nos. 8-30) and into large binders the more recent publications (NCRP
Reports Nos. 32-88). Each binder will accommodate from five to seven
reports. The binders carry the identification "NCRP Reports" and
come with label holders which perrn"4pA Atb k k ' els showing
the reports contained in each bindeiws electronic file was provided to U.S. NRC
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The following bound sets of NCRP Reports are also available:

Volume I. NCRP Reports Nos. 8, 9, 12, 16, 22
Volume II. NCRP Reports Nos. 23, 25, 27, 30
Volume III. NCRP Reports Nos. 32, 33, 35, 36, 37
Volume IV. NCRP Reports Nos. 38, 39, 40, 41
Volume V. NCRP Reports Nos. 42, 43, 44, 45, 46
Volume VI. NCRP Reports Nos. 47, 48, 49, 50, 51
Volume VII. NCRP Reports Nos. 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57
Volume VIII. NCRP Reports No. 58
Volume IX. NCRP Reports Nos. 59, 60, 61, 62, 63
Volume X. NCRP Reports Nos. 64, 65, 66, 67
Volume XI. NCRP Reports Nos. 68, 69, 70, 71, 72
Volume XII. NCRP Reports Nos. 73, 74, 75, 76
Volume XIII. NCRP Reports Nos. 77, 78, 79, 80
Volume XIV. NCRP Reports Nos. 81, 82, 83, 84, 85.

Titles of the individual reports contained in each volume are given
above).

The following NCRP Reports are now supexseded and/or out of
print:

No. Title
1 X-Ray Protection (1931). [Superseded by NCRP Report

No. 3]
2 Radium Protection (1934). [Superseded by NCRP Report

No. 4]
3 X-Ray Protection (1936). [Superseded by NCRP Report

No. 6]
4 Radium Protection (1938). [Superseded by NCRP Report

No. 13]
5 Safe Handling of Radioactive Luminous Compounds

(1941). [Out of Print]
6 Medical X-Ray Protection Up to Two Million. Volts (1949).

[Superseded by NCRP Report No. 18]
7 Safe Handling of Radioactive Isotopes (1949). [Superseded

by NCRP Report No. 30]
10 Radiological Monitoring Methods and Instruments (1952).

[Superseded by NCRP Report No. 57]
11 Maximum Permissible Amounts of Radioisotopes in the

Human Body and Maximum Permissible Concentrations
in Air and Water (1953). [Superseded by NCRP Report
No. 22] ©NCRP 2014 - All rights reserved.
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12 Recommendations for the Disposal of Carbon-14 Wastes
(1953). [Superseded by NCRP Report No. 81]

13 Protection Against Radiations from Radium, Cobalt-60 and
Cesium-137 (1954). [Superseded by NCRP Report No.
24]

14 Protection Against Betatron-Synchrotron Radiations Up
to 100 Million Electron Volts (1954). [Superseded by
NCRP Report No. 51]

15 Safe Handling of Cadavers Containing Radioactive Isotopes
(1953). [Superseded by NCRP Report No. 21]

17 Permissible Dose from External Sources of Ionizing Radia-
tion (1954) including Maximum Permissible Exposure to
Man, Addendum to National Bureau of Standards
Handbook 59 (1958). [Superseded by NCRP Report No.
39]

18 X-Ray Protection (1955). [Superseded by NCRP Report
No. 26]

19 Regulation of Radiation Exposure by Legislative Means
(1955). [Out of Print]

20 Protection Against Neutron Radiation Up to 30 Million
Electron Volts (1957). [Superseded by NCRP Report
No. 38]

21 Safe Handling of Bodies Containing Radioactive Isotopes
(1958). [Superseded by NCRP Report No. 37]

24 Protection Against Radiations from Sealed Gamma Sources
(1960). [Superseded by NCRP Report Nos. 33, 34, and
40]

26 Medical X-Ray Protection Up to Three Million Volts
(1961). [Superseded by NCRP Report Nos. 33, 34, 35,
and 36]

28 A Manual of Radioactivity Procedures (1961). [Superseded
by NCRP Report No. 58]

29 Exposure to Radiation in an Emergency (1962).
[Superseded by NCRP Report No. 42]

31 Shielding for High Energy Electron Accelerator Installa-
tions (1964). [Superseded by NCRP Report No. 51]

34 Medical X-Ray and Gamma-Ray Protection for Energies
Up to 10 MeV-Structural Shielding Design and Eval-
uation (1970). [Superseded by NCRP Report No. 49]

39 Basic Radiation Protection Criteria (1971). [Superseded by
NCRP Report No. 91]

43 Review of the Current State of Radiation Protection Phi-
losophy (1975). [Superseded by NCRP Report No. 91]
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Other Documents

The following documents of the NCRP were published outside of the NCRP
Reports series:

"Blood Counts, Statement of the National Committee on Radiation Protec-
tion,"' Radiology 63, 428 (1954)

"Statements on Maximum Permissible Dose from Television Receivers and
Maximum Permissible Dose to the Skin of the Whole Body," Am. J.
Roentgenol., Radium Ther. and Nucl. Med. 84, 152 (1960) and Radiology
75, 122 (1960)

X-Ray Protection Standards for Home Television Receivers, Interim Statement
of the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (National
Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements, Washington, 1968)

Specification of Units of Natural Uranium and Natural Thorium (National
Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements, Washington, 1973)

NCRP Statement on Dose Limit for Neutrons (National Council on Radiation
Protection and Measurements, Washington, 1980)

Control of Air Emissions of Radionuclides (National Council on Radiation
Protection and Measurements, Bethesda, Maryland, 1984)

Copies of the statements published in journals may be consulted in
libraries. A limited number of copies of the remaining documents listed
above are available for distribution by NCRP Publications.
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POTENTIALLY DANGEROUS RADIOLOGICAL PRACTICES
The Commission has been informed by its Committee on Protection in Medicine of some
potentially dangerous practices in the use of fluoroscopic apparatus. Adherence to the
recommendations and guidance given in the commission's report Protection against Ionizing
Radiation from External Sources Used in Medicine could prevent such situations.
Specifically, the Commission is concerned about the introduction of fluoroscopic apparatus
with over-couch tubes which can give substantial x-ray exposures to operators if they are
not protected by shields. With the operator wearing a protective apron and standing beside
the patient, the dose from an over-couch screening set, compared with that from an
under-couch set, can be 250 times higher to the hands, 100 times higher to the eyes and 35
times higher to the whole body. For an operator with a heavy work load the dose to the lens
of the eye can greatly exceed the Commission's recommended occupational limit of 150 mSv (15
rem) in a year, and, if continued, could lead to permanent damage.

Other examples of practices causing concern, which have been reported to the Commission,
include complex radiological procedures undertaken by physicians or surgeons without
training in radiology and radiation protection. The operators may feel that the obvious
needs of the patient outweigh a future risk of radiation injury to themselves. Occasionally
this has even led to the removal of individual monitoring devices to avoid identification of
high dose levels.

These problems are compounded by the routine use of unnecessarily high fluoroscopic currents
and unnecessarily long fluoroscopic times. The Commission believes that the use of
appropriate protective shielding and careful attention to technique, including the use of
video storage devices, could result in a substantial decrease in radiation doses to
operators. Insistence on suitable training in radiation hazards, and detailed monitoring of
doses to eyes and extremities, may be particularly helpful in reducing significantly these
potentially dangerous doses to operators.

REDUCED DOSES TO PATIENTS
In its publication Protection of the Patient in Diagnostic Radiology, the Commission
recommended several changes of equipment and technique that would reduce the dose to
patients at a very moderate cost. It now appears that these changes are not being introduced
as rapidly as the Commission had hoped. The Commission therefore wishes to emphasise to
manufactures and radiological practitioners that these changes are effective and can be
introduced at a cost that is much more than offset by the value of the reduction in
detriment that they achieve.

In particular, the Commission recommends the wider use of rare-earth screens, and the
selection of materials with very low attenuation (such as those made of carbon fibre) for
cassette faces, table tops and the non-opaque parts of grids.

References:
i. ICRP Publication 26. Annals of the ICRP, Vol.1, No.3, 1977
2. Statement from the 1983 Washington meeting of the Commission. Annals of the ICRP, Vol.14,

No. 1. 1984
3. Statement from the 1984 Stockholm meeting of the Commission. Annals of the ICRP, Vol.14,

No.2, 1984.
4. ICRP Publication 33. Annals of the ICRP, Vol. 9, No.1, 1982.
5. ICRP Publication 34. Annals of the ICRP, Vol. 9, Nos. 2/3, 1982.

COURSES

The 1985 Schedule of Radiation Protection Courses
School of Public Health

HARVARD UNIVERSITY
Boston, Massachusetts, USA

The Office of Continuing Education, School of Public Health, Harvard University has
announced a full range of short-term technical courses on radiation protection and nuclear
safety for presentation during calendar year 1985. Summer presentations will include:
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NEWS FROM THE AMERICAN COLLEGE OF MEDICAL PHYSICS

ACMP ELECTION RESULTS

The American College of Medical Physics (ACMP) announces the results of elections for its

1985 Officers.

Chairman - Colin C. Orton, PhD

Vice Chairman - Peter R. Almond, PhD

Treasurer - Stewart C. Bushong, ScD

Secretary - Jimmy 0. Fenn, PhD

Immediate Past Chairman - Ann E. Wright, PhD

The ACMP is a professional organization of medical physicists who work primarily in a

clinical environment. For further information contact:

J.O.Fenn, PhD
Secretary of ACMP
Radiation Therapy Department
Medical University of South Carolina

171 Ashley Avenue
Charleston

South Carolina 29425, USA

STATEMENT FROM THE 1985 PARIS MEETING OF THE

INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION ON RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION

The International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) met in Paris in March 1q85.

The Commission reviewed the work of its committees and task groups, and approved for future

publication a report on the quantitative bases for developing a unified index of harm.

The Commission identified four topics requiring comment:

DOSE LIMITS FOR MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC

In the recommendation on effective dose-equivalenf limits* for members of the public, made

in its 1977 Recommendations (ICRP Publication 26 ), two values were mentioned. The use of

the limit of 5 mSv in a year was endorsed, but only under the conditions described in

paragraphs 120 to 128 of ICRP publication 26. For other circumstances the Commission

recommended that it would be prudent to limit exposures on the basis of a lifetime average

annual dose of I mSv.

The Commission's present view is that the principal limit is 1 mSv in a year. However, it is

permissible to use a subsidiary dose limit of 5 mSv in a year for some years, provided that

the average annual effective dose equivalent over a lifetime does not exceed the 'principal

limit of I mSv in a year.

With this limitation on the effective dose equivalent, the noy-stochastic organ dose limit

of 50 mSv in a year becomes unnecessary for most organs . However, since the dose

equivalents in the skin and the lens of the fye are not included in the computation of

effective dose equivalent for the individual , organ dose limits are still needed for

these two tissues. The recommended dose equivalent limit for both the skin and the lens is

still 50 mSv in a year for members of the public.

* The Commission's dose-equivalent limits apply to the sum of the effective dose equivalent

resulting from external exposure during 1 year and the committed effective dose equivalent

incurred from that year's intake of radionuclides.

THE VALUE OF THE QUALITY FACTOR IN THE CASE OF NEUTRONS

The information now available on the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) for neutrons

for a variety of cellular effects in vitro, and for life shortening in the mouse, is being

reviewed by the Commission. The implications of this information will be considered as part

of a larger review of recommendations to be undetaken by the Commission over the next four

years or so. Meanwhile, in the case of neutrons the Commission recommends an increase in Q

by a factor of 2. The permitted approximation for Q for fast neutrons thus changes from 10

to 20.

These changes relate only to neutrons, and no other changes in Q are recommended at this

time.


